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Festival Modernism: Downtown Plans & Pedestrian Malls 1956-1974

By David Eli Vega-Barachowitz

Submitted to the Department of Urban Studies and Planning on May 18, 2016
in Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements for the Degree of Master in City Planning

ABSTRACT
Between 1956 and 1974, many cities in the United States pedestrianized their main shopping corridors in an
effort to revive retail, draw middle-class white consumers back to the central city, and emulate the increasingly
popular and profitable suburban shopping centers burgeoning at the fringe. By the late 1980s, pedestrian
malls, once a panacea for struggling downtowns, had become the quintessential failed urban project. The rise
and fall of the pedestrian mall marks a critical moment in the trajectory of modernism and the history of the
American city. The recent and controversial demolition of one of the era's foremost pedestrian malls, Fresno's
Fulton Mall (1964), planned by Victor Gruen Associates and designed by the landscape architect Garrett
Eckbo, calls for a critical reappraisal of this overlooked chapter of city planning, especially as U.S. cities and
downtown partnerships embrace pedestrian plazas, "complete streets," tactical urbanism, and "better blocks"
as a strategy for economic revitalization.

By coding the visual material of downtown plans published from the late 1950s through the
early 1970s, this paper traces the evolution of critical motifs, themes, and ideas embedded within plans
that featured pedestrian malls. Four case studies, including Victor Gruen's seminal plan A Greater Fort
Worth Tomorrow (1956), Gruen's CentralArea Fresno (1960), I.M. Pei's central business district plan for
Oklahoma City (1964), and the plan for downtown Buffalo by Wallace, McHarg, Roberts, and Todd (1971),
demonstrate how different plan makers conceptualized pedestrianization as part of downtown renewal.

This thesis makes two contentions. First, it identifies the pedestrian mall as a critical precursor to the
postmodern, festival marketplace and an expression of a "festival" or "townscape" modernism that represented
a middle ground between the oppositional paradigms of clearance and preservation. Pedestrian malls reveal
the humanism embedded within aspects of late modernism, and the modernism cloaked by the historicized
festival marketplace. The second contention, based on a close reading of downtown plans from the era, is
that pedestrian malls were rarely accompanied by broader programs of reform, infrastructure building, and
regional planning that might have made them successful. In many cases, their implementation coincided
with a nadir in downtown retail and failed as a cosmetic resolution to embedded economic problems.
Together, these findings provide planners and policymakers reshaping cities today with a critical historical
context for revitalization efforts and important lessons relating to the scale, scope, and challenge of rebuilding
downtowns.
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Late in the winter of December 20 14, 1 discovered a collection of old city

plans in the stacks of MIT's Rotch Library. The plans, dating mostly from

the 1950s through I 970s, were large, lay-flat documents with elaborate

and sophisticated graphics, beautifully rendered eye-level perspectives, and

colorful, abstract maps and diagrams. The plans documented a vision that

cities in the United States would embrace for renewing their downtowns

at the height of the urban renewal era. Most followed the same basic

formula, consisting of a large, circumferential highway loop around the

central business district, a series of immense peripheral parking structures,

a cluster of modern office towers, and elaborate networks of pedestrian

malls, elevated walkways, and subterranean passages threading across the

citys core.

Among the collection of downtown plans, a 1956 proposal by

Victor Gruen Associates for the core of Fort Worth, Texas, entitled A

Greater Fort Worth Tomorrow, stood out. In contrast to other plans from

the era, Gruen's Fort Worth plan conveyed a festivity and humanism more

reminiscent of Gordon Cullen's Townscape or Pieter Bruegel's painting

of 7he Fight Between Ctrnival and Lent than the streamlined superblock

modernism of its contemporaries. As I delved further into the archives,

I found that other plans had mimicked the basic paradigm proposed at

Fort Worth and I traced a pattern of these from the mid-1950s through

the mid-1970s. The discovery of this pattern and the investigation that

followed revealed a set of actors and ideas, embodied by Gruen, James

Rouse, Morris Lapidus, Thomas Todd, and David Wallace, among others,

that ran counter to the prevailing perceptions of city planning during

the urban renewal era. In this thesis, I refer to this as Festival Modernism.

Festivcal Modernism, in contrast to superblock modernism or expressway

modernism, drew inspiration from the bustling squares of European cities
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and distilled the carnival atmosphere of Copenhagen's Tivoli Gardens,

World's Fairs, and Disneyland into a tonic for tired downtowns. In Victor

Gruen, it found its stout impresario, effervescent pitchman, and most

prolific practitioner.

Students of city planning, including those of my own department

at MIT, are taught the history of the profession, and of the American city,

as a story of David and Goliath, an epic struggle in which Jane Jacobs

defeats a hulking figure of Robert Moses in an epic struggle over the fate of

New York. 1 he history, of urban renewal, and the history' of urban planning

more broadly, is often couched in these frames-the image of Pruitt Igoe's

bulk falling to ashes; a heroic Jane Jacobs shot from below in the frame

of the Washington Square Arch; the pathetic figure of an aging Robert

Moses crouching over an oversized map, pointing in vain to highways that

will never be built. Downtown plans from the urban renewal era neither

negate these images, nor do they' suggest that our conceptions of either

David or Goliath are false. Nonetheless, these plans, and the projects that

they produced, provide a glimpse into a current of modernism that is often

overlooked and one that may provide a critical context for the profession

today.

In this thesis, through the lens of the downtown plan, I set out

to unpack one manifestation of festival modernism-the pedestrian

mall. Pedestrian malls, like World's Fairs, people movers, and shopping

centers, belong to a lineage of modernism that sought to enchant as much

as it sotight to perfect or streamline. 'Iheir sudden rise in the late 1 950s,

followed by their gradual decline in the I 970s and I 980s, remains a rich

and uncharted story. Moreover, the recent and ongoing demolition of

pedestrian malls calls for their critical reappraisal among planners.

I
(above i/f)

Jane Jacobs, Washington SqUare Park,

1958. Credit: Fred W. McDarrah;

Getty Images
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(above nrh)

Robert Moses. Credit: New York

State Office of Parks, Recreation and

Historic Preservation
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(r-igh1t)

Vicror Grnen, Southdale Shoppin-
Center under construction.

Completed 1956. Credit:
Minneapolis Star -Tribo nr-

000-p

In the epoch of urban renewal, figures like Victor Gruen do not fit

neatly into a David versus Goliath narrative. An Austrian Jewish architect

who Hed the Nazis for New York City in 1938, Gruen's ideal city fell

ambiguously between urban renewal's schisms of the activist and the power

broker. He was a contradictory figure who loathed automobiles, but felt

strongly that the only way to save the city was to accommodate them.' He

was quick to adopt the rhetoric of Jane Jacobs, even though his firm had

drawn up the plans for Charles River Park, the neighborhood that replaced

Boston's ill-fated West End. Based in Beverly Hills and most famous for his

early shopping malls outside Detroit and Minneapolis, Gruen participated

in the shaping of the mid-century American vision as much as Le

Corbusier or Robert Moses. And while his contribution to the architecture

of retail and shopping centers has been well charted, the latter half of his

American career, which focused on reviving the American downtown, has

received far less attention.

In Close-Up: How to Read the Anerican City, the urban critic

Grady Clay wrote of Gruen, "[his] proposals were widely published; the)

became official doctrine in hundreds of city plans of the 1960's, and were

built into the townscapes of the 1970's. If anything had become a major

1 NI. Jeffr-ey Hardwick. Mall Maker: Victor Grtuen, Architect of itan Amterican Dr-eam

(lhildelphia, PA: )niversity of Piennsylvania Press, 2015), 218.
2 '1h C two major w5vorks on Victor Gre, M4. I effrey Iardwick's Via/iMaker (2004) and Alex
Wll's Viaweat(Grur: From Urban Sop to New Cit , ( 2005) both explore elements of his downtown
work. Hardwick iCLdes a lengihy dicussion of the Fort 'Worth plan (166-198), which is referenced
in Chapter 3 of this the sis. Wall Iooks at a variety of Gruen's downtown plans, incluading both his
retail and residmniial wsork ( 1 16-1-7). Walls research is referenced in Chapter 4.

12
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new epitome district3 of the American city by 1972, it was Gruen's."'' The

vision to which Clay eludes, first illustrated in Gruen's A Greater Fort

Worth Tomorrow plan, was characterized by a set of common elements - "a

pedestrian-free core with beautiful malls... an enclave of huge building

blocks, reinforced by great parking garages at the corners, and the whole

surrounded by a giant freeway system giving easy access to and from the

heart." Clay's appreciation of the Gruen plan as an epitome district of

the 1970s reminds us that, for better or worse, we are living in Gruen's

downtown. In fact, many of the things that cities are now actively seeking

to remedy, such as parking "craters," 5 staid modern office towers, and

perimeter freeways, were actively promoted in the Gruen plans, as both an

enabler of the pedestrian core and a pragmatic retrofit to keep downtown

competitive with the suburban shopping mall.

As a paradoxical and quixotic figure at the crest of late modernism,

Gruen's legacy bears heavily upon the history of the urban planning

field. As a master of largely forgotten yet highly influential works, many

buried within plans that are the preserve of off-site archives, Gruen

stands at the end a long line of figures whom history has overlooked in

the characteristic jump from Burnham to Corbusier to Moses to Jacobs.

Much like the planning careers of George Kessler, John Nolen, Harland

Bartholomew, and Ladislas Segoe, among others, many of Gruen's works

remain overlooked in part because they cannot be reduced or read in a

single building complex. Instead, their ideas are contained as artifacts in

plans, many of which are difficult to find, in poor quality, or completely

neglected. The extent to which these plans were implemented is a subject

of debate and speculation, especially since so many of these projects came

about through a confluence of multiple actors and agencies, as opposed to

a single power broker.

Questions

Through the downtown plans of Victor Gruen and his contemporaries

from mid-1950s through the mid-1970s, this thesis set out to unpack

the evolution, conception, implementation, and ultimate decline of

pedestrian mall as an object of good city form. Why do planners and

3 Grady Clay. Close-up: How to Read the American City (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press 1980), 38. Clay defines an "epitome district" in the following terms: "In linguistics, an epitome
is a brief statement expressing the essence of something, a short presentation of a large topic. A
city's epitome districts are crammed with clues that trigger our awareness to the larger scene-things

around the corner, processes out of sight, history all but covered up. They stand for other things; they

generate metaphors; they are the sort of places that, ideally, help us get it all together."
4 Clay, Close-up, 61.
5 See Sarah Goodyear. "How Parking Lots Became the Scourge of American Downtowns."

The Atlantic: CityLab, June 5, 2014, www.citylab.com/commute/2014/06/how-parking-lots-became-
the-scourge-of-american-downtowns/372207/.
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designers today accept the pedestrian mall as a failed urban project? Why

has this objectively good idea-a pedestrianized, traffic-free city core-

been deemed unworkable in the United States, even while it has thrived

elsewhere?

Though pedestrian malls, including Fresno's Fulton Mall, have

recently come under threat of demolition in the few cities where they still

exist, this thesis is not an argument for their preservation. Nor is it an

investigation, borne out in rigorous economic analysis of retail and revenue

data, of whether or not the pedestrian malls indeed failed, or at least

accelerated the decline of downtown-a popular claim among politicians

wanting to remove them. Rather, I wanted to understand the pedestrian

mall as an expression and an iteration of modernism. Specifically, I

wanted to trace the lineage between the pedestrian mall and its immediate

successor, the festival marketplace of the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s. Why is

the festival marketplace widely perceived as a success where the pedestrian

mall is considered afailure? What threads connect the late modernist retail

utopia of Gruen to its postmodern successor? How do these links inform

our conceptualization of modernism and postmodernism in the context of

downtown revitalization?

While plans provide a lens for this investigation, they also offer

a data source rich with information about other aspects of downtown

planning, urban renewal, and societal change. In the course of my

study, I have traced these changes in detail and in addition to unpacking

pedestrianization, I here seek to partially explain how and why plans

themselves changed.

Methodology

To answer these questions, I adopted a mixed-methods approach that

combined archival research, case studies, plan coding, interviews, and

process tracing.

Archival Research

Plans, as the "major intellectual projects published within the planning

profession" and "[idea] vessels for larger intellectual concepts,"6 provide

invaluable insight into the vision, intentions and anticipated outcomes

of this period. Many downtown plans are rare, fragile documents that are

virtually invisible from the present historical record. Few urban planners

actively read through plans and many planning students are only indirectly

confronted with them through excerpted images, ideas, or maps. For this

6 Brent D. Ryan. "Reading Through a Plan: A Visual Interpretation of What Plans Mean and
How They Innovate," Journal ofthe American Planning Association 77.4 (2011): 310.

14
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and served as an invaluable artifact and a living manifestation of ideas

encoded within our built environment.

At the outset of my research, I Undertook an extensive campaign

to locate and analyze downtown plans from the urban renewal era in the

collection of MIT's Rotch Library and the Loeb Library at Harvard. In

the early I 960s, MIT's Department of City Planning solicited states and

municipalities to submit copies of past and present planning documents.

As a result, the school has one of the largest libraries of downtown and

comprehensive plans of any University in the country. While many of the

plans were readiy available, a large proportion of them were either not

catalogtied or inaccessible.

Early in my research, I was fortUnate to discover the collection of

Crawford C. Westbrook, Vice President and Head of Planning at Victor

Gruen Associates from the 1961-1979 in MIT's institutional archives. 'ihe

Westbrook collection, which included a majority of the plans produced

by Victor Gruen Associates in the I 960s, offered a comprehensive insight

into the firm's work as well as an extensive catalogue of references and

information relevant to my research.'

Cise Stud/ies

After collecting and surveying a cross section of downtown plans from

the urban renewal era, I selected four case studies. 'Ihese case studies

allowed me to distill critical themes, using both seminal and archetypal

plans from the period. I selected my first two case studies, focusing on

the work of Victor Gruen Associates, due to their historical signihcance

in downtown planning and in the career of Victor Gruen. Ihe first case

study, Gruen's A Greater Fort Worth ThIorrow (1 956), was chosen because

it was a paradigmatic plan on which other plans of the era were based.

G ruen's Central Area Fresno, Volume 2: he Pin and inplementation

(1960), meanwhile, was selected both as an exemplary model of a plan

by Victor Gruen Associates and for its association with the firm's most

successful project, Fresno's Fulton Mall. For my third and fourth case

- his was cooseyed to me hy stai at M1 ITs Roch i Library. iate ins m thesis investigation,
thei library staffshowed me an extensive librAry Of tiuneAtAlogutied plans, pamphlets and brochures in itN

otfsite annex. Nhbile I discovered these materials too late to compreiensivel' study and use them, the
fal 1ihat the plaingit department had at one rime thought to Undertake such a collection provided
in itselfa valtiable source of data on plans. Ultimately, these materials will hae to be the subject of a
utuire studs.

8 Other plans wete obtaitied tlrOiugh online sources ind digital coliectimos. Archiine.or
HaiiTrut and several other sites have dig'ilzed eillections, th rh w"li hide many plans hae cbeen
made available to the public. Very ftew cities iave made elecitonic copies of past planning doCnImete

available oiline, wiitch idianapolis and PhiladelphiI as notabie exceptions. Likewise, aihitecture and

planning firms typical y do not publicize irdltial wNiork ii1t ugh timist ir swillino' to share electronic

copies Of tesOUiCes wiheic visble.

A OREATET FORT WORTH TOMORROW

A Greater Fort Worth Tomorrow
Victor ,riecn AsseOiates 1

Central Area Fresno, Volume 2: The
Plan and its Implementation
ViNmr GtUen Associates, 196

ATM~

Central Business District,
Oklahoma City
LI.M Pei & Associates

'the Regional Center: A
Comprehensive Plan for Downtown
Buffalo, New York
Wallace, Mel larg, Roberts, and IOdd.
1971
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FACTUAL

"IIli-cc mn inl suits stare into the air.

CONTEXTUAL

Ani illMag Of (,H1 111t hndit spartnerS

overseeing the consrrouiCon of
Southdale in the mid- 1 950s at the
dawn of the suburban shopping center

boom.

TEMPORAL

(rtictt as a contt idictot ft''ure wvho

strove to save downtown while bUilding
shopping malls that kilecd thnt at
the periplier. 'h inherent tenion
hetveen real estate economics and
UtOpianl urban theory.

studies, I selected two plans that presented a contrast to Gruen's work. A

General Neighborhood Renewal Plan: Central Business District, Oklahoma

City (1964) by I.M. Pei & Associates demonstrated an alternative paradigm

of downtown planning and design within the same era. Wallace, McHarg,

Roberts, and Todd's he Regional Center: A Comprehensive Planfor

Downtown Butdo (1971), was chosen because it revealed how Gruen's

paradigmatic model had evolved towards the end of the urban renewal era,

especially in response to changing federal urban policies.

*. A Greater Fort Worth Thmorrow by Victor Gruen Associates, 1956

2. Central Area Fresno, California, Volume 2: ihe Plan and Its

hnplementation by Victor Gruen Associates, 1960

3. A General Neighborhood Renewal Plan: Central Business District,

Oklahoma City by .M. Pci & Associates, 1964

4. ihe Regional Center: A Comprehensive Planfr Downtown Buf/ilo, New

York by Wallace, McHarg, Roberts & Todd, 1971

A Visual iheory of Plan lutepretation

I analyzed each of these plans using the visual theory of plan reading

introduced by Brent Ryan in his article, "Reading -1hrough a Plan."' In

this article, Ryan derives "a theory of plan interpretation" based on an

approach adapted from Erwin Panofsky's Studies in hconology (1939).

Using the "imaginary narrative of a man raising his hat in the street,"

Panofsky proposed three "strata, or meanings, in art."'" The first was

Jactual, representing the "'plain sense' of the event (a man raising his hat)

as it corresponded to 'certain objects (and actions) known to [him] from

practical experience."'' 'Ihe second strata was conventional or "recognized

as being particular to the society and time in which it occurred.""

Panofsky's third strata was intrinsic, constituting "part of a much larger

portrait not only of the man's individual personality, but also of what

could be called his philosophy, his 'way of viewing things and reacting to

the world,'" in relation to "our general information as to the gentleman's

period, nationality, class, intellectual traditions, and so on.'

Based on Panofsky's iconology, Ryan developed an "analogous

)
H owv
H 0

12
13

Brem D. Rsan."Reading litrouttgh A Plan: A Visual interpretation of What Plans Mean and
lhey Ininov ate, /ourne! fTie Aeritan Planning A(oaaiot -. 4 (2011): 309-327.

Rran, 312.

Ibid, Iid.
bid, Ibid.

Ibid, Ibid.
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theory of plan interpretation"" which contains three levels of meaning:

factual, contextual (conventional), and temporal (intrinsic). These may be

described, in essence, as the 1) literal reading of the plan document itself;

2) the derivation of the "political, social, economic, and physical" context

in which the plan was written; and 3) the significance of the plan "in the

context of the history of a city's plans, the history of a city, the life of the

plan's author, or the history of the society that produced the plan."" In

his paper, Ryan illustrates his "visual theory of plan reading" by selecting,

analyzing, and then comparing three plans for these levels of meanings.

Ryan's plan reading methodology established a strong framework

for my analysis, yet also presented several challenges during the course

of my investigation. Whereas an isolated image conveys factual meaning

based on the scene, action or event that it portrays, plans express multiple

layers of factual and contextual meaning simultaneously, embedding

contested narratives of past, present, and future. In WMRT's 1971 plan

for downtown Buffalo, for instance, the plan presented itself as a response

to the anticipated future growth of downtown. A re-reading of the stated

contextual meaning of that plan, however, shows that those projections had

little merit and that the plan was more likely undertaken by a downtown

business coalition precisely due to an absence of such growth.

Comparing past and present plans based on incomplete records

and often unreliable or biased secondary sources proved a formidable

challenge throughout this research. In several cases, I was unable to locate

either a prior or a subsequent planning document for comparison as part

of the case study analysis. In these instances, I relied on either fragmented

secondary source materials or comparable plans from other cities. In some

instances, the nature of the plan itself presented a problem. Oklahoma

City's 1964 Pei Plan consisted only of a collection of engineering

specifications and a detailed site plan. Unlike plans by Gruen, it was not

designed as public brochure for distribution. While separate renderings had

been produced for promotional purposes and a massive scale model built to

advertise the project, a direct comparison proved difficult given the format

of the other case studies. As a result, I had to rely upon a reading of the

plan's key renderings, an associated promotional video accessible online,

and images of the site model to interpret its meaning.

As my research progressed, I encountered several problems with

the methodology, particularly in the arena of temporal plan readings.

Gruen's Fort Worth plan, for instance, called for multiple temporal

meanings, including a discussion of Victor Gruen Associates as a firm, of

14 Ryan, 313.
15 Ibid, Ibid.
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the central business district plan as a typology, and of the individual plan

makers responsible for the drawings, layout, and authorship of the plan

document itself. In the limited space of this thesis, all of these threads,

however interesting, could not be pursued. Gruen's relationship to the

real estate economist Larry Smith, for instance, is only lighted mentioned

in this thesis. Likewise, my discussions of consumer and retail history

and of downtown business coalitions could have been much longer. Plan

readings benefit from a thematic focus. While I was nominally focused on

pedestrianization and representation here, these final plan readings at times

sacrifice breadth at the expense of depth. My approach to plan reading,

while multi-faceted, might have benefited from a more limited focus.

Plan Coding

While plan readings served as the primary methodology for this thesis,

to support and enrich the individual case studies, I coded close to twenty

downtown plans prepared from 1956 through 1974, out of a total of

approximately 60 plans that were originally surveyed. I adapted my

coding methodology from a pair of studies conducted in 1973 and 1989

by UC-Berkeley College of Environmental Design Professor Michael

Southworth.16 Southworth was interested in coding key features of urban

design plans from the 1970s and 1980s. He coded each urban design plan

for a variety of stated goals, criteria, and visual strategies used and then

developed his findings on the basis of this research and supplementary

data. In contrast to Southworth's approach, I coded downtown plans based

on their visual material alone, looking in detail at illustrative site plans,

maps, and delineated perspectives. This included noting the existence of

common vignettes, such as an executive looking out his office window

onto a plaza below or a woman shopping beneath an arcade. I recorded a

variety of different types of elements, drawing styles, and details, resulting

in almost 300 codes analyzed for each plan in total.

By looking in detail at individual drawings and their constituent

elements, I gained critical insight into the evolution of certain motifs

through time and the differences in the individual styles of certain plan

makers. The inclusion of trash receptacles or birds in a drawing informed

or reaffirmed ideas I had developed from my initial plan readings, and in

some cases, indicated fresh insights. By forcing myself to look for those

elements excluded from the drawings, as well as those included in them, I

discovered unexpected traits and linkages, which led me to further research.

16 Michael Southworth and Susan Southworth. "Environmental Quality in Cities and
Regions." Town Planning Review 44.3 (1973): 231-253.
Michael Southworth. "Theory and Practice of Contemporary Urban Design: A Review of Urban
Design Plans in the United States." Town Planning Review 60.4 (1989): 369-402.
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While such a detailed analysis of visual materials would be best reinforced

by a parallel assessment of written material and quantitative projections,

the method I have developed here provides a basis for future studies and an

important piece of supplemental data in my mixed methodology.

Since Gruen's work served as a touchstone and a reference for the

coding exercise, the methodology expresses a certain degree of bias towards

the characteristic elements of a "Gruen plan." Had this study focused on

the work of I.M. Pei or Edmund Bacon, for instance, the coding criteria

might have taken a different shape and yielded different results. Likewise,

the plan selection process privileged plans with a certain amount of visual

material to read, resulting in a sample that may not be representative of the

entire population of downtown plans. Nonetheless, efforts were made to

find a suitable cross section of plans reflective a variety of types and actors.

Availability of digital or library copies of plans heavily influenced the

overall selection.

Process Tracing

In order to distill how the idea of a pedestrianized core evolved and spread

during this era, I mapped personal and professional relationships, common

projects, correspondences, and where possible, evidence of direct influence.

Given the number of themes and actors involved in this study, process

tracing proved valuable in two respects. First, it elucidated connections

that might have otherwise gone unnoticed while providing partial evidence

of coalitions or movements over the course of time. Second, thematic

process tracing, such as the evolution of the elevated pedestrian walkway,

demonstrated the divergent fates of certain ideas and physical design

strategies through time.

Interviews

Interviews provided an important, if ultimately secondary, source of

information. I conducted three interviews during the course of my

thesis. The first was with Roberto Brambilla, who produced a series of

pamphlets on pedestrian malls and traffic-free zones in the mid-1970s.17

The second and third were with former employees of Victor Gruen

Associates, Crawford Westbrook and Gary Hack. Westbrook, whose

collection provided me with invaluable data, provided critical insights

into Gruen and the downtown planning process in the 1960s and early

1970s more broadly. Gary Hack, a professor emeritus at MIT and former

17 Footnotes was a five-volume pamphlet series on pedestrian malls and traffic-free zones
by Roberto Brambilla and Gianni Longo published in 1976-1977. It was produced jointly by the
Columbia University Center for Advanced Research in Urban and Environmental Affairs and the
Institute for Environmental Action.
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Gruen Associates employee, supplemented and enriched Westbrook's

comments. By and large, their comments echoed the existing literature on

Gruen.

The mixed-methods approach I used in this thesis proved effective

in certain regards and less effective in others. The largest problem I

encountered was in defining the appropriate scope of my investigation.

While the primary research for the thesis consisted of downtown plan

analysis, the theoretical outcomes of the research related to both the plans

themselves as well as the projects they produced. In some cases, the plans

indicated one story or outcome, while the projects themselves revealed a

different one. Gruen's plan for downtown Paterson, New Jersey (1962),

for instance, belonged to a category of plans developed in the flurry

of commissions that followed his Fort Worth scheme. The mall itself,

however, was not realized until 1974, as a one-block pedestrian mall by

a different firm (Beyer, Blinder, Belle)." The built project told a different

narrative from the plan, owing to the decade that had passed between the

project's conception and its implementation.

The uneven focus on Gruen as a protagonist in the narrative

of downtown revitalization presented some difficulties. First, given

the scope of the thesis, I was unable to provide a thorough digest of

Gruen's background and have thus only mentioned in brief his early

work designing storefronts, his downtown residential plans, and new

town developments. Thus, while the original focus of this thesis may

have included more information on Gruen, ultimately, it shifted more

towards an exposition of plans and pedestrian malls, with Gruen as a first

act rather than a focus of the investigation. Other figures, such as James

Rouse, David Wallace, and I.M. Pei, emerged as important actors in the

story and thus warranted additional discussion. Many important figures

in the story of downtown in the urban renewal era, such as Jane Jacobs,

William Zeckendorf, Robert Moses, G. Holmes Perkins, and Edmund

Bacon, receive limited or only partial treatment here. A fuller discussion

of the counterattack on urban renewal and a more detailed discussion or

qualification of its critiques might have benefitted the overall research.

Era of Focus

I selected the interval from 1956 through 1974 as a period of investigation

because these dates provide an adequate frame for both late modernist

urbanism and urban renewal. 1956 marked both the passage of the

Interstate Highway Act and the release of Victor Gruen's seminal Fort

18 John Beyer, Richard Blinder, and John Belle all worked for Gruen Associates in the 1960s
before splitting off to create their own architectural firm.
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Worth plan. By 1956, many American cities had begun their first slum

clearance and redevelopment efforts or were in the process of publishing

their first major renewal plans. The passage of the highway act, meanwhile,

changed the scale of renewal and exacerbated its ultimate impacts. As

federal money flowed towards urban reconstruction and the first large

scale renewal projects were realized, the urban renewal establishment came

increasingly under siege. Critiques of the urban renewal order, which began

in the late 1950s with work by Herbert Gans, Jane Jacobs and others,

crystallized around 1962. By 1964, with the publication of Urban Renewal:

The Record and the Controversy," the academy began to turn against policies

that it had helped to craft.

Just as urban renewal came under suspicion, it expanded

considerably under President Lyndon Johnson and his Great Society.

By 1968, however, following race riots in major American cities,

the assumptions that had governed earlier iterations of the program

came deeply into question and resulted in a slate of policy reforms to

include public input and participation. The years 1968-1974 marked

a final flowering of the urban renewal era, which produced many great

experiments that nevertheless failed to stem the tide of protest or make

up for the displacement and clearance that had thrown so many lives

into turmoil. It is perhaps surprising, then, that 1974, the year President

Richard Nixon definitively retrenched on federal urban policy and

cancelled the Model Cities program, also marked the peak year for

the construction of pedestrian malls.'The pedestrian malls, like many

comprehensive downtown rehabilitation projects, flourished late and failed

quickly.

Results and Contentions

Based on my research, I have arrived at several preliminary conclusions.

First, I contend that the perceivedfailure of the pedestrian mall, and the

perceived success of the festival marketplace, overlooks a story of continuity

and common origin between these successive movements. Pedestrian

malls did not themselves fail, but were one expression of the failure of

downtowns all around the United States, which was in turn a product

of poor urban policies, unyielding segregation, and naive conceptions

about the nature of retail decentralization. Figures like Victor Gruen

and James Rouse failed to realize or act counter to the inherent conflict

between decentralization policy (from the 1920s through the 1950s) and

recentralization policy (from the 1950s onward) until it was too late. The

19 Urban Renewal: The Record and the Controversy. ed. James Q Wilson, (Cambridge, MA:
MIT Press, 1964).
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failure of planners and policymakers to limit the growth of suburban

shopping centers reflected the ineffectiveness of regional planning in the

United States as well as its ambiguous attitude towards central cities over

time. Moreover, while many festival marketplaces were successful, many

also failed. Their success or failure depended more upon the size and

economy of the city in question, as well as the relationship between the

periphery and downtown. Timing was also a factor, since the construction

of many pedestrian malls coincided with the departure of major

department stores, while the advent of the marketplaces rode the tide of

nascent gentrification.

The divergent fates of these two strategies indicate two critical

points about cities and the public realm in the United States. The first is

the relative insecurity of public space in contradistinction to private or

privatized spaces in the United States. The management techniques that

worked at the malls-privatization, coordination, control, security-

eventually came downtown. 0 Pedestrian malls, which often took the form

of a cosmetic treatment in the absence of strong downtown partnerships,

exhibited weaknesses in this respect. Where strong management did

prevail, the malls tended to succeed for a longer period of time. In other

cases, the peculiarities of the site (near a beach) or the characteristics of

the population (near a university) gave them a higher chance of success, a

point that has been noted elsewhere."' The second point is that the same

strategies that made pedestrianization appealing were part of a larger

program of highways and parking that also undermined their success.

Making cities easier to drive into also entailed making them easier to get

out, and often, without attentive planning, the latter prevailed over the

former. Vast parking lots and highway rings produced negative externalities

that diminished the attraction of downtown areas, even as they ensured

greater overall access. These "improvements" also tended to sever ties

between downtowns and their adjacent neighborhoods, creating moats

around the central business district that either intentionally or effectively

excluded potential customers (often undesirable minorities). The changing

racial and class makeup of the customers in the downtown, moreover,

precipitated the departure of many merchants and business interests, an

expression of embedded racism and segregation that bore itself out in

urban renewal policies and downtown revitalization.

In the course of this evolution, plans shifted according to new

20 Bernard J. Frieden and Lynne B. Sagalyn. Downtown, Inc: How America Rebuilds Cities
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1989), 61.
21 Cole E. Judge "The Experiment of American Pedestrian Malls: Trends Analysis, Necessary
Indicators for Success and Recommendations for Fresno's Fulton Mall," Fresno Future Conference
Strong Cities, Strong Communities Downtown Fresno Partnership, November, 11, 2013, 12-13.
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policies and funding sources, while still reflecting the basic building blocks

proposed by Gruen. The transition from the pedestrian mall to transit mall

in the 1970s, for instance, demonstrated the influence of federal subsidies

for public transit on built outcomes (often in spite of unchanged local

priorities, i.e. consumption). Emerging ideas in architecture, such as the

emergence of "megastructure," also changed the nature of both pedestrian

malls and the plans behind them. The rise of historic preservation in

the mid-1960s had an impact on both plans and pedestrian malls, often

producing fascinating instances of hybridity between contemporary

architecture and historic rehabilitation.

I argue in this thesis that the dialectic produced between the

failure of the pedestrian mall and the success of the festival marketplace

provides evidence of a hitherto unrecognized festival modernism. Festival

modernism responded to the functionalist dialogue of early CIAM (Congres

Internationaux d'Architecture Moderne) by celebrating and reinterpreting

the messiness of the traditional European market squares or Greek Agoras

and applying these to a core once ignored as obsolete. Rather than viewing

history and modernity as oppositional forces, festival modernism aligned

modernization" and consumerism with the theatrical reenactments of

traditional urban space. It produced carnivals and spectacles and follies

that indulged in techno-utopian fantasies of progress, while embedding

this progress in the ritual of the medieval fair. Considered as a distinct

strain or phase of modernism, festival modernism dissolves the perceived

dichotomies of modernism and post-modernism. It suggests both that the

pedestrian mall was a critical precursor to postmodern urbanism, just as the

festival marketplace was a recapitulation and extension of fundamentally

modernist ideas.

In his book, All That is Solid Melts into Air: The Experience of

Modernity (1982), Marshall Berman echoed this sentiment, arguing that

the postmodern turn of the 1970s was in fact "a modernism of ghosts"

based on "the rehabilitation of ethnic memory and history as a vital part of

personal identity." 23 Berman divided modernism into three phases. In the

22 In this thesis, I refer to "modernization" as a process and to "modernism" as a set of

ideas or a discourse. Highway building, road widening, zoning, and storefront modernization all

represent expressions of the former. Modernization represented a reaction to perceived blight and
stemmed from both the physical and socioeconomic consequences of incipient decentralization as

well as the comprehensive rationality of Taylorization. Modernism, meanwhile, is understood here

as an intellectual dialogue rooted in enlightenment ideals and progressivism. This thesis focuses

on modernism in terms of planning and design, as derived from both the early physical planning

tradition and the CIAM discourse on urbanism. Modernization represents the adaptation and

realization of that discourse. Victor Gruen served as a translator between the discourse of modernism

and its adoption as a physical strategy to forestall downtown deterioration.

23 Marshall Berman. All That Is Solid Melts Into Air (New York, NY: Simon and Schuster,
1982), 333.
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first phase, from the start of sixteenth century to the end of the eighteenth

century, mankind "groped desperately but half blindly"2 4 to make sense

of the "spiritual and material upheavals of an industrial revolution." For

this first phase, Berman uses the figure of Goethe's Faust, who discovers

that "the only way for modern man to transform himself...is by radically

transforming the whole physical and social and moral world around

him." 26 The second phase begins with the French Revolution in 1790s,

when "a great modern public shares the feeling of living in a revolutionary

age, an age that generates explosive upheavals in every dimension of

personal, social and political life."2 Berman's third and final phase of

modernism, in the twentieth century, "expands to take in virtually the

whole world," until "it shatters into a multitude of fragments.. .and loses

its vividness, resonance, and depth," losing "touch with the roots of its own

modernity. 28

Berman argues that the frustration with the third phase of

modernism, a modernity cut off from the past, "hurtling forward at such a

dizzying pace that it cannot take root,"29 called for a return to a "modernity

of yesterday," 0 which he says is embodied by the ideas of Jane Jacobs.

He contends that while Jacobs's ideal of the street was assumed by the

neoconservative movement as a symbol of "radical anti-modernism," in

actuality, the things that it celebrated-strangers, different classes, ethnic

groups, ages, beliefs, and life-styles, discovery, and equality-were couched

in "distinctively modernist terms." " "The street," Berman wrote, "was

experienced as the medium in which the totality of modern material and

spiritual forces could meet, clash, interfuse and work out their ultimate

meanings and fates."32 "This understanding of modernism," he states,
"should help us clarify some of the ironies of the contemporary 'post-

modern' mystique...the modernism of the 1970s was distinguished by

its desire and power to remember, to remember so much of what modern

societies-regardless of what their ideologies and who their ruling classes

are-want to forget. But when contemporary modernists lose touch with

and deny their own modernity, they only echo the ruling class self-delusion

that it has conquered the troubles and perils of the past, and meanwhile,

they cut themselves off from a primary source of their own strength.""

24 Berman, 17.
25 Ibid, 39.
26 Ibid, 40.
27 Ibid, 17.
28 Ibid, 17.
29 Ibid, 35.
30 Ibid, 36.
31 Ibid, 323.
32 Ibid, 316.
33 Ibid, 346.
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Echoing Berman, upon his visit to Faneuil Hall Marketplace in 1981,

the Boston Globe architecture critic Robert Campbell commented, "The

Marketplace is an impersonation of a kind of urban life that no longer

exists in most of America. It's a theatrical representation of street life. It

has to be this, because that is a stage we have to go through as we begin

cautiously, self-consciously to re-enact the urban culture we abandoned.""

The widespread acceptance of the pedestrian mall as a "failed"

urban project by planners today reflects the degree to which planners in the

United States today have failed to grapple with their own modernism. In

our acceptance of a self-conscious re-enactment of the past-a prevailing of

historical precedent over invention or novel composition (widely derided

as futurism)-many planners act in protracted self-denial of its core

function-the anticipation and projection of the future. In the shift from

totality to balance, from clearance to rehabilitation, we have simultaneously

enacted a shift from public to private, and from proactive renewal to

entrenched conservation. In rediscovering the overlooked humanism of the

modernist project and the cloaked modernism of the postmodern project,

we can observe a continuity of ideals in spite of a disjuncture in form.

Overview

This thesis has been divided into three parts, each consisting of two

chapters.

Part I: Plan Making and Retail Modernization: 1893-1956

Chapter One, "City Beautiful to City Practical: Plan Making from 1893-

1956," begins by exploring the history of downtown plans and plan makers

leading up to 1956. In contrast to other histories, such as David Smiley's

Pedestrian Modern and Alex Wall's Victor Gruen, which have focused on

retail and architectural history to a greater degree, this investigation will

conduct a critical history of downtown plan making paradigms in the first

half of the twentieth century. The objective of this initial investigation

is to situate the Gruen plan archetype within a lineage of planning ideas

going back to the late nineteenth century. As with the core of the thesis

investigation, plan documents serve as primary data for the investigation.

Plans for the four case study cities (Fort Worth, Fresno, Oklahoma City,

Buffalo) provide a lens for more detailed exposition and analysis, as well as

means for tracing ideas through time.

34 Robert Campbell. "Evaluation: Faneuil Hall Marketplace: Boston's Upper of Urbanity."
ALA Journal 70.7 (1981): 33.
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Chapter Two, "From Down Town to Shoppers' World," offers a detailed

look at the immediate antecedents to the Gruen plan for Fort Worth.

This chapter serves as a historical repository for key ideas that evolved in

and around the seminal Gruen plan, such as the urban freeway program,

the evolution of the suburban shopping mall, and the early history of

pedestrianization before 1956. The goal of this chapter is to contextualize

Gruen's ideas in time, understand his influences, and provide a review of

the key literature and scholarship on downtowns in this era.

Part II: Victor Gruen and City X

Chapter Three, 'Making a Plan: A Greater Fort Worth Tomorrow"

investigate the genesis, development, and dissemination of Gruen's seminal

Fort Worth Plan. The plan will be analyzed for its factual, contextual, and

temporal meanings and coded for its key ideas and motifs. This section

seeks an understanding of the plan's intentions, its eventual demise, and

most of all, its impact as an idea that other cities around the United States

adopted. This chapter will also highlight the act of plan making itself as a

process, with a focus on the history of plan delineation (illustration) and

the intellectual and creative culture fostered at Gruen's firm in the late

1950s.

Chapter Four, "From Fort Worth to Fresno: The Pedestrian Mall Comes of

Age," assesses one of the most successful Gruen plans and pedestrian malls,

Fresno's Fulton Mall, designed by the landscape architect Garrett Eckbo. As

a successful implementation of Gruen's core concept, this chapter conducts

a close plan reading, which is enriched by a discussion of early pedestrian

malls and downtown revitalization projects. Chapter Four traces the arch

of the Fulton Mall's history within the context of its present day removal.

It reflects upon multiple themes, including the relationship between

downtown and suburban retail, the role of downtown coalitions, and

highway planning.

Part III: The Evolving Urban Renewal Order: I.M. Pei, David Wallace, and

James Rouse

Chapter Five, "The Elaboration of the Plan: The Pei for Oklahoma City

and WMRT's Regional Center Plan for Downtown Buffalo" explores two

plans that represent a critical counterpoint to the work of Victor Gruen

Associates. This chapter traces the evolution of urban renewal from its

origins to its peak in the mid-1960s. As a counterpoint to the Gruen

plan, Pei suggests a model and conception of planning more aligned

with the Corbusian model of early CIAM, which stands in contrast to
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the festival modernism embraced by Gruen. Following the Pei Plan, the

chapter follows the work of Wallace, McHarg, Roberts and Todd (WMRT)

through their 1971 plan for downtown Buffalo. The WMRT plan reading

explores how planning responded (and did not respond) to the race riots

and social revolution of the late 1960s, while also tracing the persistence of

the Gruen model through the early 1970s.

The final chapter of the thesis, Chapter Six, "From Mall

to Marketplace: Historic Preservation and the Rise of the Festival

Marketplace" reveals the lineage from the pedestrian mall in the mid-

1960s to the festival marketplace in the mid-1970s. The first half of the

chapter explores the many pedestrian malls that were built from 1964-

1974. Following this discussion, the rise of the festival marketplace and

the historic preservation movement are discussed, including brief histories

of Ghirardelli Square in San Francisco, Pike Place Market in Seattle,

and Faneuil Hall Marketplace in Boston. The last section of the chapter

recapitulates the story of downtown renewal through the career of James

Rouse, whose work touched each phase of the narrative from the 1950s

through the 1980s. Rouse's story provides a framework for the discussion

of late modernism and the failure of the pedestrian malls in the conclusion.
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"When we build let us think that we build forever. Let it not be for present delight

nor for present use alone. Let it be such work as our descendants will thank us for,

and let us think, as we lay stone on stone, that a time is to come when these stones

will be held sacred because we have touched them, and that men will say as they

look upon the labor and wrought substance of them: 'See! 'This our Fathers did for

us.

John Ruskin, as quoted on the inside cover the A Comprehensive City

Plan r Wichita, Kansas. Harland Bartholomew and Associates. Wichita

City Plan Commission, 1923.

"A city plan is a constructive program for the building of a better city. It deals

primarily with the material features of the urban structure. Its object is the

improvement of living conditions, the stimulation of prosperity, and the creation

of intangible values in added health, comfort, convenience, and community well-

being. By means of maps, drawings, recommendations, and suggestions, coupled

with the will-to-do of the people themselves, the city plan operates to direct the

construction of a more suitable physical city. All the measures needed to direct city

growth are comprehended in the plan. Fundamentally it is a coordinated series

of concrete proposals, a graphic representation of ideas, a statement of guiding

principles dealing with problems of civic improvement. ihe publication of this

material is popularly considered to be the chief presentation of the plan. In effect,

however, this is merely the initial step. Strong and constant support of the plan is

of the utmost importance. A mere collection of maps and drawings has no power

of itself to direct city growth and consequently is worth but little."

- City Planning for Kalamazoo, Harland Bartholomew, 1921

By the time of his death in 1989 at the age of 100, Harland

Bartholomew and his firm had carried out 6,000 professional

assignments," including countless comprehensive plans for major

American cities from the 1920s through the 1950s. Bartholomew's career

35 Eldridge Lovelace. Harland Bartholomew: His Contributions to Anerican Urban Planning

(Department of Urban and Regional Planning, 1993), A-1.
36 Lovelace, Harland Bartholonew, 1.

1.1
(opposite page)

A Comprehensive City Man

for Wichita, Kansas. Harland

Bartholomew & Associates. iJhe City

Plan Commission, Wichita, Kansas,

1923. Courtesy of MIT Libraries

previouspage

Nirenstein Atlas, Hollvood, 1956

Courtesy of the Los Angeles Public

Library Visual Collections
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spanned nearly the entire spectrum of planning from the early twentieth

century until his retirement in 1961. Few did more to shape the field

during that time, and few have received less recognition in proportion to

their contribution.

The fate of Harland Bartholomew is not unlike many of the

other plan makers of his era. His rival, Ladislas Segoe of Cincinnati,

remains virtually unknown beyond his home city. The landscape architect

and pioneering city planner John Nolen, a co-founder of the National

Conference on City Planning in 1909 and a prolific practitioner from then

through the 1930s, has generally been overlooked. Frederick Law Olmsted,

Jr. would surely have met the same fate had he not borne the name of

his father, with whom he is often conflated in spite of his enormous

contributions. George B. Ford, E.P. Goodrich, Charles Cheney, Edward

Bennett, and George Kessler have all met similar fates in the eyes of history.

The history of urban planning shifts from Daniel Burnham's renowned

1909 Planfor Chicago to the highway revolt that pitted Robert Moses

against Jane Jacobs in the early 1960s without ever dwelling on the figures

who produced the majority of plans for American cities in between. The

prodigious leap from the aspirational Beaux Arts visionary to the demise of

the power broker denies planners a full understanding of how plans came

into being, what elements they contained, and how they were received and

implemented over the course of the twentieth century.

Stages of Planning

The following chapter briefly digests the stages of American city planning

and city plans, utilizing where possible evidence from the four case study

cities of this thesis. Plans referenced here include citywide master plans

and downtown plans primarily. Regional plans and transportation plans

are referred to in certain instances but are not the primary focus of this

investigation. Plans are here classified into five general stages:

1. The Surveyor's Plan, covering a city's foundation through the late

nineteenth century.

2. The Parks and Boulevards System Plan, also referred to as the Parks

Plan, lasting from the mid-to-late nineteenth century through the

early twentieth century.

3. The City Beautiful Plan, beginning with the World's Columbian

Exposition in 1893 and lasting through the early 1930s.

4. The City Practical Plan, also referred to as the Comprehensive

Plan, beginning just prior to World War I and lasting through the

1950s.
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5. The Urban Renewal Plan,37 beginning in the late 1940s and ending

in the mid-1970s.

While there exists significant overlap in each of these stages, these broad

categories were deduced based on observable shifts in archival city plan

documents and informed by secondary sources. They are the unique

construction of this author and are intended to serve as a simple matrix of

major typologies in plan making tailored to this discussion. John Reps The
Making of Urban America (Princeton University Press, 1965) and Mel G.

Scott's American City Planning since 1890 (University of California Press,

1969) served as a general guide for the first four phases of planning history

and supported those findings that were available in the historical record.

Several qualifications to these criteria should be noted. While

the vast majority of cities were platted, not all of these cities had the

same level of attention paid to their physical planning. The surveys of

Washington D.C., Buffalo, Savannah, and New York, for instance, reflect

a level of attention to open space, street layouts, and circulation lacking in

conventional surveys, such as the towns planted along the Union Pacific

Railroad.

Within each of these broad headings, multiple sub-genres are

worth noting. Parks and boulevards system plans, of which Frederick Law

Olmsted, Sr., Charles Eliot, and George Kessler crafted the most famous

examples, including those for Buffalo, Kansas City, and Metropolitan

Boston, in some cases dealt with an individual parkway or a string of parks

in one section of the city. Boston's Emerald Necklace is an example of this.

Park and Boulevard System Plans, furthermore, did not simply disappear

from the historical record in the early 1900s. They persisted as a sub-genre

within the City Beautiful movement and later during the City Practical

era. Likewise, while the City Beautiful began with the World's Columbian

Exposition in Chicago in 189338 and faded after World War I, its legacy

continued through the 1930s and 1940s.39 Among its main adherents were

Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr., Arnold Brunner, and Edward H. Bennett.

As might thus be expected, City Practical plans typically contained the

elements of the former two genres. Civic Center schemes, for instance, a

hallmark of the City Beautiful era (and in some cases, such as Cleveland

37 In later chapters, I will refer mainly to its sub-genres-the Central Business District Plan,

the Downtown Plan, and the Central City Plan.

38 Mel G. Scott American City Planning Since 1890: A History Commemorating the Fiftieth
An-niversary oftheAmerican Institute OfPlanners. No. 3. (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1969), 44-45.
39 Ryan, 316. In "Reading 'Through a Plan," Brent Ryan discusses John Nolen's 1936 plan for

Dubuque, Iowa as a good example of a later plan that still contained certain hallmark elements of a

City Beautiful Plan.
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or Buffalo, the focus of the scheme), remained a feature of most city plans

through the 1940s and even into the early 1950s."

Beginning in the late 1920s and becoming prevalent in the 1940s,

plans began to fracture into isolated layers, such as street or thoroughfare

plans, parks plans, housing plans, and regional comprehensive plans.

This trend persisted in the urban renewal era. The fragmentation and

diversification of the constituent parts of the plan may be explained by

increasing specialization, shifting expertise, and the sources of funding for

plans over time. In some cases, this condition reflected the dominance of

one priority, such as highways, over another, such as parks. Transportation

and housing plans, for instance, appeared frequently as separate documents

in the 19 4 0s, a reflection of the growing concern about postwar blight and

decentralization.

In the 1950s, the sudden proliferation of downtown plans

mirrored the anxiety over the health of the retail core. Given such

fragmentation, the "urban renewal plan" category is at first glance

obviously much too broad. Nonetheless, it marks an important stage

and umbrella, since urban renewal funds typically required the creation

of plan documents and many comprehensive and general plans were

undertaken based on that requirement during this time. In certain cases,

central business district plans were commissioned and carried out without

the supervision of the City Planning Commission or Redevelopment

Authority. Private business coalitions and even individuals, in the case of

Fort Worth, sponsored renewal plans that were officially or unofficially

adopted by the city.4 2 The private sector leadership of the planning process

for central business districts, and its subsequent influence in winning urban

renewal funds for cities, marked one important finding in this study.

Case Study Plans and their Antecedents

The list below reflects those plans that will be discussed for each case study

city. The case study plan itself has been highlighted in bold. As mentioned

briefly in the introduction, case study plans were selected based on several

criteria. In the case of Fort Worth and Fresno, these plans marked the apex

of Victor Gruen Associates' downtown planning work. The exemplary

nature of both of these plans led to their selection. Plans from the latter

two cities, Oklahoma City and Buffalo, were selected based on the author's

40 The Civic Center persisted as a vestigial element of the Comprehensive Plan until the
Central Business District plan effectively replaced it in the 1950s. See discussion in Chapter 4.
41 Urban Renewal: The Record and the Controversy, ed. James Q. Wilson (Cambridge, MA:
MIT Press, 1966.), 455.
42 While Fort Worth provides one example of this phenomenon, the Planfor the Central
Business District ofBaltimore (1959) by the Planning Council of the Greater Baltimore Committee,
Inc. offers another variation.
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judgment that each provided a valuable comparison or counterpoint to the

Gruen work as well as a fair reflection of the changing tenets of downtown

renewal at their time of publication. The Gruen Plan for Fort Worth and

the Pei Plan for Oklahoma City are both exceptional and unique, with few

immediate comparisons, in spite of their importance. The Fresno and the

Buffalo plans, meanwhile, may be considered more archetypal. Thus, while

Fresno represented one of Gruen's most successful plans and projects, it

nevertheless followed a pattern similar to other Gruen plans from that era.

The same can be said for the Buffalo plan.

The selection of I.M. Pei & Associates and Wallace, McHarg,

Roberts, and Todd (WMRT) emanated from careful research and a

thorough assessment of plans from this era. I.M. Pei, and the Pei Plan for

Oklahoma City specifically, provided an excellent contrast to Gruen's Fort

Worth plan. Pei and Gruen's urban renewal work moved in parallel, with

both designing early shopping centers and then eventually moving into

urban renewal plans. The two worked on adjacent plans in central Boston

in the 1960s and were similarly influential both as architects and planners,

though Pei had more longevity and overall impact in architecture. The

Oklahoma City plan was a unique commission for Pei since it was the

only time that he was hired to create a plan for an entire central business

district. While his Government Center plan for Boston, Erieview plan for

Cleveland, and plans for Southwest Washington D.C. were seminal in

this period, they were sub-area plans rather than downtown plans per se.

Wallace, McHarg, Roberts, and Todd (WMRT), meanwhile, was one of

the most influential and prolific firms in the United States from the late

1960s through the mid-1970s, beginning with their Plan for the Valleys

(1964) and Inner Harbor Plan (1964) and continuing with their famous

Lower Manhattan Plan (1966) and downtown plans for Buffalo, Miami,

and New Orleans." The firm's downtown work, spearheaded by David

Wallace and the urban designer Thomas A. Todd, is significant both

because of Wallace's career and influence in plan making spanned virtually

the entire period of study and because Todd conveyed a design language

reminiscent of the Gruen plans, an observation that merited further

investigation. The work of many other planners and designers, such as

Edmund Bacon, Barton-Aschman Associates, and Lawrence Halprin, was

also analyzed, and will be discussed briefly in the thesis.

43 See David A. Wallace. Urban Planning My Way: From Baltimore's Inner Harbor to Lower
Manbattan and Beyond (Washington, DC: APA Planners Press, 2004), 174. David Wallace's legacy

as a planner was overshadowed by that of his partner in the firm, Ian McHarg, who was later ousted

from the practice. The failure of many planners to recall the legacy of David Wallace may be best
reflected in a correspondence Wallace recounts between himself and Carol Willis in 2003. Willis,
in undertaking a reprinting the Lower Manhattan Plan in the wake of September 11, neglected to
contact Wallace or Todd. Wallace expressed his outrage at this gesture in a terse letter printed in his

memoir. 37



Case 1: Fort Worth, Texas

Parks and Boulevards System Pilain for Fort Worth, Texas 1909 George Kessler

Harland Bartholomew &
Streets Plan 1927 Associates

A Compreheisixe System of Par fior Fot 'orth, T'exas 1930 H lare & I aie

A Greater Fort Worth Tomorrow 1956 Victor Gruen Associates

A Proposal for (le Core Area 1966 Fort Worth AIA Chapter

Fort Worth CBD Sector Report 1971 Latrence Haiprin
Associates

Case 2: Fresno, California

Geineral Report on Progires of a (it Plan for Ires11 t98 Charles Cheney

Fresno-C kis Plannin y
A Repo t on a Iretiiary General Han for the Fresiro-Cio is Metropolian Areo 9sio

Central Area Fresno Volume 2: The Plan and its Implementation 1960 Victor Gruen Associates

Case 3: Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

011lahoma City: A Report oi its Plat Iur ati Outer Parkway and a Plait for ai Inmerior 1909 WH. Dunn
System of Parks and Boulevards

ilhe City Plan for Oklahoma City 1930 Hare & Hare

-he Comprehensive City lain 1944-1941) Harland Bartholomew &Sriaes

General Neighborhood Renewal Plan: Central Business District, Oklahoma City 1964 .M. Pei & Associates

Coemral City Hlln 1975 G"rue1 As.NOciate.S

Case 4: Buffalo, New York

I ark nd Para y l< te 1 "]81JI N- 118%
Calvert VaUx

Edward Beirnett,
Bufdalo: Report on the City Plan aid Public Building Sites 1922 wam Partts

William P~arsons

Bufalo's Waterfront Today...ard Tomorrow 1939 Walter Behrendt

Urbai Area Report on the New York State lhruway and Arterial Routes in the Buffalo 946 York State Departme
A rea194trf Ptihlic Works,

Area
Ladislas Segoe

Buffalo Downtowri Study; A Report to the City of Bufalo atrd the Greater Bufalo
Deveopmet Poordafoir196(1 Arthutr C. Little CompairsDevelopmenit Foundationl

Dosw iio Renewal Stu): Plans aid Recommenidations 166 Johl Grahaimt & Company

Wallace, McHarg,
The Regional Center: A Plan for Downtown Buffalo, New York 1971 Roberts, aTo

Roberts, and Todd
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The Surveyor's Plan

Prior to its emergence and professionalization the 1920s, the functions of

city planning were carried about by a variety of different experts, including

surveyors, landscape architects, architects, and civil engineers. John W.

Reps, in his 1965 book The Making of Urban America: A History of City

Planning in the United States, provides an exhaustive history of early

surveying." Writing of Penn's 1682 Plan for Philadelphia, Reps writes,

"there are remarkable similarities between the Philadelphia pattern and

earlier city planning concepts and achievements...The application of the

gridiron pattern for colonial towns was well established. Spanish towns

consistently followed this type of plan... But perhaps most influential in

furnishing the ideas on which the plan of Philadelphia was based was...

the reconstruction of London after the Great Fire of 1666."" Prior to

the late 1800s, only the city of Philadelphia had powers that could be

constituted as "planning." Philadelphia benefitted from the passage of

the Act of Surveyors and Regulators, passed by the colonial assembly in

1721. This Act conferred on an official surveyor the power to enforce street

and building lines, powers of civic regulation that were almost wholly

absent elsewhere until the enabling acts in the 1920s. 47 While cities such

as Philadelphia, New Haven, Williamsburg, Annapolis, Charleston, and

Savannah provide evidence of careful, sophisticated layouts before the

industrial revolution, the scale of these plans remained relatively small and

their formal arrangements based on a modified orthogonal grid.

The most significant act of city planning prior to the industrial

revolution in America was the plan for the Capital by the French architect

Pierre L'Enfant, aided by the surveyor Andrew Ellicott. Reps describes

L'Enfant's plan for Washington as "a vast essay on civic development" and

sources his inspiration for the plan to precedents in the European Baroque

such as Versailles in France.48 Along with his plan for the Capital, L'Enfant

composed a memorandum on the principal uses of land contrived as part

of the scheme. "Shops were to be located in two areas: one along 'the

streets from the grand avenue to the palace and towards the canal'; and the

other along the street running directly east from the Capitol. In this latter

area we are told that the sidewalk 'on each side will pass under an Arched

way, under whose cover Shops will be most conveniently and agreeably

44 John William Reps. The Making of Urban America (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University

Press, 1965).
45 Reps, 163.
46 Scott, American City Planning, 5.
47 Ibid, 12.
48 Reps, 252.
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1.2
(left)

Plan of Buffalo, New York. Joseph
Ellicott, 1804.

John William Reps. The Making

of Urban America (Princeton, NJ:

Princeton University Press, 1965).
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suited."" Reps suggests that this arrangement was likely derived from

LEnfant's observation of shops facing the gardens of the Palais-Royale in

Paris. LEnfant's grandiose plan for Washington incited a number of other

cities to pursue Baroque-inspired plans of their own, including Buffalo in

1802 (planned by Joseph Ellicott, the brother of UEnfant's successor in the

Capital), Detroit in 1807, Indianapolis in 1821, and Madison, Wisconsin

in 1836."' While many cities modified their original plans with gridiron

layouts that eliminated the diagonals over time, baroque city planning

enjoyed resurgence in the late nineteenth century."

Frederick Law Olnsted, George Kessler and the Parks and Boulevards Plans

The baroque plans of Washington D.C., Buffalo, and Detroit remained

exceptions among cities in the nineteenth century. Most cities and

regions had been callously subdivided into grids "without any regard to

the situation of the ground."5  By the 1850s, however, the rising tide of

industry and the incipient congestion of cities precipitated a response to

49 Reps, 252.
50 Ibid, 269; 274; 276
51 "Architecture in the United States," Anieriianjoornal o/'Seience andArts (New Haven,
1830), XVII, 101.
An anonymous contributor summed up the state of planning in 1830 as such. "My remarks will
also take a wider range, and embrace a science, for which I cannot find a name, for the good reason,
that among nations from which we draw our language, no such science could be known. I mean the
choice of position. and the planning of towns, with the grounds and appurtenances connected with
them... We have yet to choose the sites of what are to be large towns and cities, in a generation or two:
we have to plan them, with full choice as to convenience or beauty in these things...Let no one urge
that we are not prepared for these things: that they require wealth and leisure, which we have not for
them; and that business, not taste, must engross the attention of a young nation. We are prepared for
them. It is as easy in planning a town to consult good taste and beauty as not to do it, and unless this
is done now, the odds are greatly against its ever being done."
52 Reps. 294 citing Francis Bailey, Journal ofja TOur in Unsetred Parts ofNorth A merican in
1796 and 1797(London, 1856), 105.
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the state of the environment. The earliest forerunners to city planning were

landscape architects including Frederick Law Olmsted and Horace W.S.

Cleveland. Cleveland, lesser known than Olmsted, was a prophetic voice

of comprehensive planning and composed parks plans for Minneapolis-

St. Paul and Omaha in the 1880s and 1890s. In 1873, he "observed

with dismay how railroad surveyors laid out towns with 'no regard...to

the topography of the ground; no reference...to the future interests or

necessities of business or pleasure; no effort...to secure the preservation of

natural features which in time might be invaluable as a means of giving to

the place a distinct and unique character." 3

Frederick Law Olmsted, meanwhile, established a practice of

landscape architecture with his partner Calvert Vaux following their

winning proposal for the Central Park (Greensward) in 1858. The Central

Park commission emerged out of growing consensus that the unrestricted

development of the American city, left unchecked, could dislocate people

from their natural surroundings. Irresponsible development and the

exploitation of natural resources, they believed, could spell the eventual

deterioration of human life unless effectively planned for in the order of

cities. Isolated in a thinly populated section of the city's gridiron, Central

Park constituted an important shift in thinking about the long-term health

of cities and incited a trend towards large scale parks planning that quickly

spread to Buffalo, Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco, and Boston."

Among the cities to call upon Olmsted and Vaux's services was

Buffalo in 1868. Concerned with the city's increasingly squalid conditions

in the wake of industrialization, Buffalo city leaders retained Olmsted and

Vaux to prepare a Metropolitan Park System Plan, the firm's first citywide

planning commission. Buffalo's park system connected a large park in

the northern section of the city to the south via a network of parkways

modeled on Olmsted's Eastern Parkway in Brooklyn, New York. A similar

model was proposed around the same time in Chicago. In the late 1860s,

a 2,240 acre park system was proposed, responding in part to the city's

cholera epidemic. Olmsted and Vaux completed a design for the southern

parks (Jackson and Washington Parks, as well as the Midway Plaisance),

while their contemporary William Le Baron Jenney, better known as the

53 Scott, 12 from Horace WS. Cleveland, Landscape Architecture as Applied to the Wants of the
West, ed. Roy Lubove (University of Pittsburgh Press, 1965), 52.
54 At the time of its construction, the Central Park area contained the site of Seneca Village,
which was notably home to a thriving community of 250 African-Americans and Irish Immigrants

during the 1850s. This settlement was cleared to make way for the park. See Roy Rosenzweig and

Elizabeth Blackmar. 7he Park and the People: A History of Central Park (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University
Press, 1992).
55 M. Christine Boyer. Dreaming the Rational City: The Myth ofAmerican City Planning
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1986), 35.
56 Francis R. Kowsky The Best Planned City in the World: Olmsted, Vaux, and the Buffalo Park
System (Amherst, MA: University of Massachusetts Press, 2013), 17.
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1.3
(right)
Frederick Law Olmsted, Map of

Parks and Parkways System for

Buffalo, New York, 1868.
Courtesy of the National Park

Service, Frederick Law Olmsted

National Historic Site.
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architect and engineer of the first skyscraper, produced a plan for three

large parks in western Chicago (present day Humboldt, Garfield, and

Douglas Parks), with connections to the northern and southern parks via a

system of boulevards. Before the turn of the century, Olmsted had drafted

large-scale park system plans for Milwaukee, Louisville, and Boston, along

with a score of proposals for large parks, campuses, and estates.

Olmsted's success paved the way for a second generation of

landscape architect-city planners that emerged in the late nineteenth

century. The first of these to achieve nationwide success was George

Kessler, who had studied civic and landscape design in Europe before

returning to work in Kansas City, Missouri. Kessler worked briefly under

Olmsted in the 1860s on a citywide system of parks and parkways for

San Francisco," but went on to establish his own practice in Kansas

City where he became a pioneer in the design of parks and boulevards

systems across the Midwest. Kessler's plans for Cincinnati, Dallas, Fort

Worth, Indianapolis, and other cities provide evidence of an evolution

from parks systems toward more comprehensive planning and roadway

design. His 1893 plan for Kansas City's Park Board, for instance, arguably

57 Scott, 15.
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represented the first detailed exercise in modern comprehensive planning,58

documenting not only the location of parks and boulevards, but of existing

density, traffic, and topography, as well as projected growth.

WH. Dunn and the Plan for Oklahoma City

Exemplary of parks and boulevards system plans from the turn of the

twentieth century is W.H. Dunn's Oklahoma City: A Report on its Plan for

an Outer Parkway and a Plan for an Interior System of Parks and Boulevards,

published in 1909. Dunn, who had worked under George Kessler prior

to his Oklahoma City commission, was the superintendent of parks in

Kansas City. Though his plan was published in the same year as the seminal

1909 Plan of Chicago, as a parks plan, it follows the basic structure and

framework of that genre. Dunn's plan for Oklahoma City justified the

necessity for planning on the basis of projected population growth and

unabated real estate speculation.59 At the outset of the study, he extensively

documented the conditions of existing lands, with a focus on preserving

the bucolic pasture land at the outskirts, which he suggested that "the city

should not hesitate to secure."60 At the same time, Dunn grappled with

the pressures of new technologies, including a well-organized bid from

local auto enthusiasts for an automobile speedway encircling the city,

similar to one that had recently been constructed in Long Island, New

York.6 Illustrations of the plan show both the proposed boulevards and

the speedway in section and perspective, including large black and white

plates of the most significant parks and a citywide map illustrating the

outer circumferential boulevard in green and internal, secondary parks and

boulevards in orange. The plan even called for a "subway" (underpass) to

allow traffic to pass beneath the circumferential boulevard unimpeded, an

unusual and innovative piece of infrastructure, even in 1909.

The Dunn plan is striking for both its nod to convention and its

thrust towards the future. The outer speedway suggests the embryonic

form of the circumferential highway that would later emerge and provides

a basic framework for primary and secondary circulation. While the

boulevards designed by Dunn echo Parisian thoroughfares delineated in

the Beaux Arts tradition, his focus on circulation foreshadowed the gradual

transition from parks and parkways to street widenings and highways.

58 Scott, 15.
59 W H. Dunn. Oklahoma City : A Report on Its Plan for an Outer Parkway and a Plan for

an Interior System ofParks and Boulevards (Oklahoma City, OK: Oklahoma City Parks Commission,

1910), 10.
60 Dunn, 7.
61 Dunn, 12-13. See Blair Humphreys. "The Early Planning and Development of Oklahoma

City" (Cambridge, MA: MIT Department of Urban Studies and Planning, Unpublished Master's

Thesis, 2009).
Dunn, 8. The plan acknowledges previous work completed by a separate consultant, referred to only

as Mr. Brownell, to consider a route for an "automobile driveway" encircling the city.
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Large scale Parks and Boulevards System Plans such as those

produced by Kessler, Dunn, and their contemporaries responded to

a growing awareness of the deleterious state of American cities by

the late nineteenth century and the prevailing idea that the physical

environment had contributed to antisocial tendencies, crime, and

disease. Industrialization, increased immigration, squalid tenements, and

devastating fires had brought the crisis of the American city to the fore.

"As society advanced, as people were increasingly alienated from nature,"

writes M. Christine Boyer, "the artificial urban environment became the

cause of social sickness that multiplied in greater proportion, diseases that

seemed to create new species and forms with every bend and turn of the

political and economic structure."" The proactive response to the squalor

evident in American cities manifested itself in two primary ways. The first

was the emergence of a progressive reform movement, which consisted of

"muckraking" journalists such as the photojournalist Jacob Riis, women's

civic improvement societies, and settlement house workers such as Jane

Addams in Chicago. The second was a growing awareness and increasing

pressure to relieve the city of its chaos through physical transformation and

infrastructure programs.

The impetus for a physical reshaping of American cities in the

late nineteenth century can be attributed to multiple precedents. As early

as 1666, the Great Fire of London had caused comprehensive reform

in building regulations and preempted Christopher Wren's famous

plan for London (1666). While Wren's plans were highly influential in

their time and for centuries afterward, two nineteenth century physical

planning exercises had more immediate influence upon the American

imagination-Baron Haussmann's reconstruction of Paris (1853-1870)

and Ildefons Cerda's plan for the extension of Barcelona (1859). By

the mid-nineteenth century, European cities were actively removing old

ramparts and ravelins rendered obsolete in the age of long-range artillery.

The removal of these walls created an opportunity to redesign of large tracts

of land immediately outside the old medieval cores. In many cities, these

tracts were transformed into grand civic spaces for institutions, amusement

parks, and parade grounds. Copenhagen's Tivoli Gardens (1843) and

Vienna's Ringstrasse (1857) are two of the most notable outcomes of this

movement in Europe. The transformation of European cities such as Paris,

Barcelona, and Vienna in the mid-nineteenth century provided a template

that American cities could refer to as they sought out ways to manage

growth and control the squalor in their midst. These models would prove

62 Boyer, 16.
63 Ibid, 44.
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formidable in the imagination of the architects of the City Beautiful, who

found in Europe the pomp and splendor so glaringly absent in American

cities.

Towards a City Beautiful

Daniel Burnham and The World's Columbian Exposition

While the nineteenth century parks movement had begun to forge a link

between the construction of natural beauty and planning for urban growth,

the majority of parks developed in this era remained isolated from the city

at large and possessed an internal logic that largely rejected it. The World's

Columbian Exposition of 1893 on Chicago's southern lakefront changed

all of this by bringing together the major landscape architects of the parks

movement with an emerging generation of architects engaged in civic

commissions and grand building programs. In the twenty years prior to the

Fair's opening in 1893, Daniel Burnham, its coordinating architect, had

designed buildings for Chicago's corporate elite, including the famous 1888

Rookery building in Chicago's loop, one of the city's first skyscrapers. In

the twenty years after the fair, Burnham would be commissioned to draft

plans for cities including Washington D.C. (1902), Cleveland (1903), San

Francisco (1905), Chicago (1909), and Baguio and Manila (1905) in the

Philippines. If the fair, for which he is described as its "organizing genius,"

awakened in Burnham an interest in the larger urban environment,6 4 its

impact on the aspirations of cities around the United States resounded even

greater.

The World's Columbian Exposition of 1893 witnessed the

confluence of the first and second chapters of American city planning. On

the site where Olmsted and Vaux had two decades earlier designed their

southern park system (which remained unfinished at the time), Daniel

Burnham coordinated the production of a Beaux Arts complex meant to

evoke imperial grandeur, with a herculean statue of a triumphant Republic

presiding over the central court. The combination of parks systems

designed in the English landscape tradition embraced by Olmsted with

civic complexes and city plans rendered in the language of the Beaux Arts

would emerge as the defining characteristic and aspiration of American

cities from the start of the twentieth century through the 1920s.

The response to the Exposition was immediate, even if its impact

manifested itself slowly over time. In 1895, enchanted by the vision of the

fair, a cohort of young architects from Cleveland held a competition for the

design of a group of public buildings on the shores of Lake Erie. The design

of Cleveland's Group Plan, as it would eventually be called, fell to Daniel

64 Scott, 39.
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Burnham. ihe Group Plan reflected the "aesthetic rather than analytical or

scientific " foundation of city planning during the City Beautiful period.

As early city planner and reformer Charles Mulford Robinson stated in

1899, the Chicago exposition had "revealed a yearning toward a condition

which we had not yet reached...-Ihe fair gave tangible shape to a desire

that was arising out of the larger wealth, the commoner travel, and the

provision of the essentials of life...7'

If the Columbian Exposition can be pointed to as the spark

that ignited the City' Beautiful movement, it was the work of municipal

societies and civic improvement programs, typically run by women,

which sustained that momentum. As Alison Isenberg writes in Downtown

America, "women initiated or endorsed countless projects to beautify and

regulate commercial districts, from requiring street paving to sponsoring

comprehensive city plans."(' Civic leagues led by women also helped

ground the emerging held of city planning in the United States, with

clubs sponsoring lectures by early city' planning consultants like John

Nolen and Charles Mulford Robinson." In substantiating these early,

experts, women helped to educate Americans about the importance of

civic housekeeping, beautification, and municipal improvement. The role

65 Scott, 43.
66 Ibid, 45 from Charles Mulford Robinson. "I mprov ement in ty L ife, i11. Ae'Chtic

Progress," Atlantic oAntNh/y LXXXIII (June, 1899), -1.
6' Alison Isenberg. Dontwn A 'erica (Chicago. [L: University of Chicago Press Economics

Books, 2005), 23.
68 Iscnberg, 26.

1.5
ihe/' Group Plan ofjthe Public

Buildings outhe Citt of'Cleveland

Daniel H. Burnham, John M.

Carrere, and Arnold W Brunner,

19013. Courresy of the Western

Reserve Historical Society
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of women in attracting (and often financing) early planning consultants

was gradually overshadowed by that of men's commercial clubs and

chambers of commerce, who often assumed credit for the civic plan and

led the commissions later calling for their implementation. In the hands

of businessmen and politicians, the imperative driving the City Beautiful

shifted from "civic housekeeping" towards the enhancement of property

values.69

The early city planning movement was characterized by tensions

between business interests and civic reform, as well as those between

progressive settlement house advocates and city beautiful builders. As

M.G. Scott suggests, "The 'City Beautiful' movement now capturing

their imagination was but a continuation or broadening of the park and

boulevard movements, augmented by a fresh interest in malls, lordly public

buildings, and all the street furnishings-fountains, ornamental benches,

statues, and memorials-common in European cities."70 Yet while women's

leagues and reformers may have been slow to harness the momentum of

early city planning, by the early 1900s, cities around the United States

actively sought to emulate the trappings of civic beauty associated with

incipient modernization.

Planning the City Beautiful

The first decade of the twentieth century was marked by significant

progress in the City Beautiful movement, beginning with the McMillan

Plan for Washington D.C. and ending with Chicago's seminal city plan

in 1909. Spearheaded by the U.S. Senator James McMillan of Michigan,

who had been a member of Detroit's park commission when Olmsted

designed Belle Isle Park, the McMillan Plan commemorated the moving

of the United States Capital from Philadelphia to Washington D.C. and

the plan by Pierre L'Enfant. Though L'Enfant's plans for Washington

had been deviated from in significant ways since the original proposition

(especially after he was fired and the plan was rationalized by the surveyor

Andrew Ellicott), the skeleton of the plan remained intact, save for some

of its central features, including the Washington Mall. The Senate Park

Commission engaged Daniel Burnham, Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr.,71

the architect Charles McKim, and the sculptor Augustus St. Gaudens to

prepare a plan that would not only connect the disparate park system of

the region, but also advance the dramatic civic vision laid out by L'Enfant

at the turn of the last century. Scott (1969) offers a salient critique of the

69 Isenberg, 36.
70 Scott, 46
71 Frederick Law Olmsted, Sr. had taken it] and died in 1903.
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overbearing classical aphorisms of the McMillan Plan-"'The Washington

of the Senate Park Commission-a kind of national civic center in a

vernacular city in which that harbinger of dispersion, the automobile, had

already made its prophetic appearance-was to be an historical artifact, an

elaborate set piece immune to the whims of time and chance, a sacrosanct

expression of the national past and the national destiny, though there was

nothing about it that so much as suggested the influence of the rough

frontier... In a nation undergoing enormous changes, 'the large design'

promised, indeed demanded, immutability, at least outwardly, in the heart

of the capital."72

Washington D.C. was not alone in its desire for grandeur and

immutability in the face of a changing society. Taking initiative on

behalf of the City and County, the Association for the Improvement and

Adornment of San Francisco 73 engaged Burnham and his lesser-known

partner Edward H. Bennett (who would later go on to a successful career

himself following Burnham's death) to develop a plan for the city in 1905.

Philadelphia, following an earlier proposal from the 1890s, devised a

plan for a major axial route connecting City Hall to Fairmount Park, the

result of which is today's Benjamin Franklin Parkway. The New York City

Improvement Commission engaged Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr. to draft a

plan that was submitted to the city in 1907 and largely ignored thereafter.74

Cleveland's Group Plan, implemented after its initial conception in the

1890s, was led by Burnham, Arnold Brunner, and the architect John

Carrere, who had himself led the design of the Pan-American Exposition in

Buffalo, New York in 1901.71 The Cleveland Plan, notably, was also devised

as a slum clearance effort and a deliberate attempt to "outwit" local real

estate developers who saw benefit in spreading public buildings "to divide

the benefit of their presence."76

The City Beautiful was driven by a combination of business

elites pragmatically concerned with the fate of their cities and social

reformers espousing programs of environmental therapy for the poor and

downtrodden. In spite of their scale and intent, these plans essentially

proposed a similar formula, based on the promise of restoring the city

through civic building programs and cohesive parks systems. Though

certain plans conveyed the necessity of thinking comprehensively about

traffic, density, and to a degree, land use, such as the 1893 Kessler Plan for

72 Scott, 54.
73 Ibid, 64.
74 Ibid, 57.
75 The Chicago Exposition set off a numerous imitators in the years that followed, including
expositions held in Omaha (1898), Buffalo (1901), St. Louis (1904), Portland (1905), Seattle (1909),
San Diego (1915), and San Francisco (1915).
76 Scott, 62-63.
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Kansas City, these were atypical.

While criticized for its emphasis on the aesthetic relationships of

civic form, the City Beautiful movement incubated the thought leaders

of American city planning-or at the very least, of the American physical

planning tradition. Charles Mulford Robinson, Frederick Law Olmsted,

Jr., Edward Bennett, and the landscape architect John Nolen all rose to

prominence during the first decade of the twentieth century, articulating a

civic vision that would become the foundation for modern city planning

over the following two decades.

In Search of Comprehensiveness: John Nolen and Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr.

In an article co-authored in the journal Charities and The Commons, a

journal of social work, Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr. and John Nolen began

to devise more systematic processes for evaluating the needs of cities and

their constituent parts. In the article, they recommended six classes of

open space, including streets, boulevards, and parkways; city squares,

commons, and public gardens; playgrounds of three kinds-for little

children, for children of school age, and for youths and young adults; small

neighborhood parks; large in-city parks; and great outlying reservations.77

The systematization and classification of open space echoed ideas

concurrently being advanced by social reformers like Jane Addams and

Jacob Riis, who "envisaged every neighborhood or district of a city utilizing

its public school as a social and educational center," a precursor to Clarence

Perry's Neighborhood Unit (1929).78

The first plan to be transformed into "an instrument of social

planning" was issued by the Committee on Civic Centers of the St.

Louis league in 1907. Looking forward to the year 1925, A City Plan

for St. Louis (1907) offered a prophetic and compelling vision for the

goal of establishing neighborhood centers that would "tend toward

the development of better citizenship." While it retained the dress and

grandeur of a City Beautiful plan, the St. Louis plan addressed the

"indiscriminate herding together of large masses of human beings ignorant

of the simplest laws of sanitation, the evils of child labor, the corruption in

political life, and, above all, the weakening of the ties which bind together

the home."79 The St. Louis plan demonstrated how to lay the groundwork

for more comprehensive reform and enable planners to educate their clients

77 Scott, 72.
78 Ibid, Ibid. 'The Neighborhood Unit by Clarence Perry was a part of the Regional Plan
for New York and its Environs. The basic concept of a unit-based plan was to devise and plan for
institutional and community services at the scale of the neighborhood. The unit built off of Ebenezer
Howard's Garden City movement in Britain and looked to prototypes including Forest Hills Garden
in Queens as a successful model neighborhood structure.
79 Scott, 75. Civic League of St. Louis, A City Planfor St. Louis (St. Louis, 1907), 37
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of the need for a more systematic understanding of how the physical and

social city intersect.80 "Park commissioners who engaged Nolen or Olmsted

or Kessler to prepare plans for park systems invariably became interested in

other public improvements," as they did in Minneapolis, Cincinnati, and

Indianapolis."' In some cases, such as Milwaukee, early parks commissions

expanded their scope into city planning after only a few years. Among

the significant results of the City Beautiful era was the emergence of City

Planning Commissions, the first of which was established in 1907 in

Hartford, Connecticut. These commissions had the power to make "maps

of the city showing locations proposed for new public buildings, streets,

boulevards, esplanades, parkways, squares, and parks..."8 2 The commission,

however, and others that followed, still lacked authority over private land.

Only Pennsylvania, based on its 1721 Act, retained any power to regulate

building and lot lines.

While the City Beautiful elevated ideals of civic beauty, its

detractors found it lacking in attention to more obvious social plights.

Leading intellectuals in the movement became disenchanted with the

neo-classical model copied in civic centers around the country.83 John

Nolen, for his part, was most concerned with the practical elements of

rehabilitation and improvement-"the widening of streets, providing

diagonal thoroughfares, extensively rehabilitating housing, restructuring

the occupancy and use of private property, rerouting street railways,

diverting traffic from heavily traveled streets at certain hours of the day,

removing poles, wires, and unsightly advertising."" These concerns would

manifest regularly in plans that Nolen prepared for his clients throughout

the late 1920s and 1930s. In time, the civic centers, once the centerpiece

of the planning report, would be reduced to almost a footnote amidst

a collection of maps and data. Yet in the early 1900s, as cities were still

jockeying for their turn at hosting the next world's fair, city planners

remained tethered to the grand gestures of the Beaux Arts.

The 1909 Plan of Chicago

Ironically, the plan most frequently associated with the City Beautiful

movement, the 1909 Plan of Chicago by Daniel Burnham and Edward H.

Bennett, was arguably published toward the end of that era. Published the

same year that Harvard University offered its first course in City Planning

and of the first meeting of the National Conference on City Planning in

80 Scott, 78.
81 Ibid, 78.
82 Ibid, 80.
83 Ibid, 98.
84 Ibid, 98. City Planning, U.S. 61" Congress, 2 nd Session, S. Document 422 (1910), 75.
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Washington D.C., the plan was sponsored by the Commercial Club of

Chicago, an association of civic elites and business interests. The Burnham

Plan, as it came to be known, was printed in a quarto volume with 142

illustrations. It contained many elements typical of the City Beautiful

planning program, including axial boulevards evocative of Haussmann's

Paris, uniform cornice lines, and an immense central dome that loomed

over a sprawling central agora. While it strove to enshrine the memory of

Columbian Exposition as a permanent center of government, the plan also

looked forward. It was regional in its orientation, envisioning Chicago as

the center of an area extending from Indiana and Wisconsin. In addition

to the Lakeshore pleasure drives and parkways were proposals for the

relocation and consolidation of rail yards and passenger terminals. Still,

these pragmatic elements were overshadowed by the enduring images of an

"American Paris on the shores of Lake Michigan," drafted by the American-

born painter and illustrator Jules Guerin, who had been born in St. Louis

but was trained in Paris. "In many respects the Chicago of the Burnham

plan is a city of a past that America never knew," says M.G. Scott (1969),

"notwithstanding the facilities for transportation and transit, the network

of roadways for automobiles, and the generous provision of recreation areas

for the people. It is an essentially aristocratic city, pleasing to the merchant

princes who participated in its conception but not meeting some of the

basic economic and human needs."85

Behind the veneer of civic beautification and reform laid an

ingrained belief that the physical environment had a direct impact on the

social, physical, and mental health of its citizens. Progressives believed that

"aesthetic environments would help to influence the moral and intellectual

improvement of the whole social order,"86 and that the "curative power of

fresh air and natural scenery were needed...for the physical relaxation and

physical regeneration of the people, to breathe health and hope into the

poor and downtrodden." 87 'Ihe City Beautiful, as the parks movement had

before it, expressed hope in the prospect of environmental determinism

and subscribed to the belief that the reconditioning of a city's physical

plant was the first step in the path to societal reform. Not until after World

War I would planners begin to question this basic assumption, and even

then, until the 1970s, most planning reports remained partly entrenched

in a pattern of answering social and economic problem with physical

solutions.

85 Scott, 108.
86 Ibid, 45.
87 Ibid, 38.
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Edward H. Bennett and the 1922 Plan for Buffalo

Edward H. Bennett's Buffalo: Report on the City Plan and Public Building

Sites (1922),88 though developed well after the initial burst of City

Beautiful plans and proposals, remains a good exemplar of the genre.

Buffalo, as previously mentioned, was one of the first cities to emulate the

success of the Chicago Exposition with a fair of its own, the Pan-American

Exposition of 1901. Bennett acted as Burnham's chief assistant from 1905

onward and served as the lead designer on most of the major planning

commissions he received.89 His major commissions included plans for San

Francisco, Chicago, and Manila, completed with Burnham, as well as plans

for Minneapolis-St. Paul, Brooklyn, Buffalo, and Portland, Oregon, carried

out after Burnham's death. Bennett's plans for Buffalo and other cities are

distinguished in large part by his consistent collaboration with the famous

delineator Jules Guerin.90

Bennett's Buffalo Plan, much like Dunn's plan for Oklahoma

City, straddles two eras of city planning and thus speaks both backward

and forward in time. The original commission called upon Bennett

and his partners to create a plan for a civic center, but "it was realized

at the outset that...that an analysis of the traffic conditions would be a

necessary step toward the fixing of building sites."' A majority of the

report, composed with the engineer William Parsons, is devoted, in turn,

to recommendations for "circuit" thoroughfares, street widenings and

extensions, and other reconfigurations tailored to traffic. For the public

building sites, Bennett's report suggests a decentralized plan, with several

distinct groups oriented towards the city's unique axial plan. With reference

to the plan for Chicago, alterations were suggested to the city's waterfront

railways and park system, but these remain secondary to the lengthy

discussion of transportation. It is the renderings of Jules Guerin, however,

that give the plan its identity. Color renderings of the city demonstrate

its metropolitan reach towards Niagara Falls and smaller cities of upstate

New York. A dense collection of blocks of equal height and volume with

chamfered corners governs a center newly encircled by a proposed circuit

route that recalls Vienna's Ringstrasse. The City Hall, oriented to the

vanishing point of each diagonal, towers over the landscape. Detailed

renderings of the major civic buildings evince a clear Parisian influence and

88 Prepared for the Buffalo City Planning Committee with William Parsons and H.T. Frost
and Cyrus W Thomas Associates.
89 David Gordon. "The Other Author of the 1908 Plan of Chicago: Edward H. Bennett-
Urban Designer, Planner and Architect: Research from the Field" Planning Perspectives 25.2 (2010),
231.
90 Of the plans that Bennett composed, Guerin has been identified as the delineator for
Chicago, Minneapolis, and Buffalo.
91 Edward H. Bennett and William Parsons. Bufalo: Report on the City Plan and Public
Building Sites (Buffalo, NY: Buffalo City Planning Committee. 1922), 3.
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Bennett specifically cited Paris as his inspiration for Buffalo in the report.9 2

Bennett's 1922 plan for Buffalo, while suggestive of developments

in the comprehensive model of planning, remains an extension of the

basic paradigm aspired to by the 1909 Plan of Chicago. The plan's rational

sensitivity to concerns of traffic in the text is overshadowed by a treatment

of the streets and diagonals in the Beaux Arts mode. The music hall and

the multi-way boulevards evoke Parisian aspirations that were by relics of a

bygone era by the 1920s, while the regional system of parks and parkways

conveyed a language of civic and spatial grandeur whose latent value lay

only "as a means of winning the interest and support of the citizens.""

The Advent of the City Practical

George B. Ford and the Taylorized Plan

The shift from the "City Beautiful" to the "City Practical" was neither

absolute nor sudden. At the same time that city planners began to work in

a rational comprehensive mode, others, like Bennett, were still producing

plans that harked back to Kessler's parks or Burnham's boulevards. Just

before World War I, however, a shift took place that reflected a newfound

awareness of the complexity of physical and social problems created by

growth and mobility. While both the 1909 Plan of Chicago and the 1907

City Planfor St. Louis had foreshadowed aspects of the City Practical,

both were festooned with elaborate civic visions that overshadowed their

more pragmatic recommendations. At the same time, a growing alienation

appeared between the branch of physical planning and the realm of civic

reform in housing and sanitation. In certain ways, these had always been

two separate but overlapping spheres, yet at the first National Planning

Conference on City Planning in 1909, their priorities became accentuated

to the point of divergence. After Benjamin C. Marsh alienated some of

the conference members over his tax reform proposals, an impasse ensued.

Marsh, who had organized the conference, ceded control to Olmsted, Jr.

and Nolen. Shortly thereafter, the "housers" including Lawrence Veiller and

Robert DeForest, founded the National Housing Association, a separation

that undermined widespread interest in housing among planners for over a

decade.94

The growing division between these two groups left physical

planning without a strong base in research methods and techniques.95 An

92 Bennett, Bufalo, 14.
93 Ibid, 6.
94 Donald Krueckeberg. The American Planner: Biographies and Recollections, 2nd edition (New
Brunswick 7, 1994), 128-129.
95 Scott, 116. Also see Scott, 93-95 on the Pittsburgh Survey. Housers and social reformers
were pioneers in systematic mapping and data collection. Among the earliest precedents in this respect
are the Hull House Maps of wages and nationalities (1895) and the Pittsburgh Survey (1907) of social
and living conditions, including instances of disease.
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illustration of these shortcomings was indicated by New Haven's 1910 city

planning report. Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr. and his associate, the architect

Cass Gilbert, had hired a young social statistician by the name of Roland

Byrnes to prepare a statistical report of New Haven in 1907. "Confronted

with what they considered a vast amount of material, Olmsted and Gilbert

apparently did not know how to make use of it... The designer-planners

were obviously uncomfortable in the attempt to utilize statistical data.

Instinctively they fell back on their own humanist motivation and aesthetic

judgments... "96

The first avid champion of the City Practical to emerge in the

second decade of the twentieth century was the architect George B. Ford

of New York, a friend of the civic reformer and National Conference on

City Planning organizer Benjamin C. Marsh. Ford, who transcended the

houser-physical planner divide and who had a brother that studied housing

issues, had been highly critical of Olmsted's failure to grapple with large

data sets and was "determined to make city planning a science."97 As a

practicing architect, Ford appreciated the importance and desirability of

aesthetics, yet his conviction was that the "things which foster...delight in

the city... [should] follow the lines laid down by the practical interests of

the community."' In a 1913 article, Ford laid out a proposal for the basic

components of a modern comprehensive plan and its implementation,

which included considerations such as law, financing, and housing

that were not standard among planning reports of the time.99 Ford

deemphasized the physical program by burying it within more complex

ideas and data about city making and urban processes. His program also

indicated a necessary interest in implementation, a significant break from

earlier plans, which rely on civic boosterism that did not always materialize.

Ford's comprehensive model, however, was not only designed to

bridge the planner-houser divide, but also to cater to businessmen of a

no-nonsense persuasion. He embraced the scientific management methods

set forth by Frederick Winslow Taylor in part because he believed that his

practice would benefit from their application. 00 An unsigned article in

American City, which some suspect to have been written by Ford himself,

lauded his techniques. "This method of work, systematized, standardized,

'Taylorized,' as it is, has most decidedly proved its worth. It appeals

96 Scott, 119-120.
97 Ibid, 210.
98 George B. Ford, "The City Scientific," Proceedings ofthe Fifth National Conference on City
Planning, 31.
99 These consisted of streets; transportation of people; transportation of goods; factories and
warehouses; food-supply markets; water supply and sanitation; housing; recreation; parks, boulevards,
street planting; architecture; laws; and financing or methods of paying for improvements.
100 Scott, 122
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strongly to the American businessman.. .and convinces everyone that the

experts have real knowledge on which to base their recommendations, and

are not presenting mere dreams, pretty but impracticable."' 0'

Discussing the city plans of this age, M. Christine Boyer offers the

following analysis:

"The diverse and opposing strategies of industrial and financial capital, small

businesses and trade groups, professional concerns and middle-class outrages

formed a network across which the power of capital was intricately webbed.

Planning documents became the mode through which these contradictions

found physical expression and idealistic resolution; they represented discourses

of constraint that selected and organized material according to implicit controls.

These documents privileged certain planned improvements with recognition and

left others unmentioned. They linked those included with their chains of civic

and economic support, yet failed to include voices in opposition.. .While the

strategies and information presented may have contradicted each other, these

planning documents presented the illusion that their proposals were a series of

compatible statements. Planning documents were written at an abstracted level of

discourse, never speaking of the motives and conflicts behind their production.

They offered a normative resolution of what the American city ought to look like,
while leaving aside the structural limitations and practical barriers... they seldom

outlined the dispute between traffic plans and architectural embellishments,

between streetcar franchise holders and those who advocated cheap methods of

decentralizing congested urban redevelopment.. .At issue was not whether the city

was too exploitative or too unhealthful but rather its physical order as an effective

instrument in the service of capital productivity."102

Boyer's critique of the planning document as both a neutral and

contradictory abstraction that prioritized physical order over structural

limitations provides a salient critique of plans from the City Practical

period through urban renewal. The rise of a technocratic attitude towards

city planning and the dissolution or de-emphasis of its aesthetic disposition

marked an important turning point in the history of planning, if not the

history of plans themselves. "Ford was so intent on creating respect for the

planning process," writes Scott, "that he was in danger of losing sight of

the importance of plumbing the desires, feelings, hopes, and aspirations of

community and neighborhood... "" Nonetheless, many planners whose

previous work had prioritized those aesthetic aspects of the plan, including

Olmsted Jr., Nolen, and even the now-aged Kessler, eventually shifted

in the direction of Ford's Taylorized, technocratic approach to the plan.

Beginning with New York in 1916, zoning accelerated this shift, which

101 "Efficiency in City Planning," American City, VIII (February, 1913), 139.
102 Boyer, 67-68.
103 Scott, 122.
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gained further traction with the passage of the passage of the Standard

State Enabling Act issued by the U.S. Department of Commerce in 1922

and the Standard City Enabling Act issued in 1928.

Achieving a Comprehensive Plan

Working as the "Technical Advisory Corporation," Ford and his partner,

the engineer E.P. Goodrich, played a critical role in the city planning

movement during the first quarter of the twentieth century. Yet their

accomplishments would be far overshadowed by a young assistant whom

they had hired to supervise their work for the Newark City Planning

Commission in 1912, Harland Bartholomew. After the city elected not

to renew the contracts of Ford and Goodrich beyond 1914, Bartholomew

was hired as the nation's first full time professional city planner in a public

agency. He "helped devise Ford's methodology, improved upon it in 1914

and 1915 when he was working entirely on his own, and in the long run

spent a lifetime refining the techniques of city planning and the concept

of the overall plan.""' Bartholomew, and another second former employee

of Ford and Goodrich, the Yugoslavia-born planner Ladislas Segoe, would

together best define the attitudes of the City Practical planner, drafting

comprehensive plans, street plans, and transportation plans for cities across

the United States from the 1920s through the 1950s.

Harland Bartholomew, like many early planners, had trained

as a civil engineer. His background, however, was part of a constellation

of professional disciplines that characterized early city planning. Ihe

founding members of the American City Planning Institute in 1917

included Bartholomew; Edward Bassett and Alfred Bettman, both

lawyers; the engineer Robert Whitten; developer J.C. Nichols; and Ford,

Goodrich, Kessler, Nolen, and Olmsted Jr., all architects and landscape

architects. The many branches and expertise present in the profession at

its inception reflected its diversity of impulses and ideas, along with its at

times contradictory objectives, as Boyer acknowledged. As early as 1909,

Olmsted Jr. had commissioned a lawyer by the name of Flavel Shurtleff

to survey municipalities on the legal impediments to planning, work that

was eventually published in his book, Carrying Out the City Plan (1914)."10

Olmsted's concern with implementation and the legal obstacles to planning

reflected not just an evolution and maturation of his own thinking, but a

decisive rhetorical shift. Indeed, while planning documents continued to

include illustrative maps, site plans, and renderings, these elements became

vestigial elements of civic beautification movement rather than careful

104 Scott, 123.
105 Ibid, 133.
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exercises in urban design. 06 While they still demonstrated a high degree of

integration between architecture, landscape planning, and transportation

that was a hallmark of early city plans, by the early 1920s, these documents

had become conscious of their own instrumentality within the law.

Zoning before Planning

Beginning in the 1920s, planning began to be eclipsed by zoning as a

critical instrument for controlling chaotic and unpredictable growth and

land uses in cities. The emergence of zoning began in earnest with the 1916

New York City Zoning Resolution. The New York resolution regulated the

height and bulk of buildings, creating the city's famous "wedding cake"

building typology and was based upon a careful study of zoning practices

used in Germany beginning in the late 1800s. The rise of zoning over

planning had been accelerated by concerned commercial and business

interests that sought control over the types of establishments, people, and

uses popping up in their districts. In zoning, well-to-do business districts

like Fifth Avenue found a palliative to the encroaching garment industries

(and their immigrant workers). Zoning allowed them to impose a legal

order that neither social scientific analyses nor soft-hued Beaux Arts

perspectives could provide.

"Nothing appeared so destructive of urban order as garages and machine shops

in residential areas, or loft building in exclusive shopping districts, or breweries

amid small stores and light manufacturing establishments. Nothing caused an

investor so much anguish as the sight of a grocery store being erected next door

to a single-family residence on which he had lent money. Nothing made whole

neighborhoods feel so outraged and helpless as the construction of apartment

houses when the private deed restrictions expired and there was no zoning to

prevent vacant lots from being used for multifamily structures. Zoning was the

heaven-sent nostrum for sick cities, the wonder drug of planners, the balm sought

by lending institutions and householders alike. City after city worked itself into a

state of acute apprehension until it could adopt zoning ordinance."' 07

The precedent set by the New York ordinance, enshrined and accelerated

by the Standard State Enabling Act of 1922 and the legal sanction of

zoning's constitutionality in the 1926 Supreme Court case Village of Euclid

v. Ambler Realty, "contributed to the widespread practice of zoning before

planning."10
8

Planners were both conscious of and attempted to redress this

106 Some, such as Edward Bennett, would spend their whole careers practicing in the City
Beautiful mode, while others, such as Nolen, gradually shifted towards the City Practical.
107 Scott,192.
108 Ibid, 160.
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shift. The landmark Ford-Goodrich Plan for Cincinnati (1925), written

by Ladislas Segoe with the counsel of the lawyer Alfred Bettman, even

sought to attain "the force of law," requiring that departures from the

official plan be submitted to the planning commission and approved by a

two-thirds vote. The specifics of the state statute on which this claim was

based, however, suggested that the planning commission have influence

over the plan, but not veto power over the decisions of individual property

owners. 109

In 1927, looking back at the previous twenty years of city

planning, John Nolen expressed with some regret that while 176 cities

had prepared comprehensive plans (many by himself) during that period,

525 cities had adopted zoning ordinances." 0 "With the possible exception

of Chicago," said Nolen, "no large town or city in the United States has

yet taken city planning very seriously.""' In many cities where Nolen

and others worked elected officials and commercial interests clashed,

undermining progress. Some "maintained a fundamental skepticism about

whether consultants like Nolen were marketing a legitimate civic vision

and had the city's interests in mind or whether they were more akin to

hucksters and snake oil salesmen," suggests Isenberg.' 2 Few cities had
professional planning staffs and most relied on engineering and public

works departments to carry out those functions." 3

In spite of its critics and shortcomings, city planning had by

the 1920s nevertheless expanded its scope considerably and undergone

a rigorous shift from the aesthetic domain of the City Beautiful to the

scientific rigor of long-range planning and regulation. In 1924, George

B. Ford remarked proudly that "city engineers report that zoning is saving

the city money in the design of sewers, paving, grading, and other public

works, as it is now possible to calculate the kind and intensity of future

growth without having to make a large allowance for contingencies."" 4

In 1927, seeking to renew emphasis on the master plan over the zoning

ordinance,"5 the Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover issued the

Standard City Planning Enabling Act. In spite of its good intentions, the

act was marred by multiple problems that hampered master planning

following its passage. Following the advice of Edward Bassett, the act

109 Scott, 231.
110 John Nolen. Planning Problems of Town, City, and Region: Papers and Discussions at the
National Conference on City Planning. Vol. 19 (William F. Fell Company, 1927), 20.
111 John Nolen, "Planning Problems of Industrial Cities-Niagara Falls as an Illustration,"
Proceedings of the Eleventh National Conference on City Planning, 30-31.
112 Isenberg, Downtown America, 49.
113 Scott, 228.
114 George B. Ford, "What planning has done for cities," Proceedings ofSixteenth National
Conference on City Planning, 18-19.
115 Scott, 242.
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specifically referenced only five classifications for the contents of a master

plan: "streets, other types of public grounds, public buildings, utilities,

and zoning.""6 This limited view, which was expanded upon by a footnote

calling for a more inclusive definition of the master plan, caused cities

to produce "lopsided plans omitting some of the essential community

facilities.. .and utilities."' 7 The act also contained a provision that could

be interpreted as endorsing the practice of producing individual aspects

of the plan separately. This reinforced a tendency to produce separate

plans for parks, transportation, and other elements, rather than as "an

organic whole, every part of which, whether considered territorially or as

to subject matter, is organically interrelated with every other part.""' The

act also contained a provision for the mandatory referral of zoning changes

and other public improvements to the zoning commission. M.G. Scott

points out that "had the standard act provided that the city council.. .also

adopt the long-term plan, by resolution, and take an active interest in it

as an expression of public policy, the shift from a certain preoccupation of

planning commissions with the distant future to a close collaboration with

the council in effecting desirable change might have been hastened."" 9

Another arena in which city planning had been lacking was that

of housing. Whereas business and commercial interests had a stake in

the physical improvement of roads, utilities, infrastructure, buildings,

the housing of indigent and low-income groups rarely found interest

or expression in city plans." 0 Although concerns over the worsening

conditions of slums and housing for the impoverished had (in part) seeded

the development of city planning, the direction of the profession had

veered elsewhere and witnessed a persistent schism between progressive

housers and physical planners. While a number of plans included mention

of housing, such as Harland Bartholomew's Planfor Wichita (1923) and

surveys of Detroit conducted in 1927,121 the issue of housing remained

beyond the traditional scope of city planning services in the 1920s.1 22

The shift of the profession towards the City Practical and

comprehensive planning may be observed in the expression of two plans

from the period: Fresno's Progress of a City Planfor Fresno by Charles H.

Cheney (1918) and The City Planfor Oklahoma City (1930) by Hare &

Hare.

116 Scott, 243.
117 lbid, 244.
118 U.S. Department of Commerce, Advisory Committee on City Planning and Zoning. A
Standard City Planning EnablingAct (Washington, 1928), 17 n. 42.
119 Scott, 245.
120 Ibid, 255-256.
121 Ibid, 256.
122 See Scott, 256. The National Housing Association held only three conferences in the 1920s
and despite the pleas of reformers like Lawrence Veiller, housing concerns did not gain significant
traction among planners until the onset of the Depression.
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Charles Cheney's Plan for Fresno, 1918

Cheney's 1918 Progress ofa City Planfor Fresno followed closely upon work

he had completed for other California cities, including, notably, an early

zoning ordinance proposed for the city of Berkeley. Cheney's Fresno plan

was his first major commission and received considerable praise at the time

for its progressive views on zoning, as well as its handsome civic center

arrangement. As compared to earlier plans, the Cheney plan for Fresno

may be understood as a direct reflection of the profession's increasingly

comprehensive approach.

The plan lays out a framework for growth and change over a

25-year period. Having been published in the immediate aftermath of

World War I, it began with a discussion of wartime planning efforts,

followed by a lengthy discussion of the benefits of railroad consolidation.

The plan contains a chapter on streets and highways, as well as a section

on zoning that proposed eleven new zoning classes. Some of these classes

would be familiar today, while others, such as garages and dry cleaning,

would fall under "use" categories. Cheney heralded the arrival of zoning

with considerable enthusiasm. "The establishment of a zone ordinance,"

he states, "will do for individual owners what they cannot now do for

themselves - set up uniform restrictions that will protect each against his

neighbor and thus be a benefit to all."' Cheney supported his case for

zoning with auspicious photographs of junkyards and laundry in "good

residence districts," a hallmark of city plans in that period.

Other elements of the plan echoed the tenets of the parks system

and City Beautiful eras. The plan advocated for the development of a parks

and boulevards system that, like Dunn's Oklahoma City speedway, had a

boulevard encircling the entirety of the city. In contrast to the Dunn plan,

however, Cheney provided statistics on existing playgrounds for children,

as well as the necessary additional acreage proposed for their expansion. He

called for the creation of playgrounds so that children would have a safe

place to play beyond the dangers of the street." In contrast to the earlier

Dunn Plan, Cheney took account of the cost and maintenance burden

of his improvements, in particular for the parks, for which he provided

both a specific accounting and a brief essay on their potential to increase

surrounding real estate values, indicating that his plan was meant to be

read by businessmen who might otherwise be skeptical of investing in

landscape improvements." The plan's civic center proposal, meanwhile,

remained firmly entrenched in the Beaux Arts tradition, even going so far

123 Charles H. Cheney. Progress ofa City P/anfor Fresno (Fresno, CA: Fresno City Planning
Commission, 1918. Reprint by the Fresno-Clovis Area Planning Commission, 1957), 30.
124 Cheney, 52.
125 Ibid, 60-61.
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as to include photos of the Rue de Rivoli in Paris and Castle Square in

Karlsruhe, Germany.

7he City Plan for Oklahoma City, Hare & Hare, 193OBetween 1918,

when Cheney's Fresno plan was published, and 1930, when Hare &

Hare submitted The City Planfor Oklahoma City to the local planning

commission, planning underwent a decisive shift from the City Beautiful

to the City Practical. Hare & Hare's plan, which built upon a foundation

of work left incomplete by the death of George Kessler in 1923,126 reserved

its large plate drawings for statistical surveys more derivative of the 1907

Pittsburgh Survey than of the 1909 Chicago Plan. The plan's civic center

proposal expressed a passing indifference to convention. "Civic Centers

have been recommended in connection with most city plans and the

impression may be gained in some cases that this feature of the plan was

included simply to conform with the usual custom," the plan read. "In

Oklahoma City there can be no question but that a Civic Center is a

desirable and necessary phase of civic development." 127 In spite of the

positive statement, the renderings of the civic center itself appeared almost

as a footnote in the report. The center was illustrated using a few small,

rough sketches that dispensed with the Beaux Arts' prescription of uniform

cornice lines and Parisian motifs in favor of buildings of uneven proportion

and variable heights. 128 The design of the main civic monument borrowed

directly from a World War I monument in Indianapolis. A proposal for a

park near the civic center was more suggestive of an avenue in New York

City or Downtown Kansas City than Paris, with staid Art Deco apartment

buildings lining the boulevard.12 9

While playing down the physical renderings of the proposal, Hare

& Hare produced a diversity of maps dealing with zoning and circulation.

Several large plate maps indicated present land uses and proposed zoning,

along with streets to widened, areas of the city to be annexed, streetcars and

bus routes. The plan included a copy of both the existing and proposed

zoning ordinance, corresponding maps, as well as a section on procedure,

including sub-sections on financing, legislation, and "urgent projects." 130

As landscape architects building upon the legacy of George Kessler,

Hare & Hare's plans retained a lengthy description of parks, allusions

126 George Kessler had commenced work on the plan in 1920, but died in the midst of its
preparation and was never able to issue a final report. Hare & Hare took up many of his unfinished
commissions and clients in the late 1920s and early 1930s.
127 Hare & Hare. The City Planfor Oklahoma City. (Oklahoma City, OK: Oklahoma City
Planning Commission, 1930), 47.
128 Hare & Hare, 47.
129 Ibid, 49.
130 Ibid, 58.
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to the partially implemented Dunn plan, and future proposals for open

space. Nonetheless, the plan operated in the comprehensive tradition then

emerging, with a distinctly regional outlook, a Taylorized approach, and a

diminished view of the Beaux Arts tradition. The plan, in fact, is modeled

to a large degree after those of Harland Bartholomew, whose practice had

by then emerged as the foremost office in comprehensive planning and

would have set the standard for the era.' 3'

Planning in Transition: The Depression and War World II

Following the bevy of comprehensive plans and zoning ordinances

produced in the 1920s, the onset of the Depression in 1929 forced the

planning profession to reassess its relationship to capital. The optimism of

Herbert Hoover, whose technocratic regime had enabled comprehensive

programs for land use reform and transportation policy, had withered

under the depraved conditions of urban poverty and the onset of war. The

"perspicacious Charles A. Beard 3 2 discerned that in a pluralistic society,

with its real estate interests, public utility interests, various manufacturing

interests, commercial interests, shipping and carrying interests, banking

interests, and organized labor interest, and office-holding and many lesser

interests, the city planners actually were redistributing, or helping to

redistribute, wealth from some groups to other groups... If this planning

were to confer genuine social benefits, it would have to be allied to

policies consciously devised to effect desirable shifts in the distribution of

wealth.""

The Depression awakened the cry of reformers to more closely

align federal policy with planning objectives, rather than leave the

responsibility for housing the poor to private enterprise.

In the late 1920s, housing reform finally began to gain momentum and

take physical shape, most significantly as expressed in Clarence Perry's 1929

"The Neighborhood Unit" published as a chapter in The Regional Plan

ofNew York and its Environs (1929) and in the town of Radburn, N.J.,

designed by Henry Wright and Clarence Stein. Both offered a concrete

template from which new suburban communities and inner city slum

clearance projects could begin to derive their logic, though it was a model

that would only be tenuously adhered to in the nation's first housing

131 An interim plan worth looking at for a view of planning progress between Cheney and
Hare & Hare is Harland Bartholomew's 1923 A Comprehensive City Planfor Wichita. The plan
includes many of the Beaux Arts renderings and other elements present in earlier plans, yet also
contains the systematic, data-driven approaches that would become standard by 1931.
132 Charles A. Beard was a well-known American historian in the first half of the twentieth
century who gained prominence in reevaluating the history of the founding fathers as motivated by
economic rather than philosophical motives.
133 Scott, American City Planning, 269.
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clearance and relief efforts during the New Deal.

A survey of plans from the 1930s and 1940s reveals the

overlapping impulses, practices and procedures of planning from the

1920s to the 1950s. Following the initial flurry of comprehensive plans

and zoning ordinances in the 1920s, the following two decades saw the

development of far fewer plans, but significant progress in other arenas,

including regional planning (such as the Tennessee Valley Authority) and

early federal housing production for the destitute. Many of the plans

published during the early 1930s had been largely completed before

the Depression, while others were aligned directly with wartime efforts

and recovery. Bomber towns such as Willow Run outside of Detroit,

MI and Linda Vista near San Diego, CA offered planners and designers

an opportunity to experiment with new ideas in town planning and

design emanating from Europe, as well as novel construction methods

and materials.13
1 Many of these, such as that for Willow Run, were also

significant and influential as proposals on paper. Eero Saarinen's proposal

for Willow Run, for instance, included five neighborhood units and a

modern town center that presaged the development of shopping center

concepts that would emerge after the war. 3
1

CIAM and the Rise of Modernist Discourse

Just as significant during this transitional period was the development

of compelling models of a future postwar American society. The dying

enthusiasm for the Beaux Arts civic center in Hare & Hare's plan for

Oklahoma City reflected of a growing distaste among both planners and

architects with cities increasingly viewed as incompatible and unprepared

for the changes on the horizon. Whereas early twentieth century city

planners sought to counteract the negative externalities of industrialization

through the design of therapeutic landscapes and grand civic complexes,

those of the 1930s and 19 4 0s increasingly departed from convention

and embraced the potential of technology and mobility as a form-giving

principle for the cities of tomorrow. This is what Marshall Berman refers to

as the third phase of modernism.1 36

The shift away from the City Beautiful in American city planning

reflected a dissatisfaction with the old order best expressed in the emerging

discourse of modernism of Congres Internationaux d'Architecture

Modern (CLAM) in Europe, which hosted its first conference in La Sarraz,

134 See Scott, American City Planning, 396 and David J. Smiley. Pedestrian Modern: Shopping
andAmerican Architecture, 1925-1956 (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 2013),
143-144.
135 Scott, American City Planning, 396 and Smiley, Pedestrian Modern, 145.
136 Berman, 290. Berman also refers to this as "the expressway world."
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Switzerland in 1928. CLAM emerged as an organized counterpoint to

the entrenched lcole des Beaux-Arts tradition in Paris, and its parallels

elsewhere in Europe. Its formation marked "an elite new structure of

association for architects to advance their cause against the then-dominant

neoclassicism of the academies of architecture" and "a defining moment

in the formation of a new approach to architecture."1 37 Like George B.

Ford, Le Corbusier, CIAM's chief spokesmen and one of its founding

members, "maintained that he was an apolitical technocrat seeking only

to apply the lessons of Frederick Winslow Taylor and Henry Ford to the

production of housing and cities."3 8 Embedded within the modernist

agenda and reflected in its spare and functional aesthetic, was "a highly

charged vocabulary expressive both of the collective working power of

the proletariat and of a break with the classical system of architecture." 3
1

Corbusier's widely publicized Ville Radieuse (1924) and Plan Voisin (1925)
sought for nothing less than to undermine the order of an entrenched elite

hostile to modern art and architecture and to advance a counter model to

the prevailing Garden City new town ideals proposed by Raymond Unwin

and others."0

The tenets of CIAM would be closely studied and loosely applied

by housing reformers and American architects whose agenda and beliefs

resonated with those of CIAM. The exodus of some of ClAM's primary

adherents and leaders, including Walter Gropius and Mies Van Der Rohe,

to America during the rise of Nazi Germany, further fueled the rise of

modern architecture in the United States. As the modern architecture of

CIAM emerged, so too did a streamlined modernism less bound to the

ideological tenets of the architectural avant-garde. In the early 1940s, this

stylized version of modernism gradually replaced Art Deco, which had

itself superseded the Moorish and Spanish motifs that had been popular

in the early 1920s, to become the dominant form of commercial modern

architecture. It expressed itself in everything from movie palaces to drive-

ins to storefronts, and eventually evolved into the festive language of

modernization employed by Morris Lapidus and Victor Gruen, among

others.

General Motors' Futurama exhibition, designed by the industrial

designer Norman Bel Geddes for the 1939 World's Fair in New York City,

marked a watershed in the arrival of popular modernism. In breaking with

the Beaux Arts aesthetic in the forum of the fair, it heralded, as had the

137 Eric Paul Mumford. The CLAM Discourse on Urbanism, 1928-1960 (Cambridge, MA: MIT
Press, 2002), 1.
138 Mumford, 20.
139 Ibid, 21.
140 Ibid, 19.
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Columbian Exposition, the arrival of a new age. With its daunting vision

of glass-paneled skyscrapers and submerged freeways, Futurama adapted

the utopian tradition of Le Corbusier's Ville Radieuese (1924) and Frank

Lloyd Wright's Broadacre City (1932), as well as modernist luminaries

Ludwig Hilberseimer and Richard Neutra, to create a dizzying showcase

of the modern world to come for a popular audience. It synthesized and

reflected critical tenets in planning that would emerge in the post-war

era, including the ideal of complete separation between motorists and

pedestrians, the segregation of neighborhoods into distinct units defined by

expressways, and the wholesale embrace of a vertical metropolis.

Planning for Postwar America: Harland Bartholomew, Ladislas Segoe, and the

Comprehensive Plan

Comprehensive planning re-emerged with force beginning in the mid-

1940s, as city planning commissions around the country sought to

project and define their circumstances in the post-war era."' The themes

of postwar planning, however, tended to emphasize economic prospects

(often in the form of parking studies signaling an early preoccupation

with downtown decline) and housing conditions rather than the parks,

playgrounds, and street widenings popular in the 1920s. "The tenor of

planning," suggests Scott, "reflected the anxiety of the business community,

and from the mayor's office to the city engineering department and the

city planning commission the urgency attached to preparing a backlog

of public works as a means of providing jobs evidenced the prevalent

feeling that mobilization for postwar economic resurgence was second in

importance only to winning the war itself.""2

The 1940s-era work of the rival planners Harland Bartholomew

and Ladislas Segoe reflected the prevalent ideas of the age. The civic

parkways and monuments that remained a hallmark of plans through

the 1930s by the mid-1940s had been usurped by a profusion of growth

charts, land use maps, and population projections. As integral to the 194 0s

era plan as the neighborhood unit was the grid of highways that separated

them, including detailed maps of complex interchange geometries, as well

as parking and access provisions that dwarfed anticipated volumes from

a decade earlier. Bartholomew's plans for Dallas, for instance, contained

fifteen reports published over three years, including sections on streets,

zoning, and population growth. His plans from the period also charted

141 Eldridge Lovelace. Harland Bartholomew: His Contributions to American Urban Planning.
(Chicago: Illinois Department of Urban and Regional Planning, 1993), A-20. Bartholomew's
practice, which had produced few plans in the 1930s, began to receive more commissions in 1940,
with a significant body of work coming in to the practice in 1944-1945.
142 Scott, 398.
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the process of decentralization driven by Federal Housing Administration

policies that incentivized sprawl, favoring compact planned development as

an alternative."'

Segoe, a Jewish Hungarian dmigr6 who had, like Bartholomew,

started with the Technical Advisory Corporation in the 1920s, built a

planning practice in the 1 930s and I 940s that emphasized regional growth

limits and planning for urban service areas" in contradistinction to his

rival, who was more concerned with documentation of existing and future

land uses.14' Both Segoe and Bartholomew operated their offces using what

has been called "personnel colonization." " A planner would be assigned

to live in a city for a contract period that was typically around three years.

While there, they would work in-house at the city and would in some cases

gO on to become that city's lead planner following the end of the contract.

1 his strategy had the dual benefit of creating a strong client-consultant

relationship and, in the early years of city planning, of establishing a

beachhead for the creation of a municipal planning department. Using

this model, in the late 1 9 4 0s and early 1950s, Segoe completed master

plans for Cincinnati and Detroit as well as transportation plans for

Buffalo, Rochester, and San Francisco with De Leuw Cather, a leading

transportation engineering firm at the time. Segoe's Detroit Plan was

segmented into eight sections delivered between 1945 and 195 1. Ihese

included an Expressway and Transit System Plan (1945); a Plan for the

143 Scott, 402.
14-4 See David J. Edelman and David 1. Allor "Ladislas Segoe and the Energence of the
Professional PHanning Consultant lournilofl/0nning Hi/to7 2.i (2003) 58. Sego's urban scrvice
area concept was a derivation of (eorg'e Kessler's idea Of ilnitalr urhan urtace drainge
145 IEdeln net a., 5i 9.

146 KorUeckberg, /Le Americ n Plner/ 223-22 1
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Development of the Riverfront (1945); a Recreational Facilities Plan

(1946); a Trafficways Plan; a Land Use Plan (1947); a Cultural Center

Plan (1948); and a Transportation Plan (1949). In the 1960s, when the

foundational planning methods he had worked to establish were being

questioned and overturned, Segoe stood by his approach. As David

Edelman states:

"Segoe was equally uncomfortable with social planners and with specialized
planning administrators.. .All that he had worked to promote and to exemplify
seemed to be passing away. The comprehensive and long-range process, based on
and justified by a common set of goals, and implemented by a disciplined and
independent cadre of professional planners, failed to win the necessary political
acceptance by the community. Indeed, the community, that organic unit, the
social and economic whole, which had served so long as the basis for Segoe's work,

now seemed to be destroying itself." 14 7

Segoe, who had worked with and been mentored by the lawyer Alfred

Bettman of Chicago, saw "the making of the plan" as "a professional act,

not a social one." He believed that part of the planner's occupation was

"to justify the plan to the community, so that in winning their consensus,

citizen participation could be easily directed toward nonpartisan political

support for the legislative adoption of the plan as a postplanning

exercise."'48 Segoe's 1948 Transportation Plan for San Francisco, made with

De Leuw Cather & Company Engineers, remains a symbol of the excesses

of transportation planning in the freeway era, and a symbol of the failure of

planning to appreciate the fabric of communities in the context of change

and modernization. But Segoe's name is rarely mentioned in the criticism

of that report, for he had been long forgotten by the time it resurfaced.

The Comprehensive City Plan, Oklahoma City, Harland Bartholomew

Associates, 1949

Harland Bartholomew's 1949 Comprehensive City Plan for Oklahoma

City is reflective of the last generation of plans preceding the urban

renewal era. Though Bartholomew's practice had thrived in the height

of the comprehensive planning era of the 1920s, the firm had produced

fewer comprehensive plans from the dawn of the Depression through

the onset of World War II. Progress on the Oklahoma City plan began

toward the end of the war in 1944 and finished in 1947, with its

adoption following a restructuring of the Planning Commission in 1949.

Bartholomew's plan, like many in the 1940s and early 1950s, responded

147 Edelman et al., 70.
148 Ibid, 69.
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to the imperative of postwar growth and charted a course for the city over

the next 25 years. In comparison to older plans, including Bartholomew's

own work, the Oklahoma City plan is much longer, with more detailed

maps on housing conditions, density, public schools, parks, and other

infrastructure. The plan's content, as foreshadowed in the work of Hare &

Hare, is extremely data intensive. In fact, data tables and maps make up

the bulk of the report, which was delivered in an expedient spiral bound

booklet, rather than a lavish printed folio. The plan exhibits the location

and type of parking facilities, catchment areas for public schools, parks,

and playgrounds, major county highways, and proposals for the regional

airports. The civic center's expansion makes up a relatively small portion of

the report, with no explicit architectural expression.

While the Oklahoma City plan is foremost a plan for growth

grounded in extensive data collection, projection exercises, and

infrastructural needs assessments, the departure from the city's physical

plant or any architectural expression whatsoever is striking. Instead, the

plan foreshadows the concerns of the urban renewal era and in particular,

the need to address the conditions of slums. In the introduction to the

chapter on housing program and policy, the plan states:

"There are two alternatives for future housing development in Oklahoma City. The

first would be a continuation of past practices, a continuation of depreciation of

the older residential areas, or the construction of additional new neighborhoods on

the outskirts, or the building of more 'shanty towns' in the low property along the

river. It might be contended that the older residential areas adjacent to the business

district are so badly organized, so haphazard and heterogeneous in development, so

tied by present economic and physical conditions, that their character can never be

successfully improved and that therefore, they should be gradually abandoned in

favor of new neighborhoods."14 9

Though adopted in the same year as the Housing of Act of 1949,

Bartholomew's plan argued that housing improvement was a thoroughly

local responsibility and disavowed the need for federal participation in

the process of upgrading dwellings. He professed that the amelioration of

housing standards could be "accomplished by free enterprise democratically

guided and directed"1 0 and that "there is no reason why it is necessary for a

governmental agency to build houses in order to correct these conditions."

149 Harland Bartholomew & Associates. The Comprehensive City Plan, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma (Oklahoma City, OK: Oklahoma City, City Planning Commission. 1949), 36.
150 Bartholomew, Oklahoma City 37-38.
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The Federal Stake in Urban America

The late 1940s and early 1950s were marked by several important shifts

in the cultural and political life of American cities. After the persistent

efforts of planners and reformers dating back to the 1930s, President

Truman finally signed into law the Housing Act of 1949. The bill

authorized 810,000 new units of public housing over a six-year period and

required that redevelopment projects "conform to a general plan for the

redevelopment of the locality as a whole."15' G. Holmes Perkins, editor

of The Journal ofthe American Institute of Planners at the time, wrote that

"even the plans of the most advanced cities were 'puny in scope beside the

breadth of the federal aids authorized."" 2 The implication of the advent

of federal aid to cities, first in the 1949 Act and then in the 1954 Housing

Act, which revised and enhanced its predecessor, was to open vast amounts

of federal money for the redevelopment of American cities.

Yet these opportunities for urban redevelopment came in the

context of a rapidly decentralizing metropolis. The results of the 1950

census had demonstrated that half of the growth of metropolitan areas

had gone to the suburban rings around the central city.'" Between 1950

and 1956, suburbs around the United States grew by 28 percent, with a

total population gain of 10 million, while central cities grew by only two

percent.' 54 The implications of this change were accentuated further upon

the passage of the 1956 Interstate Highway Act. The highway legislation,

which had been heavily supported and sponsored by downtown business

interests and politicians, dwarfed the urban renewal acts, both in terms of

funding as well as displacement. Described by journalist Grady Clay as a

"monstrous dragon let loose on the American landscape," 5 5 the act was

unleashed without a strong professional planning apparatus to manage

it nor an urban land use policy to determine or drive its impact. The

result was that highway engineers often maintained a planning function

without having any sufficient understanding of the issues and potential

ramifications of the program itself. The new roads provided easy access

in and, crucially, out of the core, and comprehensively altered the logic

of urban development from radial streetcar suburbs governed by transit

lines to the open grid of highways and arterials. Most importantly, the

new highways would challenge the primacy of downtown as the dominant

shopping market for regional consumers and shift the center of gravity

towards the burgeoning suburbs, where it remains to this day.

151 Scott, 464.
152 Ibid, Ibid.
153 Ibid, 507.
154 Ibid, Ibid.
155 Grady Clay. "Impact of the Federal Highway Program" in Planning 1957 (Washington
D.C.: American Society of Planning Officials, 1957), 49.
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"When you're alone and life is making you lonely,

you can always go Downtown."

- Petula Clark, "Downtown," 1965

In Chapter One of this thesis, the history of plans and of the

planning profession was reviewed in brief. Chapter Two focuses on the

history of downtown in the United States as both a cultural phenomenon

and a shopping mecca, the history of the pedestrian within that context,

and finally, the response to the plight of both downtown shopping and

the pedestrian in the context of decentralization. In comparison to the

history of plans and the planning profession prior to 1956, this section

focuses to a greater degree on the evolution of critical downtown forms and

institutions, in particular the department store and the shifting demands

of consumers that accompanied the rise of the automobile. 1he history of

downtown business coalitions, parking provisions, storefront design, and

transportation will all surface as critical themes throughout this chapter.

The Invention ofDowntown

As the urban historian Robert Fogelson charts in this work Downtown:

Its Rise and Fall, 1880-1950, the notion of "downtown" is a uniquely

American phenomenon. First used in the mid-to-late nineteenth century,

its origins can be traced to New York in the 1840s, when "down town"

was used to distinguish the business district of Lower Manhattan from

the residential or "up town" areas to the north."" As the term spread

to other American cities, it gradually lost its geographic connotation

and became synonymous with the central business area. Fogelson states

that "although hard to define, downtown was easy to locate," since it

represented the confluence of major railroads and horse-drawn trolleys

1 56
1 1.

2.1

(lefi)
Labor Day Crowd, Main Street,

Buffalo, New York. 1900.

Courtesy of the Library of Congress.
Original copyright by Detroit
Photographic Co.

Robert M. Fogelson. Dowrtow'n: Its Rise and Fall, 1880-1950 (Yale University Press. 2003),
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2.2
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by the I 880s, as well the location of the citys tallest buildings and major

shopping areas thereafter.'" TO Europeans, the American downtown had

significant differences from their own centers. The most striking of these

was what Frederick Law Olmsted... called in 1871 "a strong and increasing

tendency toward the separation of businesses and residences" owing to

a fixed tendency among civilized men' to enhance the 'cleanliness and

purity' of domestic life.""' Others attributed the rise of downtown as

a btusiness district alone to property values in downtown districts that

made downtown living prohibitively expensive and unreasonable.""

Organizations of downtown interests at that time most often took the form

of citywide associations, since the interests of downtown and those of the

outlying districts were perceived as Unified prior the 1 920s. While a certain

degree of competition had always existed, especially as transit lines and

elevated railways expanded outwards, the interests of downtown remained

tethered and at times indistinguishable from those of the city at large in the

early twentieth century.

'he notion of a downtown embedded within or as only one

part of a larger metropolitan region began to emerge in the I 920s, and

is reflected in the increasing use of the term "Central Business District."

Though used as early as 1904 in Baltimore, the "central business district"

became increasingly popular as a term in planning and transportation

documents in recognition of a growing number of secondary retail

and business centers sprouting along major transportation lines."' The

15
158
159
160

Fogelson, 1 3.
Ibid, 21.
Ibid, 23.
Ibid. 184.
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Newark City Planning Commission used the term in its city plan from

1913, produced by Harland Bartholomew, and in 1923, the University

of Chicago sociologist Ernest W Burgess presented the Central Business

District as part of his concentric zonal theory of the American city (the

other zones being the Zone of Workingmen's Homes, the Residential Zone

or Zone of Better Residences at the edge of the city, and the Commuters'

Zone.)

The other significant phenomenon that helped to establish

downtown "as a small but extremely powerful magnet" was its stature as a

shopping district.16
1 In the late 1800s, major shopping streets like 'Ladies

Mile' on Broadway in New York and State Street in Chicago attracted

throngs of female shoppers each day.16 2 Women played a significant

role in fueling the momentum of downtown retail, as well as in the

civic improvement campaigns that were spearheaded by progressive era

reformers. In the early 1900s, the dry goods emporium, or the department

store, expanded as a major institution in the downtowns all around the

country. The downtown of every major city in the United States had a

department store at its heart. In his history of retail decentralization in Los

Angeles, Richard Longstreth says of the department store, "No other kind

of business activity and no infrastructural project appears to have matched

the impact of this commercial enterprise in setting the main paths and

parameters of downtown into the mid-twentieth century."" 3 Longstreth,

using Los Angeles as a case study and a bellwether for the nation at large,

follows the sequence of competitive building campaigns that underscored

retail and department store branch expansion in the first fifty years of

the twentieth century. Beginning with the rise of Hollywood as a satellite

downtown that challenged the traditional shopping streets of Spring Street

and Broadway in Downtown Los Angeles, Longstreth traces the successive

iterations and typologies of branch dispersal, along with the persistent

response of entrenched downtown retailers to compete with outlying

centers.

Early Retail Decentralization: The Rise of the Taxpayer Block

Retail decentralization went through multiple phases throughout the first

half of the twentieth century. The first wave took the form of low-lying

161 Fogelson, 15.
162 Ibid, Ibid.
163 Richard W Longstreth. City Center to Regional Mal Architecture, theAutomobile, and
Retailing in Los Angeles, 1920-1950 (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1998), 24.
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2.3
Taxpayer blocks bcyond DowIntowtt

View of San Pedro Street, looking
north from Washington Boulevard.

Los Atieles, California, 1926.
Courtesy of W

1
ater and Power

Associates: MIlI ollitd-td c ittegctod
Collection

taxpayer blocks, " which tended to follow streetcar lines emanating from

the center and were oriented around small purchases of convenience. Most

of these buildings stood only one to two-stories in height and the selection

and range of goods to be purchased were limited. Some small commercial

areas boasted movie theaters and bank branches as well. Very few of these

developments, however, were built as part of an integrated neighborhood

building campaign, though the presence of these amenities certainly

supported the expansion of residential areas."" Larger commercial nodes

tended to cluster near streetcar intersections. In the I 920s, in Los Angeles

and other cities quick to adopt the automobile, counting cars became a

critical barometer for determining business location and activity."

le rise of the taxpayers and commercial nodes was followed by

two successive developments. The first was the advent of branch stores in

the I 920s, epitomized first by Hollywood and then by Wilshire Boulevard's

emergence as a rival to Downtown Los Angeles. While stores may have had

specialty branches in outlying centers, it was not at all typical to develop

large branches that could rival downtown at first. ihat changed when

B.H. Dyas in 1927 announced the unprecedented move of constructing

164 See lottgst reth, City Center to Regiona/M'ea/l, 64-65. I ongstreth states that -taxpaver blocks
wCC bUilt as Speculati\e ettterprises by property owners wishing the most profitable use for their
land... If owners believed that their land would soon rise in valoe to the poit that they mtight sell it at

a handsome profit, matty others probably realized that change migh t not be so rapid nd were content
with the income from their itvestment.
165 longstreth. 62.
166 Ibid, 6-
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a branch of his department store in Hollywood, which would be larger

than his downtown location.1 67 Though the move floundered with the

Depression, other department stores followed suit, announcing their own

plans for Hollywood locations. The problem with Hollywood, as well as

other outlying centers in its mold after the 1920s, was parking.

"The Parking Evil"

Parking proved a terrible frustration to downtown, main streets, and other

streetcar commercial nodes as automobiles proliferated. Even before then,

downtown had become increasingly under siege by streetcar traffic, leading

to a growing dissatisfaction and an increasingly negative reputation for

congestion in the central business district. For public officials, the problems

of congestion and parking could stand at odds. Curbside parking bans in

the downtown eased traffic flow, but had the specter of killing business.168

Longstreth sums up the parking problem as one of "disparate needs

among patrons, workers, and property owners."16 9 "Many executives" he

says, "wanted convenient parking for themselves. Major business owners

focused on provisions for their own customers rather than for the shopping

district as a whole. Small-scale merchants, for the most part, believed the

problem lay beyond their abilities to change. Patrons wanted to park as

close as possible to their destinations, but some might only remain for a

short period, while others spent the better part of the day downtown."1 70

Off-street lots were most often developed by private parties, often at

the expense of demolishing small buildings near prime locations, which

over time created a significant loss of overall street frontage.' 7' During

the Depression, owners in Detroit's central business district frequently

demolished buildings of six of more stories in favor of surface parking due

to falling rental incomes and high property taxes. 172 Nonetheless, fear that

without parking, customers would forsake downtown for outlying centers

provided enough impetus for some downtown interests to seek common

ground and build large lots for their customers. In Los Angeles, the

Broadway Department Store constructed a two-story underground garage

at great expense in 1929, though this represented an anomaly at the time.

The problem of parking in the American downtown from the

1920s onward cannot be overstated. As congestion worsened, cities and

downtown businesses began trying different strategies to solve the parking

problem. As David Smiley states in his work Pedestrian Modern (2013),

167 Longstreth, 86.
168 Ibid, 5.
169 Ibid, 43-44
170 Ibid, Ibid.
171 Ibid, 45.
172 Isenberg, Downtown America. 139.
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"Municipal regulation of street use and design became the norm and

included partial and whole parking bans, loading bans, through streets

and designated turn lanes, left-turn bans, one-way streets, new forms of

signaling, restricted lanes, and 'platform safety islands' were all tried to

solve 'the parking evil.""73 Others tested unconventional street layouts,

such as a proposal by the Regional Plan Association from 1936 to locate

parking in common rear lots.1 74 Some cities opened municipal parking lots

in the downtown area, including the Park Square Garage in Boston from

the 1920s. A common strategy, especially in smaller cities, was to develop

an integrated parking area behind the main storefront facades. One of the

first of this type was developed by the suburban town of Garden City, Long

Island and then later mimicked in Greenwich, Connecticut, Beverly Hills,

California, and Kalamazoo, Michigan.1 75

Country Club Plaza and the First Shopping Centers

Concerns over parking and early population shifts away from the center

drove a number of early experiments in shopping centers that would

shape the future of American retail. The most significant of these was

J.C. Nichols' Country Club Plaza in Kansas City, begun in 1922. A real

estate developer who had among the founding members of the American

Institute of Planners in 1917, Nichols developed the Plaza as an early

shopping center to serve Kansas City's genteel Country Club District,

which he had begun developing in the early 1900s. Designed in the

Spanish style as early as the 1920s, the center was innovative in several

respects. It was managed and owned directly by Nichols' company,

included dedicated common parking areas (though Nichols had originally

not provided enough parking), and was intended as a major regional

destination.17 6

Country Club Plaza had a number of imitators following its

success. In Los Angeles, Westwood Village, built in 1929 in coordination

with surrounding subdivision development, contained such provisions

as service alleys and diagonal parking (the legality of which was initially

challenged by the police department and unresolved until 1937).177

Planned by Frederick Law Olmsted Jr. and Charles Cheney prior to the

opening of the Plaza, but implemented after, the well-to-do community

of Palos Verdes contained provisions for several neighborhood commercial

centers. Even though these planned centers were replete with "Latin

173 David J. Smiley. Pedestrian Modern: Shopping and American Architecture, 1925-1956.
(Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 2013), 97.
174 Smiley, 101.
175 Ibid, 109. Also see Isenberg, Chapter 4.
176 Longstreth, City Center to Regional Mall 173.
177 Ibid, 174.
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allusions," they nevertheless made several modern advances that would

become standard later on, such a large central parking plaza and the

separation of through and local traffic."

Modernizing Main Street

While outlying planned centers remained embryonic in the 1 920s and

1 930s, older business districts embarked on aggressive modernization

campaigns during the 1 930s and I 940s as an effort to revive lagging

sales during the Depression. "Harping on eye appeal and design taste,"

suggests Alison Isenberg in Downtown America, "modernizers capitalized

upon the previous decade's preoccupation with women's desires and buyer

psychology. Modernization also highlighted the role of architectural style

in determining real estate values."' Modernization was seen as imperative

to extend the useful life of a building. As Harland Bartholomew stated

in his 1930 Planfor Knoxville, "Antiquated and unattractive store fronts"

could "impair the value of property." Failure to modernize could "end a

structures economic life.

Isenberg notes that whereas plans in the progressive era had

largely overlooked storefront design as a "private architectural choice"

secondary to a larger scheme, the "modernizers of the 1 930s appreciated

the harmonizing qualities within each storefront design, not how the

stores harmonized with the downtown streetscape as a collective and

magnetic destination."' During this period, numerous competitions were

178

180
181

2.4

An early shopping plaza, Highland

Park Viilagc, Dallas, Txas. Opcned
19 31. Desi'gner: Fooshre and Cheek.

Credit: (Geo .irey Baker and Bruno

Iunar. Shopping centers: Design

nl Operation (Reinhold Publishing

(orpora tion, I 1 ), 90.

Longstreth, 157.
I'enberg, Downtown Anerica, 1A3.
Ibid, 144.
1bid, 1 48 -149.
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KetchIum, Gina, and Sharp,

Rcnmodeling Main Street: Niles,

Nichigan." / rhitctura/ /oon1

(October 1944): 1 10, 11 1.
C'redit: David Smilely, Pedestriani

Alodern-;1, 8 1.

staged for storefront modernization of Main Street retail. In 1935, the

glass manufacturer Libbey-Owens-Ford (hOF) sponsored a competition

with Arlhtectural Record, eventually published as 52 Ways to Modernize

Alain Street wit/i Glass. " he alutim inum manufacturer Kawneer hosted

a competition called "Store Fronts of Tomorrow. The results of the

competition, which was chaired by the well-known storefront designer

Morris Ketchum and included the modern architect Mies Van Der Rohe

as a juror, focused on the architecture of individual store. Other proposals,

however, such as Ketchum, Gina, and Sharp's 1944 "Remodeling Main

Street" project for Niles, Michigan, considered storefront modernization

as an ensemble. In the study, says David Smiley, "the traditional street wall

was maintained, so the most dramatic feature of the design language was

the plasticity of the design along the street... Modernist transparency, and

spatial continuity were achieved, and an integration with industrial and

merchandising practices had provided the means.""

One of the persistent challenges faced by main streets and

downtown business districts was an overall lack of coordination in planning

and development. Competition between department stores persisted even

as they faced a common competitor in the suburbs. While programs such

as rear parking or storefront modernization could have been coordinated

by a merchants association, such organizations were either absent or

ineffective in the I 930s and I 9 4 0s, when downtowns came increasingly

Under threat."' Instead, retailers and developers continued to experiment

182 senherg, 144. "s2 Ways to Modernize Main Sirect with Glass." ( Toledo, ()H: Libbey-

(iiwens-Ford Class Company, 1935)

183 Smiler. t&'desrian Vodern, 80-81.

18-4 longstreth, 196.
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with new forms of parking, retail management, and design in growing areas

at the outskirts of the city.

Early Regional Shopping Centers in Los Angeles

In 1941, the Los Angeles Department of City Planning published a model

scheme for an outlying business center.1 85 The proposal included many

of the emerging formal arrangements evident in both the old downtown

undergoing reconfiguration and the new village centers sprouting at the

periphery. In the scheme, a central boulevard planted with trees bisected

a major arterial. Off of the arterial roadway, a circumferential one-way

ring road split and curled around the block, permitting access into rear

parking areas and forming a kind of ring road around the shopping area.

Smaller streets cut through into the shopping area, permitting access into

adjacent neighborhoods.1 86 The model, created with property owners in

Los Angeles' Westchester District, demonstrated how "Main Street [had]

reemerged as a springboard for many of the new shopping centers that

soon would be built."1 87 The scheme also contrasted significantly with

concurrent proposals for rehabilitating downtown. A 1942-43 study for

the rehabilitation of Los Angeles' Central Business District by the local

America Institute of Architects chapter, by contrast, advanced a proposal

that would have altered the basic typology of the downtown block as half

surface parking and half staid multi-story office slabs. A massive freeway

penetrated the center of the proposal, perhaps the most prescient aspect of

the otherwise unsuccessful proposition. 188

Two projects in the 1940s would further adapt the basic model

scheme for Westchester completed in 1941. The first was LA's Broadway-

Crenshaw Center (1947). The Crenshaw Center, upon its opening,

was "unlike any other retail development in the nation," with 550,000

square feet of enclosed space, a 2,500 car surface parking lot, and a major

department store that served as an anchor tenant.1 89 The center marked a

significant departure from conventional practice in both its layout and its

management. Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company financed the

project. Broadway, the department store, subleased the space to tenants,

retaining a degree of control over the appearance and operation of those

stores.19' In its configuration, the center was "Janus-like"' 9' with frontage

to both the street and the parking lot sides of the buildings. While the

185 Longstreth, 197.
186 Ibid, Ibid.
187 ibid, Ibid.
188 Ibid, 218-219
189 Ibid, 231-232.
190 Ibid, 232.
191 Ibid, 233.
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center "retained no vestiges of the idealized town center or the high rise

metropolis,"19 2 executives still anticipated a fair amount of pedestrian traffic

arriving directly at the store. As a result, its design accorded the pedestrian

rather than looking inward or towards the parking lot alone, as later

centers would. The out-facing facades of the building echoed the modern

storefront design ideas by architects like Victor Gruen, Morris Lapidus, and

Morris Ketchum, who had all begun their careers in restyling storefront

window displays downtown.'"1 After opening in 1947, the Broadway-

Crenshaw Center "proved a gold mine"'94 and set an important precedent

in both its tenant-leasing structure and physical design.

A second example of 1940s shopping center development in Los

Angeles was the previously mentioned Westchester Business Center. The

center's owners, Superior Oil Company and Security-First National Bank,

had worked closely with LA's City Planning Department on the scheme

for the complex.'9" When it opened in the 1940s, the business center

initially struggled to attract an anchor tenant, but eventually brought in

Milliron's Department Store. While ultimately less successful at its start

than Broadway-Crenshaw, in part due to a lack of central control in the

leasing structure agreement and other factors, Westchester filled its entire

site by the 1960s.

Management structure proved to be a critical turning point in the

success of large satellite commercial centers and one of the major features

that would distinguish them from old main streets and downtowns. As

Longstreth suggests, "adhering to the tradition of multiple ownership

generated more than the anticipated difficulties in creating car lots. Each

purchaser had to buy a section of the parking area equal to the width of

the streetfront property and improve the parcel according to a uniform

standard.. .Many merchants balked at these stipulations."19 6 The physical

form that resulted from piecemeal development suffered equally, with a

patchwork of paved areas and uncoordinated design arrangements.

One advance that the Westchester Business Center did pioneer,

however, came in the realm of design. Milliron's Department Store, the

site's major tenant, provided the first large scale design commission for

Victor Gruen. Gruen used the Westchester project to test new concepts

in retail architecture. His design included rooftop parking with "ramps...

treated as futuristic sculptural elements to entice shoppers."19 7 The

sequence into the store from the rooftop deck was meant to be more than

192 Longstreth, 234.
193 Ibid, 234.
194 Ibid, 232.
195 Ibid, 241-242.
196 Ibid, 243.
197 Ibid, 243.
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a department store alone, with a "restaurant, auditorium, beauty shop, and

children's playroom." 198 Gruen would later go on to further this concept

in his regional shopping centers and downtown pedestrian malls, which

will be discussed later in the thesis. While Gruen's original design has since

been altered, and its rooftop parking eliminated, the Milliron's building

still stands (and is now a Kohl's Department Store). The Westchester

Business Center, meanwhile, retains a footprint similar to what was initially

envisioned by its planners.

While Los Angeles was a significant leader in the development

of outlying shopping centers and of experiments in automotive

planning, freeway building, and retail, it was by no means the only place

experimenting with such concepts. Indeed, during World War II, planners

and architects were testing the ideas and design concepts that would guide

postwar development. To understand the emergence of the shopping

mall in the 1940s and subsequently the pedestrian mall in the late 1950s

however, it is important to first revisit the evolution of the pedestrian in

urban life in the first half of the twentieth century.

From King's Highway to the Elevated Street

Beginning in the early twentieth century, the advent of the automobile

fundamentally changed people's relationship to the street. Prior to the

rise of "motordom," the coalition of municipal traffic engineers, traffic

commissions, and auto interests, 99 streets had been defined by a common

law principle that was defined by the traffic expert Miller McClintock as

the "ancient rule...that all persons have an equal right in the highway,

and that in exercising the right each shall take due care not to injure

other users of the way."200 While the streetcar and the bicycle after it had

created a menace to the pedestrian,2 O neither had had the financial clout or

organizational capacity to fully reframe the relationship of the pedestrian to

the street itself.

In his account of early automotive history and the street Fighting

Traffic (2008), Peter Norton traces how the automobile shifted from an

unwanted intruder in the street to its primary user. The shift from common

law street to motorway took place through what Norton refers to as a

19 Petrngsreto, 24Fghting Traffic: the Dawn of the Motor Age in the American City (Cambridge,
MA: The MIT Press, 2008), 3.
200 Quoted from Norton, 289, Report and Recommendations of the Metropolitan Street Traffic
Survey (Chicago Association of Commerce, 1926), 133. According to Norton's research, an "1812
ruling of Britain's Lord Chief Justice Ellenborough" on the right to the king's highway was "still cited
by American courts in the 1920s."
201 'Ihis is embodied in the term "Trolley Dodger," which gave the Brooklyn Dodgers baseball
team their nickname.
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"rhetorical closure" and "closure by redefinition of the problem."202 Over

the course of the first twenty years of the automobile, motordom engaged

in an organized campaign to reframe the shocking casualties to pedestrians

by careless drivers as a springboard for reframing the relationship between

pedestrians and traffic. National safety campaigns, safe pedestrian zones,

and crosswalks together restricted pedestrian movements. In the 1920s,

the future of the automobile in the city was anything but certain. Grief-

stricken mothers organized campaigns for pedestrian safety weeks and

lobbied for the erection of public monuments to child accident victims. 203

A well publicized campaign in Cincinnati in 1923 sought to pass an

ordinance requiring "speed governors" limiting automobiles to 25 miles per

hour or less.204 While the ordinance failed to pass, auto interests saw the

fight as a critical turning point in their legitimization as street users.

Traffic Control and the Rise of the Municipal Traffic Expert

At the same time, paralleling the rise of automobiles in cities was a rising

cadre of professionally trained highway engineers. Though New York

City had instituted its first traffic rules in 1903 based on the work of an

"eccentric" named William Eno (prior to the advent of the automobile),205

the rise of the technical traffic expert institutionalized ideals of efficiency

and separation. To a certain degree, the rise of the traffic engineer in the

spatial construction of the city parallels the rise of a progressive mindset

that fueled early comprehensive planning. Prior to the widespread

institution of traffic controls, including striping and signals, policemen

tended to be charged with the administration of traffic.

Inefficient management and increasing congestion led progressive

era reformers and local chambers of commerce to enlist "efficiency

experts" who could apply emerging rules of "scientific management

and Taylorism to the traffic problem.206 They turned to engineers, who

even before 1900 had become consultants for streets and other public

utilities. 207 "Engineers showed cities how they could both improve services

and reduce costs... Experts in sanitation, public utilities, conservation,

and scientific management showed people that with the right regulation

they could alleviate many problems-especially city problems-to the

202 Norton, Fighting Traffic, 5.
203 Ibid, 45-46.
204 Ibid, 97.
205 Ibid, 51.
206 Ibid, 111-112.
207 Since planning at the time remained a fledgling profession, many of these experts were
in fact planner-engineers. Ernest P. Goodrich, Ladislas Segoe, and Harland Bartholomew are
representative of this type and played an active role in professional traffic engineering associations as
well as city planning groups.
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benefit of all interested parties. "-" 1hey treated streets as public utilities to

be regulated and early traffic control experts often saw increasing supply

(of roads through highways and street widening) as a "last resort. " Even

the famous traffic expert Miller McClintock espoused this model in early

I920s when he suggested that "major changes and the construction of

new thoroughfares are costly and should never be undertaken until full use

has been made of existing streets,"" a sentiment that was echoed by his

contemporary E.P. Goodrich among others.

In the height of the City Practical period of the 1920s, both

planners and engineers were aligned in their efforts to bring order to

the chaotic and congested streets of American cities. Traffic surveys,

including vehicle counts, speeds, pedestrian movenients, parking, and

accidents, became a regUlar feature of planning reports and many of the

foremost planners of that era, including Goodrich and Robert Whitten,

distinguished themselves as transportation consultants in contrast to the

prior generation of park and boulevard planners.

the regulatory approach to streets precipitated several important

advances. In 1923, Chicago became the first city to instittite a system of

traffic lights at 49 intersections in the downtown loop. Armed with surveys

showing the inefficiency of curbside parking, engineers and planners

in the I 920s sought to institute curbside parking bans. lhe problem

was twofold. Motorists would cruise streets slowly looking for parking

and once parked, would often leave their cars in front of businesses for

hours.2" An engineer in Washington D.C. estimated that "29 percent of

208
209
210
211

Norton, I 12.
Ibid, 126.
Ibid, 127. Miller McClintock. Street h-afic Control (McGraw- ill, 1925), 22.
lbid, 142.



the surface area of itsstreets was occupied by parked motor vehicles. 21 A

variety of restrictions were tried, including bans, time limits, and pricing,21

but many of these measures were difficult to enforce, hampered by

miscommunications between municipal engineers and police, or protested

by merchants.

The Floor Space Problem

Beginning in the mid-1920s, however, auto interests reframed street

congestion from an issue of traffic control towards a "floor space"

problem. 2" Fearing a "saturation crisis," automobile interests, led by car

manufacturers, called for "wider streets and for 'wholesale replanning and

rebuilding." 215 Just as motordom had begun to call for the building of

new roads to transcend the saturation point, streetcars trumpeted traffic

control as the desirable alternative, fighting the rise of automobiles and

the negative impact that they had had on operations. In the early 1920s,

a newly formed Los Angeles Traffic Commission engaged Frederick Law

Olmsted, Jr., Harland Bartholomew, and Charles Cheney to draft a Major

Street Traffic Plan for the city. While the plan rhetorically embraced

traffic control and regulation, it also called for a major campaign of street

widenings and new roadway construction as the citys priority.21

By the 1930s, however, the paradigm of traffic control began

to shift away from regulation towards increasing "supply."217 In 1927,

the Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover created a Model Municipal

Traffic Ordinance committee, which was to be led by William Metzger, the

President of the Detroit Automobile Club. Metzger's committee adopted

the tenets of the Los Angeles Traffic Ordinance of 1925, which had been

adapted from Miller McClintock's original research.218 The ordinance,

which became a model code for municipalities, confined pedestrians to

sidewalks and crosswalks and required them to yield to motorists outside

of crossings. As Norton claims, "the rules overturned pedestrians' ancient

legal supremacy in the street."219 Shifts in the regulation of the street were

accompanied by the rise of the highway engineer as a shaper of the built

environment.

212 Ibid, Ibid.
213 Oklahoma City was the first city to install parking meters in 1935.
214 Norton, 155.
215 Ibid, 156.
216 Frederick Law Olmsted, Harland Bartholomew, and Charles Henry Cheney, A Major

Traffic Street Plfanor Los Angeles (Los Angeles: the Traffic Commission, May, 1924), 5, 7; also see
Norton, 162.
217 Norton, 175.
218 Ibid, 191.
219 Ibid, 193.
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Highway engineers differed from municipal traffic control experts.

Their expertise had grown out of efforts to build transcontinental highways

and farm to market county roads. Highway engineers designed roads

for high speed safety and free flow rather regulation and traffic control.

In 1930, State Highway Engineers in New Jersey constructed the first

cloverleaf interchange. In 1937, the Shell Oil company engaged Miller

McClintock and the industrial designer Norman Bel Geddes to create

a model for the "automotive city of tomorrow," 220 which The New York

Times described as a "pedestrian heaven" and a "city of the future where

the pedestrian can walk without fear of sudden death and the motorist

can always find a parking space." 221 For the 1939-1940 World's Fair in

New York, General Motors commissioned Geddes to expand the City

of Tomorrow into Futurama, an exhibit that would be twice its scale. As

part of the exhibit, "Raised walkways kept pedestrians safely above motor

traffic. The pavilion included a full scale mock-up of such an intersection;

fairgoers looked down from elevated sidewalks to a street intersection

crowded with stationary GM cars and trucks."222

Harvey Wiley Corbett and the Vertical Utopia

The "City of Tomorrow" was not the first scheme to celebrate the vertical

(or for that matter, horizontal) separation of pedestrians from vehicle

traffic. Vertical separation had been a feature of modernization even dating

back to the era of Frederick Law Olmsted, who had separated traffic flows

using overpasses and underpasses for horse-drawn carriages in Central

Park. In the 1860s, New York City briefly had a pedestrian overpass

running over Broadway in Lower Manhattan. Multi-level streets were

a common motif in futuristic visions of cities from the late nineteenth

century onward.223 The reclamation of an insulated pedestrian realm

free from the ills and dangers of street traffic had been proposed by the

French architect-urban planner Eugene Henard as early as 1903, when

he proposed separation between vehicles and pedestrians as well as so-

called pedestrian zones as part of his roundabout schemes for Paris.22 In

1913, the architect Harvey Wiley Corbett depicted views of a future New

York that included three pedestrian walkway levels stacked on top of one

another and segregated from traffic. 2 Corbett, working for the Regional

220 Norton, 249.
221 "Pedestrian Heaven in City of Future is Exhibited Here," The New York Times (New York,

NY), July 20, 1937. Also see Norton, 249.
222 Norton, 250.
223 Fogelson, Downtown, 261.
224 Paul Rabinow. French Modern: Norms and Forms ofthe Social Environment (Chicago, IL:
University of Chicago Press, 1995), 255.
225 Nicholas, Fyfe ed. Images ofthe street: Planning, Identity and Control in Public Space. (New

York, NY: Routledge, 2006), 47.
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Plan of New York's "Fifty-ninth Street and Traffic Studies" in 1923

commissioned the delineator Hugh Ferris to prepare sketches depicting the

future of New York City, including raised pedestrian streets with covered

arcades overlooking two stories of traffic. Corbett touted the "three deck

city" as a solution to the "archaic" sidewalk system of the city. "Under

this arrangement," proclaimed Corbett, "streets would be bridged at the

sidewalk level and foot traffic never become mixed with wheel traffic.

Shops and stores and entrances to buildings would be placed at the level of

the elevated sidewalk. Ihis leaves wheel traffic where it already is, on the

surface of the earth. Thus its level doesn't have to be dug out or built up.""

Corbett's proposal and its accompanying graphics might have

seemed outlandish and costly, yet in the 1920s and 1930s, cities were

seriously considering such proposals. Chicago's Wacker Drive was "double-

decked" in 1926 and even earlier, in the mid-nineteenth century, much

of the city had been raised to account for persistent drainage problems.

Highway engineers in late 1920s Los Angeles spent $350,000 for

pedestrian underpasses geared towards children and a similar provision

was made for the planned community of Radburn, New Jersey.227 In the

discourse of modern architecture, the separation of vehicles and pedestrians

had been one of the primary recommendations of the 1933 Athens

Charter. Le Corbusier's Le Ville Radieuse (1924) and Plan Voisin (1925)

both featured separate realms for pedestrians and vehicle traffic. According

to research by David Smiley, one of the first comprehensive investigations

of pedestrian-vehicle separation was conducted by Louis Parnes, a Swiss

architect who had worked with Le Corbusier. He created in the 1940s an

"urban design primer" which concluded definitively that "a modern street

is either a traffic street or a shopping street. It cannot be both."22
1 Still, in

the 1930s, these proposals were predominantly focused on solving issues

of circulation, rather than engendering public life. Indeed, not until the

1940s and 1950s did the pedestrian become a primary object of design

at such a scale. Even as Futurama portended its "pedestrian heaven," the

scheme represented, for the pedestrian at least, what was essentially the

"storefront modernization" of earlier schemes drafted by Hugh Ferris and

Corbett.

Neighborhood Shopping Centers

If the focus of the 1920s and 1930s had been on storefront modernization

and rear surface parking provisions, the 19 4 0s introduced the first large

226 Harvey Wiley Corbett as quoted in Uthai Vincent Wilcox. "The Three Deck City is
Coming," Modern Mechanics, 1931.
227 Norton, 239.
228 Dr. Louis Parnes, Planning Stores that Pay, 13. Also see Smiley, Pedestrian Modern, 125-126.
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scale thinking about prototypes that resembled shopping centers. In the

latter half of his book Pedestrian Modern, David Smiley charts the history

of the pedestrian in architectural discourse from the early 1940s through

the mid-1950s. The period stretching from the United States' entry into

World War II until the passage of the Interstate Highway Act was a critical

and formative moment in the history of cities and architecture. The

destruction of European cities in World War II offered a carte blanche for

the application of modernist ideals of urban design. For the United States,

the creeping of "blight," the onset of decentralization, and the widespread

adoption of the private automobile would have a formidable impact on

the shape of the city, preempting a complete reshaping the American

landscape.

Smiley situates the legacy of the pedestrian within the discourse

of modernism at the confluence of retail modernization, in which "the

pedestrian attained the status of civic actor, citizen, architectural and

planning premise, and targeted consumer," 2 " and the neighborhood

unit, which "framed...the pedestrian citizen" as an actor "whose liberty

would reactivate normal social intercourse" and "neighborliness."2 0 The
neighborhood unit, which had been conceived by Clarence Perry for

The Regional Plan of New York and its Environs in 1929, represented an

evolution of the garden city satellite town planning ideals embodied by

Forest Hills Gardens in Queens, Long Island and later, Radburn, New

Jersey. The unit concept provided a "natural area that would enable (or

stimulate) the identity, neighborliness, and familiarity that were seemingly

absent from the anomie and brutality of the larger city...new physical and

administrative borders would enable a neighborly refuge in which schools,

churches, shops, and community spaces were now accessible by foot-as

in a village-and thus were cohesive.""' Neighborhood unit ideals became

pervasive in the 1930s and 1940s in both the United States and in Europe,

though the metaphor to the village was strongest in Britain and the United

States.

Beginning in the 1930s, shopping centers began to emerge as an

integral aspect of neighborhood unit proposals. In 1934, Catherine Bauer

and Clarence Stein collaborated on an article for Architectural Record called

"Store Buildings and Neighborhood Shopping Centers." Referring to

precedents available at the time, including the recent shopping center at

Radburn Plaza, the pair sketched a basic plan for a neighborhood shopping

center with grade separated interchanges, surface parking, and parks and

229 Smiley, Pedestrian Modern, 134.
230 Ibid, 136.
231 Ibid, Ibid.
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play spaces for children." Another example of a neighborhood shopping

center from that era was the Greenbelt shopping center (Wadsworth and

Ellington, 1937), which had a plaza and connected covered walkways.m3

In the early 194 0s, the neighborhood unit ideals were adapted in

design of World War I "bomber towns," including Willow Run outside

of Detroit and Linda Vista outside of San Diego. Linda Vista Shopping

Center (1943) included an enclosed arcade, stores, and parking and was,

according to Architecture Forum "the first full dress presentation of the

Grass-on-Main-Street idea."" An unbuilt scheme from the same period

for the bomber town of Willow Run designed by Eero Saarinen in 1943

contained a large town center with five neighborhood units. The plan

included a large pedestrian precinct forming a rough cruciform-plan with

peripheral parking along the edge.

Pedestrianizing Main Street: Syracuse and the Rye Plan

In the early 194 0s, downtown retail and peripheral centers were generally

seen as complementary, rather than oppositional. Even as downtown

retail sagged, few called for its abandonment or could have conceived of

outlying shopping districts undermining its strong foundation. Further,

retail modernization campaigns and rear parking lots being applied on

Main Street and Downtowns followed the same basic principles that were

being tested in the new centers. Nonetheless, as reflected in the bomber

232
233
234

Smiley, 141.
Ibid, 142.
Ibid, 143.
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towns and early shopping centers of Los Angeles, much of the physical

experimentation at this time had focused on new construction rather than

retrofits.

The first figure to fully address the pedestrianization of an existing

main street was the designer George Nelson. Nelson, though best known

as a furniture designer, became a managing editor of Architectural Forum

beginning in 1943. Shortly after assuming his role as editor, Nelson put

out a call to architects and designers to devise proposals for the dilapidated

center of Syracuse, New York, which were compiled in a special issue of

Architectural Forum titled "New Buildings for 194X."2 5 While many of the

proposals by well-known architects of the time were for buildings, "each

was conceived as an extension of the city's main pedestrian 'mall.'" The

Syracuse proposal offered a unique synthesis of ideas percolating at the time

and included provisions for rear or internal parking structures as well as

highway interchanges to provide access to the city (albeit at a much smaller

scale than those of Futurama). As the champion of the concept, Nelson

continued this dialogue through an "Anytown" Main Street proposal that

235 Town Center in "New Buildings for 194x," Archirectual Forum 78 (May 1943): 7 1. Also

see Smiley, 148-153.
236 Smiley, 149.
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circulated through a series of pamphlets and which abstracted the basic

elements of the Syracuse plan, including a thick greenbelt surrounding

the surface parking areas."- According to Smiley, "Nelson conjured up an

irresistible imagery of 'old pavement and trolley tracks' replaced by 'long

stretches of lawn, paved walks, benches, fountains, flowerbeds and trees.'

With tables, 'splashing fountains,' public sculpture, and small playgrounds

for the kids of shopping moms, this new pedestrian form would be a better

urbanism."

Building upon Nelson's schematic ideal, Morris Ketchum in 1944

was hired to redesign of the center of Rye, New York as a "pedestrian

island" in answer to a commission by the city to revive the prospects of

the city's dilapidated main street. Ketchum's Rye Plan was widely seen at

the time and appeared on the cover of Architectural Forum in 1946. 'he

plan included several elements that would become common features of

early malls (in downtowns and suburban locations), such as arcaded walks,

unified signage and architectural details, and a central grassy strip."" While

Rye voters ultimately rejected a bond issue for the project, the proposal

nonetheless helped make "Main Street minus auto traffic" a "viable urban

image." 2"" In spite of Nelson and Ketchum's proposals for downtown

237 See George Nelson. Mfain Street: Now and Postwar. Revere Pamphlet 13 (New York: Revere
Copper and Brass, 1943), 6.
See also Smiley, 151-52.
238 Smiley. 152.
239 Ketchum, Gina, and Sharp. "Rye Plan" (Rye, New York). Architectural Forum 85 (1946):
-8-79. See also Smiley, 160-61.
240 Smilev, 162.
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Syracuse and Rye in the 1940s, it was in the suburbs, not the city, where

the first malls would flourish.

The Emergence of Regional Shopping Centers

Before the 1940s, few Americans could have imagined the kind of

inversion in retail fortunes that metropolitan areas around the United

States would undergo over the next twenty years. The historian Sam Bass

Warner, Jr. called downtown "a metaphor for the metropolis itself" and

the "most powerful and recognizable symbol of the American industrial

metropolis." Most Americans traveled downtown every day to work,

shop, and do business. Signs of trouble for downtown had begun as early

as the mid-i 920s, but accelerated shortly after World War 1I. Federally

insured mortgages and low-interest loans, compounded by inexpensive

automobiles and new roads subsidized an exodus to the suburbs. Retail

executives and downtown department stores, which had at first been wary

of the shift to the suburbs, later saw it as their only option, especially once

competitors made the move. Between 1948 and 1954, the downtown retail

share dropped by 25 percent in thirteen of the largest metropolitan areas.

In spite of its runaway success from the late 1940s onward, the

regional shopping mall was anything but inevitable. With a few previously

mentioned exceptions, most notably J.C. Nichols Country Club Plaza in

Kansas City, "commonly accepted marketing theory held that suburban

locations were appropriate only for convenience goods."2 4 The notion of

building a huge shopping center "in the middle of a field" was not only

illogical, but also, as many department stores owners feared, would drive

down sales at their downtown locations. The major insurance companies

who served as lenders for large shopping centers considered such ventures

risky, making them all the more difficult to test. When developers

finally began experimenting with large-scale suburban retail, they tended

to contain vestiges of the traditional main street and the downtown

department stores. Yet in the course of experimentation, pioneer mall

developers found a unique recipe for design, marketing, management,

financing and parking that worked.

The first design for a regional shopping center appeared in

1947 and three years later, the first mall, Northgate outside of Seattle,

was completed in 1950. In 1946, Morris Ketchum, who had previously

proposed the pedestrianization of Rye, New York's Main Street and briefly

241 Fogelson, 2.
242 Bernard J. Frieden and Lynne B. Sagalyn. Downtown, Inc: How America Rebuilds Cities
(Cambridge MA: MIT Press, 1991), 13.
243 Frieden et a]., 63.
244 Ibid, Ibid.
245 ibid, Ibid.
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worked as Victor Gruen's partner as storefront designer in New York

Cty, was commissioned to prepare a design for the Boston-based Conant

Real Estate Trist, which had formed that same year to "'plan, build and

provide equity financing' for a chain of shopping centers."" In addition

to KetchtIm, the Trust recruited Kenneth Welch, an early forecaster and

economic specialist of automobile based retail schematics based in Grand

Rapids, along with a diverse team of leading architects and theorists from

the period. Welch, along with another real estate economist and shopping

center pioneer Larry Smith, "contributed significantly to the advancement

of the regional mall concept by delineating a clear, step-by-step method

that made the investigative process comprehensible and convincing.

He also became the foremost advocate of siting these complexes far

from established btIsiness centers and residential areas alike."2 With

the Jordan Marsh Department Store as its lead tenant, the architects

Ketchrim, Gina, and Sharp designed "the Beverly Shopping Center" as a

rectangtilar mall bounded by stores on both sides with an Iconic "saticer-

shaped" department store at its end."' Ibie project's central axis had

drawn upon precedents and ideas that had been introduced at Saarinen's

Willow RUn and Nelson's schematic for the pedestrian mall. 'ihe project,

like many of the period, also echoed the desire of early mall builders to
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replicate the community facilities and public life of downtowns in these

new centers. Ihe plan for Beverly called for an exhibition hall, movie

theater, recreational buildings and a civic plaza with a lake." Reflecting

the "uncharted financial territory of new suburban locations," the Beverly

Shopping Center was not built as designed as a result of delays in the

construction of Metro Boston's Route 128 highway. llhe project instead

shifted location to suburban Framingham, where it opened as Shopper's

World in 1951. As built, the reconceived project was a "double-decked

Main Street" and turned inward with the parking areas facing the "back" of

the stores, departing from the Janus arrangement of the Los Angeles centers

and other early schemes.>"

Shopper's World, however, was not the first shopping mall to open

in the United States. '1hat distinction went to the Northgate Shopping

Mall outside of Seattle, designed by John Graham and Company.

Northgate was developed, like the Broadway-Crenshaw Center, under the

lead of a regional department store, 'Ihe Bon Marche, and had eighty stores

of a considerable variety as well as a junior department store as part of its

complex." In contrast to Ketchum's design for Shoppers' World, however,

Northgate included a narrow pedestrian spine that recreated a Main Street

(or pedestrian mall) atmosphere, but was regarded by many as spare and
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without frills. Nonetheless, the return on the project was immediate, with

The Bon Marche's sales "twice as high as anticipated during its first year of

operation.
Early pioneers in shopping center design, suggests Longstreth,

were "not distinguished by artistic prowess so much as by efficient, no-

nonsense resolution of complex programs in which budgetary constraints

were paramount." 3 The leader of this group of early shopping center

designers was Victor Gruen of Los Angeles, who along with Morris

Ketchum of New York, John Graham & Company of Seattle, Welton

Beckett & Associates, and Albert C. Martin & Associates of Los Angeles,

constituted the core of the designers of early shopping centers in the

United States.

From Vienna to Futurama: Victor Gruen Comes to America

Among the foremost pioneers of early shopping center design was

the Viennese Jewish architect Victor Gruen. Gruen, originally Victor

Gruenbaum, had fled the rise of the Nazis for New York City in 1938.

While in Vienna, Gruen had worked for his godfather's architectural

firm, Melcher and Steiner. At the same time, he "poured his energies

into...cabaret theater and Socialist politics."" 4 According to Gruen's

biographer M. Jeffrey Hardwick, Gruen worked "in the architectural firm

by day... [and] performed in Vienna's coffeehouses by night. His short

performances, a vaudeville mix of music, slapstick, social critique, and

drama, offered something for everyone." 5 After arriving to New York in

1938, Gruen found work as a draftsman for several exhibitions at New

York's 1939 World's Fair, including in a small capacity on the General

Motors' Futurama exhibit.5 6 "For Gruen, Futurama and the fair created an

impressive vision...The exhibition.. .heralded a new way of life in which

planners and corporations could work and improve the existing city."257

After his work on the fair, Gruen, like many Jewish architects

at that time, entered the fledgling niche of storefront design. Though

many American architects viewed retail work as frivolous,258 during the

Depression it represented a "largely vacant field"25 9 in which one's "Jewish

identity and outsider status" 6 0 were not as much of an obstacle. Gruen

252 Longstreth, Ibid.
253 Ibid, 323.
254 M. Jeffrey Hardwick. Mall Maker: Victor Gruen, Architect ofan American Dream
(University of Pennsylvania Press, 2015), 10.
255 Hardwick, 10.
256 Ibid, 18.
257 Ibid, 19.
258 Ibid, 20.
259 Ibid, 21.
260 Many of Gruen's first clients were themselves Jewish refugees. See Hardwick, 35.
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had already designed several storefronts in Vienna, where retail work was

not viewed as low, and in New York, he quickly gained a reputation in

the nascent field of storefront modernization. He and his peers, including

fellow Jewish designer Morris Lapidus and Morris Ketchum, found

storefront commissions as an outlet for experimenting with unconventional

designs. His early storefront allowed him to play with recessed arcades

and permeable displays meant to lure female shoppers off the sidewalks

and "to blur the distinction between window shopping and browsing

the sales racks."26' In his storefront work, Gruen used the analogy of "the

advertisement and stage. 2 Like his contemporary Morris Lapidus, he

saw parallels between storefront design and billboards or posters intended

to grab one's attention through "clarity and legibility."2 63 In his designs, he

conceived of storefronts as "little theater displays" with "an audience on the

sidewalk, the faqade as the curtain, the sign as marquee, and show windows

and showroom as the stage, and stockrooms as the backstage." 2 6 4

Only two years after arriving the United States, Gruen and his

new wife (he had divorced his first wife shortly after arriving in New

York) and design partner Elsie Krummeck, were featured a seven-page

spread in Architectural Forum, in which they discussed their outlook on

store design.2 6 5 New commissions for Cyril Magnin and Grayson's stores

extended his nascent practice to the national scale, with work in cities

across the country, including a series of significant commissions on the

West Coast. In his designs for West Coast cities, where automobile traffic

was increasingly dominant, Gruen had to fundamentally reconsider

his approach to design. Whereas designing for pedestrians required a

window display that could lure the female shopper into a glamorous retail

environment directly off of the sidewalk, designing to catch the attention

of drivers called for a "faqade of flourish" and a "roadside display case,"

replete with "brilliant neon marquee lighting."266

Gruen and Krummeck were invited to participate in the 1943

issue of Architectural Forum 194X organized by George Nelson. The

competition "would force [them] to broaden their vision of retail design

beyond one store and to acknowledge the relation between retailing

and city." 2 67 In their 194X proposal, the pair proposed two types of

shopping centers, one for the neighborhood scale-as the competition

had requested-and a second for an entire city, an "immense 'office

261 Hardwick, 36.
262 Ibid, 41.
263 Ibid, Ibid.
264 Ibid, 43.
265 Ibid, 48.
266 Ibid, 65-66.
267 Ibid, 74.
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center' [that] would be the perfect place for civic organizations, municipal

authorities, an auditorium, a first-run movie house, an exhibition hall,

specialty stores, and a high-class department store."268 While the 194X

work did not result in any commissions for the pair, their proposal

incubated some of the ideas that would later emerge in Gruen's first

regional shopping center designs in the late 1940s and early 1950s.

Victor Gruen's genius in shopping center design was based on

"his ability to translate theory into practice-to adapt radical notions of

form and space nurtured by the avant-garde to the pragmatic needs of

the merchant and the investor, while making the ideas seem as if they

originated with retail concerns."269 In 1947, he and Krummeck won a

commission to design the Milliron's Department Store as part of the

Westchester Business Center in Los Angeles. The Milliron's commission,

which was discussed earlier in this chapter and constructed in 1949, proved

to be Gruen's "first great break," in which he "let his ideas run wild."271

Following Milliron's, Gruen gained his first commission for a regional

shopping center on Whittier Boulevard in Los Angeles. Here, his design

broke from established center models. He designed the shopping center as

a cruciform plan with stores radiating outward from a central department

store. Between the retail spokes lay large swaths of surface parking.

According to Richard Longstreth, "Gruen was among the first

figures to criticize the tendency in early postwar retail developments to

neglect the one-of-a-kind merchant, arguing that a shopping center should

include places specifically designed for such enterprises. Here, some of

these stores were enclosed; others formed a market, offering unusual foods

that could be carried home or consumed on the premises. 'he mall proper

harbored kiosks, refreshment stands, and other vending booths."' Gruen's

unbuilt scheme from 1947 presaged many later developments in the design

of shopping malls, while integrating elements of earlier schemes such as

the Broadway-Crenshaw Center, Westwood Village, and the Los Angeles

Farmers Market. At the turn of the decade, Gruen advanced two more

proposals for shopping malls-the Olympic Shopping Circle and Eastland

Plaza in Michigan. Both projects had a "hollow core configuration" to

reduce the distance between stores and parking. The absence of a central

green at the core of the space at Eastland Plaza, however, prioritized

the developer's imperative for a "100 percent location" over many of

community ideals embedded in his earlier schemes.

268 Hardwick, 74.
269 Longstreth, 323.
270 Hardwick, 103.
271 Ibid, 324.
272 Smiley, 192.
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Victor Gruen's first large-scale regional shopping mall, the Northland

Shopping Center outside Detroit, opened in 1952. lhe opening came

one year after the dissolution of Gruen and Krummeck's marriage and

business, and his subsequent formation of Victor Gruen Associates with

his new partners, RUdi Baumfield, Karl Van L euven, and Edgardo Contini.

lhe commission for Northland had come about as a result of Gruen's

unique sense of showmanship and fervent self-promotion. Stranded by a

snowstorm in Detroit in 1948, he had taken the opportunity of touring

Detroit's largest shopping center, J.L Hudson's. Strip development and

"low-priced" department stores along the edge of roads leading away

from the city had begun to cut into HtIdson's sales and Gruen saw an

opportunity for the store to compete with the strip economically, but

improve upon its model aesthetically and functionally. Having tist finished

his design for Milliron's in Los Angeles, Gruen penned a ten-page letter to

Hudson's President, Oscar Webber, to convince him of the need to take

action. Despite the fact that Webber was "fiercely anti-Semitic," (ruen

was able to convince him to create a regional decentralization strategy for

Hudson's that would include four regional shopping centers. While the first

of Gruen's designs (for the Eastland Shopping Center) was "mothballed"

by material shortages due to the Korean War," Northland would cement

Gruen's reputation and become a landmark in the history of shopping mall

design.
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The basic design for Northland rested on Gruen's so-called

"cluster" strategy, which consisted of "a variety of pedestrian-only

landscaped spaces and routes threading between the center's more than

one hundred stores."2 76 As David Smiley has suggested, the design for

Northland projected an "image of collective urban complexity" in which

Gruen "cited his own experiences of Viennese social life as an important

lesson for urbanity."2 77 Further, the project's details suggested that

architecture could be both "popular and serious 27 and contained pieces

of artwork, including sculptures, murals, fountains, and mosaics. Gruen

coordinated the art program for the center and "the symbolic role of

'public' art and architecture enabled the shopping center to perform civic,

cultural and even psychological functions."279

After his breakthrough at Northland, Gruen's most significant

project in his fast rising career as a shopping center architect was the

completion of the Southdale Shopping Center in Edina, Minnesota, built

between 1953 and 1956 outside of Minneapolis. In late 1952, Oscar

Webber, the President of Hudson's had recommended Gruen to Bruce

Dayton of Dayton's Department Store in Minneapolis.2 0 Whereas most

of the early malls had relied on either the neighborhood unit town center

or the main street as a reference for design, Gruen had long sought to

experiment with another precedent in shopping architecture, the gallerias

of Milan. While the arcade had served as an inspiration for the recessed

storefronts of Gruen's early career,281 the form had not been used to date

at a large scale in any of the early shopping centers in the United States.

While arcades appeared in the United States sporadically in the nineteenth

and twentieth centuries, few had been built and conceived on the scale

of either the European models or the American shopping centers. The

Westminster (Weybosset) Arcade, built in 1828 in Providence, Rhode

Island and a mercantile arcade three stories high and three hundred feet

long built in Los Angeles in 1923, provided two important precedents

for the enclosed shopping center in the United States, yet these remained

anomalies.282

Gruen's plan for Southdale would not be an arcade per se, but a

soaring, climate-controlled central court. Though Gruen had proposed an

enclosed space once before, as part of his Montclair Center in Houston,

276 Smiley, 193.
277 Ibid, 197.
278 Ibid, Ibid.
279 Ibid, 204.
280 Alex Wall. Victor Gruen: From Urban Shop to New City (Barcelona, 2005), 92.
281 Smiley, 25.
282 Longstreth, 275-276. Kenneth MacDonald's 1923-34 Mercantile Arcade connecting
Broadway and Spring Streets offered an "important point of departure for the enclosed regional
shopping mall."
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Texas, Southdale represented a far more ambitious proposition. Gruen,

with the real economist Larry Smith, with whom he had first worked on

the Montclair project and would continue to work with for the remainder

of his career, envisioned the Southdale Center as the gathering place of

planned community of 462 acres 2 3 and as an "imaginative distillation of

what makes downtowns magnetic."28 ' Gruen's design for Southdale was

characterized by a "carnival atmosphere," 285 and, according to Architectural

Forum, included "sculpture, sidewalk cafd[s] ... newsstand walls with

abstractions in glass mosaic, cigar store Indian, 42'-tall eucalyptus [with]

fifty brightly plumaged little birds, a children's carnival with real zoo." 2 6

The Southdale Center marked the critical passage of the shopping center

from experimental prototype into mainstream typology.

While Gruen's shopping centers hosted many of the traditional

functions of downtown as a civic space, playing host to orchestral concerts,

fashion shows, and dances, its program and tenant mix, having learned

from Broadway-Crenshaw Center and others, was carefully controlled.

"At first glance some people took regional shopping centers for clones

of downtown with parking and pedestrian malls added, but this was a

nearsighted view," state Frieden and Sagalyn in Downtown Inc. "A closer

look showed that developers had lifted the most productive types of stores

from downtown-those selling brand-name clothing, jewelry, shoes,

cards and gifts, candy, and specialty food items.. .and passed over the

furniture stores, five-and-dime variety stores, key shops, liquor shops, used-

book stores, bargain basements, second-hand stores, pawnshops, [and]

trinket places."287 Gruen and his clients did not see Southdale as being

in direct competition with downtown. Instead, they saw it "as a symbol

of Minneapolis' economic expansion and not its decentralization." 28 In

fact, Gruen saw Southdale as "fight[ing] against the commercial slum," 28 9

in reference to ubiquitous auto-oriented strip development along roads

emanating from the center. Yet the environment of the peripheral shopping

mall suggested other forces at work. The shopping center sought "a secure,

predictable space in which white suburban men and women could feel part

of a larger civic world."2 90 As Lizabeth Cohen states in her article "From

Town Center to Shopping Center," "When developers and store owners set

283 Wall, 94.
284 "A Breakthrough for Two-level Shopping Centers." Architectural Forum 105, Dec. 1956,
82.
285 Hardwick, 149.
286 Ibid, 148. "A Break-brough for Two-Level Shopping Centers: Two Level Southdale,"
Architectural Forum (December 1956).
287 Frieden and Sagalyn, 65.
288 Hardwick, 152.
289 Ibid, 154.
290 Ibid, 152,
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out to make the shopping center a more perfect downtown, they aimed to

exclude from this public space Unwanted urban grotips such as vagrants,

prostitutes, racial minorities, and poor people. Market segmentation

became the guiding principle of this mix of commercial and civic activity,

as the shopping center sough perhaps contradictorily to legitimize itself as

a true community center and to define that commutnity in CxcLusionary

socioeconomic and racial terms."-

Later in his career, after Gruen, at least rhetorically, shifted from

creating community centers in the suburbs to saving downtowns, he would

reflect less positively on his suburban work, angered and disappointed

at the perversion of his shopping center ideas at the hands of greedy

developers. In later speeches, he referred to the catastrophe of the star

"Motoiis," a planet not Unlike our own on which human life had gone

extinct after expressways covered 92 percent of land area. "Before the final

catastrophe on the star Motoritis occurred..." he said, "the inhabitants

of the star Motorius had to demolish all their buildings in order to have

enotigh space for highways. They therefore lived, slept, and procreated in

their machines."-'

C/AM 8 and the Heart ofthe City

'1hough the regional shopping center provided one important precedent for

the pedestrian mall, recent developments in new town planning and Urban
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redevelopment in Europe provided equal inspiration. While planners in the

United States had long referred to European precedents and practices in

architecture and urban planning, the 19 4 0s witnessed a sustained dialogue

and exchange between European and American practitioners that had a

significant impact on professional practice in the 1950s and 19 6 0s. Figures

like Walter Gropius, Victor Gruen, and Oscar Stonorov, who has left or

fled Europe for the United States in the 1920s, 1930s and 1940s, brought

European ideals of modernism and notions of urbanity with them.

After World War II, CIAM's "Taylorized" approach gave way

to more humanistic objectives, based on "satisfy[ing] man's emotional

and material needs and stimulat[ing] his spiritual growth."293 At its 1951

meeting in Great Briatin, CIAM 8: The Heart ofthe City, the stronghold

of avant-garde modernism shifted its focus towards "the core," justified by

the need to create "a special physical environment devoted to expressing

[a] sense of community."294 Led by the Spanish architect Jose Luis Sert and

the Modern Architectual Research Group (MARS Group) based in Britain,

where the conference was held, CIAM's embrace of the core reflected

ongoing activity in town center developments that had been active since in

the mid-1940s.2" The conference report referred directly to a recent project

in the new town of Stevenage in Great Britain, as well as recent projects in

Sweden. The topic also built upon Sert's 1944 essay "The Human Scale in

City Planning," in which he specifically recommended pedestrianization as

a part of urban revitalization. While Walter Gropius had pushed for the

involvement of a larger cohort of planners, urbanists, and architects from

the United States at the time (and many were invited),297 the CIAM group

remained composed of mostly European figures.29s The key themes of the

1951 conference, including a discussion of "'the core' and a pedestrian,

precinct-based urbanism"299 signified an evolution of the groups' ideas since

the Athens Charter of 1933. The printed book recording the conference

proceedings included photographs of lively public spaces, such as Venice's

Saint Mark's and Rockefeller Center, 0 as well as recent proposals for

Stevenage in Great Britain and Tumaco, Colombia by CIAM members.30'

Postwar Pedestrianization: Rotterdam's Lijnbaan and Stevenage New Town

293 Mumford, 172.
294 1bid, 206.
295 Ibid, 201.
296 Ibid, 203.
297 Victor Gruen and other shopping center architects were not included in this prospective
invitation list.
298 Mumford, 204.
299 Smiley, 232.
300 Ibid, 232.
301 Ibid, 234. David Smiley notes the remarkable similarities in "site planning, massing,
connection to existing or new city fabric, [and] program organization" with Gruen's later 1956 Plan
for Fort Worth, which will be the focus of Chapter 3.
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In the early 1950s, several projects in Europe proved highly influential

as precedents for both postwar downtown revitalization and peripheral

shopping center design in the United States. Foremost among these was

the Lijnbaan Shopping Street (begun in 1953 and completed in 1955),

which was designed by two leading Dutch architects and CLAM members

J.H. van den Broek and Jaap Bakema for the center of Rotterdam

destroyed during World War II. At the beginning of the war, Rotterdam

had witnessed the destruction of over 11,000 buildings, almost 25,000

housing units, 2,400 shops, and other businesses and institutions at

the hands of Nazi bombers invading the Netherlands .3)2Following the

city's destruction, city officials moved quickly to draw up plans for a

reconstruction, fearing that the Nazis might seize the rebuilding process.

the first plan, the Witteveen reconstruction plan, named after its author,

the city architect Willem Geritt Witteveen in 1941, closely mimicked

the prewar configuration of the city, using traditional Dutch motifs

and architectural styles. Though the plan was adopted in 1941, the war

delayed its implementation and opened up the window for criticism by

the Dutch modernist architects.303 Business leaders of the Club Rotterdam

and progressive architects of the Opbouw, a sub-group of Dutch CLAM

members and modern architects, including Jaap Bakema, fought for a new

direction. After Witteveen went briefly on sick leave, Bakema convinced

his deputy Cornelis van Traa to revise the plan, an effort that resulted in

the revised "Basic Plan" of 1944.

The Basic Plan for Rotterdam reflected the impulse towards

modernization, including an immense traffic circle at a major intersection

crossing of the Maas River, new tunnels, and a complete rethinking of

the central core. At the center of the city would be a completely different

kind of shopping district, composed of streamlined, modern buildings and

pedestrianized core.

When completed in 1955, the Lijnbaan shopping area consisted of

two parallel streets in the heart of central Rotterdam that were devestated
by bombing. The redesign was characterized by parallel rows of two to

three story buildings, which together framed a central pedestrian spine.

Small shopkeepers lined the main avenue and larger department stores

sat at the ends. Delivery facilities were provided at the rear to service the

new shopping structures. Arcades framed shopping displays and provided

protection from the weather.0

302 Roberto Brambilla and Gianni Longo. 7he Rediscovery of the Pedestrian: 12 European cities.
(Department of Housing and Urban Development, US Government Printing Office, 1977), 33.
303 "Plan Witteveen, the First Reconstruction Plan," Platform Wederopbouw Rotterdam.
Accessed March 2016.
304 Jo van der Broek and Jaap Bakema. "The Lijnbaan at Rotterdam." Town Planning Review
27.1 (1956), 25.
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Two other influential precedents in the early 1950s came from

Great Britain-the rebuilt center of Coventry, England, which was

devestated in the war, and the new town of Stevenage, designed by Gordon

Stephenson in 1950. Both provided American architects and planners

with viable prototypes for downtowns and shopping centers alike. The site

plan of Stevenage, designed in 1950, for instance, bore certain remarkable

similarities to George Nelson's 194X proposal for Syracuse, New York.

The center at Stevenage, designed for a population of 80,000, consisted of

two major pedestrian streets bisecting one another with a town square at

the crossing point. Of the final scheme, Leonard Vincent wrote in 1960:

"The various pedestrian ways and squares are at differing levels, which adds

considerably to the interest and appearance of the Centre. The intimate

feeling and enclosure of the main square is achieved by siting at the change

of level from the bus square a large railed platform, placed over the public

conveniences, thus forming a retaining structure against the higher level

of the bus square. Cafes are allowed to put their tables and umbrellas in

the pedestrian ways, and thus form a useful and interesting part of the

daily scene." 305 The complex planned for 4,000 parked cars, but had

contingency space for up to 12,000 vehicles that could be built as multi-

level garages beneath the parks.3 6

Westminster Regained: Introducing Gordon Cullen's Pedestrianism

Another influence on pedestrianization emanating from Britain was

Gordon's Cullen's 1947 "Westminster Regained" project. 30 7 Cullen, a

trained architect who had joined the staff of the British Architectural Review

as an assistant art director in 1946, here produced his first "revolutionary

study in pedestrianisation,"which offered a vision of transformation for

the area around Parliament Square.308 Cullen's studies, which were some of

his first to utilize his drawing technique of "serial vision," included visions

of vibrant squares and street scenes. According to his biographer David

Gosling, Cullen demonstrated an uncanny "ability to create an architecture

of the Modern Movement which was entirely compatible with the Gothic,

Georgian and Victorian Neo-Gothic architecture which formed the

backdrop." 309 From the success of Westminster Regained, Cullen in 1948

further developed his imagery of a pedestrian city in a feature entitled

"Legs and Wheels," as well as a series of subsequent proposals which will

be discussed in the next chapter.1 Cullen's studies from the era, while

305 L. G. Vincent."The Town Centre, Stevenage." Town Planning Review 31.2 (1960), 105.
306 Vincent, 105.
307 Cullen, Gordon. "Westminster Regained." Architectural Review 102 (1947): 131-4.
308 David Gosling. Gordon Cullen: Visions of Urban Design (Academy Editions, 1996), 24-25.
309 Gosling, Cullen, 25.
310 Gordon Cullen. "Legs and Wheels." The Architectural Review 104 (1 948), 77-80.
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[11 ' COnsitUted informal critiqUes of modern architecture rather than

serious proposals, suggested an ideal of public life that was differed from

the prevailing modernism of the moment. His use of cobblestones, the

deliberate inclusion of bollards and other street furniture,' as well as his

characteristically stout and disheveled scale figures "humanized" the urban

scene and produced a vision of a "modern townscape" well ahead of its

time.

Conclusion

While European postwar planning and reconstruction influenced the

urban renewal schemes set forth in the United States from the mid-I 950s

through the mid-i 970s, the character of these projects would express

divergent tendencies towards both suburban retail decentralization and

late CIAM European modernism. The ideas first harbored by George

Nelson, Morris Ketchum, and others would by the mid-i 950s find their

first expression in the American downtowns. Yet the articulation of these

ideals, the forms that they would take, and the structures that enabled

them could not have been anticipated. The expression of pedestrianization

in the American downtown would manifest itself far differently than either

in Europe or the American suburbs. By 1956, the stage was set for Victor

Gruen's groundbreaking proposal for the reimagination of the American

downtown-A Greater Fort Worth Tomorrow.

311 Gordon Cullen. he Concise Thwnscape. (London, UK: RoUtledge, 1961). In another article

from 1949, Cullen celebrated the "valuable contribution" of outdoor advertising and depicted urban
scenes with colorful, variegated advertisments chaotically affixed to cityscape of modern and historical
buildings.
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M/AkING A PLA

Dreams are essential to a city, too, dreams

Of things to come. Yet dreams are not

enough. From dreams must come plans and

from plans must come action.

-Victor Gruen, A Greater Fort Worth Tomorrow"

The Downtown Dilemma

In his seminal 1956 plan, A Greater Fort Worth Thmorrow, the Viennese

architect Victor Gruen superimposed the silhouette of downtown Fort

Worth on a map of Midtown Manhattan centered on Rockefeller Center.

Though almost 25 years old, Rockefeller Center in the mid-1950s

remained a model for how cities could transform themselves in the postwar

era."' The implicit comparison between New York's Rockefeller Center

and Gruen's plan for Fort Worth may seem far-fetched today, but it would

have resonated strongly with urban planners, policymakers, politicians, and

developers striving to revive downtowns in the mid-1950s.

Between the onset of the Depression and the end of the World

War II, cities in the United States saw little to no construction in their

downtowns. Few skylines changed from the late 1920s boom years through

the late 1940s and early 1950s, even as the country prospered in the wake

of World War II. Fort Worth, Texas, a city of close to 279,000 in 1950,

was typical in this respect. Between 1920 and 1930, the city saw the

construction of nine buildings over 200 feet. Over the next twenty years,

however, only a single structure would reach that threshold, a tower built as

part of a municipal auditorium outside of downtown.

Ihe conditions of many downtowns had deteriorated to such

312 Victor Cruen Associates. A Greater Fort Worth tcomorrow. (Fort Worth, TX: Greater Fort
Worth Planning Committee, 1956), 3.
313 Eliiho Rubin. Insuring the City: The Prudential Center and the Postwar Urbian Landscape
(New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2012).19.

3.1

(p) evious page)
Planfer the Revitalization (fthe

Core of Cincinnati (1962). Victor

Gruen Associates. Credit: Crawford

Westbrook Collection, MIT

Libraries

3.2

(opposite)

Site Plan Detail
A Greater Fort Worth lomorrow
(1956). Victor Gruen Associates.

Credit: Crawford Westbrook

Collection, MIT Libraries
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an extent by the mid-1950s that some actively campaigned for its

abandonment. In a 1955 Round Table on "How to Rebuild Cities

Downtown," reported on in Architectural Forum, participants called for "a

major decision [on] whether or not to carry on with the central downtown

district or the metropolitan city, and how."3" In an article for Urban Land

magazine from March 1956, the real estate economist Larry Smith put the

problem of downtown in simple terms. "Blight is not something which has

struck at central properties from the outside," he said. "It is not induced by

[a] lack of parking or other amenities. Blight in business areas is a collective

inability of the property owners to meet the needs of the retailers serving

the ultimate judges-the shopping public.""m

Smith attributed the problem of downtown both to the "apathy

of property owners" and to the fragmented nature of property ownership

that made it "impossible to get organized."' 1 6 Others, meanwhile, believed

that the obsolescence of downtown was rooted in the intransigent problem

of congestion. A 1953 "Urban Traffic Forum" issued a prognosis of defeat

despite the many experts who had come together in search of a solution.

"Even with a complete system of modern freeways.. .our central cities will

continue to be congested," one participant announced, "unless mass transit

carries a large proportion of all visitors to central business districts.""'

Going back to the 1920s, parking and access to downtown had frustrated

retailers and chambers of commerce, but as automobile ownership climbed

exponentially, concern turned to crisis. Lamenting the growth of the

commercial strips along the highways, one article summed up the situation

as such:

"The millions of new motorists, and the thousands upon thousands of

entrepreneurs who followed them out of town, were doing their own city

planning. The highway, originally an instrument of communication, became

everybody's private street to do with as he pleased. There was unlimited access,

unlimited zoning, unlimited fun. But in the carnival were the seeds of chaos, for

the road was being used for two incompatible purposes: drive-on and drive-in, not

to mention pedestrian and cross-traffic. And it was out of these roadtowns that

new strip cities would grow."318

While many were alarmed by the blighting effect of the

automobile and the decentralization of the postwar landscape, there

314 "How to Rebuild Cities Downtown: Eighteen recommendations from a Round Table of 26
representatives of every downtown activity and interest," Architectural Forum 102.6 (1955), 123.
315 Larry Smith. "Commercial Real Estate Relationships-Downtown and Suburban," Urban

Land Magazine 15.3 (1956): 3.
316 Smith, "Commercial Real Estate," 4.
317 "Urban Traffic Forum," Architectural Forum 98.2 (1953):117.
318 "What City Pattern?" Architectural Forum 105.3 (1956): 125.
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remained little consensus as to how to resolve the downtown dilemma

and few precedents for downtown's renewal in the United Stares. In his

1954 article "Dynamic Planning for Retail Areas," Victor Gruen posed

the problem as a conflict between "dencentralizers," who "rega rd[ed] the
suburban shopping development as the cure for... the 'pesriferous growth'

of the city," and the "downtowners," who saw "the regional trend as a

satanic device to ruin them. 3 " W~&hile (Grten rightly perceived a simmering

eonflict between those who had forsaken downtown for dead and the

boosters and apathetic shopkeepers who sneered at competition firom the
suburbs, most experts at the time believed that long range planning and

analysis could strike the right balance between central city and periphery'.

In the 1 955 forum, for instance "there was not a single member who did

not desire health and prosperity ecqtall)' for outlying areas. Bankers and

businessmen present had investments in both places and agreed with the

professional men present that each has its own characteristic ftunctions.

Without a focal point, withotit a center, the continued functioning of

outlying districts or towns was considered as improbable as the continued

functioning of the limbs of a body without a heart."3

3 9 Vic or Grotn. 1 )ynam ic Plannfing iir Retail Aretas Har ard Rusiness~ Review 32.6 (9S4):

32( 1 How to Rebttild G ties D~ownttownt 123.

3.3

Pt)khn I1t ( ettter, \1 H

3.4
A C"M paeisonewen tle ctrt

(d Forr WOrrh and Nidtown
Manhattan. Victor GrUenf ASsCiatCs.

,, Greater For-1 Worth 10M007ro1
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A City within a City: Learning from Rockefeller Center and the Pittsburgh

Renaissance

From the passage of the Federal Housing Act of 1949 until 1956, when

Congress passed the Interstate Highway Act, there emerged several

important precedents for downtown planning and development that

would serve as models over the ensuing decade. As noted, from its opening

in 1931 through the 1950s, Rockefeller Center stood as the preeminent

model for comprehensive redevelopment in the heart of downtown. The

product of a group led by John D. Rockefeller, Jr., Rockefeller Center

consisted of nineteen buildings packed onto 17 acres in the heart of

Midtown Manhattan.3 1 Though it had been originally envisioned as the

site of the Metropolitan Opera, the future of the complex was cast in doubt

by the Depression and it was restaged as a corporate and retail complex

anchored by the Radio Corporation of America (RCA). The Center was

designed by the architect Raymond Hood in the Art Deco style and

included a multi-level shopping concourse, a 3,500-seat movie palace,

a 6,000-seat music hall, a sunken outdoor ice-skating rink, an extensive

collection of sculpture and murals by well-known artists of the time, and

a pedestrian-only interior core that limited through traffic. To service its

stores and buildings, the Center had an underground loading dock that

kept trucks off the street and away from pedestrians. 2 In the early 1950s,

as cities began to conceive of a new vision for downtown, Rockefeller

Center was what they aspired to.

The decade after the war witnessed the design and construction of

several complexes that proved influential for later development schemes.

These included Pittsburgh's Gateway Center, Philadelphia's Penn Center,

and Boston's Back Bay Center (later to become the Prudential Center). 3

Built by the Equitable Life Assurance Society in 1952, Pittsburgh's

Gateway Center consisted of four cruciform office towers set in a verdant

open space. Though some described the design as coldly functional," 4

the Gateway Center demonstrated how a powerful downtown coalition

could lead a downtown renaissance. Pittsburgh was one of the first cities

321 Rubin, 20.
322 This underground loading system remains an exemplary design for accommodating
freight off-street in New York City. See Ann G. Morris. "The Last Mile: Developing Efficient Freight
Operations for Manhattan's 11 Buildings." Stephen L. Newman Real Estate Institute, Baruch College 12
(2009): 13. See also, Clyde Haberman. "NYC; An Ode Conceived in Traffic" (New York Times, Mar.

7, 2001).
323 The Back Bay Center, later renamed the Prudential Center, was not completed until 1964.
Another important project that belongs on this list is Baltimore's Charles Center, which will be
discussed in Chapter 5. The Greater Baltimore Committee, Inc. was formed in 1955 and set out to
redevelop the Charles Center site soon thereafter. Charles Center is not mentioned here because its
design was conceived after 1956, making it an improbable precursor to Gruen's Fort Worth scheme.
Denver's Mile High Center, designed by I.M. Pei and opened in 1955, also deserves note here.

324 Jane Jacobs. "Downtown is for People," in The Exploding Metropolis. ed. William H.
Whyte, (Garden City, NY: Doubleday & Company, 1958), 161.
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to embrace urban renewal, and pioneered both developments downtown,

such as Mellon Square and the Gateway Center, as well as slum clearance

efforts, with the renewal of the dense African-American Hill District

neighborhood in the 1950s. The city's early successes in renewal were

driven by the Allegheny Conference, a powerful coalition of downtown

business interests led by the financier Richard King Mellon. The group,

on which many cities would later pattern their own downtown coalitions,

formed in 1944 to combat downtown deterioration and pollution. The

Allegheny Conference aligned private sector resources and financing with

public-sector leadership in the person of Mayor David Lawrence, setting in

motion what was known as the "Pittsburgh Renaissance" of the 1950s.12
1

By the early 1950s, Pittsburgh was one of the only cities in the country

that had undertaken any large-scale clearance efforts in its downtown and

was viewed as a model of success following the Housing Act of 1949.326

Whereas the Allegheny Conference provided a model for

downtown business coalitions, Philadelphia's Penn Center project,

orchestrated under Philadelphia Planning Commission Director Edmund

Bacon and Mayor Joseph S. Clark, demonstrated the leadership role of city

government in urban renewal. After the Pennsylvania Railroad departed its

Broad Street Station for a new terminal in 1925, the opportunity opened

to rethink the old station area, which had long been known as "Pennsy's

old Chinese Wall"3 27 because it acted as a barrier to downtown's westward

expansion. After the station's demolition in 1953, the project, developed

by the New York-based Uris Brothers through a loan from Prudential

Insurance Company, consisted of eight buildings on a 23-acre strip

segmented into three rectangular blocks. Penn Center, first conceived as

part of Bacon's Better Philadelphia Exhibition 32 at Gimbel's Department

Store in 1947, developed further over the ensuing years and set an

important precedent for future downtown redevelopments.

Like Penn Center, Boston's Back Bay Center, proposed by the

developer Roger Stevens in 1953, envisioned the renewal of a triangular

parcel of land formerly occupied by the Boston & Albany railroad yards

and adjacent to Boston's "midtown" financial district. 2 9 Stevens saw

the center "as a stopgap to the suburbanization of the city's economic

functions" and felt that the development "was strategically placed to

325 Frieden et al., 18.
326 Civic Progress, Inc. in St. Louis is also frequently mentioned as a pioneer of the downtown
business association coming together to make a concerted effort to resolve downtown deterioration.
327 Frank Fogarty, "The Earning Power of Plazas," Architectural Forum 108.1 (1958): 108.
328 The Better Philadelphia Exhibition: What City Planning Means to You (Philadelphia, PA:
City Planning Commission, 1947).
329 Rubin, 149.
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intercept downtown traffic.""" Designed by a distinguLished group of local

thought leaders in architecture and Urbanization known as the Boston

Center Architects, inIClUding then-chair of the Architecture Department

at Harvard Walter GropiLus; members of his firm, Tlhe Architects

Collaborative (TAC): Pietro BeHLuschi, then-Dean of Architecture at

MI T; architects Carl Koch and Hugh StCbbins; traffic Consultant Wilbur

Sm-ith; eCOn0mic COnIsultant Kenineth Welch; and Walter Bogner of

the Boston Center Architects, the Back Bay Center refected the basic

tenlets of CIAM 8's Hetirt of'the City. Thle complex consisted of ring road

leading direct])y into a 5000-car garage; a " six-sided, I oze nge-sh aped office

tower; a department store; a shopping area; office buildings; a motel; and

"saucer-shaped" convention hall." Most important, the project separated

pedestrians and automobiles, including the constrUCtio of an enclosed

multi-level shopping mall with a glass roof.

In his ook Insuring the City: he Prudentil Center and the Postwr

Urbt n Lndscpe (2012), Elihu Rubin describs the Back Bay, Center

proposal as "a motor age update on the large-scale commercial project

coordinated with transport facilities.t' Team memb r Walter Bogner

called it a "Cure for the ailing heart of Boston,"" while Architectural;

F-Oou said that the plan added "big city excitement and power to the

rural-shopping center concept by building not nst a castle of stores...

33( RLIb in1 168 -1069. '1h is prtoved t o b e a po i int oIF coniiten it io n, s intic L M issa ch us etts Ttirni )ik e
Apthority Chuirman soght to run the Pik - direc into Boston g c ong the rio t of way ofthe
Boston & Alhany. Ah evemuA COMpromise was to deck over he tUrnpike at the Prudentil Centr,

thouo this solution was f r from a re thing whe Steescblitted his proposal.

33 1 Ibid, 17'0.
.332 lbid, 168.
333 bid, 169.
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but also office buildings, a convention hall, and a 750-room hotel." 4

While modeled to an extent on Rockefeller Center, the Back Bay Center

introduced several enhancements upon that scheme, including the ring

road proposed by the transportation consultant Wilbur Smith as well as

the enclosed multi-level shopping promenade meant to "give back to the

pedestrian his right of way." 335

In spite of the accolades earned by the proposal, including an

award in 1954 from Progressive Architecture magazine, Roger Stevens

revoked his bid after failing to earn a tax concession for the project from

the city of Boston in 1955. When Prudential Insurance Company took

on the site in 1955 as part of their Regional Home Office Program, 6 the

Boston Center Architects were initially consulted, but were eventually

replaced by Charles Luckman, 337 a Lever Soap-executive turned architect

whose financial acumen appealed to businessmen and won him many

commissions in the 1950s and 1960s despite weak critical reviews. Though

Luckman was originally hired onto the project in 1956, the Prudential

Center itself would not be completed until 1964.

Chicago's Perimeter Plan and Gruen's Appleton Scheme

In a 1954 article for the Harvard Business Review, "Dynamic Planning

for Retail Areas," Victor Gruen referred to both Penn Center and the

proposed Back Bay Center in laying out a "corrective"338 for the problems

of downtown shopping. In the article, he set forth the basic principles that

would govern his forthcoming Fort Worth scheme and the downtown

projects that he would spearhead over the coming decade. In describing his

tonic for tired downtowns, Gruen also made reference to a plan that his

firm had drawn up in 1953 for the small city of Appleton, Wisconsin, two

years prior to the release of Fort Worth.

Gruen's Appleton plan built upon and reflected two prior efforts,

to which Gruen referred to directly in his article. The first was Morris

Ketchum's 1946 plan for the central business district of Rye, New York

and discussed in Chapter 2. The second was the "Perimeter Plan" by the

334 "A Cavity in Boston-to be Filled with Six Ideas," Architectural Forum 99 (November

1953): 103.
335 Rubin, 171, quoting Walter Gropius.
336 See Rubin, 39-41 for an explanation and history of the Prudential's Regional Home
Office Program. In contrast to many of its competitors, in the 1940s and 1950s, the Prudential
Insurance Company remained committed to and aligned with downtowns. Between 1948 and 1965,
Prudential's Regional Home Office Program set out to build regional headquarters in cities including
Boston, Chicago, Newark, Minneapolis, Houston, and Los Angeles. As a result, several of the first
skyscrapers built in the postwar downtowns of American cities are Prudential buildings.

337 Luckman won the commission from Prudential while still partners with the architect
William Pereira. See Rubin, 172-179.
338 Gruen, "Dynamic Planning," 55.
339 Ibid, 58,
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Chicago Plan Commission in 1953. A March 1953 article in Architectural

Forum called "New Thinking on Shopping Centers" published Chicago's

Perimeter Plan alongside Gruen's newly proposed Southdale project in for

suburban Minneapolis. The plan offered a solution for eight of Chicago's

"big, mature shopping districts," 4 which had been losing business to new

shopping centers.3 1 The Perimeter Plan used the 63rd-Halsted business

section of Chicago, also known as Englewood Circle, as a prototype and

offered a ten-point plan for the district's renewal:

1. Construct a one-way traffic perimeter around the district, using

existing streets as far as possible.

2. Route all private vehicles into the traffic perimeter.

3. Route mass-transit vehicles through the center, either at grade or by

subway.

4. Acquire and clear all nonconforming (as residential) buildings and

blighted structures inside the perimeter.

5. Eliminate local streets inside the perimeter.

6. Provide parking and service facilities on cleared land.

7. Narrow the streets through the heart of the center to one lane for

public transportation (with cutouts for loading points) and combine the

land saved with existing sidewalks to create pedestrian malls.

8. Remodel the rear of commercial buildings for greater service efficiency

and to give attractive facades towards parking lots.

9. Plan simple, coordinated architectural treatments as a guide to the

kind of changes pictured opposite.

10. Spark a cooperative organization of interests inside the perimeter to

coordinate maintenance and continued private improvements. 34

As articulated in the article, the Chicago Plan demonstrated that "the

big centers are ready to pay back their debt to Main Street""' and apply

some of the lessons learned in the suburban shopping centers to the

revitalization of older districts. Accompanying the plan were a number of

renderings, including a before-after series showing the conversion of "alleys

and rooming house blight" into "arcades and service yards,"3" adapting

the dual entrance "Janus" scheme already pioneered in outlying shopping

centers like the Broadway-Crenshaw Center in Los Angeles. An aerial

perspective drawing of the proposal directly echoed both the Westchester

Business Center and George Nelson's 1943 proposal for Syracuse. The plan

included two intersecting spines lined by rows of modern buildings similar

340 "New binking on Shopping Centers," Architectural Forum 98, March 1953, 122.

341 Shirley Lowry. "Vision 'Dream' Center by 1956 at 63d-Halsted: Plan to Clear Area for
Englewood Circle," The Chicago Tribune, April 8, 1954, 4.
342 "New Thinking on Shopping Centers," Architectural Forum 98, March 1953, 122
343 Ibid, Ibid.
344 Ibid, 123.
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Downtown Appleton... Its Future
(1953); Victor GrUen Associates.

Credit: Crawford Westbrook

Collection, MIT Libraries

to those of the Lijnbaan in Rotterdam. Clusters of slim towers and cultural

institutions studded the main corridor. A one-way arterial perimeter road

encircled the shopping area and fed into a series of large parking areas

along the outer blocks. The perimeter Plan, though published by the

Chicago Plan Commission, included among its contributors Frederick

T. Aschman and George F. Barton, who were founders of the planning

and traffic consultancy Barton-Aschman Associates. Barton-Aschman

Associates would eventually go on to develop the Nicollet Mall proposal

for downtown Minneapolis, a scheme that realized the transit mall idea

first proposed in the Chicago Plan of 1953.

Gruen's Appleton scheme drew directly upon the Chicago

Perimeter Plan and gave him an opportunity to adapt his experience in the

design of suburban shopping centers to a struggling downtown. As his first

foray into large-scale planning for downtown retail, the plan foreshadowed

his later work in small and mid-sized cities around the country. After

analyzing Appleton's potential population growth, parking needs, building

conditions, and land use, Gruen proposed a set of design solutions almost

identical to those proposed for Englewood Circle.
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1. Provide a one-way perimeter traffic artery around the business district,

utilizing existing srreets as far as possible.

2. Clear all non-conforming (such as residential) and obsolete buildings

situated within this perimeter.

3. Create a series of superblocks within the perimeter by closing all but

two or three local streets.

4. Use cleared land to provide off-street parking facilities and fringe

parking for all-day visits.

5. Create a landscaped pedestrian mall from certain closed streets to

provide a pleasant and safe atmosphere for shoppers.

6. Provide space within the perimeter for expansion."

Among the crucial differences between the two proposals was the creation

of traffic-free as opposed to a transit-only main street and Gruen's explicit

provisions in the plan for multi-level parking structures, which would

become a hallmark of his later work.

At the end of his article in the Harvard Business Review, Gruen

acknowledged not only the potential to remake downtown, but also the

risk of unproductive competition between peripheral shopping districts

345 Gruear [namic Planning ( e 59.
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and central business districts. He sharply critiqued the "decentralizers,"

theorists including the architect Frank Lloyd Wright, who embraced

a suburban vision at the expense of downtown. 4 Gruen instead cited

Jose Luis Sert's call for "recentralization" and a renewed focus on the

urban core.347 In reference to Appleton, he exercised caution. "If a major

shopping center were built near the city;" he warned, "it would attract

people not only from the city itself but also from the surrounding towns,

thus draining the whole trade area and making the downtown sooner or

later a ghost town."3" Going even further, Gruen decried how ineffective

zoning had permitted "honky-tonk strips of stores duplicating and often

triplicating their services" along the highways leading from town.3 9 At the

end of his article, speaking directly to an audience of business leaders and

executives, he made his call to arms.

"There will be those who feel 'private enterprise can lick it,' and those who

counter with 'it's the city's job.' There will be municipal and public apathy. There

is clearly, however, a democratic responsibility for the condition of our urban

environment, an environment which is today 'a travesty of the productive genius

and creative energy of America.' The time has come for action on a broad scale:

slum clearance, creation of green areas within our city cores, provision of parking

areas, improvement of traffic arteries, and enrichment of our social, cultural, and

civic life. Management must accept its responsibility, for hanging perilously in the

balance are the city's welfare and prosperity and the health of our economy.""

Gruen's decision to shift part of his practice from shopping centers

to the deteriorating urban cores of American cities was likely inspired

by several phenomena. First was the publication in 1952 of The Heart of

the City: Towards the Humanization of Urban Life, edited by the English

planner Jacqueline Tyrwhitt, the Italian architect Ernesto Rogers, and Sert,

which assured him of CLAM's rhetorical shift towards "recentralization"

and the core. Gruen ascribed to late CIAM ideals and was an admirer of

Jose Luis Sert, the Spanish architect and urban designer. As a vigorous

self-promoter as well as a businessman, Gruen tried his best to stay at

the forefront, and early proposals like Back Bay Center surely provided

him with evidence that his practice might be able to capitalize on the

anxiety of downtown business coalitions as much as it could the suburban

shoppers lacking in community life and retail options. Lastly, Gruen,

like many of his contemporaries, ascribed to the notion of an essential

346 Wright had been critical of Gruen's designs for Northland and Southdale, claiming that
Gruen had brought downtown to the suburbs, but left out all of its charms.
347 Gruen, "Dynamic Planning," 57.
348 Ibid, 59.
349 Ibid, 55.
350 Ibid, 62.
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"in terdcpcndcncc" bet\vccn the core and pcripicry.

In his later writing about the structure of cities, including The

Heart of our Cities: ihe Urban Crisis: Diagnosis and Cure ( 1964), Gruen

compared the city to "a metropolitan organism in which cells, each one

consisting of a nucleus and protoplasm, are combined into ClUsterizations

to form specialized organs like towns, which, in turn, are meaningfully

grouped together to form cities, and finally, in a still more highly developed

organism, 'the metropolis of tomorrow.'"" 1 Gruen's conceptualization of

regional dynamics drew upon both the Garden City tradition of Ebenezer

Howard" as well as the concentric zonal model developed by Homer

Hoyt and other economists in the late I 930s. He broke the metropolitan

region into eight zones, including the metropolitan core; the secondary

core; the core frame; the core fringe; the urbanized area within city

boundaries; the urbanized area outside city boundaries; the suburbanized

area within city boundaries; and the metropolitan region itself. His

downtown practice zeroed in on "the metropolitan core ," which he

defined as "the most highly urbanized area, which ideally should contain a

complete range of the highest productive uses and most significant urban

functions not only in field of business and civic administration, but also in

cultural, recreational, social and spiritual activities, and residential quarters

of high quality and density."> 5 He preferred the term 'core' as an alternative

to 'central business district,' which he found misleading and undesirable

(for it excluded the potential for residential), and to 'downtown,' which

he found confusing because of its confusing geographical relationship to

uptown or midtown districts.

ihe Origins of/A Greater Fort W/orth Thnorrow

While Victor Gruen's 1953 scheme for Appleton, Wisconsin offered

the initial blueprint for his downtown revitalization strategy, it lacked

the force of vision that would characterize his next act. Rendered using

cartoon infographics and crude perspectives, the Appleton plan proposed

something closer to Nelson's Syracuse scheme or Ketchum's Rye Plan than

big renewal projects like Penn Center or the Back Bay Center. Nonetheless,

Gruen's article in the Harvard Business Review proved compelling enough

351 G ruen, Heart o/YOtr Cities, 2 1 -2 2.
352 Ibid, 284-285,
353 Ibid, 6.
354 1 bid, 4(1.
355 Fresno is one example of a plan where Grucn deviated r0m this framcw ork. Here, he made
a plan for the C re-Frame the Core, and the main shopping corridor. It may be argued that Gruen's
mletropolitan core really consisted of nine categories , wiith his main pedestrian mall or enclosed mall
as the tin h. Rochester's Midtown Plaza serves as good expression of this point.
356 Gruen, Heat of ur leo 47.

35 It is wolth noting. in support ofGruen's argunem . that Petula Clark's 1965 hit song
"Downtwn it wtas acttutlty inspired Iyl\ Midtown Mianhattan.
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that the President of the Texas Electric Company, J.B. Thomas, called

Gruen's office in Los Angeles directly to enlist him in planning the future

of Fort Worth.

J.B. Thomas, described as a "tall, trampy-looking sort of fellow"

and "a yard man" with "a lumberjack's shirt and greasy khakis,"35 expressed

concern about the future of Fort Worth and foresaw that a declining

downtown could ultimately hurt his own business. "I'm a businessman,

and my business is supplying electricity," declared Thomas. "If the city

grows, my business grows."" Thomas was the kind of dollar and cents

businessman that George B. Ford imagined as his ideal client in the

early 1900s-someone who could see the value of planning in economic

terms, based on anticipating future development and boosting downtown

revenues for his own company. After listening to Gruen's theatrical pitch,

J.B. Thomas hired Victor Gruen Associates to complete a "metropolitan

survey" of Fort Worth. 36 0

Fort Worth, like many cities by the 1950s, was experiencing

accelerated "horizontal growth"361 as well as a relative decline in its

downtown retail environment. The city had experienced a wartime

production boom with the opening of a Convair plant to build military

planes during World War II. This diversified industrial base, which had

until then been based on the livestock industry and oil extraction, drove

a population boom. Despite regional growth, population studies between

1950-56 revealed that the central part of the city had actually lost 8.8%

of its population in only six years, while peripheral areas more than

doubled.362 Moreover, Fort Worth's leading citizen, Amon G. Carter, a

newspaper magnate, real estate tycoon, and "independent operator" who

had played the role of "super salesman for the city" 6 3 had died in 1955,

leaving a leadership void. The metropolitan growth of both Dallas and

Fort Worth into a single, interlocked region called for strong leadership

and smart planning, since Dallas, as the larger city, naturally had the upper

hand.3 "

Gruen embraced the Fort Worth commission with the same

enthusiasm as he had Milliron's in Los Angeles and the Northland Center

in Detroit, seeing it as an opportunity to put his visionary ideas into

358 Dick Johnson. "Texas Newsmaker. J.B. Thomas: West Texas Seer," The Dallas Morning
News, March 18, 1956.
359 J.B. Thomas as quoted in "How the Plan Got its Start," Fort Worth Star-Telegram, March

11, 1956. See Hardwick, 175.
360 Hardwick, 166.
361 Robert Harris Talbert. Cowtown-Metropolis. (Fort Worth, TX: Leo Potishman Foundation,
Texas Christian University, 1956), 187.
362 Talbert, 112.
363 Ibid, 15.
364 Ibid, 265-66.
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practice and to develop a prototype for downtowns that could rival the

genius of his suburban shopping malls. The ultimate self-promoter, he

saw the Fort Worth plan not only as an opportunity to apply his ideas

to a specific city, but to develop a model that could be applied to cities

across the country. Before the official release of the plan, Gruen even began

referring to a "City X" in presentations and articles. At the Aspen Design

Conference in 1955, he presented an anonymous project for a "remade

downtown for a city of five hundred thousand, resplendent with courts

and malls, sculpture and fountains, stores and parking." 65 The staged pre-

release of the Fort Worth Plan illustrated Gruen's public relations savvy. 6

The plan was featured in Businessweek and other national newspapers and

helped to generate excitement about Gruen and his visionary proposals

even as disembodied from Fort Worth itself. 67 In so doing, Gruen was able

to use the Fort Worth scheme as both a blueprint that could be tailored

to any American city as well as a specific proposal that could serve as a

proving ground for his ideas.

After flying to Los Angeles to see the final proposal in person, J.B.

Thomas endorsed the plan and made arrangements for its public release.

On Saturday, March 10, 1956, Thomas introduced Victor Gruen and his

partner, the Italian engineer Edgardo Contini onto the stage at the Fort

Worth Club, where the two presented the plan with "the pomp, drama,

and fanfare of a Broadway production."368 Its reception in the press was

immediate, with coverage in major magazines and newspapers, including

Time, Businessweek, Newsweek, and the New Yorker. News of the plan

spread quickly and its most iconic images, an aerial before-after of the

city's remade core and an eye level perspective of the mall with an elevated

walkway running overhead, circulated widely. One caption in an article

on the plan in the Cleveland Plain Dealer bore the caption "The Euclid

Avenue of Fort Worth," as if to reinforce the plan's posture as an adaptable

template.369 Even Dallas acknowledged that its neighbor had finally done

well, admitting that "the example of Fort Worth is at once instructive and

inspiring. We have a neighbor worthy in its dreaming to match the best

that we can dream of [on] our own. And in both cities, great dreams are

blossoming out in concrete and steel and stone."3

365 Hardwick, 167.
366 Ibid, 168.
367 Ibid, 168.
368 Ibid, 170. Quoting "City Leaders Throw Support; Plan for 'City of Tomorrow' Outlined to
Civic Leaders," Fort Worth Star-Telegram, March 11, 1956.
369 "Fort Worth Eyes Plan to Remake Downtown Area; Seeks to Curb its Car Woe," Cleveland
Plain Dealer, April 22, 1956.
370 "Fort Worth's Plans Boldly Drawn," Dallas Morning News, 1956.
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The Advent of the Central Business District Plan

As both a plan as well as a proposal for the core, A Greater Fort

Worth Tomorrow broke with convention. Compared with the prosaic

comprehensive plans published by Harland Bartholomew or Ladislas

Segoe, Gruen's oversized 35-page report, which was chock full of colorful

illustrations, imaginative renderings, and a layout more befitting of a movie

poster than a public document, redefined the essential character of the

city plan itself. While Fort Worth had previously had plans drawn up by

George Kessler (1909), Harland Bartholomew (1927, Streets Plan), and

Hare & Hare (1930, Parks System Plan), none had focused on the central

business district alone.371 Indeed, Fort Worth both participated in and

seems to have greatly accelerated an interest in the production of Central

Business District plans in the mid-1950s. In a review of "recent studies

of Central Business Districts" in 1961, Clyde E. Browning observed the

sudden emergence of the CBD plan. "A decade ago relatively little mention

was made of central business districts in the popular, planning, or scholarly

literature. The rush to the suburbs and the rise of the planned shopping

centers preempted popular, professional, and public concern. Today the

emphasis has undergone a radical transformation. One of the hottest topics

in urban research revolves around the problems and prospects of central

business district. Indeed, the topic has become a virtual fad."

A bibliography of 662 Central Business District texts prepared by

University of Illinois City Planning Department Librarian Mary Vance in

1959 corroborated Browning.3 73 In the partial list of city plans included

in Vance's bibliography, the year 1956 represented a definite turning point.

Before 1956, only seven cities on the list-White Plains, San Francisco,

Saint Paul, Princeton, Bethesda, Philadelphia, and Wilmington 374- had

produced plans for their "central business districts." A cursory examination

of that subset suggests that most were either sub-area reports focused

on a small area rather than the entire downtown (as in the case of San

Francisco) or internal studies not intended for widespread public viewing

(as in the Philadelphia 1951 Central District Study). Indeed, before 1956,

the dominant mode of planning for the central area remained civic center

371 1 am referring to detail in the specificity of the physical proposal, rather than in the sense of
data and other projections that would certainly have been in prior reports.
372 Clyde E. Browning. "Recent Studies of Central Business Districts," Journal oftheAmerican
Institute of Planners 27.1 (1961): 82.
373 A full account of the literature on Central Business Districts was made by Mary Vance
of the Illinois City Planning Department Library in the 1959. This included 662 titles. See Mary
Vance, Central Business Districts, Exchange Bibliography 12, Committee of Planning Librarians, 6318
'Thornhill Drive, Oakland 11, California, November 1959. Shirley Weiss also published a sterling
bibliography on Downtown Malls in 1964. See Shirley F. Weiss "The Downtown Mall Experiment,"

Journal ofthe American Institute of Planners 30.1 (1964): 66-73.
374 Notably, Vance does not include Gruen's plan for Appleton, but includes the Ketchum Rye
study from 1946.
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plans and parking studies. Chicago, Albuquerque, Austin, Modesto,

Norfolk, and Dayton all undertook civic center plans between 1945 and

1955. Meanwhile, in the late 1940s and early 1950s, an increasing number

of cities undertook parking studies for the central area, a reflection of

increasing anxiety about the viability of downtown retail. Between 1956

and 1959, Baltimore, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dayton, Detroit,

Indianapolis, Madison, Miami, Chicago, New Brunswick, Seattle, and

Norfolk, to name a few, all produced CBD plans. While some of these

plans, such as those of Detroit and Cincinnati, appear to have been part

of planning studies initiated before the Gruen plan was published, others

were clearly inspired by it. While it would be inaccurate to suggest that

Gruen's Fort Worth plan was the first of this type, there is little doubt

that it perfected it and provided the basic model for other cities to follow

after 1956. The Gruen plan, in bringing together the shopping center, the

downtown mixed-use complex (i.e. Back Bay Center), and the European

new town center, established a new paradigm which cities across the

United States would thereafter strive to emulate. 7

A Greater Fort Worth Tomorrow: Factual Reading

To understand what made the Gruen Plan unique and extraordinary in

March 1956 requires a detailed exposition and analysis of the plan itself.

This reading has been segmented into a series of analyses, including that

of the illustrated content of the plan, its layout and graphic design, and its

overall narrative.

A Tripartite Narrative

Plans from the mid-1940s through the mid-1950s tended to follow the

basic template originally set forth by George B. Ford and E.P. Goodrich

in 1914 and perfected by Harland Bartholomew, Ladislas Segoe, and

others from the 1920s through the early 1950s. 376 Harland Bartholomew's

Comprehensive City Planfor Oklahoma City (1944-1948), discussed in

Chapter 1, is emblematic of this type and reflective of the extent to which

the aesthetically grandiose City Beautiful Plans of the early 1900s had

been subsumed by the statistical paradigm advanced by the City Practical.

The Bartholomew plans, moreover, demonstrated the piecemeal nature of

comprehensive planning in the 1940s, which tended to result in multiple

single-theme plans for traffic, housing, parks, and civic centers.

375 "Thomas, Outstanding Citizen," Fort Worth Press, February 22, 1961. See Hardwick, 173.
The article claimed that 80 cities had been directly inspired by Gruen's Plan by 1961.
376 I mean here that the dominant planning framework of the early postwar era followed a
rational planning model established by the Technical Advisory Corporation and then followed by
its successors. Olmsted, Nolen, and Bennett's plans no longer served as a dominant model after the
1930s.
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While Gruen's plan for Fort Worth included statistical data related

to retail trade and traffic, the plan's structure borrowed heavily from

narrative techniques of advertisement and salesmanship that Gruen had

perfected for his suburban shopping center projects. Brochures for Gruen's

Southdale Center and Northland Center in Detroit showed shoppers going

about their daily routines and tried to find common ground with their

intended audience. These pamphlets belonged as much to the world of

advertising as much as to that of city planning. 77 While Gruen's brochures

and promotional materials for his malls used colorful renderings and

narrative techniques, his first urban plan, for Appleton, Wisconsin, had

relied on crude infographics and cartoons alone. For Fort Worth, however,

the storyboarding techniques used in his shopping center advertisements,

brochures, and pamphlets became a vehicle for advertising the city itself.

A Greater Fort Worth Tomorrow begins with a description of Fort Worth in

1970.

"This is your city.

Tall Buildings, stretching spires to the sky!

Broad sweeps of tree-dotted parks.

Concrete ribbons of freeways on which an

endless stream of cars move by night

and by day."378

It is a young and vigorous city.

Underneath, it is flesh and blood, activity,

frustration and hope-and, with them,

a myriad of problem, problems facing all

cities everywhere, problems that must now

be recognized and solved." 79

The plan posed two courses of action- "long range planning" or the

"disintegration of the core."3 80 Gruen made an analogy between the core

of the city and the heart of the human body. "The healthier the central

district," he said, "the healthier the outlying districts."" He attributed

the sickness suffered by Fort Worth to "the traffic problems created daily

by 300,000 cars moving into, out of and through" the city.32 "Traffic,

377 Victor Gruen and Larry Smith. Shopping Towns USA (New York, NY: Rheinhold
Publishing Corporation, 1960), 253-254.
378 Victor Gruen Associates. A Greater Fort Worth Tomorrow (Fort Worth, TX: Fort Worth
Planning Committee, 1956), 3.
379 Gruen, Fort Worth, 3.
380 Ibid, Ibid.
381 Ibid, Ibid.
382 Ibid, 4.
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parking, noise, [and] fumes,"383 he said, had precipitated a deleterious

blight that was spreading from the city's heart outward.

Gruen saw Fort Worth's dilemma as a product of competition

between the city's core and "suburban shopping centers built on land 1/ 50 th
the cost, with plenty of parking, roads relatively uncrowded, traffic hazards

minimized, trees, shade, quiet, some of the amenities of life, increased

sales, and lower rent."384 Though he understood the inherent attraction of

suburban locations, he took on the problems of the core with a boosterism

and enthusiasm that helped him overlook the oppositional forces governing

city and suburb. In 1955, only a few years removed from the birth of

his first major shopping center commissions and before the passage of

the Interstate Highway Act, Gruen recognized the inherent challenges

of the core and peripheral shopping centers in competition, but did not

acknowledge his own "complicity"385 in that process. Instead, he advocated

for the application of a techno-spatial approach to saving the core, reliant

upon four planning goals-making the "most productive use of the land,"

ensuring a "free slow of traffic throughout the tributary area," "a non-

conflicting circulation pattern and provision for vehicle storage," and a "re-

integration of commercial and non-commercial activities."386 In the case of

Fort Worth, Gruen also noted the city's uncertain position with reference

to Dallas, which had by the 1950s overtaken its sister city as the banking

and industrial capital of the region. In grave terms, Gruen called the city's

situation "dangerous and extremely urgent, 387 before turning to his vision

of the future.

Having presented the Fort Worth of the present, Gruen fast-

forwarded to the year 1970. Here he began the first of three narratives.388

The first narrative followed the commute of a business executive traveling

to work downtown. "You leave your home and enter the freeway shortly

thereafter and drive for five minutes at a steady 50 m.p.h. clip,"389 the

story begins. "A few seconds more finds you in front of a large parking

garage which you enter by direct ramp... For two years now you have

driven directly to your parking garage and parked your car conveniently

and swiftly." 9 0 The executive strolls from his car towards his office,

stopping in a park to observe "one of the principal shopping malls of the

city...a pedestrian's dream, replete with trees, greenery, and shoppers'

383 Gruen, Fort Worth, 4.
384 Ibid, 5.
385 Hardwick, 217.
386 Gruen, Fort Worth, 5. By this Gruen is referring to the city as " a commodious environment
for its commercial activity, composed of courts, malls parks, districts and groups of varying character,"
rather than as a mixed-use district per se.
387 Ibid, 5.
388 Hardwick, 167-169.
389 Gruen, Fort Worth, 6.
390 Ibid, Ibid.
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conveniences" reminiscent of "Rockefeller Plaza." 9' The plan stressed the

calm of a street scene in which "the pedestrian is king," "noise and...fumes

have been eliminated," and there are "no traffic-laden streets to cross, no

impatient waiting for the traffic signals to change, no frantic dodging of

cars, no horns blaring, no sharp smell of monoxide fumes."" 2 From the

terminal parking garage to the businessman's office is only a few minutes

walk, but if he prefers, he has the option of taking a "convenient electric

powered pneumatic-tired train similar to those used a several world's

fairs.""3 Should he choose to walk, he would do so beneath "covered

sidewalks" along " landscaped malls" and sidewalk cafes. 94 "Before leaving

for lunch after a busy morning," the business executive looks out over the

city at the malls and plazas and skyscrapers below, struggling to "remember

the city as it had been in 1956."'9'

Gruen and his contemporaries would use the iconic image of

the executive reflecting over a transformed cityscape over and over in

central business district plans of the era.39 6 The narrative of the executive

demonstrated concretely both the primary audience for whom the plan was

written as well as to whom the transformed city would ultimately cater. In

writing for the Harvard Business Review or publicizing City X directly to

Business Week, Gruen played "not to his peers through Architectural Forum

or Architectural Record," but instead "addressed his proposals directly to

the business community." 397 Gruen's appeal to the downtown businessman

made sense. After all, it was businessmen like J.B. Thomas, Richard

King Mellon, and James Rouse whose interests aligned most clearly with

downtown in that era, and whose political clout and business acumen

could shepherd urban renewal from idealistic policy to built reality.

Gruen addressed his second narrative to a downtown department

store executive (with branch stores in suburban shopping centers).398

The merchant, also in an executive position, is "reviewing quarterly sales

figures," in a new office building downtown when he recalls "one evening

years ago when [he] attended a meeting at which the plan for a greater

Fort Worth of tomorrow had been discussed." 9 In a moment of proud

theatricality, Gruen suddenly emerges as an actor in his own drama,

"an exuberant booster" whose soothsaying proved to be the start of the

391 Gruen, Fort Worth, 6.
392 Ibid, Ibid.
393 Ibid, 8.
394 Ibid, Ibid.
395 ibid, Ibid.
396 Notable examples of its use include in the Charles Center Plan (1958), Gruen's Plan for
Kalamazoo (1958), and the promotional poster for Faneuil Hall Marketplace in Boston (1974).
397 Hardwick, 167.
398 The inclusion of this note further reflected Gruen's belief in the potential for
interdependence between suburban and urban malls.
399 Gruen, Fort Worth, 9.
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city's resurgence. He "remember[s] the expense required to rebuild [his]

basement completely for underground receiving," and when "hordes of

people came to observe and to experience the heretofore unknown freedom

of movement on a downtown street completely' devoid of vehicular

traffic." "" At the conclusion of this vignette, the merchant observes "the

latest addition" to downtown, "a two-level mall on the street directly

below," with "the street... roofed across at the third floor.""'' The merchant

then turns from his window reflection and goes "back to the plans for [his]

newest unit-an 8,000 sq. ft. suburban store." ":

For Gruen, the narrative of the department store magnate was

critical. As more and more stores sought suburban locations and branches,

many doubted the long-term viability of downtown and the feasibility

of having two locations in competition with another. " Gruen reassured

this audience that a mutual relationship between core and periphery was

possible, restoring the value of downtown assets as well as the continued

expansion and profits to be made in the suburbs.

Gruen's final narrative follows a housewife going downtown on a

shopping trip. In his earliest storefront commissions, the female shopper,

400 Gruet, Fort Worth, 9.
401 Ibid, 10.
402 Ibid, Ibid.
403 Sales at GrunTs Southdale Center. ror instance, quickly outweighed those of Dayton's

downtown location.
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lured into the recessed arcade, had been his protagonist.4 "There had

been a time," he says, "when things like going to the bank, talking with

the lawyer, and other such downtown pursuits had been handled by your

husband, in addition to his full-time endeavors of earning a living for

the family. Now you are able to take care of these chores for him because

it's so pleasant to come downtown, and it gives you an added sense of

responsibility and accomplishment that you enjoy." On her walk from the

bus terminal, the housewife passes a "colorful temporary exhibit" and is

impressed by the "stateliness of the bank." She "didn't always like to come

downtown" and "can remember when it was a disagreeable chore.""' A

sketch accompanied the final vignette of a woman alone beneath a covered

arcade walking through a pedestrianized mall. A pair of men in suits stand

in the background, enjoying a chance encounter, while the profile of a

woman wearing a hats and posh earrings is the foreground, just beneath

the sign for Jaxon, a hat company.

Ihe plan's "liberation" of the housewife embodied Lizabeth

Cohen's observation that the public space of shopping centers was "tailored

to women's needs and desires as consumers" and that it "not only...

pitch[ed] itself to women, it sought to empower them as orchestrators of

their families' leisure."" Renderings of well-to-do middle class women

404 i See Wall, 18-41 and Smiley, Pedestrian Modern, Chapter 2 for a discussion of Gruen's
storefront work.
405 GrUen, Fort Worth, 1 1.
406 tizabeth Cohen. "From Town Center to Shopping Center: The Reconfiguration of
Community Marketplaces in Postwar America." 7Ibe American Historical /Review 101.4 (1996): 1072.
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were a frequent motif of store designs going back to the 1920s, in no

small part because, as David Smiley states, "the protagonist of mass

consumption, especially of this larger-scaled retailing, was feminized." 7

In Fort Worth, however, while the female consumer is made to feel safe

and empowered under the covered walkways of the city, her narrative is

secondary to the male executive in the office tower. The difference between

the male protagonist of the downtown plan and the female protagonist of

the suburban shopping center is further reflected in transportation modes.

At Fort Worth, the woman takes the bus to go shopping, whereas the

male executive drives to his allotted parking space. In brochures for the

Southdale Center, meanwhile, the woman found herself behind the wheel

looking for a parking space. Though often at the center of illustrations for

storefronts and shopping centers, women were rarely the focal point of

downtown plans. Most often, they are depicted under male supervision,

often sitting at a caf6 table, meeting someone for a date, or supervising a

family outing.408

Before and After

Among the most iconic pair of images in the Fort Worth plan is a striking

aerial before-after image of the plan. On page one and page seven of

the report, Gruen provides his audience with a startling comparison

between the Fort Worth of Yesterday and the Fort Worth of Tomorrow.

The former, an aerial black and white "before" photograph, reflects

what Grady Clay called a "break" where "there is an abrupt, visible

switch in the direction and/or the design of streets-especially where

the pattern shifts diagonally."" 9 The "after" aerial subverts the diagonal

break of its predecessor by transforming the city into an amoebic nucleus

circumscribed by a kind of cellular wall. The wall is composed of a massive

circumferential loop road and immense terminal parking garages, together

enclosing a collection of modern skyscrapers beneath which a network of

walkways, plazas, malls, parasols, and architectural follies form an active

culture humming with life.4" Gruen's use of the fortification metaphor,

for which his native Vienna provided inspiration, provided a singular

expression in Fort Worth and emerged as the major characteristic feature

of downtown plans through the late 1960s. The highway ring around

downtown, while not invented by Gruen, at Fort Worth achieved a form-

giving potential that captivated other cities and enticed them to follow suit.

As compared to other plans of its era, Gruen's land use plan for

407 Smiley, 6.
408 These conclusions are based in part on the plan coding analysis in Chapter 4.

409 Clay, Close-Up, 42.
410 Gruen, Heart of Our Cities, 272
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Fort Worth was highly unconventional. 1 he plan contained no assessment

of the existing land uses, as was cornmon in a Bartholomew-style report.

Instead, the plan depicted land use with a series of amorphous hI te,

black and gray "bubble diagrams" contained within a cellular outline

of downtown Fort Worth. Retail marketing uses accounted for close

to 75% of the downtown area in Gruen's scheme, dwarfing the second

highest land use, office buildings, which accounted for only I 4%.i"

Using methodologies that he had developed for his shopping centers,

Gruen calculated that Fort Worth would need to create 59,9 15 parking

41 1 L ruen, Fwt Aon-. I( 16 .
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spaces by 1970. 42Other land uses, such as wholesale mnarketing, civic 3.14

and governmental facilites, and cultural and entertainment acilites, Bfr-fc
Victor Gruen Associates

are indicated in the plan, hut appear at the fringe of the main retail area. A C;neier Fort WVbrri /onorrow'

Breaking with the conventional civic center plan, Gruen's land use diagiram (1 9%6)

called for a "highly compact entity with minimum distances between its

components.'' using the template of shopping center plan rather than a

traditional land use map.

Gruen further rein forced the notion of a comnpact, hotunded

center in the plan's circulatory diagrams. Here, Fort WXorth's future was

o1 2 Gr in, horr Worth, 17.
-413 Ibid, Ibid.
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two alternatives: to build roads to accommodate these cars in the central

section, or to altogether ban cars from the central section.""' The plan

suggests that the first strategy-the creation of a freeway system througlI

downtown-would be disruptive and "of enormous expense." The

second, and preferred, strategy, a loop highway that funnels cars into

"perimeter parking lots and structures,""" is described through a series

of four diagrams denoting the key elements of the plan-a belt highway,

perimeter parking lots to intercept traffic entering the core, a highly

walkable, pedestrianized center with slow moving electric shuttle cars,

and service roads that penetrate the main pedestrian area to provide

drop-off points for buses. Gruen's above ground transportation strategy

was complemented by his conviction that the city build a subsurface

loading network much like those being implemented in his new shopping

centers and which had been included in the design of Rockefeller Center.

"Deliveries are best received at other than ground level," the plan declares.

"Ground level space is the premium space and to sacrifice any of it for the

handling of goods is economically wasteful."" 7 In a flight of fancy, Gruen

also declared that "since the roofs of the parking structures are designed

as heliports, and are capable of handling vertical take-off aircraft, the

sub-surface trucking facilities also service each of these structures thereby

expediting the flow of air mail and air freight.""'

Gruen's conceptual plan for circulation at Fort Worth built upon

earlier schemes for Chicago, Appleton, Syracuse, and Rye, yet expressed all

of these ideas at a hitherto unimaginable scale. While others, most notably

Louis Kahn in his 1952 Traffic Study for Philadelphia and "Toward a

Plan for Midtown Philadelphia,"4"' had envisaged these ideas taking root

at the scale of a downtown, not until Gruen's Fort Worth scheme had

the idea been so precisely rendered and seriously proposed. Nevertheless,

the main site plan for Fort Worth proved both highly specific as well as

remarkably abstract. The plan has no key and, in contrast to later plans

by Gruen, lacks any color-coded differentiation between pedestrianized

areas and street tramc. Buildings are colored in a spectrum ranging from

brown to burgundy and interspersed with a series of abstract geometrical

414 Gruen, Fort Worth, 18.
415 Ibid, Ibid.'Ilhc costs of GrUen's own scheme are of course overlooked here.

416 lbid, 19.
417 Ibid, 20.
418 Ibid, 21.
419 Louis Kahn. "Toward a Plan for Midtown Philadelphia," Perspecta 2 (1953): 18. Kahn
notably had envisioned "parking harbors- that would provide access to a pedestrian way on Chestnut
Street in Philadelphia. Other examples cited at the time were the proposed loop highway for Kansas
City MO and Boston's Central Artery "Loop." See "What City Pattern: Central City Freeways,"
Architectural Foron 105.3 (1956): 116-117. Also see Smiley, 238.
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renderings that Gruen's team approached the project with a comparable

degree of specificity and rigor to their shopping center commissions. The

plan zooms in to a second area, a grouping of cultural and entertainment

facilities, distinguished by a familiarly shaped auditorium, modeled after

theaters included in outlying shopping centers like Shopper's World in

Framingham. "Adult play areas, restaurants, coffee shops and several hotels

complete the grouping-thus creating within the central city a combined

play area, an educational and cultural center, an entertainment district and

an urban living environment unequalled by any that now exist.""'

As at Northland, the cultural amenities of the dream city were

studded with plantings and public artwork. The most widely published

perspective from the plan depicted a scene looking out towards an

open plaza adjacent to the new "Commerce Street Garage." The plaza's

atmosphere is vibrant and boisterous, with chaotic streams of people

meeting, talking, lounging, and shopping. There are families with children;

men reading newspapers; dogs barking at one another; and pigeons

gobbling breadcrumbs beneath a tree whose leaves have begun to fall. 25 A

man looks down onto the plaza, stopping to take a picture halfway across

the elevated walkway. In looking towards the reader, the photographer

invites the audience into the scene and makes them conscious of their

involvement in it. As the reader becomes aware of their own presence

in the space, they also notice that the pedestrian ground plane stretches

beneath their feet and all around them. The Fort Worth of Yesterday has

given way to the Greater Fort Worth of Tomorrow and they are part of

it. The image is one of peculiar genius and its widespread circulation in

newspapers, trade journals, and popular magazines following the release

of the plan convinced countless downtowners that they had finally found

their reprieve.

Planning Implementation

For all of its flights of imagination, poetry, and illustration, A Greater Fort

Worth Tomorrow was nevertheless a serious proposal. The plan ends with

a series of sections detailing phasing and implementation. The first phase

would consist of the acquisition of right-of-ways for the circumferential

freeways and the first two major parking lots.4 26 Following the completion

of the East-West Freeway, an interim traffic pattern would be established

and subsurface delivery systems would begin to undergo construction.

In the third phase, rubber-tired shuttle cars would begin shuttling

424 Gruen, Fort Worth, 26.
425 The inclusion of birds seems to have been a direct derivation of Gordon Cullen's motifs of

public space.
426 Gruen, Fort Worth, 28.
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shapes indicating pavilions, follies, sculptures, kiosks, and monuments. The

most easily distinguished element of the site plan-the terminal parking

structures with heliports on top-appear as gridded gray megastructures

connecting directly to the loop highways. Tiny figures litter the ground

plane, suggesting a festival atmosphere akin to Disneyland or a World's

Fair. The Disney-like character of the plan was unmistakable, reinforced by

the fact that Gruen's original office in Los Angeles was located on the Walt

Disney Studio lot42 0 and that Gruen had once mused that Disney was his

ideal client.121

In keeping with its playful narrative, following the site plan was a

lengthy prose poem expounding the benefits of the proposal. In a rhythmic

chant, each paragraph began with "This is the plan..." and is followed by

an advertisement of awkwardly phrased improvements. Beside the poem

is a metropolitan area map of the Fort Worth region with the downtown

at its center above a second map of downtown's silhouette atop Midtown

Manhattan, centered on Rockefeller Center. Absent from Gruen's plan

was a well-defined metropolitan strategy. The core was instead portrayed

as an isolated project, akin to Rockefeller Center's city within a city or the

Back Bay Center, rather than the center of a complex regional framework.

Despite the clear regional implications of retail, the plan treated Fort

Worth's downtown as a singular, isolated complex, excluding the regional

analyses that had been a notable feature of plans going back to the New

Deal and earlier.

Having presented the scheme in full, the plan then zoomed into

a typical nine-block section of the core. Using a highly detailed rendering

based on an existing aerial photograph and an abstract site plan, Gruen

shows the grid "refined into an interrelated grouping of plazas and malls

each with individual character. As compared to other utopian schemes

of the time, the renderings for this section provide a remarkable degree

of specificity at first glance. The plan illustrates which buildings are to

be preserved and which are to be cleared; new buildings have each been

detailed individually as a unique architectural complex and building

group; plazas include a range of sculptural elements, plantings, and

arcades. The impression of the whole is palpable, as it is clear from the

420 Based on conversation with Crawford Westbrook, Vice President and Head of Planning,
Victor Gruen Associates, 1961-1979. Westbrook also suggested that the Fort Worth plan might have

been the genius of Karl Van Leuven, Gruen's partner, who had been an animator at Disney. Van

Leuven, however, is not credited in the plan and was not the partner in charge. Moreover, the plan
had been led by the Los Angeles office rather than Gruen's team in Detroit, further bringing this
theory into question.
421 According to historian Sam Gennaway's research, Walt Disney owned a copy of Gruen's

1964 book The Heart of Our Cities. Sam Gennaway. Walt and the Progress of the Promise City (Ayefour,
2011).
422 Gruen, Fort Worth, 23.
423 Ibid, Ibid.
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consumers throughout a pedestrianized core. In the final phase, all of the

surface parking lots have been converted to multi-level structures "with

a combined capacity of 60,000 cars," the "sub-surface delivery route is

complete and over 2,600 trucks per day service the city" and "there arc

now in operation 9.6 million sq. ft. of retail space."'

In his chapter on implementation, Gruen laid out his four essential

requirements for implementation-Will, Organization, [the] Plan, and

Realization. "Plans might create cities on paper," he wrote, "but the

realization of these thought-our schemes from drawings and calculations

to an actual living environment is a task of immense proportions." 2 Jn

a matrix illustrating the governance of the plan's implementation, Gruen

cited the creation a "Committee for a Greater Fort Worth Tomorrow,"

"a nonprofit corporation that coordinated all downtown revitalization

projects,"" and four new public authorities, in addition to the persistence

of private sector support. Authorities suggested by the plan included a

Central District Redevelopment Authority to administer the master plan,

buy, clear and sell lands, as well as issue bonds; a Central District Parking

Authority to construct and operate parking facilities or license private

operators to do so; a Central District Roads Authority to assist federal state,

and city officials with public road construction; and a Central District

Transit and Trucking Authority to construct and operate basement level

trtuck roads and operate and license private operators to run internal shuttle

bus systems."

The concluding image from the plan depicts a scene from the

427 Gruen, Fort Worn'h, 29.
428 Ibid, 30.
429 Ibid, 31.
430 Ibid, Ibid.
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second story one of the massive planned terminal parking garages looking

through a glass curtain wall onto an outdoor plaza. The space, reminiscent

of an automobile showroom, is air conditioned and contained, with

sculptural motifs and kiosks similar to those used in Gruen's Southdale

Shopping Center. A rubber-tired shuttle waits to pick up customers outside

and a bus terminal in the distance provides public transit access to the

plazas through an access loop penetrating the interior of the pedestrian

mall. An amalgam of historic and modern buildings can be made out

through blue glass panes, towering over a rich scene that includes a merry-

go-round, planted areas, and a teahouse."' The caption to the right of

the plan proclaims, "'his plan for A Greater Fort Worth Tomorrow is the

result of thorough technological and economic planning. It is based on

the philosophy of private enterprise. It develops the ultimate solution to

the problem of automobiles on our city streets. It recognizes the pending

breakdown of our antiquated distribution system...The plan insures

freedom from blight and guarantees economic stability.4

Townscape Modernism: Gordon Cullen and Jane Jacobs
To realize the Gruen Plan would take more than private enterprise. So

much was stated in the plan itself. It called for four new authorities,

a citizen's commission, a planning committee, and clearance beyond

anything attempted in any American city to that date. Yet its ambition was

contagious. Writing of the plan in his book Megastructure: Urban Futures

ofthe Recent Past (1976) the architecture critic Reyner Banham wrote, "Its

scale and absoluteness were stunning; the first of the 'business districts-on-

a-podium' projects that inspired megastructuralists; widely published, it

set a standard of detailed elaboration and sheer vastness of ambition that

all later projects had to match if they were to be taken seriously.""' Grady

Clay said of the plan, "So successful was Gruen in selecting, simplifying,

and then exaggerating the symptoms and solutions for a 'dying downtown'

that his plan captured the imaginations of central-city saviors across the

land... It was dramatic, grandiose, efficient-and expensive. Gruen's

originality and verve, his ironic eloquence, put him into the national

spotlight."3  In her 1958 essay in Fortune, "Downtown is for People,"

Jane Jacobs called out the Fort Worth Plan by Gruen as an exemplar of

431 Gruen, Fort Worth, 34-35.
432 Ibid, Ibid.
433 Reyner Banham. Megastructure: Urban Futures ofthe Recent Past (New York, NY: Harper &
Row, 1976), 42.
434 Grady Clay. Close-Up: How to Read the American City (Chicago, IL: The University of
Chicago Press, 1980), 61.
435 Jane Jacobs. "Downtown is For People," in 7he Exploding Metropolis ed. William H.
Whyte. (Garden City, NY: Doubleday & Company, 1958), 157-184.
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good planning even as she criticized contemporary projects, including

Pittsburgh's Gateway Center and the plans drawn up for Philadelphia's

Penn Center, New Orleans, Detroit, and Cleveland. Foreshadowing her

popular critique of urban renewal that would be published three years later

in The Death and Life ofAmerican Cities, Jacobs wrote:

"From city to city the architects' sketches conjure up the same dreary scene; here

is not hint of individuality of whim or surprise, no hint that here is a city with a

tradition and flavor all its own. These projects will not revitalize downtown; they

will deaden it. For they work at cross-purposes to the city. They banish the street.

They banish its function. They banish its variety. There is one notable exception,

the Gruen plan for Fort Worth; ironically, the main point of it has been missed

by many cities that plan to imitate it. Almost without exception the projects have

one standard solution for every need: commerce, medicine, culture, government-

whatever the activity, they take a part of the city's life, abstract it from the hustle

and bustle of downtown, and set it, like a self-sufficient island, in majestic

isolation..."4

Jacobs continued in praising the Gruen plan as a remedy for downtown.

"The plan by Victor Gruen Associates for Fort Worth is an outstanding example.

It has been publicized chiefly for its arrangements to provide enormous perimeter

parking garages and convert the downtown into a pedestrian island, but its

main purpose is to enliven the streets with variety and detail. This is a point

being overlooked by most of the eighty-odd cities, at last count, were seriously

considering emulation of the Gruen plans' traffic principles. There is no magic

in simply removing cars from downtown, and certainly none in stressing peace,

quiet, and dead space. The removal of cars is important only because of the

great opportunities it opens to make streets work harder and to keep downtown

activities compact and concentrated. To these ends, the excellent Gruen plan

includes, in its street treatment, sidewalk arcades, poster columns, flags, vending

kiosks, display stands, outdoor cafes, bandstands, flower beds, and special lighting

effects. Street concerts, dances, and exhibits are to be fostered. The whole point is

to make the streets more surprising, more compact, more variegated, and busier

than before-not less so. One of the beauties of the Fort Worth plan is that

it works with existing buildings, and this is a positive virtue not just as a cost-

saving expedient. Think of any city street that people enjoy and you will see that

characteristically it has old buildings mixed with new.. .Designing a dream city is

easy; rebuilding a living one takes imagination."437

Jacobs had made positive reviews of Gruen's work before,

including in a 1954 Architectural Forum article that called Northland

in Detroit a "classic in shopping center planning, in the sense that the

436 Jacobs, "Downtown is for People," 157-158.
437 Ibid, 162-163, 184.
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Rockefeller Center is a classic in skyscrapcr group planning, or RadbLI rn,

New Jersey, in suburban residential planning."' Gruen's approach to

modernism foreshadowed and reflected an emerging counter critique tha
sought humanism in the midst of renewal. The drawings of Gruen's Iort

Worth plan by Carlos Diniz and Ben Althen portrayed a vibrant scenc

that balked at the sterility of the modern in favor of the festivity of the fair.

Accompanying Jacobs' article were a series of drawings by the renowned

British illustrator Gordon Cullen of the Architectural Review. Since his

1947 "Westminster Regained" proposal, Cullen's work had become

increasingly well known as part of the Architectural Review's "Townscape"

series. In 1958, William H. Whyte, Jr. invited Cullen and Ian Nairn

of the British Architectural Review to the United States to "look at the

townscape of our own cities, to sketch not the horrors known so well, but

the strengths, so easily overlooked.",3
" For the series, which was published

in The Exploding Metropolis (1958), Cullen made drawings of public

spaces around the United States, including images of Rockefeller Center,

Chicago's Downtown Loop district; Union Square in San Francisco; the

Riverwalk in San Antonio; Louisville's Courthouse Square; and Louisburg

Square in Boston.

Throughout the emergence of CIAM, the British Architectural

Review had remained an eclectic and independent voice never fully aligned

with the precepts of modernism. Under its director and chairman, Hubert

de Cronin Hustings, writing under then the pen name Ivor de Wolfe,

the Review called upon planners to make a "systematic 'collection of

individual examples of civic design' to build a better appreciation of the

English townscape.""1 In 1946, the Review hired Gordon Cullen to serve

as its assistant art editor. His drawings for the publication's "Townscape"

column circulated widely and culminated in his seminal work, The Concise

Townscape (1961), which pulled together his quirky proposals, loose

sketches, and pedestrian-level perspectives of the British landscape.

Cullen perfected a technique of drawing called 'serial vision,'

which he described in his first large-scale illustration for "Westminster

Regained," discussed briefly at the end of Chapter Two. "The view of a

town as a piece of moving scenery hardly enters the head of the man in the

street, yet for the man in the street especially this is usually what the town

is-a moving set... A visual experience, therefore, in which every shade of

438 Jane Jacobs. "Northland Shopping Center: A New Yardstick For Measuring The Size And
Quality Of Shopping Centers-J. L Hudson's Northland Near Detroit by Architect Victor Gruen
Associates," Arh-itecturol Forum 100.6 (1954): 103.
439 Whyte, The Exploding MetVropolis. See inset sketches after page 158.
44 0 Cbristopher Klemek. The 71nsatlantic Collapse of Urban Renetval: Postwar Urbanism fom
New Yorke to Berlin. (Chicago. IL: University of Ch icago Press, 201 1), 85.
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white and grey, subtle contrasts of shadow and light, and a series of objects,

the towers, masts, roofs and spires of Westminster, which continually

reassemble in a really miraculous variety of 'compositions,' cannot be

enjoyed single-mindedly because the area has not been developed as a

homogeneous unity...

Cullen's drawings for the Review did not eschew modernism in

favor of traditionalism. Rather, they critiqued the tendency of the avant-

garde to conveniently edit out elements of the cityscape that cluttered their

proposals." In one Townscape column from April 1958 called "Streetscape

with Furniture: The Attack on the Corridor Street at Notting Hill Gate,""

Cullen's colleague Kenneth Browne drew a traditional modern perspective

bereft of all street life and clutter under the title "Image." He paired it

with a second image, bearing the title "Reality." The image of "Reality"

included everything that had been excluded from the first scene, but was

necessary to make the city function: cut outs of lampposts, signs, gates,

441 Gordon Cullen. "Westminster Regained." Arcitectural Review 102 (1947): 159.
442 A parallel may be drawn here to the early postcards oftAmerican main streets and
downtowns, whose cluttered elements- wires, light posts, debris, etc. were frequently edited out of

their composition. See Isenberg, Downtown America, Chapter 2.
443 Kenneth Browne. "Streetscape with Furniture: lhe Attack on the Corridor Street at

Notting Hill Gate, Architectural Review 123 (1958), 312-323.
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Illustrations by Gordon Cullen

in G.A. Jellicoe's Motopia: A Study

in the Evolution of Urban Landscape

(New York, NY: Praeger, 1961).

and traffic lights all collaged onto the perspective. Clen's drawings often

celebrated the bollards, flags, and street lamps that had been edited out of

conventional renderings, in turn producing scenes that were both highly

pragmatic as well as romantic in their gestures.

Cullen, who had graduated from the Royal Institute of Architects

and then went on to work for architects Raymond McGrath and then

Berthold Lubetkin, had excelled as an illustrator in practice and developed

his own style of drawing before joining the Review in 1946. Some of his

best-known works, which were later featured in Townscape, were originally

published in the late 19 4 0s and early 1950s. In addition to "Westminster

Regained," Cullen's colorful 1949 study "Bankside Regained" for River

Thames; his 1949 series on "Outdoor Publicity;" and sketches he made

of Lyme Regis, Waterside New Town, and the Looe Sea Front in 1950

gave force of vision to a nascent countermovement brewing from both

inside and outside of the modernist establishment."" Cullen's drawings

of cities and his subtle interventions tempered modernist proposals by

integrating them into an existing physical and cultural fabric. In Geoffrey

Jellicoe's 1961 proposal Motopia, a monumental utopia in the tradition

of Hilberseimer, Cullen sketched a series of street scenes from within

the megastructure, a gridded highway-building hybrid joined by soaring

roundabouts. Cullen's drawings showed old Englishmen in caps chatting

beneath a thicket of trees, with people, street furniture, and signage

obscuring the totality of jellicoe's proposal.

Carlos Diniz and the Art of Delineation

Despite the widespread attention paid to the renderings of Fort Worth,

existing scholarship on Gruen hardly acknowledges the pivotal role played

by the plan's delineators in crafting the plan's iconic perspectives. Few

histories of planning or architecture fully explore the role of the delineator,

even though their drawings are often the primary manifestation of the

work."" In plans, delineation plays an especially critical role, since these

renderings mark main advertisement of the scheme, as well as in many

cases, its only physical artifact. The profession of architectural delineation

did not emerge until I 870s and I 880s, when large architectural firms

began calling upon illustrators to make drawings for publication in

444 David Gosling. Gordon Cillen: Visions of liban Design. (London, UK: Academy Editions,
1996).
445 Several books on delineation were consulted during this thesis, including: Alfred Kemper.
Presentation Drawings by American anhitects (New York, NY: Wiley, 1973; 1977): Albert 0. Halse.
Architectural Rendering: the Techniques of Conrenporary Presentation. (New York, NY: McGraw- Hill,
1960; 1972; 1988); Building /llusion: The Works of Carlos Diniz (Tokyo Process Architecture Co.,
I 992): Ernest E. Burden. An'hitectural Delineation: a Photographic Approach to Presentation. (New
York, NY: McGraw-Hill, 1992.) Most of these books featured exemplary presentation drawings by
American architects and/or provided technical advice for delineators themselves.
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professional journals.446 A number of illustrators rose to prominence

around the turn of the century with the rise of City Beautiful movement.

These included David Gregg, Eldon Deane, Harvey Ellis, Schell Lewis,

Arthur Guptill, Francis Hoppen, Hughson Hawley, Marion Mahoney,

and Otto Eggers, as well as architect/draftsmen such as Bertram Goodhue,

Frank Lloyd Wright and Wilson Eyre.447

While most of the delineators of his time remain largely unknown,

Jules Guerin (1846-1946) proved an exception. Guerin, who was born

in St. Louis in 1866 and studied in Chicago448 then Paris, first emerged

as a draftsman executing a small series of renderings for the 1893 World's

Columbian Exposition in Chicago. Guerin came into prominence as an

illustrator when he was retained by Charles McKim to produce renderings

for the McMillan Plan for Washington D.C. in 1901. Most famous for his

colorful illustrations of Burnham and Bennett's 1909 Plan of Chicago, he

was renowned "for his ability to create an atmosphere that vividly suggested

local qualities of light and material, and his tendency toward 'suppression

of detail in favor of structural mass.' 449 After the Plan of Chicago, Guerin

emerged as the foremost delineator of the City Beautiful era and provided

illustrations for most of Bennett's plans through the 1920S.4

Like Guerin, the architectural delineator Hugh Ferriss was born

in St. Louis. It was in New York City, however, working first under Cass

Gilbert and then as a freelancer delineator, that Ferriss established his

signature rendering style. Early in his career, Ferriss' drawings had retained

a Beaux Arts aesthetic, yet over time he developed his own chiaroscuro

technique using charcoal to create an effect similar to Piranesi's mid-

eighteenth century drawings of imaginary labyrinthine prisons. Ferriss

received his most famous commission to make a series of drawings for

the architect Harvey Wiley Corbett in 1922 that would demonstrate the

formal implications of New York City's zoning code. These illustrations,

which created a series of exaggerated bird's eye view perspectives over an

imaginary future Gotham, were later published as part of the Regional

Plan of New York and compiled in Ferriss' 1929 book The Metropolis of

Tomorrow. Ferriss, as Guerin had done for the City Beautiful, defined the

vision of the 1920s and 1930s, giving physical expression to the ideas of

446 Jules Guerin, Master Delineator, An exhibition organized by the School ofArchitecture
(Houston, TX: Rice University, December 1983), 5
447 Jules Guerin, 5.
448 It is interesting to note that Guerin is said to have shared a studio and roomed in a

boardinghouse with the famous American cartoonist Winsor McCay in 1889.

449 Guerin, 7.
450 While Guerin had earned considerable recognition for his planning commissions, he

aspired to attain fame as a painter and muralist. Though he undertook several important painting

commissions after WWI, including the mural at the Lincoln Memorial, Pennsylvania Station in New

York Station, and the Cleveland Terminal Building, he never earned great recognition as painter and

retired after the 1920s.
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skyscraper setbacks, elevated streets, and sunken expressways then taking

shape theoretically. Iliough best known for his work in the I920s and

1930s, Ferriss continued practicing through the 1960s, even producing

plans for civic centers and other commissions that stylistically evoked the

Gotham of an earlier age.

While few major city plans were produced from the I 930s

through the mid-I 9 4 0s, there was no shortage of visions put forth by

delineators. Ferriss' famous drawings for the 1939 New York World's Fair

and Frank Lloyd Wright's drawings of Broadacre City (1932) stand among

the foremost examples of utopian image-making from the period. As

important in this era, however, were the visions put forth by modernists

including Le Corbusier, Richard Neutra and Ludwig Hilberseimer, all of

whom devised widely circulated proposals for Utopian city schemes echoing

the 1933 ClAM Athens charter.

Among the most consistently overlooked aspects of the Gruen

plan was the role played by the illustrator Carlos Diniz, who worked for

Victor Gruen Associates from 1952 to 1957, before starting his own firm

and emerging as one of the foremost delineators of his era. Diniz, with Ben

Althen, who worked with Gruen through the 1 970s, were the principal

delineators of the Fort Worth Plan. In his 1992 memoir and career

catalogue Building Illusion, Diniz recalled his time with Victor Gruen

Associates:

I - 4
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"During the approximately five year period at that frm I became totally immersed

in not only drawing, but architectural design, planning and graphic presentation.

By this time many other internationally noted architects and artists were strongly

inHUtiencing my work-most certainly [Frank Lloyd] Wight and [Le] Corbusier

but also the work of the artist Gordon Cullen of the British lournal, Architectura/

Review. While at Gruen much of the emphasis was on shopping centers as that was

his current specialry. ihen the 6rm was commissioned to design a new master plan

for the city of Fort Worth, Texas, the far sighted and inspired Viennese architect

produced a plan which was, in today's terminology, "state of the art" and then

soite! To present this he decided to publish a report which woldi coiltain plans,

renderings, everything that would constitute a total description of the proposed

concept.'

One year after the release of Gruen's Fort Worth plan, Diniz, who

had studied at the Art Center School in Los Angeles and excelled among

the talented ranks at Gruen, left to found his own architectural delineation

firm. In his own practice, his firm went on to Undertake commissIons

for architects including Frank Gehry, Cesar Pelli, Minoru Yamasaki,

Welton Beckett, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, and Benjamin Ihompson

(with James Rouse). Diniz not only played a major hand in defining the

ttniqUe vitality of the Fort Worth scheme, which he had adapted using

the techniques of Gordon Cullen among others, but used his tremendous

range Of skills and delineation techniques to present the plan in a multi-

dimensional way. 'I he renderings done from the pedestrian's vantage point

I 1 Carlo, Diniz. Bui/din, I/t/sion: T7e r/' Car/os DiniIZ (I0ky PrtOLess Architecture CO.,

1992), 12.
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tend to take on a more sketch-like quality, with signage, kiosks, pigeons

and public life playing out across the scene. The aerial transformations,

meanwhile, are crisply detailed and specific, giving off the illusion of a

complete architectural complex of which every detail and form has been

carefully and exhaustively considered."'

Fort Worth was one of the most effective uses of an "entourage"4 53

scene showing a crowded pedestrian level view of a public space.

Throughout his career, Diniz would gain recognition for crafting these

scenes, including commissions for many of the festival marketplaces

developed from the 1960s through the 1980s. These included drawings

for Laclede's Landing (St. Louis, 1967), Faneuil Hall Marketplace

(Boston, 1974), Harborplace (Baltimore, 1978) and South Street Seaport

(New York, 1980), the latter three of which were designed by Benjamin

Thompson Associates and developed by the Rouse Company. Nicholas

Olsberg describes Diniz's "art of building illusion" as a "weaving together

of the many disparate sensibilities of [his] tradition: the vitality captured

along with documentary precision in Guardi's Venice, Canaletto's London

or the cityscape of a Japanese print; the shadowy theater, the evocative and

moody approaches that evoke space and shape with exaggerated lighting

of Piranesi, John Michael Gandy and Hugh Ferriss; and the clarity and

cubistic simplicity...in such illustrations as Otto Wagner's for greater

Vienna, Frank Lloyd Wrights' Wasmuth portfolio, Le Corbusier's "Radial

City" and Antonio Sant'Elia's "New City."" In reference to Cullen's

influence, Olsberg suggests that Diniz adapted "Cullen's language to the

dynamism and scale of the American scene and fused it with the many

traditions that preceded it."
45 6 He also notes that Diniz "turned away

from the monumental uniformity of the first megaprojects toward a new

'humanism,' in which huge interventions were disguised by disparate scales

and shapes, intimate covered walkways and active streetscapes."

The influence of Carlos Diniz in the Fort Worth scheme should

not be overstated, of course. His role was to translate and enhance Gruen's

theatrical vision of the city. Diniz's legacy as an illustrator, however,

452 It is important to note here that the Fort Worth renderings were the work of both

Carlos Diniz and Ben Althen. The colorful main site plan was delineated by Althen, while Diniz

was responsible for the aerial perspectives (as they bear his signature). Though the pedestrian eye-

level perspectives are assumed to have been done by Diniz, there is no signature on those drawings,

indicating either that they were in fact carried out by a team of illustrators or by Althen alone, given
that he later is credited with drawing the main pedestrian perspectives of the Fresno Plan among

others.
453 See Burden, Architectural Delineation, 112-116.
454 This is based on my comprehensive review of plans from the early 1900s through the mid-

1970s.
455 Nicholas Olsberg. "For and Against Modernism: Los Angeles in the Illustrations of Carlos
Diniz," The Modernism Magazine, 11.4,2008,38.
456 Olsberg, 38.
457 Ibid, 42.
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reinforces both the assimilation of Gordon Cullen's townscape into 3.27

American architecture and urbanism beginning in the 1950s and the SOLIthdalc Ccntct, Main Court.
Minneapolis, Minnesota, 1969

farsighted ambitions of Victor Gruen, whose showmanship and peculiar victor Cruen Associates (Completed

blend of free-enterprise boosterism and European urbanity sympathies help 1956)
Credit: G.E. Kidder Srmith Image

create a new model for downtown that echoed through the I 980s. Coeti MIT ibraries
Collection, M I Libraries

VGA and Los Angeles Modern in the 1950s

In the I 950s, Gruen's Los Angeles office was a cauldron of talent and

creativity. Thie firm incubated some of the top architects and design figures

of its generation, including many who would go on to shape the dialogues

of next half century. While Gruen's showmanship loomed large over the

firm's identity, he both partnered with and attracted a corps of creative and

talented designers during the I 950s and early 1 960s. His partner and old

friend from Vienna Rudi Baumfield was the firm's Head of Design. The

Italian architect Edgardo Contini led engineering and transportation. Karl

Van Leuven, who had been an animator at Disney and worked on Duinbo

(1941) among other films, headed up the Detroit office and was in charge

of development. Ben Southland and later the Swiss Beda Zwicker, whom

Gruen had plucked from Sert's office in the early 1 950s, led planning.

Herman GUttman supervised the firm's shopping center projects.
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Midtown Plaza, Rochester, New

York (Completed 1962)
Designer: Gere Kavataugh

Credit: Crawford Westbrook

Collection, MIT Libraries

On Gruen's staff were several designers would later go on to

illustrious careers of their own. The architect Frank Gehry worked for

Victor Gruen Associates while a student at the University of Southern

California before becoming full-time in 1954." Of his time at the firm,

Gehry recalled, "the office had people like Fred Usher, Marion Sampler,

Gere Kavanagh, Kip Stewart, Greg Walsh, and John Gilchrest. It was a

place that was interested in art and culture and design. Some of them came

out of the [Ray and Charles] Eames office. There was a lot of energy...""

While Gehry served as a project manager rather than a designer while at

Gruen,"' his tenure at the firm sheds light on its open and creative culture

in the Los Angeles Modern scene of the I 950s and I 960s. The firm's

creative director, Marion Sampler, was one of the first African-American art

directors in the country. Frederick A. Usher, who had worked for Charles

and Ray Eames before joining Gruen, did the layout and typography for

the Fort Worth Plan and later went on to a heralded career of his own.

Gruen's storefront design work, while a smaller part of the portfolio later

on, included a series of spectacularly imaginative interiors for the Cyril

Magnin department store in the 1950s. Magnin's stores were designed "to

suggest shops on a busy street, incorporating dramatic signage and wall

graphics, fashionable furniture, and even handcrafted sculpture by artists

such as Ruth Asawa and Claire Falkenstein.""" Gere Kavanaugh, a female

designer who worked first in firm's Detroit office before flourishing in LA

designing store and shopping center interiors, also designed the famous

Clock of the Nations at Midtown Plaza in Rochester. This culture of design

permeated the firm's work and found expression in its downtown plans."

The layout and graphic design at Victor Gruen Associates reflected

the latest typographical styles as well. Notable is the use of Craw Clarendon

typeface, which was revived by the typographer Freeman Crew in the

early I 950s, in both the Fort Worth plan and the firm's shopping center

brochures. Typographical styles had played an equally significant role as in

458 Gehry worked at Gruen for two stints, first as a student in the early through mid-I 950s
and then from 1958-1960, after leaving the Harvard (raduate School of Design, where he had been
pursuing a degree in city planning. and a brief tenure wvorking for the firm of William Pereira and
Charles Luckman. See Paul Goldberger. Buiiaing Art: th Life and Work of Frink Gehrv (New York,
NY: Alfred A. Knopf, 2015).
459 John Pastier. "Q&A: Giehry at 80' Ihe Architect's Newspaper, March 24, 2009, http://
archpaper com/news/articles.asp?id=332 I #.VwLx6KY0oiE.
460 Armong the projects that Gehry worked on were the Charles River Park Houses in Boston's
West End and Midtown Plaza in Rochester, New York. While at Gruen, he was apparently known as
a housing expert. In 1973, Gehry would work with GrUen Associates, James Rouse, and Ernst Hahn
on the Santa Monica Place project, which built on Gruen's Santa Monica Pedestrian Mall Plan from
1960.
461 See Wendy Kaplan and Staci Steinberger. -I lie Dissemination of California Design 1945-
65,' in California Design, 1930- 1966: Living in a Modern wahy, (Cambridge. MA: MIT Press, 20 11),
308.
462 See Jeremy Aynsley. "Developing a language of Vision: Graphic Design in California in
Califi-nia Design, 1930-1966 Living in a Modern Wal', (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2011), 280.
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the early 1950s work of Gordon Cullen, who with Nicolette Gray, adopted

"fat-faced" and Egyptian letter types as part of an effort to coordinate

lettering styles for "printed ephemera" and advertising on the South Bank

of London."' According to Paul Rennie, the revival of these bold serif

typefaces marked "an end to the first period of modernism associated with

unity, functionalism and monumentality, and a beginning of a period of

lighter-spirited, more variegated architecture and design." 64 The cover

of Nicolette Gray's book Lettering on Buildings (1960) was designed by

Gordon Cullen in his townscape vernacular and echoed the typographical

sensibilities employed by those at Gruen in the 1950s.

Though well known for the scale and creativity of its design,

Gruen's A Greater Fort Worth Tomorrow proved just as pioneering in its

graphic design and rendering. In the design-rich culture of mid-1950s Los

Angeles, Gruen's talented staff set a new paradigm for the presentation

of the city plan. The publicity around Gruen's main renderings and the

dissemination of the plan itself produced countless imitators, such that

plans for Charles Center in Baltimore, Tulsa, Oklahoma, and other cities

produced over the ensuing years could easily be mistaken for Gruen plans.

Gruen's Epitome District

While A Greater Fort Worth Tomorrow set a paradigm in plan making for

the core, its influence as a design idea was equal, if not greater than its

influence as a graphic style. Reflecting upon the plan in 1980, Grady Clay

wrote of Gruen:

"His position was defensive. The old city needed to be defended against its newest

enemy, the automobile. Later...he grew more explicit; it was necessary to set up

'an inner defense line' plus 'two further fortifications systems-to repel invasion

of mechanical hordes onto those areas where they create havoc.'...in his public

speeches, Gruen exhibited plans of medieval cities, including his native Vienna,

bristling with walled forts, bounded by moats and fields of fire for defense. This

was eloquent and powerful stuff to which downtowners responded in droves.

Commissions for redoing downtowns poured in to the Gruen firm from all over:

Fresno, Stamford, Paterson, Cincinnati, Manhattan, Rochester, Norfolk, Santa

Monica, Vancouver, et al... His proposals were widely published; they became

official doctrine in hundreds of city plans of the 1960's, and were built into the

townscapes of the 1970's. If anything had become a major new epitome district of

the American city by 1972, it was Gruen's.

Gruen thus came to stand for twentieth-century rational solutions to

large-scale urban problems. His solutions were made up of large units, managed

463 Paul Rennie. "Fat Faces All Around: Lettering and the Festival Style," in Twentieth Century

Architecture 5: Festival of Britain, ed. Elain Harwood and Alan Powers, The Journal ofthe Twentieth
Century Society, 2001. This is in reference to Cullen's Bankside Regained project.

464 Rennie, 1 15.
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by large organizations, executed by big-scale finance and construction tactics-

epitomizing the way twentieth-century American cities were heading. In contrast,

the breaks we examined earlier represented the nineteenth-century mode of city

expansion by means of sinplistic, repetitive gridiron pattern into which small

operators, single-lot buyers, individual homeowners, and builders could fit. In a

comparatively short time, from grid to Gruen, a major shift had taken place."

Clay referred to Gruen's plan as the "epitome district" of the 1960s and

1970s. An "epitome district," he wrote, "is a brief statement expressing the

essence of something, a short presentation of a large topic. A city's epitome

districts are crammed with ciLies that trigger our awareness to the larger

scene-things aroUInd the corner, processes out of sight, history all but

covered up. lhey stand for other things; they generate metaphors; they

aire the sort of places that, ideally, help us get it all together.""' Gruen's

epitome district consisted of three major compelling argtiments. The first

was the plan itself, a large format brochure that served as an advertisement

for Gruen's big ideas for "City X." Ihe second argUment was for the

pedestrianization of downtown, which transformed streets into plazas and

indulged in carnival fantasies and World's Fair kitsch. ihe third argument

was essentially a large-scale transportation vision that entailed the complete

separation of pedestrians and traffic as a form-giving principle for city

design. Gruen's transportation vision, as articulated in his compelling

vision of the ring road and the terminal garage, became the model for

Urban reconstruction during the Interstate Era.

Loop Roads and the Interstate Highway1 Act

The vision of a loop highway or boulevard encircling the downtown was

hardly new by 1956. Loop roads had been a trafic planning strategy going

back to the early 1 900s and were featured in plans for Buffalo, Boston,

Cincinnati, as well as many other cities. As Elihu Rubin documents,

Boston, one of the first cities to begin postwar highway construction,

starting with its Central Artery Loop in 1952, had proposed a loop as

early as 1923, a proposal which was reiterated in Robert Whitten's 1930

lhoroughfare Plan for Boston, and again in the 1948 Master Highway

Plan for Metropolitan Boston by De LeUw, Cather and Company. " Ring

road trafic distribUtion had figured prominently in many of the schemes

put forth by Ladislas Segoe in the late I 940s and early I 950s, as well as

plans by other leading traffic engineering firms, such as Alan M. Voorhees

& Associates and Wilbur Smith & Company. While loops represented a

465
466
46o

C] a\, Cose-Lp (1
Ibid. 38.
Rubi'in. 98-100.
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widespread solution to the congestion problem of cities, they also figured

prominently in shopping center plans, which used access distribution and

rings roads to funnel cars from major roads and highways into massive

surface parking lots without creating gridlock at the entry points.

While Gruen had always expressed an ambiguous position

towards decentralization, his position on the automobile remained firmly

negative throughout his career. He wrote frequently of the need to "tame

the motorcar""" and referred to cars as "mechanical hordes."4 9 In spite

of his rhetoric, his strategy for combatting the excesses and externalities

of automobility was accommodation as opposed to rejection. In Shopping

Towns USA, Gruen stated that it was imperative for architects and designers

to both understand and manipulate traffic planning. "In spite of its

specialized nature," he said, "it should not be assumed that traffic planning

is a field entirely reserved for the specialist, the traffic engineer, or the traffic

expert. Basic traffic planning concerns the planning team as a whole and

the architect in particular."" Gruen's keen attention to traffic was reflected

by the fact that his partner in the firm, who presented the Fort Worth

Plan by his side, was the engineer Edgardo Contini. Contini, in fact,

had been the partner-in-charge at Fort Worth and played an incredibly

important role in the firm's growth throughout the 1950s and 1 9 6 0 s.'- An

Italian engineer described by one paper as Gruen's "handsome, eager, and

dynamic" sidekick, j2 Contini had been a member of the firm Smith, Jones,

and Contini, which was well known for its Los Angeles housing design

prior to his joining Gruen's team.

It is important to note that while Gruen's plan for Fort Worth

preceded the passage of the Interstate Highway Act in 1956, there were

plans for road construction in place at Fort Worth and many other cities

by the 1950s. The passage of the Highway Act had been a priority of

President Dwight D. Eisenhower since he took office in 1953. Eisenhower

had experienced firsthand the terrible state of the country's roads when he

took part in the Transcontinental Motor Convoy of 1919. The Convoy,

which had roughly followed the route of the Lincoln Highway (America's

468 Gruen, Heart of Our Cities, 212.
469 Ibid, 214.
470 Victor Gruen and Larry Smith. Shopping Towns USA; The Planning a/Shopping Centers

(New York, NY: Rheinhold Publishing, 1960), 115.
471 In 1950, Grueri invited Karl Van Leuven, Edgardo Contini, and Rudi Baumfield to

join him in forming Victor Gruen Associates. Contini led engineering, Baumfield design, and Van

Leuven, client relations and development (Wall, 75). Baumfield and Gruen knew one another from

their schooling in Vienna, while Van Leuven had been an animator and cartoonist for Disney before

shifting into architecture. It is interesting to note that Gruen, Baumfield, and Contini were all Jewish.

Ben Southland joined the firm to lead Planning in 1956, Herman Gtnttman became a partner and

head of production ill 1957 and Beda Zwicker became the partner in charge of the New York Office

in 1963.
472 Hardwick, 170.

3.30, 3.31
Fort Worth (top) and Dallas

Urban Interstate Highways

'ihe Yellow Book," 1955.
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first transcontinental road) from Washington D.C. to Oakland, California,

suffered from frequent breakdowns and obstacles that reinforced the

critical need for a national road network. Though federal aid for road

construction had passed before, notably in the 1920s, nothing of this scale

had yet been tried. The Eisenhower administration drafted legislation for

the bill in 1954, which was then rejected by the House and Senate in 1955

due to a disagreement over financing. The act's passage was eventually

engineered by gaining the crucial support of big-city mayors, who believed

that urban freeways were an essential part of the solution to reversing

downtown decline. To ensure the act's passage, the highway lobby, led by

the American Association of State Highway Officials (AASHTO), had

to add significantly more urban routes to the interstate system, which

were eventually compiled in the 1955 "yellow book," including 100

metropolitan area interstate plans, distributed to Congress. The map

book designated loop roads surrounding most major downtowns and

metropolitan regions and as a further olive branch to urban interests, the

law specified that local traffic needs would merit equal consideration to

interstate commerce in the determination of these routes.'7 Of the 42,500

miles passed as part of the Act, cities had one-fifth of the total highway

mileage. The bill provided cities with 90 percent federal financing, with

total funding to cities for roadway construction dwarfing that of the urban

renewal legislation passed only two years earlier.

The scale of roadway construction proposed for Fort Worth was

on par with the anticipated impact of the Interstate program in cities,

precipitating what Marshall Berman would refer to as "the expressway

world." In remaking the entire city as a pedestrian mall ringed by a fortified

system of garages to prevent traffic from entering the center, however, the

plan went far beyond anything traffic consultants like De Leuw Cather

or Voorhees had envisioned. Gruen's plans subjugated the objectives of

traffic planning to the imperative of retail and, secondarily, the joy of the

pedestrian. Indeed, the absolute horizontal segregation of traffic in Fort

Worth could only be compared in scope to the vision put forth in Corbett's

traffic proposals for a vertically segregated metropolis in 7he Regional Plan

of New York and its Environs in the 1920s.

By 1950, the parking garage had also begun to come into its own

as a typology downtown. A February 1953 article in Architectural Forum

described that year as "Garage Year" due to the nearly 75 million dollars in

private capital entering the garage field. The article pointed to changing

building codes that made multi-level garages cheaper to construct,

473 Frieden and Sagalyn, 21.
474 "Garages Grow Up," Architectural Forum, 98:2 (1953), 120.
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streamlined designs with modular steel units, and new mechanical garage

technologies that allowed for efficient stacking. The underground garage

built below Union Square in San Francisco in the early 1940s and the new,

low-cost open deck garages then under construction provided downtown

retailers and businessmen with optimism that the parking woes of the

previous decades might finally begin to ebb.

Yet behind the parking progress of the 1950s, a battle waged

between those who felt that parking should be the responsibility of the

municipality and those who felt that it should be shepherded by private

enterprise.475 Those who called for public construction and management of

parking garages saw it as a "natural extension of the city's street system"476

and believed that eminent domain could be used to build parking lots

where they were most needed (such as at the off ramp from the freeway).

The private argument followed that the city going into the parking

business would be sure to create conflicts between merchants benefitting

unequally from the garage locations, cause the taxpayer to be burdened in

the long run, and could be better orchestrated through a plan rather than

a direct municipal expenditures.4 77 The experience of cities to date had

been diverse. Evanston, Illinois and Grand Rapids, Michigan had both

successfully raised funds to build and operate public garages. Baltimore,

New Brunswick, and Indianapolis had done just the opposite, making

loans or creating incentives for private entrepreneurs to handle the parking

problem cooperatively.

For all of his rhetoric on "the philosophy of private enterprise,"478

Gruen's scheme for Fort Worth seemed to tilt more in the direction of

the former strategy than the latter. In forming a Central District Parking

Authority "to construct and operate parking facilities or license private

operators to do the same," Gruen opened the door to oppositional forces

that would eventually sink his plan.

The Gruen Plan for Fort Worth: an Epilogue

In 1956, the Gruen Plan briefly put the city of Fort Worth on the map.

Even the utility baron J.B. Thomas, the unlikely public patron who had

commissioned the report, relished his moment in the spotlight. In spite of

its visionary qualities and allusions to private enterprise, the Gruen plan's

$150 million dollar price tag relied on extensive public financing that was

not quick to materialize.7 The plan had the support of the City Council,

475 "Garages Grow Up," 124.
476 Ibid, Ibid.
477 Ibid, Ibid.
478 Gruen, Fort Worth, 32.
479 Hardwick, 187.
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however, who pushed for two bills in the state legislature that allow the city

to "condemn buildings, sell off property, and oversee development, as well

to operate parking garages."480 After the plan's release, a delegation from

Fort Worth including Thomas, the Mayor, the Chamber of Commerce

President, and the city manager, lobbied the Texas State Highway

Commission to alter existing plans for an elevated East-West highway in

favor of a depressed road, to no avail.

At the time, Texas was one of thirteen states that had yet to

pass urban renewal legislation authorized by the federal government. As

the bill approached the legislature, local papers informally named it the

'Gruen Bill.'" It failed by a single vote out of concern over property rights

expressed by certain members of the Texas Senate. After two setbacks,

plan supporters reassembled, this time, to pass a parking bill that would

authorize the construction of Gruen's massive terminal garages by giving

cities in Texas the ability to build and operate public garages.

When the parking bill came to the floor, the plan's ambitions

really stalled. The president of the Chamber of Commerce, who had

formerly been a booster of the Gruen Plan, suddenly opposed it, seemingly

under pressure from George Thompson, a bank president who owned

several downtown garages. 483 Thompson cited a slippery slope into "state-

sponsored socialism" and worried about the prospect of the city having "a

monopoly of downtown garage business."484 The Fort Worth Star- Telegram

reported that "the key measure for Fort Worth's Gruen Plan of downtown

modernization was killed."485 As M. Jeffrey Hardwick states, "With

these three legislative defeats, the Gruen plan proponents had no legal

authority or money to build their dream city." 486 "The Fort Worth Plan

lived and died on issues of mobility and access-restructuring movement

and parking relative to the vested interest of downtown landowners,"

wrote Alex Wall. "Ironically, despite the intensive studies of parking and

traffic, parking lot and garage owners helped defeat the project."487 In a

foreshadowing of sentiments that would much later run counter to the

pedestrian malls, long after its demise, George Thompson, who rallied

against the plan, reportedly said, "People like to do business where there are

people and traffic, and where there is the sound appearance of commercial

activity. I don't want to do business in a botanical garden."488

480 Hardwick, 187.
481 Ibid, 188.
482 Ibid, 188-89.
483 Ibid, 189.
484 Ibid, Ibid.
485 "Gruen Parking Bill Dies; Slum Plan Given Boost," Fort Worth Star Telegram, April 30,
1957.
486 Hardwick, 189.
487 Wall, 134.
488 Ibid, Ibid.164



Fort Worth: Temporal Reading

In September 1959, after the Fort Worth plan had imploded over internal

conflicts, a downturn in business and political enthusiasm, and rancor over

entrenched parking interests, the city watched a number of smaller cities,

including Springfield, Oregon; Toledo, Ohio; and Kalamazoo, Michigan

experiment with pedestrianization. In response to these temporary malls,

and perhaps disdainful of having lost their fleeting moment in the spotlight

of downtown renewal, Fort Worth decided to experiment with a three-day

trial for a six-block downtown mall on Houston Street. The city council

altered city zoning regulations to permit merchants to put planters in front

of their shops and created a mechanism that would permit the closure of a

street downtown. Yet the trial, which was mocked by businessmen for its

carnival kitsch, lasted only three days and Fort Worth would, despite its

close association with the pedestrian mall, never build one downtown.489

Over the following ten years, Fort Worth would continue to cede

its strategic position and trade area to Dallas. After the Gruen Plan, the city

released two subsequent plans for downtown in 1965 and 1966, one by

the City Planning Commission and the other by the Fort Worth Chapter

of the American Institute of Architects (AIA).4 90 These plans were followed

by a plan for the central business district by landscape architect Lawrence

Halprin in 1971.

A Proposalfor the Core Area 1966

Fort Worth's 1966 AIA plan, A Proposalfor the Core Area, Fort Worth,

Texas49' offers a compelling comparison to the Gruen Plan. Visually, the

plan sought to achieve the same graphic clarity as the 1956 plan, yet

departed from many of its of its central recommendations. The definition

of the core area, delineated in a black and white aerial photograph, shifted

to include a smaller subsection of downtown, defined as a core and a frame

489 Hardwick, 197. Also see Jeanne Lowe. "What's Happened in Fort Worth?" Architectural

Forum 110.5 (1959): 136-139.
490 The pattern of plans performed and accepted by outside agencies and groups was one of

the most unexpected and surprising findings of this investigation. That external groups could publish

plans that would later be adopted or become so closely associated with the city perhaps reflected the
uncertain role of planning in the 1950s in relation to capital. Especially where outside associations

or business councils wanted to control decision-making, the external planning apparatus had distinct
advantages.
491 A Proposalfor the Core Area, Fort Worth, Texas. (Fort Worth, TX: American Institute of

Architects and the Fort Worth City Planning Department, 1966).
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area. Like the Gruen plan, the AIA effort used a watermark to denote the

central business district's image. Ihat diagram, however, was a latticework

of streets coming together rather than a singular unit, evidence of another

departure from the initial totality of the scheme.

Rather than end with a chapter on implementation, as Gruen

had done, the 1966 plan begins with a chapter on implementation. Each

chapter transition highlighted an illustrated perspective, often a bustling

pedestrian plaza or iconic building delineated by a different member of

the architects' consortium. Ihe site plan for the downtown was articulated

as a basic land use map, of which the most prominent elements are the

county courthouse and a massive proposed convention center almost four

blocks in length. perspectives drawn for the proposal nonetheless repeat

the fanciful elements that had made Gruen's plan popular, including small

flying machines, elevated walkways, and a carnival atmosphere of kiosks,

foliage, and fountains-an essentially pedestrian experience. Though the

492 Ihe "core-frame' concept of the central business district cmerged in the mid-I 950s. In
Horwood and Boyce's Studies of the Centrial Business District and Urban Freeway Development
(1959), the authors defned the concept as such: "11e central area is divided into two major regions:
an inner core characterized by intensive land use, extended vertical scale, limited horizontal scale
and change, concentrated daytime population, focus on intracity mass transit, center of specialized
functions, and internally conditioned boundaries; and an outer frame characterized by semi-intensive
land use, prominent functional subregions, extended horizontal scale, unlinked functional subreg'ions
and externally conditioned boundaries."' See Clyde E. Browning. "Recent Studies of Central Business
Districts. ournal o f/th i ra hnt1tute of IPanoers 27.1 11961): 82-87.
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site plan for downtown did not highlight a pedestrian mall as an organizing

concept for the proposal, the plan nevertheless proposed to turn Main

Street and portions of two other streets into "pedestrian ways." It also

explicitly cited the pedestrian as the main user of the core area and sought

to "facilitate the countless person-to-person contacts that must take place

daily in business activity."'"

Though the 1966 plan paid homage to the Gruen plan in its

language and attitude, the proposal for the core itself marked an incredible

downscaling of ambitions from a decade earlier. Even the primary

diagram calling for pedestrianization amounted to little more than a

loosely concocted bubble diagram floating over some of the downtown

shopping streets. 9 In spite of its diminished ambitions, the AIA plan

touted the same basic principles that Gruen had put forth, using "a better

core tomorrow" as a key phrase and even citing an intercept strategy for

downtown in reference to traffic planning. The most detailed elements of

the plan, perhaps reflecting a strategy among AIA members to use it as a

catalyst for new architectural work, were its proposals for a new retail

center, government complex, and convention center. At the time, the

convention center had already been approved and would eventually be

built, along with a variety of downtown office buildings, though many of

these were not constructed until the 1980s. 496

While a pedestrian mall was never built in Fort Worth, a modified

version of the scheme presented in the 1966 plan was constructed on

Main Street between the convention center and the county courthouse,

with a large pedestrian plaza called Sundance Square at the halfway

point. In spite of being one of the first cities to provide a clear vision for

a circumferential highway encircling downtown, Fort Worth never built

a highway loop. Instead, a triangular interchange was built around Butler

Place, an area that had been cleared in the late 1930s by the Public Works

Administration and served as one of the nation's first large scale public

housing projects. Though a number of perimeter parking garages were

eventually constructed, including a fortress-like edifice at the corner of

Texas and Lamar streets, most of the lots remained surface parking and

were interspersed throughout the downtown area.

493 A Proposalfor the Core Area, Fort Worth, Texas. 13.
494 Ibid, 15.
495 [his strategy had already been tried successfully in Knoxville as part of the Market Square
Mall project of 1961.
496 Two skyscrapers, the 

4
0-story Burnett Plaza Building and the 30-story Landmark Tower

had been built in 1961 and 1957, respectively.
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Lawrence Halprin: CBD Sector Report 1971

The landscape architect Lawrence Halprin's 1971 Fort Worth: CBD Sector

Report, meanwhile, though published only five years after the AIA plan,

signified a significant departure from the precepts established in the Gruen

scheme. Halprin, a landscape architect, had designed Minneapolis' Nicollet

Mall (opened in 1967) and Ghirardelli Square in San Francisco (1964), as

well as a partially implemented scheme for San Francisco's Market Street

(1962, 1967). While his work for Nicollet Mall had drawn acclaim, the

plan for the transit mall had initially been drawn up by Barton-Aschman

Associates in the late 1 950s, an idea they had sketched in their earlier work

on the Chicago Perimeter Plan of 1953.

Halprin was originally invited to Fort Worth by the city's "Streams

and Valleys Committee," which was dedicated to reclaiming the Trinity

River and had released a preliminary plan for that initiative in 1970."

Having been brought to Fort Worth to undertake the river plan, Halprin

was subsequently engaged to author a report for the city's central business

497 Alison Hirsch. City Choreographer: L.awrence Halprin in Urban RenewalAnerica

(Minneapolis, MN: Universitv a Minnesota Press. 201,4). 101.
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district and assist the Texas Highway Department on a Freeway Corridor

Selection Plan in tandem with the river plan .4' According to Alison

Hirsch, whereas "the Gruen plan.. .called for a freeway loop circling

the CBD, which would be entirely pedestrianized as a shopping and

commercial center. The Halprin Plan sought a balance between pedestrian

and automobile networks and, unlike the Gruen plan, was based on

existing regional ecology and urban networks."" The plan was also the

first in which Halprin used his "Take Part" participatory workshop,

which became a standard practice for the firm later on.""' Halprin's plan

proposed six major projects: a circumferential surface traffic loop system

around the CBD, an off-street parking program; a mall on Houston Street

(the same street that had hosted a temporary mall in 1959); an enclosed

pedestrian network (modeled on Minneapolis' skyway network); major

retail development; and the Trinity River Overlook and Riverfront Park.""

The first five of these recommendations had been iterated in the Gruen

plan and the AIA scheme. Here these were adapted to a less disruptive scale

in the environmentally conscious early 1970s. Diagrams for the loop called

for a pair of one-way streets that could offer the same basic impact as the

loop highway.'"2 Structured parking was scaled down considerably. The

Houston Street Mall called for widened sidewalks and a narrowing of the

street from four to two lanes, but did not remove traffic. More significant

interventions included a multi-block shopping center on the eastern edge

of downtown and a series of residential, commercial and recreational

developments straddling the Trinity River. Perhaps based on his experience

498 Hirsch, Ibid.
499 ibid, 102.
500 For a discussion of the 'Take Part' workshop held in Fort Worth. See Hirsch, City
Choreographer, 210-2 15.
501 Lawrence Halprin & Associates. Fort Worth CBD Sector Report. (Fort Worth, TX: City

Center Sector Planning Council, 1971), 8, 12.

502 Halprin, -Fort Worth, 9.

3.34
Storefront Modernization.

Fort Worth CBD Sector Report

(1971), Lawrence Halprin

Associates. Courtesy of MIT

Libraries.
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in Minneapolis, Halprin's plan placed far more emphasis on elevated and

subterranean passageways for pedestrians as well as on a planned regional

transit system that would provide access through downtown to the region.

Formally, Halprin's plan eschewed elaborate renderings in favor

of a largely colorless, official report. Departing from the conventions of

earlier Fort Worth plans, it used a clean Helvetica typeface, as well as a

notational language reminiscent of the environmental mapping techniques

of Kevin Lynch in the early 1960s. It offered an extensive and diverse

pallet of options for downtown stakeholders, reflecting the plan's uncertain

place at a transition point in American urban planning. The plan mixed

environmental analyses,0 3 sketches rendered in a style similar to those

of the San Francisco Urban Design Plan (1971) led by Allan Jacobs and

published the same year,504 as well as the more conventional sections and

diagrams like those in the plans of Wallace, McHarg, Roberts, and Todd

(to be discussed in Chapter Five).50 5 It even included a series of streetscape

facade elevations for "remodeling and sign control" on the Houston Street

Mall, echoing those of storefront modernization era.50
' These drawings,

more than the others, provide evidence a clear break that had emerged in

design by the early 1970s. The prominent and variegated signage, itself

derived from earlier storefront modernization campaigns in the 1930s and

1940s, was here reconfigured into a more consistent pattern whose defining

element was a series of simple arches. The elevation hints towards historic

preservation, yet retains a conservative modern materiality with muted

signs and lush vegetation.

While Halprin's work on the central business district of Fort

Worth provided an important framework for the city's future, little of the

plan was implemented. Halprin's signature achievement was his isolated

work at Heritage Park Plaza on a bluff overlooking the Trinity River, which

he designed in the late 1970s and finally opened in 1980. Other elements

of the plan, including elevated walkways and pedestrian improvements,

were implemented piecemeal, though its impact may be considered diffuse

overall. Its principal significance lay in the articulation of changing norms

and cultures of city planning and design in the early 1970s, as well as its

evidence of entrenched formal strategies that persisted in spite of those

changes.

503 Halprin, Fort Worth, 38.
504 Ibid, 47.
505 Ibid, 55-56.
506 Ibid, 107-108.
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Conclusion

In spite of its daring and visionary proposition, A Greater Fort Worth

Tomorrow demonstrated several inherent contradictions in Victor Gruen's

approach to downtown, which would come to haunt him over the course

of his career. First, in simultaneously sponsoring suburban shopping

centers and downtown retail-based revitalization, Gruen overlooked, or at

least failed to anticipate, the degree to which these two things were indeed

oppositional forces. Second, as revealed by the debates over the parking

authority legislation, the scope of his vision could stand at odds with the

spirit of free enterprise that he rhetorically embraced. The expertise that

he had developed for planning and designing shopping centers at the

periphery or modernizing a storefront downtown were poorly suited to the

complex, granular nature of downtown ownership and stakeholders.

In the mid-1950s, cities were still struggling to figure out how to

effectively use urban renewal funds, let alone interstate highway money.

Gruen's massive multi-level terminal garages would be scaled down in

his later schemes, an acknowledgment that the cost and risk associated

with these structures belied their capacity to ensure a workable scheme.

As a result, few of Gruen's later plans would match the totality of Fort

Worth. Lastly, Gruen's complete pedestrianization of downtown, its most

awe-inspiring element and the one that put Fort Worth into the realm

of Disney and World's Fairs, stood at odds with the politics of traffic

and parking. Merchants, however much they longed for their customers

to enjoy a pedestrian shopping experience that could rival the suburbs,

remained affixed to the prospect of a "Janus-like" arrangement that

allowed for the best of both worlds-convenient parking out back and a

utopian pedestrian environment out front. Gruen's Fort Worth plan relied

on a system of sub-surface loading docks and passageways that might

have equated to a Corbett-like multi-level city, but their expense and the

challenges exhibited at Fort Worth, indicated that such a scheme was

indeed utopian in nature, more akin to Broadacre City than Rockefeller

Center. Over the next decade, Victor Gruen Associates would plunge into

a frenzy of commissions that tried to realize the basic tenets advertised for

Fort Worth. Over the course of the next decade, from Fresno, California

to Paterson, New Jersey, the firm would forge a definitive vision for

downtown amid its otherwise persistent decline.
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"...where surgery is needed, aspirin tablets are of little avail."

-City Manager, Grand Haven, Michigan, 1959-

In 1956, Victor Gruen's A Greater Fort Worth 7bmorrow precipitated a

paradigm shift in downtown plan making and renewal. As Fort Worth

squabbled over the plan, however, Gruen catapulted to the forefront

of American city planning in the late 1950s, as cities from St. Paul and

Green Bay to Santa Monica and Fresno called on him to rethink their

downtowns. Ihe late 1950s and the early 1960s would prove in hindsight

to be Victor Gruen's moment in the limelight. Every city wanted a "Gruen

Plan" and between 1956 and 1966, Victor Gruen Associates produced

plans for almost 50 central business districts."" Yet the impact of Gruen's

influential scheme reverberated well beyond his firm's peak activity. Nearly

ever)' major municipality in the United States either planned for or

actually built a pedestrian precinct over the ensuing twenty-five year period

and Gruen's work signaled the decisive shift from the parking-and-civic

center plans of the prior decade to the downtown malls and mixed-use

developments that would characterize downtown development thereafter.

Chapter 4 follows the trajectory of Victor Gruen's Fort Worth scheme,

as it was adapted to countless cities around the United States. 'ihe first

part of this chapter looks at the experimental or temporary mall as a

phenomenon that began in the late 1950s, as well as the first permanent

pedestrian malls that were actually built. The second part focuses on the

downtown plans that followed the prototype Gruen established at his firm

in the 1950s, including a discussion of the results of an extensive content

analysis and plan coding exercise. This discussion will then transition into

507 "A Shopper's Mall-lhe Grand Haven Story," Michigan Municipal Review September

1958, 211 as quoted in Weiss, "'1he Downtows'n Mall Experiment, 71 n20.

508 this total is drawn from VGA documents in the archive of Crawford Westbrook at M IT

Institutional Archives. It includes both US and international work. Box 10.

4.1
(opposite)

Fulton Mall, Fresno. 1960s.

Credit: Shorpy
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4.2

oppositepage

Shoppers' Paradise, Experimental

Mall. Springfield, Oregon, August

1957. Architects: Donald Lutes

and John Amundson.

a plan reading of Gruen's Central Area Fresno, Volume 2: 7he Plan and its

Implementation (1960), ultimately realized as the Fulton Mall in 1964.

Pedestrian Malls: 1956-1961

A Half-hearted Experiment: The Temporary Pedestrian Mall

"They are spatially limited, poorly executed, promotional measures based on a

complete misunderstanding of the whole problem. They are the direct outcome

of the desire which most downtown interests share to do quickly and cheaply

something spectacular and to rely on patent medicines rather than thorough

treatment.

-Victor Gruen, 1959509

In his plans and speeches following the release of his Fort Worth

plan, Victor Gruen repeatedly criticized the tendency of cities to create

experimental malls rather than work towards the implementation of

long range plans. "Like precocious children," complained Gruen, these

cities had effected change "only by subtraction," rather than as "part of

an integrated planning effort which will create improvement of public

transportation, better perimeter accessibility for private automobiles,

the establishment of terminal facilities in appropriate locations, and the

enlivening of roads formerly devoted to automobile traffic by new features

and events."5 1 ' He viewed these short-term fixes as not only "ineffective,"

but potentially "dangerous with respect to long-range planning efforts"5 2

and only "the result of promotional and advertising mentality, with the aim

of creating sensations.. .like dollar days, parades, etc."51 3

In spite of Gruen's consternation at the perversion and

diminution of his grand ideas, experimental malls became a fad among

cities in the late 1950s. The first and perhaps most widely recognized of

these was a 10-day trial conducted in Springfield, Oregon from August

15-24, 1957 on the city's Main Street. Springfield, a city of 13,500, had a

business area of four blocks that petered into strip development on either

side of U.S. Highway 126.511 The mall was the brainchild of local architect

Donald H. Lutes, who had, in seeking a lessor for one of his commercial

509 Victor Gruen, "Urbia for Urbanites" National Civic Review, December 1959, 573 as
quoted in Shirley Weiss. "The Downtown Mall Experiment," Journal of the American Institute of

Planners, 30:1 (1964): 69.
510 "Interview with Victor Gruen, City Planner," U.S. News and World Report, June 20,

1960, 87.
511 Victor Gruen, "The Emerging Urban Pattern," rogressive Architecture 40.7 (1959): 150-

151.
512 Victor Gruen, Speech before the 65"' Annual National Conference on Government of the

Municipal League, on November 18, 1958 in Springfield Massachusetts.

513 Gruen, Ibid.
514 Norman Johnston. "A City Takes the First Step: An Experiment for Renewing a Central

Business District," Journal ofthe American Institute ofPlanners 24:1 (1958): 11.
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properties, undertaken a study of sales volumes in the city and discovered

"strikingly lower per capita dollar expenditures" compared to Eugene and

other Oregon cities.11 5 After undertaking a survey of shopping centers

around the country, Lutes and the planner John Amundson Jr., devised

a plan for reviving Springfield's prospects, called "Shoppers' Paradise."

The proposal consisted of four principles, which reflected those in earlier

schemes discussed in Chapter Three: "Bypass Main Street," "Provide

Convenient Parking Space," "Give the Pedestrian a Chance," and "Develop

a Shopping Environment. Lutes' proposal is nearly identical to Gruen's

Appleton scheme from 1953, with a consistent approach and texture to the

drawings. 51 ' After receiving permission from the city to conduct the trial,

Lutes worked with the Oregon State Highway Department on a temporary

bypass loop around downtown and prefabricated furniture for the mall

experiment.519 While the plan was not universally supported, and was

nearly derailed by legal threats from several shop owners," it generated

positive publicity and was deemed a success upon opening.

Lutes and Amundson claimed to have devised their experimental

approach as a response to what they perceived as a profusion of unrealized

and infeasible plans by the late 1950s. They wanted to "capture the public's

imagination and support" because "too much planning remains on paper."

To bolster their case for the mall, they undertook comprehensive data

collection of shopping and traffic, as well as a shopper opinion postcard

survey.5 2 ' According to their survey, 77 percent of people had liked the mall

and 52 percent considered the event a success. The highway department

found that 432 more cars came into Springfield per day during the

experimental period. Merchants saw a 14% increase in business during the

trial.52 2 The experiment was reported on the first page of the Wall Street

Journal and over 200 cities wrote for the Shoppers' Paradise report created

by Lutes and his firm.523 At the American Society of Planning Officials

(ASPO) Annual Conference the following spring, a 24-minute, sound,

color film of Springfield's test mall was shown to a nationwide audience

of planners. 4 For some, the Springfield test "demonstrated the possibility

of a unified approach to the downtown's future" and offered a proof of

concept for pedestrianization beyond the planning stages.

515 Johnston, "A City Takes the First Step," 11.
516 Ibid, 12.
517 Ibid, Ibid.
518 Ibid, 12-13.
519 Ibid, Ibid.
520 Ibid, Ibid.
521 Weiss, "The Downtown Mall Experiment," 68n2. 386 cards were distributed and 121 were
returned.
522 Johnston, 15.
523 Weiss, 69n2-

4

524 Ibid, n4.
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Two years after the experiment, in a May 1959 issue of Buildini:.

Lutes, like Gruen, expressed a tinge of skepticism about the experimenwl

mall. "Ihe shoppers' mall brings with it no magic," he said. "It will not

solve the problems of traffc-pedcstrian separation, parking, proper busHIC

location, or commercial area rehabilitation. But it will-if these other

aspects of the problem are solved as part of a total plan-contribute L tho

bold and dramatic touch necessary to revitalize downtown."'b h1

Lutes recognized the shortfalls of his own scheme, the experiment

malls continued to pop up, often assuming a carnival character t1

belied serious planning. A February 1959 article on pedestrian shop1

malls by Ogden Tanner in ArchitecturalForum reported on these "retail

merchandising stunt[s]." " In Waco, Texas, the city "shut off a few blocis

downtown briefy and crammed them with displays of new automobiles or

farm machinery. Lubbock, Texas has had its 'Million Dollar Mall,' Rome,

Georgia, its 'Bargain Carnival,' Waukegan, Illinois, its 'Little Fort Days.""

Even Fort Worth, for which the practicality of the Gruen plan was then

falling out of sight, hosted a three-day promotional mall. Such experiments

were not unknown in larger cities, either. Boston closed Temple Place

and West Street off its main shopping corridor, but reversed course after

traffic backed up and larger stores complained of interferience with their

deliveries.

Some cities had successful trials, but ultimately decided not to

pursue permanent malls. Toledo, Ohio's 1959 mall experiment on the

city's major shopping street lasted 110 days, almost two months longer

than anticipated. The project, which was led by the Toledo-Lucas County

Plan Commission and supported by then-AIA President and Toledo-native

John Noble Richards, at first garnered widespread praise." Yet a second

experiment tried the following year did not generate the same enthusiasm.

In an article on the mall two years after the trail, Toledo's Mayor said that

while the mall was "nice to look at," it "didn't bring people back downtown

just for shopping."' Ihe city manager of Grand Haven, Michigan, a

small city that had tried a temporary mall in 1958 concluded that while

there was "talk by proponents of a permanent mall... the opposition...

might marshal formidable legal resistance if the permanent mall were

525 Donald H. Lutes. "A Word of Warning," Buildings, May 1959: 48.
526 (gden Taner. "Closed to Trati t / Ar o etra/ Fn-un 110.2 (1959): 89.
52- lhid 89.
528 lbid, lbid.
529 \eis, 7on17. See 7ie Storl of Joledo' Shoppers'See-wa, y 6-page ill uStrated pamphlet on
the temporary mall. Fot Coverage, ee "Toledo Weighs NIAl Experintent, Buoiness Wcek, November

28, 1959, 82, 85; and "Can Cit ies Save Downtown Areas U.S. News & World Report, November

16, 1959, 74-77.
530 Marvin 1). Callaway. "More Citis Discard Downtown, Auto-less Malls for Suburbs,' i7e
WllStree /ourna/, Februtr1 9, 1961.

VJ 4  I _

4.3

Experimenrtal Mall, Tol)Iedo, Ohio,

19591 960. Credit: he TlevTdo Blade
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undertaken." "Where surgery is needed," he said, "aspirin tablets are of

little avail.""' In small cities and towns, the initial boost in sales rarely

lasted. Many of the "gimmick" malls of the late 1950s, despite an initial

burst of enthusiasm and profits, fell victim to the same concerns over

parking and traffic that had plagued downtowns since the 1920s. Laurence

Alexander of the Downtown Idea Exchange, who had two years earlier

called the mall a "must" for every downtown, declared that year that "the

honeymoon was over."5 33

Yet in some ways, the honeymoon was just beginning. In August

1959, as the experiment mall fad reached fever pitch, Kalamazoo,

Michigan opened the first permanent pedestrian mall in the United States

on Burdick Street, based on a plan by Victor Gruen Associates completed

one year earlier. Over the next three years, permanent malls would be built

in Miami Beach and Knoxville, Tennessee, and imitators would follow suit

in the mid-to-late 1960s.

Mall City USA: Kalamazoo and the First Permanent Pedestrian Mall

Following on the success of his Fort Worth plan, Victor Gruen traveled

around the country to promote his bold new plan for downtown. Cities

welcomed his services. Between 1956 and 1962, Victor Gruen Associates

made central business district plans for Miami (1956) and St. Petersburg,

Florida (1957); Green Bay, Wisconsin (1956); Oberlin, Ohio (1957);

Kalamazoo, Michigan (1958); Rochester, New York (1959); Stamford,

Connecticut (1960); Santa Monica (1960) and Fresno, California (1960);

St. Paul, Minnesota (1961); Paterson; New Jersey (1962); and Cincinnati,

Ohio (1962).

As a city of 57,700, Kalamazoo presented Gruen with the

challenge of shifting scale back to his proposal for Appleton, Wisconsin,

while adapting the language of the Fort Worth plan to burnish his

emerging reputation. The plan that came out of these efforts was

Kalamazoo 1980, published in March 1958."' Kalamazoo 1980 retained

many of the same elements and motifs as the Fort Worth plan. Graphically,

it showed a vast pedestrian area consisting of a series of interconnected

plazas punctuated by arcades, pavilions, kiosks, fountains, planters,

531 Weiss, 69n20.
532 Laurence Alexander's work provides a fascinating and well-documented history of

downtown malls from the 1950s through the 1980s. Alexander had founded the Downtown Research

& Development Center in 1954 and served as the editor and publisher of the Downtown Idea

Exchange from that time through the 1980s. In spite of his comments here, Alexander would go on

to write at length about and advocate for downtown pedestrian and shopping malls over the course of

his career.
533 Callaway, "More Cities."
534 Victor Gruen Associates. Kalamazoo 1980. (Detroit, MI: Kalamazoo Planning Committee,
1958).
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and public art. A series of illustrations-a man reading the newspaper,

businessmen at lunch, a woman walking with her children-echoed the

character of Fort Worth. i1he architectural treatment of the downtown

combined both modern and historic structures, for which Jacobs had

praised Gruen. As in the Fort Worth plan, the plan addressed the audience

directly as "you" and was based on a meandering narrative. Though

Gruen's use of narrative played a smaller role in the Kalamazoo plan, it

nonetheless inClUded many familiar motifs, including the use of small

vignettes showing the mall with temporary exhibitions, images of buildings

being serviced, and the scene of a car arriving in the city off of a newly

constructed highway. Gruen repeated here the iconic image of an executive

looking out onto a pedestrian ized downtown cityscape. Helicopters fly

through the sky and small electric trams run down Burdick Street.

While the Kalamazoo plan mimicked Fort Worth in spirit,

physically it signified a departure. Immense surface parking lots, rather

than multi-level garages, covered almost the entire perimeter of the

downtown, retrofitting the main retail street as an isolated shopping center.

With the parking controversy at Fort Worth likely fresh in his mind, Gruen

pursued a parking strategy for Kalamazoo that would require fewer public

subsidies and be more practical for a small city. Rather than making a

direct comparison to Rockefeller Center, as he had at Fort Worth, Gruen

overlaid the entire downtown of Kalamazoo on a plan for Northland

Shopping Center in Detroit, demonstrating how a reconfiguration of

the downtown could mimic suburban precedents. The shift in scale from

Fort Worth to Kalamazoo proved most striking in the plan's main aerial

perspective showing the entirety of downtown. The total pedestrianization

scheme of Fort Worth at Kalamazoo gave way to a city refashioned as a

4.6
B 1ichik Su t Mhll, 'm
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shopping mall." The qualities that had drawn a parallel between Fort

Worth and a World's Fair were lacking here, as were many of the elements

that had made that former plan distinctly urban in its character.13
1

In a pattern that Gruen would cringe at over the course of his

career, Kalamazoo deferred his recommended long-range investments and

opted to move forward with the immediate pedestrianization of two blocks

of Burdick Street. The simple design made permanent the basic recipe

then in use for the experiment malls, including the construction of small

pavilions, water features, benches, and planters.537 On August 19, 1959,

the Burdick Street Mall in Kalamazoo opened. At the opening for the mall,

officials announced the approval of a revenue bond issue by the Michigan

Municipal Finance Commission that would provide $625,000 for off-street

parking.538 In spite of the city's efforts to fund long-term improvements,

Gruen reacted with dismay to the mall's hasty construction, "contending

that a pedestrian mall without the infrastructural elements-perimeter

road (or beltway), street improvements, parking areas, and support for

mixed-use development-was by itself, merely a gimmick..."5 3 9

In spite of Gruen's hand wringing, the Burdick Mall proved a

success. The mall prompted long-term downtown investment and activity

and became a central factor in later revitalization efforts coordinated by

the Downtown Kalamazoo Association. The city even began referring to

itself as "Mall City USA." Ten years after its initial opening, the mall was

expanded from two to three blocks and was completely revamped in 1970.

Despite the failure of an urban renewal financing plan in 1963, Burdick

Street Mall saw 25 to 50 percent business increases at locations adjacent to

it.10 It also catalyzed new investments, including the Kalamazoo Center,

a convention center, hotel, and office facility just off Burdick Street

completed in 1975. Only twenty years later, in the 1990s, after increased

shopping center construction at the periphery, did Kalamazoo finally

reopen part of the mall to traffic, and even then only to one lane of traffic.

535 Gruen's 1957 Oberlin scheme had a similar language and scale as Kalamazoo. The
downtown as shopping mall prototype is evident in both. Alex Wall calls this type of scheme the
"Northland-ization" of a small city. See Wall, 1 4 0n19.
536 It is worth noting that it was Gruen's Detroit office, led by Karl Van Leuven, who executed
the Kalamazoo 1980 plan. This office had been responsible for the Northland project and was busy
drafting plans for regional shopping centers elsewhere at that time, which may have resulted in the
character of this scheme.

537 Wall,140.
538 "Street Banned to Cars; Made Shopping Mall; Kalamazoo Idea Draws Observers from
Afar," Chicago Daily Tribune, August 20, 1959.
539 H. Bradford. "Gruen's Mall Visit Mends Some Fences," Kalamazoo Gazette, May 11, 1960.
See Wall, 140.
540 Louis G. Redstone. The New Downtowns: Rebuilding Business Districts. (New York, NY:
McGraw-Hill, New York, 1976), 6-9. See also Roberto Brambilla and Gianni Longo. Banning the Car

Downtown: Selected American Cities. (The Institute for Environmental Action, No. HUD/PDR- 192/3,
1976), 26-27.
541 Redstone, 10-11.
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4.7, 4.8, 4.9

Lincoln Road Mal, Miami Beach,
1960. Designed b' Morris Lapidus.
Credit: Photo Archives oF the Miami

Herald.

ihe Mall Becomes Permanent: Lincoln Road and the Miarket Squ1arc Aa/

1 le success of Kalamazoo was soon followed by two other significant

mall projects, Miami Beach's Lincoln Road Mall in 1960 and Knoxville's

Market Square Mall in 1961. Lincoln Road Mall, completed in 1960,

stretched eight blocks towards the beach along what had once been the

"Fifth Avenue" of Miami Beach, an area that local residents commonly

referred to as having gone from "swamp to swank" after being converted

into a mangrove lined promenade in the early I 900 s.' In 1957, the

Lincoln Road Progress Association retained the architect Morris Lapidus,

a pioneering storefront designer, former peer of Gruen in New York, and

champion of the distinctive Miami Modern (MiMo) style, to design a

pedestrian mall for an eight-block stretch of the street." Lapidus' design

for the mall boasted a central spine consisting of a series of monumental

white follies, an alternating black and white band in the center of the

qtrect, as well as lush vegetation. Lapidus, who had, like Gruen, begun his

career in storefront design in New York City and been an early thought

leader in shopping center design,"' demonstrated the full creative potential

of the pedestrian mall at Lincoln Road. Six blocks longer than Kalamazoo

and integrated with a lavish and exotic parade of architectural sculptures,

the design of the Lincoln Road Mall turned the momentum that had been

sapped by the carnival atmosphere of the temporary malls towards the

excitement of the permanent installations. The mall for the 1rst time tried

some of Gruen's as-yet unimplemented ideas from the Fort Worth plan,

ncluding a 3,000 car surface parking lot, a small electric tramway system

to ferry passengers along the street, and a complete public art program.!

Knoxville's Market Square Mall, meanwhile, demonstrated how

the mall concept could be molded to diverse settings. Completed in

1961, the Market Square Mall was designed by a coalition of architects

drawn from the East Tennessee Chapter of the American Institute of

Architects (AIA). By the 19 5 0s, the neo-Romanesque, block long market

hall building from 1897 stood increasingly at odds with the city's impulse

to modernize. According to Benjamin McMurry, who penned an article

about the mall in the July 1962 edition of the AlA Journal, the market was

a "back-of-town sort of thing, in the heart of the central business district.

As the city had grown, it had surrounded this symbol of its rural heritage

542 "liami Beach's New Lincoln Road Mall: '1 he Most Magnificent Shopping Plaza in All the
Amrica - Pamphlet. Shopper Brochure, 1%64. Couresy of Miami Beach Public library Rcereince
1)epanment, i Iigial ArChivre.

543 "Lincoln Road Revitalization Plan." (Miami Beach, F L City of Miami Beach Economic

Development Departmenti Planning Division, 198 1.)
'44 See Smilev -4, 1 3.

545 "Miami Beach's Ntxw Lincoln Road Mall, 196-4.



with urban development, and the two were incompatible."" According

to McMurry, the market had made its surroundings "sick," increasing

vacancies and depressing property values.54 7 'The idea for demolishing the

building and turning it into a mall had emerged from the Downtown

Knoxville Association, a group that had formed in 1958 to coordinate

downtown development and revitalization and was made up of the city's

leading citizens and prominent business interests. The Association's first

project, Gay Way, demolished a series of old warehouses and out buildings

to construct a 200-car parking lot behind the city's main street. An arcade

and balcony were added to the backside of the buildings to provide a dual

front for stores facing the parking lot. 548 Following concerted action and

widespread support for that project, the association turned towards the

Market Hall's demolition. They engineered support from the City Council,

which backed the project by a wide margin.4 Nevertheless, as McMurry

comments, the Market Hall demolition did encounter opposition from a

motley group of "sentimentalists, antique lovers, and status-quo preservers"

who "wanted the old buildings kept and refurbished."5 5 0 The matter was

swiftly resolved after the teenage son of a florist in the market accidentally

burned the building down while sneaking out for a cigarette.

The fire paved the way for the development of the mall, which

was assisted by the pro-bono work of the East Tennessee Chapter of the

American Institute of Architects. While there had originally been some

debate among the team as to whether or not to place a structure back on

the site, the matter was resolved after a deed discovered for the original

market uncovered that the land had to be occupied by a market or else

revert its original ownership."' After the courts refused to describe an

acceptable building for the site based on the deed, the AIA team designed

and submitted a pavilion, whose design was eventually accepted by the

courts. Business owners pooled their resources for the construction of

sidewalk canopies and the architects divided the mall into a grid of 18"

bands of concrete.5 52 A distinctive central pavilion, consisting of "twenty-

five elongated octagons of precast concrete, joined together at a height of

16"'""1 enclosed one-fifth of the pavilion. In total, the open market square

space measured 130' wide by 440' long. Vendors were restricted to the

546 Benjamin McMurry. "Case Histories of Community Services: Market Square Mall," ALA

Journal (July 1962): 61.
547 Ibid, 61.
548 Ibid, Ibid.
549 Ibid, 62.
550 Ibid, Ibid. Those in favor of preservation included the poet Carl Sandburg and
conservationist Harvey Broome.
551 Ibid, 63.
552 Ibid, 64.
553 Ibid, Ibid.
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sale of flowers and produce only"' and reported a 2 4 % jump in sales and

a 24% drop in vacancy rates a year after opening." Market Square Mall

served as a springboard for other downtown revitalization efforts, including

the Gay Way Promenade and a large-scale assessment of downtown real

estate by the Downtown Association.

Compared with the temporary malls and the two-block

Kalamazoo Mall project, Lincoln Road Mall and Market Square Mall

secured a new threshold for pedestrian malls in the United States." Both

projects were spearheaded by well-organized business interests and city

leaders keen on turning around their downtowns. Both had been built

using high quality design and materials. They tempered the pedestrian

mall craze that had followed Fort Worth plan and provided a series of

important precedents in design as well as operation. In both cases, parking

proved to be a critical precursor to pedestrianization, with Miami Beach

and Knoxville-both completing surface lots prigr to the installation of- their

malls. While highway access to the core remained incomplete at this time,

new systems of one-way streets and loop roads, as in the case of Kalamazoo,

could afford drivers with a temporary solution to the problem. While only

a handful of American cities had completed pedestrian malls by the early

I 960s, many more had developed plans for their central business districts

patterned on Gruen's Fort Worth Plan. These plans formed the basis of

what would become the largest physical reshaping of the American city

since the 1920s and by the early 1960s, many cities were ready to see their

plans come to fruition.

Coding the Downtown Plan: Gruen P/an as Paradigm

Gruen's plan for Fort Worth set in motion both the pedestrian mall craze

that characterized downtown revitalization efforts in the late I 950s as

well as a flurry of plans for central business districts from 1956 through

the early-1970s. Many of these plans were patterned on the original

Gruen plan and included the basic recipe set forth for the revitalization

of Fort Worth: perimeter highways, peripheral parking garages, and a

pedestrianized shopping center. While the plans varied somewhat by

the size and characteristics of the city, over the next ten years, with few

exceptions, they prescribed the same solution for downtown.

554 McMurry, 65.
555 lbid, 65. Numbers as of July 1962.
556 Also see Gruen, Heart ofOur Cities, 326-328.
557 It is worth noting that several international precedents were frequently noted as

inspirations during this period, including the revitalization and pedestrianization of Stockholm,

the new town of Vallingby, Sweden, Stevenage and Coventry in England, and Cologne and Essen's

pedestrianized centers in Germany. Sparks Street Mall in Ottawa began as a temporary experiment at

this time and was repeated over multiple years before becoming a permanent mall.
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As part of the initial investigation of this thesis, a coding exercise

looking at seventeen downtown plans was undertaken. This analysis

included plans for central business districts completed from 1956-1974

by Victor Gruen Associates and other firms active in that era. Plans were

selected as part of this exercise based on several factors and sought to

express diversity across time and authorship, and to show a range in quality

and purpose. As mentioned in the introduction, the accessibility of plans in

libraries and archives also influenced those selected.

The purpose of this investigation was twofold. First, this effort

attempted to demonstrate that the Fort Worth plan had indeed established

a "paradigmatic" strategy for downtown revitalization that was mimicked

by municipalities around the United States. Second, it attempted to

"decode" how different motifs and techniques of plan making, such

as those discussed in Chapter Three, evolved over time. This thesis has

attempted to confront the first of these questions through plan readings

and content analysis rather than coding primarily. The second question,

that dealing with changing motifs in plan making, yielded several

interesting results.

Methodological Challenges

While die methodological challenges of this thesis were discussed in the

Introduction, it is worth briefly expanding upon some of the issues related

to coding here. The challenge of finding a representative body of plans,

coding these plans, and establishing a framework for comparison, presented

multiple difficulties. First, many plans that were initiated in the late 1950s

as a response to the Fort Worth plan were not actually published until

the 1960s and thus do not fit neatly into a progression. As a plan making

typology, the central business district plan itself risks oversimplification.

Some plans, such as Gruen's Plan for Rochester's Midtown Plaza or

the Planning Council of the Greater Baltimore Committee's Plan for

Baltimore's Charles Center, focused primarily on a catalytic project,

yet purposely mimicked the format and style of the downtown plan.

Other plans considered residential housing as part of a larger framework

for downtown revitalization (including both the core and the frame),

sometimes because the source of the funding called for slum clearance and

housing in areas around downtown.

The level of technicality of a plan also proved difficult to assess.

The original investigation had been undertaken under the assumption

that most pedestrian mall projects were supported by an accompanying

plan. This proved not to be the case. In some cases, such as the AIA

scheme for Knoxville's Market Square Mall, no plan existed to support
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the development of a pedestrian mall. Brochures that were created for the

opening of the project were not considered plan documents, but rather

taken as promotional ephemera. In the case of the Oklahoma City Central

Business District Plan for I.M. Pei, to be discussed in Chapter Five, the

plan itself was not intended as a public document that celebrated the

central idea, but rather presented as a series of engineering specifications

and documents for internal circulation. A model of that plan, as well as a

series of hand drawn perspectives of its elements, served as the main visual

material for analysis since public plan documents intended for widespread

distribution were absent.

In the course of the analysis, it became apparent that plans of

exceptional visual quality and content had been culled over the years

by libraries and other archives, thus creating a sample that may not be

representative of the general population of city plans. Furthermore, the

interest of this thesis in Victor Gruen (and the availability of Gruen plans

in the Westbrook archives) caused plans of his firm's genre and style to be

slightly overrepresented, creating some bias in the overall coding. Had this

thesis focused on I.M. Pei and urban renewal, the results (as well as the

materials selected for analysis) might have been different.

To the author's knowledge, no study of this type has ever been

undertaken for central business district plans. A comparable study of urban

design plans, however, was conducted by Michael and Susan Southworth

of the University of Berkeley-California's College of Environmental Design

as part of a two-part analysis in 1973 and 1989.558 The first of these studies

looked at various environmental quality indicators embedded within the

analytical framework of urban design plans created from the early 1960s

through the early 1970s.59 The second study replicated and adapted that

same study based on data of plans from produced from 1973 through

1989. The analysis assessed each of the plans according to a variety of

components, including its Environmental Quality Concerns (i.e. structure/

legibility; openness; diversity); its Analytical Content (i.e. environmental

descriptions, environmental evaluations); Analytical Techniques (i.e. noise

level measurement; citizen interviews), and where applicable, Impact or

Outcomes of the plan. Southworth's methodology provides an exhaustive

overview of all of the potential elements of urban design plans, yet its

comprehensiveness tends to undermine the study's legibility and arguably

dilutes its overall thesis.

558 Southworth, Michael, and Susan Southworth. "Environmental Quality in Cities and
Regions." Town Planning Review 44.3 (1973): 231-253; Southworth, Michael. "Theory and Practice
of Contemporary Urban Design: a Review of Urban Design Plans in the United States." Town
Planning Review 60.4 (1989): 369-403.
559 Southwoth, "Environmental Quality," 232.
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Several past studies that have investigated downtown plans and

pedestrian malls are worth noting here. The fourth volume of Roberto

Brambilla's footnotes series, American Urban Malls: A Compendium, offers a

comparative look at pedestrian malls built in the United States from 1959

to 1976.160 For each mall, the authors provided basic statistics, such as the

number of parking spaces and the legal instrument used for its adoption.

This study offers a parallel to Geoffrey Baker and Bruno Funaro's 1951

survey Shopping Centers: Design and Operation, which assessed the store

types, square footage, and configurations of early shopping centers. 56' The

most relevant study to my present analysis, however, is Wood, Brower,

and Latimer's 1966 paper "Planner's People." The paper, while not a

thorough coding exercise, critiqued the dominant mode of practice in

image making for central business district and city plan illustrations during

the late 1950s and early 1960s. The authors, using a cross section of plans

(many of which were surveyed again here), found and distilled common

characterizations of people in "publicly-sponsored downtown projects" to

suggest an implicit bias on the part of urban planners towards a certain

category of desirable people downtown, principally the white middle-class

residents then fleeing to the suburbs.

None of these studies draws a perfect parallel with the present

analysis. Southworth's, while exhaustive and comprehensive, remains

ill-suited to the diversity of downtown plans from this era and has the

potential to confound the reader. Brambilla's comparative approach has

merits, but his was an advocacy effort rather than a critique. This study

does not advocate for downtown plans by offering useful information to

municipalities, but rather attempts to unpack their meanings through

visual readings. The approach of "Planner's People," while arguably the

most relevant approach, must here be expanded upon and transformed into

an archival reading in order to effect a critical reappraisal.

While the content of these downtown plans merits wide-

ranging investigation, including comparative analysis of the overall plan

structure, written content, sources of funding, and plan actors, this

comprehensiveness remains the province of a future study. Instead, those

elements will be fleshed out in individual case studies, and the coding

analysis done here focuses instead on certain key themes and motifs in the

visual materials of the plans alone.

560 Brambilla, Roberto, Gianni Longo, and Virginia Dzurinko. American Urban Malls. A
Compendium. (The Institute for Environmental Action, No. H UD/PDR-192/4, 1976).
561 Geoffrey Baker and Bruno Funaro. Shopping Centers: Design and Operation (New York, NY:
Reinhold Publishing, 1951).
562 E. Wood Jr, Sidney N. Brower, and Margaret W Latimer. "Planners' People," Journal ofthe
American Institute ofPlanners 32.4 (1966): 228-234.
563 Wood et al., 228.
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Two principal drawing types were selected for detailed analysis:

the illustrative site plan and the eye-level perspective. These vantage points

represent two of the signature innovations of the Gruen Plan and offer

a rich template for comparative assessment. Within each plan, several

instances of each drawing (at different scales) type tended to appear. Each

of these was assessed as part of the overall coding exercise. Secondary visual

criteria and supporting information was also assessed based on whether or

not it was included in the plan or not. This includes visual material such as

photographs of blight, official clearance maps, or comparative site analyses

(such as that between Fort Worth's downtown and Rockefeller Center).

In this particular facet, the analysis relies to a degree on the Southworth's

granular methodology, but strives to consolidate the overall number of

categories for comparison.

As part of the analysis, the following plans were analyzed:

Downtown Plans Coded

1. A Greater Fort Worth Tomorrow, Victor Gruen Associates (1956)

2. Kalamazoo 1980, Victor Gruen Associates (1958)

3. Charles Center, The Planning Council of the Greater Baltimore

Committee (1958)

4. Indianapolis Central Business District Report, Metropolitan

Planning Department, Marion County, Indiana (1958)

5. A Planfor Central Tulsa, Harold Wise, Richard Neutra, and Robert

Alexander (1959)

6. Midtown Plaza, Rochester, New York, Victor Gruen Associates,

(1959)

7. Magic City Center Plan forAction: A General Framework for
Revitalizing the Central Business District, Miami, Florida,

Metropolitan Dade County Planning Department (1960)

8. Central Area Fresno, Volume 2: 7he Plan and its Implementation,

Victor Gruen Associates (1960)

9. Erieview, Cleveland, I.M. Pei & Associates (1961)

10. Center City Philadelphia, Philadelphia Planning Commission

(1963)

11. Centropolis: 7he Plan for Central Los Angeles, Los Angeles Central

City Committee (1964)

12. General Neighborhood Renewal Plan, Central Business District,

Oklahoma City, I.M. Pei Associates (1964)

13. The Lower Manhattan Plan, Wallace, McHarg, Roberts, and Todd

(1966)
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14. Boston Central Business District Planning Report, Victor Gruen

Associates (1967)

15. Metro Center '85, Minneapolis Planning & Development (1970)

16 7he Regional Center: A Comprehensive Plan for Downtown Buffalo, New

York, Wallace, McHarg, Roberts, and Todd (1971)

17. Fort Worth CBD Sector Report, Lawrence Halprin & Associates (1971)

18. Central City Plan, Oklahoma City, Gruen Associates (1975)

Downtown Plans consulted (partial list)

1. Philadelphia Central District Study, Philadelphia Planning

Commission, Alderson & Sessions (1951)

2. Downtown Appleton: Its Future, Victor Gruen Associates (1953)

3. Modernizing Downtown San Francisco, San Francisco Department of

City Planning (1955)

4. A Greater Downtown Green Bay, Victor Gruen Associates (1956)

5. Downtown Decatur Development Plan, Victor Gruen Associates (1957)

6 St. Petersburg Central Core Plan, St. Petersburg Department of

Planning (1958)

7. College Hill: A Demonstration Study of Historic Area Renewal,

Providence City Plan Commission (1959)

8. The Community Plaza, City of Syracuse, County of Onondaga,

Ketchum-Miller-Arnold (1960)

9. A Plan for Downtown Paterson, New Jersey, Victor Gruen Associates,

(1961)

10. Lockport, New York, Victor Gruen Associates (1961)

11. A Revitalization Planfor the City Core of Cincinnati, Victor Gruen

Associates (1962)

12. The Planfor Downtown Cincinnati, Rogers, Taliaferro, Kostritsky, and

Lamb (1964)

13. Downtown Dubuque Development Plan, Victor Gruen Associates

(1965)

14. Downtown Renewal Study, Buffalo, New York, John Graham &

Company (1966)

15. A Proposalfor the Core Area, Fort Worth, Texas, AIA Fort Worth

Chapter (1966)

16. Bridgeport, General Planfor the Central Business Area, Victor Gruen

Associates (1967)

17. Downtown Pueblo Tomorrow, Victor Gruen Associates (1968)

18. Portland Downtown Plan, Portland City Planning Commission (1972)

19. Central City Los Angeles 1972/1990, Wallace, McHarg, Roberts and

Todd (1972)
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Analysis and Key Findings

The content analysis and coding process followed three stages. First, a

broad survey of planning documents from the period of interest was

obtained and studied. This survey began with a focus on plans by Victor

Gruen Associates, but broadened over time based upon the available

collection and archival research related to the case studies. Roughly 40

plans were studied in full, with another 20 consulted in brief during the

initial survey.

Based on the survey, a list of potential codes was devised, with a

focus on particular elements that could be deduced from the illustrative site

plans and perspectival renderings. During the coding process, this list was

enriched and plans were repeatedly consulted. The emphasis of the exercise

was as much to find those elements that were excluded from the plans, as it

was to find those included within them.

284 codes were analyzed in total. Codes dealt with the visual

material in the plans only, including illustrative site plans (at multiple

scales); eye-level and aerial perspectives; diagrams; maps; and photographs.

Statistical charts, the order of elements within the plan, and the shape and

layout of the plan document were not analyzed here.

Based on initial observations of trends in the plan, codes were

broken into primary, secondary, and tertiary categories. Tertiary codes took

the initial observation, an image of a highway interchange, for instance,

and coded it "highway." Secondary codes grouped items like "highway"

and "elevated walkway" together under "free flow," since both codes deal

with creating a seamless experience through modal separation. The primary

code, in this case, might produce "efficiency," since the object of free flow

was to produce an efficient and modern cityscape free of congestion. Due

to the complexity of the coding matrix and the multiple categorizations

possible of each image, the discovery of clear trends relied in part on the

content analysis and survey that preceded the coding exercise.

Coding produced several key findings, which are further enriched

by charts describing key trends and observations included here.

L From Highways to Mass Transit

Plans from the 1950s and early 1960s tended to include far more emphasis

on highways and free flow than plans for central business districts from the

late 1960s and early 1970s. This finding is not surprising, given the policy

environments of these respective eras. The Interstate Highway Act of 1956

gave cities huge sums of federal funding to construct loop roads around

their cores and they responded in part by including those roads in their

plans.
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After the passage of the Urban Mass Transit Act in 1964, many

cities switched gears and began to prepare plans for subway systems and/

or transit malls. Later plans almost universally discussed transit spending,

in some cases even including a speculative transit map in the plan itself.

Lawrence Halprin's 1971 Fort Worth CBD Sector Report, WMRT's 1971

Regional Center plan for Buffalo, and Minneapolis' Metro Center '85 are all

good illustrations of this. Of the plans published after 1963, a year after

Kennedy declared a newfound commitment to public transportation,

only I.M. Pei's Oklahoma City CBD (1964) plan lacked mention of a

multi-level underground subway (transit) system. Before 1963, only the

Charles Center Plan for Baltimore (1958) had alluded to the potential for

a multi-level transit concourse, and even then, the presence of mass transit

was secondary. Later plans also tended to eschew complete loop highways,

either because the loops themselves were deemed unnecessary or because

the highway commission opted for another option reflected in the later

plan. In certain cases, such as in the Boston's 1967 Central Business District

Planning Report by Gruen and the 1966 Lower Manhattan Plan, a loop was

not included due to the structure and scale of the proposal focused on a

subsection of the core area.

2. From the Core to the Core-Frame

A second noticeable development from the mid-1950s to the early 1970s

was the expansion of the scope of planning from downtowns to "central

areas." The first CBD plans tended to limit themselves to the highly

urbanized core of downtown. Later plans, however, even in mid-sized cities

like Fort Worth, greatly expanded their notion of the center and included

discussions of superblock housing complexes, waterfront areas, and even

neighborhood sub-plans. Metro Center '85, for instance, included three

illustrative site plans for neighborhood housing complexes. This pattern

was not entirely consistent, however, since some plans, such as the 1959
Planfor Central Tulsa, anticipated these developments, while others, such

as WMRT's Buffalo plan, seemed to ignore them. That the relationship

between downtown and its neighborhoods, waterfronts, and overall region

became increasingly important, however, is clear.

3. Persistent Lack of Racial Awareness and Presence ofMiddle Class Shoppers

Despite the racial tensions that flared in the late 19 6 0s, few of the plans

studied actively changed their representational techniques to reflect a more

diverse downtown consumer population. Of the 17 plans surveyed, only

the Metro Center '85 plan for Minneapolis included an African American

figure in one of its drawings or in its photo imagery. While some of the
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Transportation Codes

Ilhe iitial focus on highway plariing ad heliports b

the mid- 1%0s shifts to include and higihlight transit

as a vital aspect of downtown revitalizatioi.

Transportation Codes, 4.12, 4.13, 4.14, 4.15

top left: /Idintapoli( CentOa/ Business District Report, 1958
top tight: A Greater Wrt Whrth Jbmorrow, 195

bottom left: ire Regional Center, Bffalo, 1971

bottom right: Metro Cienter '85, Mihneapolis, 1970
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4.16
Only one of seventeen plans

included an African American figure

in its illustrations. AMerro Center

'85, Minneapolis Planning and

Development, 197().

"N

194

plans included a brief discussion of race, it remained a tangential feature

in the report, a surprising trend given the racial turmoil of the time. 'lhe

persistent lack of racial awareness demonstrates how entrenched was the

objective of bringing the white, affluent, middle class back downtown, as

well as the biases held by those planners and illustrators involved.

Plans, by and large, tended to include the same set of characters

going about the same sets of activities from 1956 to 1974. Most engaged

in leisure or consumption activities, including shopping, dining, and

reading the newspaper. Some of the figures in the plans exhibited middle

class norms intended to convey safety or domesticity, such as mothers

with strollers or couples chaperoning children. While styles of dress (see

Metro Center '85) and the level of formality shifted in the late 1960s, the

characters themselves remained otherwise stagnant. In some cases, such as

the Buffalo Regional Center plan, the figural drawings seemed to suggest

those of earlier plans, suggesting an inherent conservatism noticeable in

other areas of the scheme.

4. Burgeoning Environmental Awareness

Of the plans studied, only two, the 1971 Fort Worth CBD Sector Report

plan and the 1967 Boston Central Business District Planning Report,

included an image of a trash receptacle. Before 1971, few plans expressed

much awareness of environmental concerns or pollution. While one

explanation for this may be that environmental concerns might be better

represented in parks plan or regional plan studies than CBD plans, the

trend of creeping environmentalism in the coding suggests otherwise.

Four of the six plans surveyed after 1965 included a plan for either their

waterfront or river, whereas only two of the eleven plans surveyed before

included any mention of them whatsoever. By contrast, four of the same

eleven plans surveyed before 1966 included reflecting pools, while only

one of six after 1966 did, indicating a shift from constructed to natural

landscapes. Among the later group of plans, five of six had open space or

landscape plans, while only one plan contained a landscape plan before

1965.

5. Underpasses and Overpasses

Among the most surprising findings from the coding exercise was the

persistence of certain ideals and motifs of modernization. Elevated

walkways were featured in all but one of the plans coded, indicating the

persistence of that idea for downtowns focused on creating both seamless,

564 Interestingly, WMRI's /uner Harbor Plan (1964) was one of the few from its time to show
racial diversity Nonetheless, this remained an exception to the trend.



Environmental Codes

Plans demonstrate a shift F rom coIstructed settings towards

environmental awareness. Over time, waterfront revitalization,

river access, and awareness of pollntion becomes rtore

prevalent in keepirig with major public policy shifts.

Environmental Codes, 4.17, 4.18, 4.19, 4.20

top left: Erieieci (cvelind, 1961
top right: Ma ic Cit r Plano tion, M ic/o \ i. 1960

bottom left: 7he Lower Manhattan PlIa, 1965

bottom right: 1-rt Wirt! CBI) Sector Sport 1)71
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4.21
Indianapolis Centr-/ Business Districl

Report, 1958.

all-weather connections between downtown stores as well as ensuring

the free flow of traffic around the perimeter. It is interesting to note,

however, that while elevated walkways remained a consistent strategy

for downtowns, over the course of urban renewal, underpasses became

increasingly common in plans as well. Conversel), subterranean loading

systems, which Gruen and others touted in their earliest plans, gradually

disappeared due to their cost and the practicality and ease of creating

loading access on one-way alleys. Few subterranean loading docks systems

were built and ultimately, some elevated pedestrian systems (such as

Houston and Fort Worth) became underground concourses.

6. he Disappearance of Fancifid Flourishes

Plans from the late 1950s tended to retain some traces of the streamlined

modernist aesthetic of the 1939 World's Fair, including sculptural rooftop

elements, futuristic superfluities, and heliports. The inclusion, in the

Indianapolis Central Business District Report of a family disembarking from

a "flying machine" at a heliport station with rooftop access to the mall, is

perhaps the best illustration of this. Gruen's Kalamazoo and Fort Worth

Plans as well as Neutra, Alexander, and Wise's plan for Central Tulsa, all

retained these stylized elements, which all but disappeared from plans in

the late 1960s and I 970s.

Along with the disappearance of the rooftop flourishes, carnival

motifs also gradually faded after 1960. Though the Pei Plan's images of

Oklahoma City's Tivoli Gardens from 1964 represent one exception, the

containment of the merry-go-round in the garden, as opposed to in the

public square, suggests a significant difference of intention.

7 ihe Shifting Character of Pedestrian Malls

While pedestrian malls persisted as a viable strategy throughout the entirety

of the urban renewal era, later plans were more likely to have either semi-

malls, transit-malls, and/or enclosed malls. The "total" pedestrianized

downtown of Gruen's Fort Worth and Kalamazoo plans faded after the late

1950s, though several later Gruen plans found in the overall survey, such

as his plan for Cincinnati (1962) would partly revive the idea. Main Street

pedestrian malls, often with a series of cross malls or pedestrian feeders,

as in Fresno and Appleton, proved to be a common type throughout the

entire period.

8. Megastructure and Sectional Representation

Several shifts in representation were noted through coding. Whereas

plans in the 1950s rarely included sections or sectional diagrams, they
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Pedestrian Mall Codes
I hc coding showecd an incrasmig prcvalcc of rrainsIt

and scmi-malls in rhe mid-to-Iate 1960s. lPcdestrian
malls remained a consistent clement of plans

n1on erhcless.

Pedestrian Mall Codes: 4.22, 4.23, 4.24, 4.25
cruciform mall: KA/amazoo 1980, 1958
polynodal mall: Pn fir Central i/lsa, 1959
transit mal: Centropolis IA 1964

semi-mall: -Ort Worth CBD Sector Report. 1 971
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4.26
Section. Fort Worth CBD Sector

Report, 1971.
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4.27
Blight. Magic City Center Plan for
Action, M iami, 1 960.

appeared with increasing frequency in the I 960s. 'he inclusion of sectional

representation of the downtown suggests the advent of a "megastructural"

concept of urban form as well as the gradual shift from aerial advertisement

to technical reports. From Bacon's 1963 City Center plan onwards, virtually

all plans included sectional diagrams showing modern towers, multi-level

parking garages, elevated and subterranean walkways and pedestrian malls

as an interlocking and cohesive structure. This is perhaps best exemplified

in Gruen's 1967 plan for Boston and the 1971 WMRT plan for Buffalo.

The inclusion of street sections, often denoting a more "balanced"

streetscape, also emerged in later plans, although this expressed a trend

different from the complex vertical megastructure. ihese would be a

hallmark of urban design plans in the I970s and 1980s.

9. Images of Blight

Among the surprising shifts not observed in the coding was the inclusion

of images highlighting conditions of "blight." Blight imagery (including

images of hanging laundry, traffic, pollution, and cacophonous signage)

had been a longstanding feature of plans, going back to the early 1900s. It

was anticipated that the images of blight would be weighted towards earlier

plans, with later plans featuring more positive imagery, such as people

enjoying public spaces or shopping. Based on the coding, however, blight

imagery evidenced no clear pattern. As many later plans included images

showing traffic congestion and deteriorating buildings, for instance, as did

earlier ones. Clearance and parcel disposition maps likewise showed no

clear pattern, indicating that their persistence was likely due to the origins

of this body of plans in urban renewal funds.

10. Pei Plans as Anomalous

As anticipated, plans by I.M. Pei appear anomalous based on the coding.

While the two plans included in the coding were both relatively short,

with the first and third lowest total number of codes observed, these

plans also differed from other downtown plans in their exclusion of key

motifs. Neither of the Pei Plans included a pedestrian mall, for instance,

though the Oklahoma City plan did include an enclosed mall. Both plans

deemphasized highway improvements and loop roads, instead including

widened surface access roads. Discussion of transit improvements, save

for the brief mention of a bus terminal in the Oklahoma City plan, were

wholly absent as well. The absence of certain plan motifs from Pei's work

can be read here as a purposeful exclusion reflecting an alternative iteration

of and approach to modernism and modernization. The "sparseness" of

these plans may be read as intentional and purposeful contrast to the work
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of Gruen and others. Pei's plans and their differences from the conventional

paradigm will be discussed at greater length in the Chapter Five.

Conclusions from the Coding

Coding provided an important source of data as well as a necessary

supplement to the plan readings conducted throughout this thesis. While

it would have been desirable to code a larger body of plans by a wider

set of actors, this initial set of observations supports some of the initial

hypotheses about downtown plans and plan making, and suggests other

areas for further investigation. A follow-up coding exercise might also look

at civic center plans and city plans from before and after this era so as to

draw a more comprehensive view of how and when changes occurred.

Focusing on a single drawing or rendering type could also prove valuable

in future studies, given the amount of time required to closely analyze an

entire plan.

Downtowns in Town

Bringing Southdale Downtown: Midtown Plaza in Rochester, New York

Up until 1961, Gruen's most successful commissions remained in the

suburbs. While he had garnered significant exposure for his daring Fort

Worth plan and his influence in bringing about the Kalamazoo mall, the

former was never implemented and the latter had been realized at what

Gruen perceived to be an insignificant scale. It was Midtown Plaza in

Rochester, New York, opened in 1962, which proved to Gruen and his

contemporaries that his visions could come to fruition downtown.

In December 1956, during the flurry of meetings he held with city

officials in the wake of Fort Worth's unveiling, Gruen traveled to Rochester,

New York to meet with two downtown department store executives.56 5

Gilbert McCurdy of McCurdys Department Store and Fred Forman

of B. Forman Co. Store had both been mulling a move to the suburbs,

but wanted to consult Gruen on his ideas for downtown revitalization.

Compared with Fort Worth, Rochester had an exceptionally organized

government that was preparing for change as well as private sector leaders

willing to contribute to downtown's rebirth. The city had already been

working with the planner Ladislas Segoe on plans for the metropolitan

region and downtown since the 1940s566 and as a result of these efforts, had

secured funding for an inner highway loop and 500-car city garage prior to

Gruen's arrival.

With characteristic showmanship, Gruen convinced McCurdy

565 Wall, 143.
566 See Ladislas Segoe. "Rochester's Traffic Strainer," American City 69.4 (1954): 145.
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and Forman to gamble on downtown's future. After seeing Gruen's plan

for the first enclosed downtown shopping center in the country, the city

began to quietly acquire and consolidate 17 parcels of land with funding

from the New York State Teachers Pension Fund.16 7 Tbough Gruen's plan

for Midtown Plaza (1959) showed the mall as the crossroads of a new

downtown unit completely enclosed by a loop road, the plan itself more

directly applied the formal characteristics and lessons drawn from his

enclosed suburban shopping malls to downtown. In Rochester, he called

for a 2000-car multi-level garage integrated into the mall, directly linked

to the loop highway, and a central sky lit court with a clock tower, the

Clock of the Nations, designed by the artist-designer Gere Kavanaugh.

The 18-story Midtown Plaza tower, the first skyscraper built in Rochester

in 30 years, would include hotels, offices, parking, and bus connections,

making it a seminal mixed-use project that preceded pioneering efforts like

Water Tower Place in Chicago by over a decade. The design of the central

pedestrian plaza, meanwhile, echoed that of the Southdale Center in Edina,

Minnesota (1956), including the mall's iconic crossing escalators framing
the central space. Midtown's design embodied Gruen's frequent allusions

to the life of Central European urban squares, which he often cited in his

writings and speeches, and of his fascination with joy and gaiety of World's

Fairs and Disney.

The success at Midtown Plaza demonstrated how downtown

revitalization could go well beyond the scale of the pedestrian mall.

Midtown Plaza was, as Alex Wall has suggested, "one of the first projects

undertaken fully by private investors but integrated within the framework

of Rochester's publicly supported urban renewal plan."568 Though

Gruen publicized his own genius in bringing the project to fruition, the

planner Ladislas Segoe, perhaps anxious at seeing his legacy obscured,

contextualized Gruen's boasts as only one part of over a decade's work

spearheaded by his firm to secure transportation and infrastructure

investments that ultimately made the project feasible. 69

The response to Midtown Plaza was immediate. Xerox, which

had been planning to relocate to suburbs, chose instead to build its own

downtown skyscraper, which it connected directly to mall.570 T1he city

leveraged the project's success to begin work on a civic center across the

river. In 1963, Rochester Gas & Electric released a film, "Rochester: A

City of Quality" highlighting Midtown as the focal point of the city's

revitalization. The film began with a series of shots of shoppers pacing the

567 Wall, 143.
568 Ibid, 148.
569 Ibid, 148. Ladislas Segoe. Urban Land (1962), 2-5
570 Ibid, 149.
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floors of the newly opened maill. It then proceeded to the C lock of Naions

where d cigmarionettesS that perform "in the carnival spirit that is
the timeless magic of the marketplace""< enchanted groups of children.

ihe film referred directly to Midtown as an effort to "bring the best of the

suburbs downtown.'" Nonetheless, Midtown Plaza, which was owned and

partly managed by the city, remained a public rather than a private space.

In this sense, unlike the private suburban malls, it had the potential to

serve as true commons rather than a re-enactment of downtown without its

detriments. 'though successful during its first two decades of operation, the

opening of several outlying shopping centers in the I 980s and the closing

of McCurdy and Forman's Department Stores in the mid- I990s, ultimately

spelled the end for Midtown. After 46 years in operation, Midtown Plaza

closed in 2008 to make way for a new development, which adapted the

tbuilding's existing skyscraper core, yet demolished the mall.

TIhough Gruns plan for Midtown Plaza mirrored the visual

language he used in his other proposals, Midtown stands most clearly in

the lineage of d owntowvn projects like Rockefeller Center the Prudential

Center, which would open in 1 964, and Charles Center in Baltimore, a

multi-block revitalization efltrt led by the Planning Council of the Greater

Baltimore Committee. From the mid- 1960s onward, mixed-use centers like

Midtown Plaza would parallel the evolution the pedestrian mail and persist

TI1 Rocbester: A Ci ty of (Q)al ity.' Educational I-ilm, 1 963. Sponsorcd by Rochesrcr Gas &

Electric. Accessed April, 2016.
a 2 "Rochester, a City of Quality," Ibid.
7 Ibid. Ibid.

4.28
Pla1 for 'Midtown Plaza, Rochbstcr,
New York, 1959. Victor (rUfii

Associates. Credit: (ra io rrd

'X/'stbrook C ollejction , MI F Librarics
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today as a common typology in downtowns across the United States.

While Victor Gruen offered concrete vision for the revitalization of

downtown, after the mid-1960s and the opening of Fresno's Fulton Mall,

his personal influence gradually waned. A rising corps of actors, including

the planner David Wallace, architect I.M. Pei, and developer James Rouse,

among others, would all exercise greater influence on planning and urban

design in the 1960s and 1970s. Among architects and planners, firms like

Welton Beckett Associates and Charles Luckman Associates, and later,

Skidmore, Owings and Merrill and landscape architects like Lawrence

Halprin and Johnson, Johnson, and Roy would design the mixed-use

downtown malls and pedestrian plazas dreamed of by Gruen in the 1950s.

In Chapter Five, this thesis will investigate the role that those actors played

in the production of downtown from 1964-1974. Before delving into

that discussion, however, it is important to note the impact of Baltimore's

Charles Center in the late 1950s and introduce some of the key actors that

will be discussed in the final chapters of this thesis.

Charles Center and the Greater Baltimore Committee, Inc.

In the mid-1950s, Baltimore, like most cities of the Northeast, was

struggling with downtown deterioration and preoccupied by the plight

of decentralization. For 20 years, employment had stagnated, downtown

real estate assessments had declined 10 percent, and between 1952 and

1957, the downtown department stores witnessed a 12 percent decrease

in sales.175 Baltimore leaders looked to Pittsburgh's Allegheny Conference

as a model of an active congress of business interests who could spur a

downtown renaissance. Led by the mortgage banker Hunter Moss, he

architect Archibald Rogers, department store owner J. Jefferson Miller, and

a group of "100 CEOs" considered Baltimore's "movers and shakers,"

the Greater Baltimore Committee (GBC), Inc. formed in 1954. The GBC

and Baltimore's Committee for Downtown recruited David Wallace, who

had been the director of planning and development for Philadelphia's

Redevelopment Authority under Edmund Bacon. Wallace had authored

the city's well-known Central Urban Renewal Area (CURA) Report 77 in

574 For a thorough investigation on mixed-use projects downtown from the mid-I 9
6

0s
through the mid-1970s, see Louis G. Redstone. The New Downtowns. (New York, NY: McGraw-Hill,
1976).
575 Wallace. Urban Planning My Way, 6-7.
576 Ibid, 6.
577 According to M.G. Scott, 522-524, "The CURA Report did not recommend abandonment
programs already under way, but it sought to relate them to a wide range of activities designed to halt
further decline in the inner city... it anticipated... model-city programs by recommending programs
for adult education to aid the disadvantaged, general improvement of all city services in areas not
designated for clearance, new and improved public and private programs to treat problems of family
disorganization, delinquency, crime, and poverty, and legislation to induce open-occupancy housing
in the suburbs and lessen the pressures that were forcing the expansion of the 'black belt."' (523)
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1956 and held a teaching position at the University of Pennsylvania. In

his 2004 memoir, Wallace described his assignment at the GBC. "The

Planning Council members and the GBC had been very impressed by the

architect Victor Gruen's recently published visionary Plan for Downtown

Fort Worth, Texas... My task was to prepare a plan for the Central Business

District (CBD) as exciting as Gruen's, but with the built-in approval of key

representatives of the city administration and the business community to

'insure' its acceptance and implementation. When I asked why Baltimore's

leaders didn't rely on the city planning commission to prepare a plan,

they said that they wanted planning one step removed from the political

process." 578

Wallace built a strong design team behind him to realize the plan,

including George Kostritsky, who later, as a principal in the firm RTKL

(Rogers, Taliaferro, Kostritsky, and Lamb), would develop downtown

plans for Cincinnati, Hartford, and Charlotte. 79 He sought the counsel

of a variety of leading figures in the development of his plans, including

James Rouse, the mortgage banker turned shopping mall developer and

former partner of Hunter Moss, chairman of the GBC. Wallace and his

team, based on interviews with local stakeholders, determined that rather

than undertake the Baltimore Central Business District plan immediately,

that they would "search for an urban renewal project big enough to

have a major impact, yet small enough to be 'doable' in a relatively short

time."5 8 0 The project that the Committee settled on was a 22-acre area at

the northwest corner of downtown known that became known as Charles

Center. According to Wallace, Charles Center, was "located in an area

of mostly small, deteriorated old buildings between the CBD's office

and governmental center on the east and the still-viable, but increasingly
troubled, retail center on the west. The properties between them were

characterized by urban obsolescence and deterioration and were eligible for

public renewal to 'eliminate blight' through clearance. This would allow

for private construction to strengthen the overall CBD and ultimately set

the stage for the Inner Harbor to the south," which Wallace and others

pointed to as future phase in the redevelopment of downtown.58 While

the original project for Charles Center had been only 22-acres, the site

increased its area to 33-acres after James Rouse recommended a northern

extension of the site, which would coincidentally be just across the street

578 Wallace, 10. Wallace notes that while the City Planner Arthur McVoy was talented and had

developed a series of useful schemes, he did not have the confidence of the Mayor and was thus in a
weak position politically to realize his plans.
579 Ibid, 11-12.
580 Ibid, 15.
581 ]bid, 19.
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from Rouse's office. Final site plans and architectural models for center

were completed in 1958 and approved by Baltimore City Council in

March 1959.53

1hough it covered only a portion of downtown, the plan for

Charles Center both visually and structurally read as a "Gruen Plan." It

had, after all, been Wallace's task, at the bequest of the GBC, to create a

plan as visually enticing as Gruen's, but with a firm financial and political

base to back it up. The imagery of the Charles Center plan mimicked

Gruen's use of a detailed before-after aerial perspective of downtown and

repeated the cellular structure of downtown that he pioneered at Fort

Worth.>" On the cover of the plan, an abstract "parti" diagram simplified

the basic structure of Charles Center just as Gruen's circulation diagrams

had illustrated Fort Worth as an entity disembodied from its larger context.

Wallace's plan even went so far as to copy the tripartite narrative structure

of Fort Worth, incltding the stories of the "businessman," the "shopper,"

582 Wallace, 20.
58 1he site plais in the Charles Center plan itself swere for the 22-acre site only. It is not

clear wI) the other 11 acres were not induded itt the plan, but it is assumed to hare been an issue of

utiling.
84 (tlles Cn/er. (Baltimore, M D: 'llie PIlantring Council of the Greater Baltimore

Committee, I c. I958), inside Coer.
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and the "visitor," who peers, much as Gruen's executive had, down onto

a tower framed plaza teeming with people.55 Wallace's staff copied the

subtlest aspects of language and graphics from the Gruen plan. The

illustrative site plan, for instance, used the same yellow background as Fort

Worth's detailed site plan drawings. Where the two plans differed, however,

was in their scale and practicality. At 33-acres, the Charles Center site was

only a fraction of Fort Worth's downtown. Its size allowed Wallace and his

team to treat the area almost as a single building, with each level detailed

according to its program, parking requirements, and circulation.5" In other

ways, like Gruen's Midtown Plaza, whose plan was published one year

after, Charles Center recognized its relationship within the downtown and

presaged elements of the later Baltimore CBD Plan, which was published

in 1959. Charles Center also made direct reference to Pittsburgh's Mellon

Square and Philadelphia's Penn Center projects, then under construction

and with which Wallace would have been highly familiar. 87
As Charles Center had reflected the visual language and layout

of the Gruen report, its publication in 1958 also pointed to the arrival

of large-scale urban renewal downtown. With the experienced Wallace at

its helm and the support of the GBC, Charles Center offered a detailed

"blueprint for action," which mapped out the step-by-step urban renewal

process that could be realized through a "public and private partnership." 5 88

As noted in the plan itself, Baltimore was the first city in the United

States to designate its entire downtown as an urban renewal area. 5 Urban

renewal legislation enabled the city to condemn and clear properties

through the Baltimore Urban Renewal and Housing Agency (BURHA),

chaired by Walter Sondheim, a vice-president of the Hochschild-Kohn

Department Store chain."" BURHA would acquire all of the properties,

consisting of 250 parcels in the Charles Center area, except four buildings

deemed significant as well as an existing parking garage, at fair market

value."' Properties that could not be acquired were to be condemned. All

streets would be closed and demapped. Two surrounding perimeter streets

were slated for widening. The plan accounted for all of the utility lines and

infrastructural elements crossing the site, including electrical conduits,

sanitary sewers, gas, and steam lines. A detailed plan was drawn up for

revisions to the zoning code and the existing property lines.

585 ChIarles Center, 2.
586 ibid, 6-7.
587 Ibid, 14.
588 Ibid, 18.
589 ibid, Ibid.
590 Wallace, 21. According to Wallace, following the plan's release, the Planning Council of the
GBC was placed under contract with the BURHA to see through the implementation of the Charles
Center plan and other efforts.
591 Charles Center, 18.

4.30

"A Visitor.' Charles Center (1958).

Ihe Planning Council of the Greater

Baltimore Committee, Inc.

Courtesy of MIT Libraries
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IT is 1968
imagine yourself a

businessman,

shopper in Charles Center.
the focus of

the new Downtown Baltimore.

Gone are the congestion,
traffic jams, noise

and the drab, dull buildings
with which you

were once ail too familiar.

Picture the new

Downtown environment.

4.31
Chailes Center (1958).A'he Planning

Council of the Greater Baltimore

Committee, Inc. Courtesy of MI T

Libraries

"The economic soundness of Charles Center," the plan stated

"will be the receipt of firm bids for the land for its development in

accordance with the plan," which "is the role of Baltimore's private business

community in partnership with public enterprise.""" he Charles Center

plan was sure to receive firm bids. After all, downtown business leaders

had led its undertaking and coordinated its development "outside of

the political process." The plan presaged the public-private partnerships

of the Downtown Inc. era of the 1970s and 1980s, while leveraging the

federal money available for large-scale clearance and renewal by the late

1 950s. For those displaced by the project, however, the plan offered a grim

assessment. "Once owners and tenants accept the fact that Charles Center

is really going to happen," it stated, "their greatest relocation resource

is their own initiative, ability to pay economic rents and prices for the

space and locations they need, and their individual solutions to their own

problems.""' At the end of the plan, the GBC included a map showing

the boundaries of the Charles Center parcel with a series of nebulous

translucent bubbles around "possible subsequent renewal action" areas,

including the Inner Harbor and a University of Maryland Downtown

Campus then under discussion.

ihough patterned after the Gruen plan for Fort Worth, Charles

Center reflected the emergence of a bifurcated response to that plan and

to downtown renewal more broadly. ihe pedestrian mall represented one

course of action, but it relied on the coordination and sophistication of

downtown merchants, something often lacking, especially in small and

mid-sized cities. ihe urban megaprojects, embodied by Midtown Plaza,

Charles Center, and the Prudential Center, represented a second response.

Public-private mixed-use developments served as catalysts for downtown

renewal and were in many cases planned as surrogates for comprehensive

CBD planning (as in Midtown and Charles Center). In the Charles Center

case, the plan was quickly followed up by a second report, the 1959 Plan

Jbr the Central Business District of Baltimore. Of the Baltimore CBD Plan,

Clyde Browning wrote in 1961, "the Baltimore CBD Plan...excels in the

imagination of its proposals, the thoroughness of details (135 pages on a

10-by 14-inch format), the comprehensive coverage of the many facets of

the CBD, and the visual delight of an extremely attractive presentation.

The Plan presents a balanced blend of inventory, analysis, and design.

This is especially true if the CBD Plan is taken together with its sister

publication, Charles Center."

592
593
594
595

Charles Center. 20.
Ibid, 22.
[bid, 28.
Browsning. "Recent Studies of Central Business Districts." 85.
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If Kalamazoo demonstrated the basic viability of the pedestrian

mall for small merchants on Main Street, the Charles Center plan, along

with Midtown Plaza in Rochester, demonstrated how the basic tenets of

Gruen's Fort Worth plan could translate into large-scale urban renewal.

While few assumed the scale of the whole downtown (with the notable

exception of Pei's Plan for Oklahoma City, to be discussed in Chapter

Five), these projects were predicated on the assumption that smaller sites

could serve as a catalyst for larger renewal. Charles Center's deliberate

imitation of Gruen's Fort Worth Plan, moreover, reflected the degree of

influence that it had as a vision for downtown. Though Charles Center

would ultimately emerge as the more viable redevelopment model for

cities, a second plan and project, Gruen's Fresno plan and Fulton Mall,

demonstrates the continued evolution of Gruen's pedestrianization scheme

following Fort Worth and Kalamazoo.

Plan Reading: CentralArea Fresno, Volume 2: The Plan and its

Implementation.

Among Gruen's best-known plans and his most successful projects was

the 1960 CentralArea Fresno: Volume 2: the Plan and its Implementation.9 6

Though undermined by later policy decisions, the Fresno plan represented

the crystallization of Gruen's downtown planning efforts. Realized in

1964 as the Fulton Mall and designed by the landscape architect Garrett

Eckbo, the Fresno project catalyzed a second wave of major pedestrian mall

projects, won a HUD award for design excellence, and became a model

for civic beautification in the Johnson administration. A promotional film

about the project produced by Victor Gruen Associates, "A City Reborn,"

was shown at the White House in 1968 before an audience including

then-first lady Claudia "Lady Bird" Johnson. While the plan won accolades

upon its opening, its gradual demise beginning in the 1970s and the recent

conflict over its removal serve as an important exhibition of the tensions

manifested by pedestrian malls in the United States.

Central Area Fresno: Factual Reading

Gruen's plan for Fresno differed from his other projects in that it consisted

of three individual scales and phases as opposed to a single downtown

plan. Gruen and Fresno had "worked out a unique three-part contract

that would relate immediate development problems with the question of

long-term growth of the city in its region."597 The first phase began with

596 Gary Hack and others have cited Fresno plan as Gruen's best work. Conversation with
Gary Hack, former Head of Planning, Gruen Associates, New York Office.
597 Wall, 154.
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Illustrative Site Plan of Central Area

Central Area Fresno, lumne 2: 1he

Plan and its Implementation ( 1960).
Victor Gruen Associates.

Credit: Crawford Westbrook

Collection, MIT Libraries

a regional analysis of the central area (the frame) of approximately 2000

acres. ihe second phase zoomed into a "core" superblock of 80 acres

downtown. The third phase consisted of a 36.5 acre designated urban

renewal area referred to as "Central Business District Project One." This

would eventually serve as a basis for the pedestrian mall designed by

Garrett Eckbo of the landscape architecture firm Eckbo, Dean & Williams

of San Francisco. For the purpose of this investigation, the second volume

of the plan, published in January 1960, will provide the basis for the plan

reading. Three actors-the City, the downtown redevelopment agency,

and merchants association, known as Fresno's Hundred Percenters (later

the Downtown Development Association)-came together to finance the

plan and resulting projects, ensuring the kind of cooperation that had been

lacking at Fort Worth. In contrast to Midtown Plaza, however, the Fresno

plan relied heavily on federal urban renewal funds, which accounted for

approximately 70 percent of the total project costs of $1.9 million."

The Fresno plan began with a full black and white aerial

photograph of the city with the "central area boundary" bounded by an

abstract elliptical geometry, inlaid by translucent overlays of the "core

superblock" and the "redevelopment project area" (project one). The plan

presented the problem of Fresno's future in familiar terms. "The historical

and commercial dominance of the center of the city," it read, "is threatened

598 Wall, 154-155.
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by overdevelopment of suburban facilities: a deterioration of areas adjacent

to downtown has spread its paralyzing influence over a large portion of the

central areas, and the common problem of inadequate traffic and parking

facilities are very much in evidence.""

Gruen's introduction to the plan recognized outright those forces

which had undermined his success elsewhere and directly referenced

how this plan would "pave the way for the first early and successful

accomplishment of total central area renewal." The same could not

have been said of Fort Worth, which had only "served to formulate the

fundamental planning principles for downtown renewal."600 The Fresno

plan stated at the outset that "joint sponsorship... [by] all the leading

elements of the community... constitutes the best insurance against

partisan opposition that could jeopardize adoption and implementation."60'

According to the introduction, Victor Gruen Associates had initiated work

in October 1958 and submitted the first volume of the plan, laying out its

basic objectives in April 1959. The urban renewal plan was completed in

September 1959 and thereafter sent to the Urban Renewal Administration

officers in San Francisco, during which time Gruen's staff edited the plan

for a November 1959 presentation to its key stakeholders.

Unlike Gruen's plan for Fort Worth, which included only one

diagram showing the relationship between the city and its region, along

with an acknowledgement of the challenge and competition presented

by Dallas, the Fresno plan situated the city in its state, regional, and

metropolitan context.602 While acknowledging the challenge faced by the

city's fast growing suburbs,603 the plan also called on Fresno's leaders to

"compete.. .with Los Angeles and San Francisco for its share of the far

west's growth." 604 Added to this regional outlook was a platform of five

key objectives. Interestingly, whereas Gruen's earlier plans had highlighted

the physical program for the city as the core objective, here those measures

were consolidated into a single point. The four other objectives showed a

newfound diversity in the firm's approach to downtown. These included

the diversification of activities and the economic base in the central area;

the formulation of a plan for physical rehabilitation and expansion; the

control of obsolescence; and the formulation of a phasing program. 60 The

599 Victor Gruen Associates. CentralArea Fresno, California, Volume 2: the Plan and its
Implementation, for city of Fresno, Fresno's Hundred Percenters, Redevelopment Agency of the city of Fresno
(Fresno, CA: January 1960), 3.
600 Gruen, Fresno, 3.
601 Ibid, Ibid.
602 Ibid, 6.
603 See Wall, 151. This challenge was underscored by the recent departure from downtown
of Sears Roebuck & Co. in 1956 and the opening of a new shopping center 6 miles outside of
downtown.
604 Gruen, Fresno, 7.
605 Ibid, 7.
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Proposed Bus Routes for the Central

Area. CentralArea Presno, Volume

2: T-he Plan and its hnplementation
(1960). Victor Gruen Associates.

Credit: Crawford Westbrook

Collection, MIT Libraries

timeframe set for the plan was, as at Kalamazoo, 1980, rather than 1970,

which had proven an unrealistic horizon for Fort Worth. Gruen retained

the Western Real Estate Research Corporation to conduct an analysis of the

downtown area population and buying power. The economic prognosis was

bleak-"without revitalization the share of sales going to the central area

would steadily decrease until by 1980 the area would only capture 6.10% of

total trade area... sales annually."6"0

As a reaction to the failures at Fort Worth, one area where Gruen's

plan for Fresno proved especially proactive was in highway planning.

Edgardo Contini, once again the partner-in-charge on the project, believed

that Fresno's downtown revitalization would hinge on realigning its north-

south and east-west freeway routes to circumscribe the central area.(

Fearing that the loops proposed by the state would shift the center of

retail gravity away from downtown, Contini advocated for a smaller loop

then under consideration by the Fresno-Clovis Planning Commission,

and presented that option to the California Division of Highways. They

eventually adopted that alternative."" Contini also drafted a specific traffic

plan for downtown that utilized one-way pairs to increase capacity and

allow for easier turning movements. Inscribed within the main loop, the

plan designed for a series of inner loops to enable circulation around key

retail areas and other land uses. The traffic plan for Fresno eschewed the

total separation proposed at Fort Worth in favor of a less costly proposal,

which enhanced access to the key retail areas without pedestrian izing the

entire downtown. In keeping with this pragmatism, the illustrative site

plans for the central area and the superblock'" dedicated far more land

to surface parking than at Fort Worth, again a reflection of the challenges

faced in creating expensive multi-level structures. The Fresno plan did not

try to recreate Northland downtown, as Gruen had at Kalamazoo, but

attempted, for the first time, to forge a complete and pragmatic proposal

for the complex land uses of the core area.

This illustrative site plan for Fresno consisted of three main areas

circumscribed by a loop highway, with several specialized zones indicated

in the plan. Fresno would have a high density, medium density, and low-

density area, and within that, a commercial zone, civic center, convention

hall, medical complex, and institutional complex, as well as residential

areas and areas for industry, wholesaling and warehousing."" Different land

uses were presented throughout the plan using Gruen's signature eye-level

606
607
608
January
609
610

Gruen, Fresno, 8.
Ibid, 10- 11.
See Wall, 155. "Fresno Mall Gives a Small City New Heart," Engineering Mews Record,

12, 1967. A HCVGC box 37.
Gruen, Frsn1o, 15.
Ibid, 16.
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vignettes, here drawn by Ben Althen, who had played a central role in the

delineation of the Fort Worth plan under Carlos Diniz. Rather than focus

the illustration of the plan on the pedestrian mall alone, the Fresno plan

used a series of six eye-level vignette drawings to show various aspects of

the scheme, including an approach to downtown along the highway; new

residential developments with rehabilitated older housing; a revamped civic

center area; an expanded medical complex; portions of older commercial

areas; and industrial facilities adjacent to the city's railways."'

After presenting the main features of the entire central area,

the plan zoomed into the core superblock. In the superblock, a roughly

rectangular high-density area, the plan proposed "a system of pedestrian

malls and plazas from which all vehicles except small, slow-moving "pedes-

trains" (similar to those at Disneyland or in World's Fairs) would be

excluded.""' The superblock proposal represented a much-scaled down

version of what Gruen had proposed for Fort Worth. It included a main

pedestrian mall spine on Fulton Street bisected by five "cross-malls" with

approximately 3000 parking spaces in perimeter parking lots. For service,

the plan recommended a series of one-way alleys, in addition to pick-up

drop-off areas for taxis and short-term parking. The superblock connected

to the central bus terminal via an elevated pedestrian walkway at the north

4.34

Core Superblock of Central Area

Central A rea F resno, Voblumre 2: The

P/an and its Implementation ( 960).
Victor Gruen Associates.

Credit: Crawford Westbrook

Collection, MIT Libraries

611 Gruen, Fresno. 20-23.
612 Ibid, 26-27.
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end of the site and also provided for the potential of a heliport to offer

direct access to the downtown.

The scale of the Fresno core superblock followed the same logic

Gruen used elsewhere, yet articulated that logic at a secondary scale. With

the freeway loop ringing the central area, a less invasive and costly arterial

system could provide access around the core within the framework of the

existing grid. Rather than turn the entire downtown into a World's Fair,

as he had tried to do at Fort Worth, or to turn downtown into a shopping

center, as he had done for Kalamazoo, Gruen here toed a middle line,

creating a high-density retail core within the framework of a comprehensive

plan made up of a careful arrangement of land use districts.

In keeping with his multi-scalar approach to the plan, Gruen

illustrated the core superblocks using a second series of six superblock

vignettes. The first of these illustrations showed the back end of the

superblock from a moving car. The landscaped roadway here served the

role of an access or feeder route enabling access into the core much as

Gruen's access roads did into his regional shopping malls. Along the

perimeter, a pleasant, park-like setting, a remnant of George Nelson's

greenbelt for Syracuse,6 14 was proposed, with "pedes-trains" picking up

passengers to ferry them into the center. A second perimeter illustration,

from the access road, showed the connection from the bus terminal to the

downtown, which passed through a massive parking deck structure into

the pedestrianized downtown. The third, fourth and fifth renderings of the

plan bring the audience into the tranquility of the center.

Once inside the pedestrian core, a third illustration depicts a

man, who, having only just left his car in the garage, prepares to descend

an escalator into the downtown. He pauses first to gaze at the public life

below, including a public monument similar to one designed for Southdale

(and also featured in the Fort Worth proposal), a historic landmark

skyscraper, and the city's downtown department store. On the main floor

of the plaza, the scene shifts towards one of the city's cross street malls, at

Fulton and Mariposa streets, where a couple with a child are walking in

the direction of the Fulton Mall. The city's familiar courthouse may be

glimpsed in the distance, its landmark dome visible amidst a collection of

new modern skyscrapers. The by-then common elements of downtown

renewal appear in the scene, including an arcade along the sidewalk, a

merry-go-round, planter benches, kiosks, and sidewalk cafes.

The final, iconic image of the plan shows the primary mall at

Fulton Street. The caption accompanying the image reads, "This long mall

613 Gruen, Fresno, 27.
614 Refer to George Nelson's 194X Syracuse plan from 1943 discussed in Chapter 2.
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is broken into a series of related spaces and plazas by varying building lines

and by the low structures constLruCted in the mall.'" 1he illustration looks

out OntO the mall from a lush planter bed. In the fircgr ound is a man

smoking a pipe and reading the newspaper. Behind him, a covered sidewalk

cafd on an elevated platform plays host to a pair of CuIples having a drink.

An image of the Eiffel Tower is visible on the wall of the restalurant. To

the man's left, a chance encounter is had betwcen a couple and a man

carrying a box from I.C. Penney's. J.C. (enneys itself lies just behind them

in the backgroUrnd, beneath a matuie tree shading a children's playground.

Further back in the scene, a pedes-train carries passengers along the mall.

Other kiosks and small archirecturial follies are visible in the distance-an

art exhibit, a photo booth, a modern bandstand. Fresno's iconic Pacific

Southwest Building, built in 925, looms in the distance, an orienting

device in the modernized skyline.

In comparison to the plan for Fort Worth, the Fresno plan

advanced the Iraph ic i magery of the Gruen scheme in certain respects

0 rue. hrsu, )0.
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and regressed in others. Illustrations here employed a variation of Gordon

Cullen's serial vision, married to an indirect narrative approach that tried

to show the various components and vantage points of the scheme through

a pictorial journey. Unlike Fort Worth, however, these illustrations were

done in black and white, with only a single full-page spread. Detailed

black and white aerial perspectives, like those prepared by Carlos Diniz for

Fort Worth, were not included, either for lack of funds or perhaps because

they might have undermined by the project by being both too specific and

too vague at the same time. The impressionistic vignettes done by Althen

sufficed here as a means of garnering support for the plan, without spelling

out each an every detail of its architectural form.

The last section of the Fresno Plan provides a basic overview

and preliminary schematic for "Central Business District Project One," a

designated urban renewal are of the core superblock that was marked for

clearance and rehabilitation. 616 The project area was divided into a series

of 24 "disposition parcels," most of it designated for either large scale

parking structures, new modern buildings, or other amenities. Together,

these would be completed over the next five to seven years. Federal aid

would provide funds for land acquisition, clearance, and improvement

and then leave the marketing of the cleared parcels to the redevelopment

agency.6

As a comprehensive plan for the city, rather than a retail strategy

for the "malling" of downtown alone, Gruen's plan touched upon every

major aspect affecting the central area, including zoning, emergency vehicle

routes, public transportation, and imminent plans for the civic center

and conventional hall. The plan provided maps of the nine major bus

routes servicing downtown, as well as detailed phasing recommendations

and a chapter on implementation. Having learned their lesson from Fort

Worth, Gruen's team here provided considerable detail on the matter

of implementation. The appendix includes twenty notes on how to

construct parking facilities downtown though private enterprise, joint

public-private action, or by governmental authority, with examples culled

from cities around the United States. Though the initial plan suggested

that the creation of a pedestrian mall could be justified by "the police

power, citing four relevant legal cases, later that year, the State passed

the California Mall Law Act of 1960, which provided legal cover for

municipalities wanting to build pedestrian malls. The fight for the act was

led, however, not by Fresno, but by Pomona, California, which lobbied

616 Gruen, Fresno, 32.
617 Ibid, 32.
618 Ibid, 58.
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the California legislature to enact a procedure by which cities could legally

create pedestrian malls without abandoning their public interest in the

right-of-way or suffering legal challenges from disenchanted merchants.

Central Area Fresno: Contextual Reading

Situated in California's San Joaquin Valley between Los Angeles and San

Francisco, Fresno emerged as a major center of California's agricultural

economy throughout the twentieth century. The city's first comprehensive

plan, completed in 1918 by the planner Charles H. Cheney and discussed

in Chapter One, had focused on the potential for early zoning controls

and the predicament of poorly planned rail infrastructure.2 Cheney's plan

mirrored other features common to city plans of that era, including a Civic

Center proposal with a reflecting pool in front of the main courthouse,

and a parks and boulevards system illustrated at the regional scale. Though

much of Cheney's plan would go unimplemented over the coming

decades,62 1 it was rediscovered and reprinted by the Fresno-Clovis Planning

Commission in 1956. 'The Fresno-Clovis Planning Commission, the first

area commission formed in California, reflected a regional ideology

sorely needed in the post-war suburban boom of the 1950s.6 23

In 1957, planners at the commission adopted a "Preliminary

General Plan for the Fresno-Clovis Metropolitan Area," which among

other items called for a mall that would close down Mariposa Street leading

to the historic county courthouse, a provision that seems to have been

loosely adapted from Cheney's original civic center scheme in 1918.

The General Plan proved so controversial at the time of its release that

the president of the Manchester Shopping Center outside of downtown

Fresno, C.A. Bergfield, threatened to sue for an injunction of its release.625

At the same time, downtown business owners, concerned about losing

out to the suburbs, consolidated their interests by forming the Fresno

Hundred Percenters, a downtown business association of merchants and

property owners in the core. Victor Gruen was brought to Fresno under a

joint contract between the city's redevelopment agency and the Hundred

Percenters. Over the next two years, working under a grant from the Urban

Renewal Administration (a predecessor to HUD), Gruen and his team

619 Roberto Brambilla and Gianni Longo. Banning the car downtown. Selected American Cities.
(Institute for Environmental Action: No. HUD/PDR-192/3, 1976), 72.
620 Cheney. Progress of a City Plan for Fresno. 1918.
621 John Edward Powell. "The Fresno Civic Center: An Architectural History," Accessed April,
2016, http://historicfresno.org/civic.htm.
622 The area commission was the equivalent of a metropolitan planning organization or
regional commission elsewhere.
623 "Fresno Area Regional City Seen by Planner." Los Angeles Times, January 27, 1957.
624 "Redevelopment Sought for Downtown Fresno: City Bid for Planning Funds Brings
Injunction Threat from Rival Center." Los Angeles Times, July 8, 1957.
625 "Redevelopment Sought," Ibid.
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prepared their plan for the central area.

After being adopted in 1960, however, Gruen's plan encountered

several setbacks. The lack of enabling legislation prior to the passage of

the mall law protracted implementation. The city had to establish an

assessment district 26 for those benefitted by the project and expand the

official boundaries of the redevelopment project area.627 Plans for the

freeway alignments and financing of parking structures needed to be

detailed and agreed upon before other plans could move forward.628 Yet

by 1963, the city was ready to move forward the pedestrianization of nine

blocks of Fulton Street, the initial phase of the superblock that would be

carried out in accordance with the Gruen Plan.

Gruen engaged the landscape architect Garrett Eckbo, of Eckbo,

Dean and Williams, to design the first phase of the mall. In Eckbo's

design for the mall, "echoes of the region's agricultural topography

arise in alternating bands of stained and unstained concrete in wavy

patterns," reflecting "symbols of the San Joaquin Valley." 630 Eckbo, a

native of California, had been educated in the Department of Landscape

Architecture at Harvard's Graduate School of Design. In the 1940s, he,

along with classmates Daniel Kiley and James Rose, helped to initiate

and lead the emergence of modern landscape design, which shifted the

profession from the Beaux Arts tradition of landscape design towards one

with a more social agenda, which the profession had largely ceded to city

planning as the disciplines diverged in the 1920s.

At the time of its completion, Eckbo's design for the mall could

only have compared in scope with Morris Lapidus' scheme for Lincoln

Road Mall in Miami Beach. A serpentine paving pattern gave way to

intermittent clusters of benches, plantings, and fountains, as well as small

pavilions and kiosks. The artwork for the mall took a cue from Gruen's

program for Northland in Minneapolis and included an iconic 60-foot

clock tower designed by Jan de Swart, curvilinear fountains by the Fresno-

based sculptor Stan Bitters, bronze works by Pierre-Auguste Renoir, Tony

Rosenthal, and George Tsutakawa, along with a polished bronze and

626 Many pedestrian malls lived or died on the passing of an assessment district to fund their
implementation. Sacramento, for example, endured a vicious battle between the city council, mayor,
and downtown merchants over the passing of an assessment district, another sign of how downtown's
fragmentary property ownership challenged implementation.
627 Victor Gruen Associates. Fresno and the Mall: A Story of Community Action (Fresno, CA:
Victor Gruen Associates, 1964), 9.
628 The project's delays, of course, reflected just the kind of long range planning that Gruen
had hoped for. The fact that the mall was implemented only after all of its supporting elements had
been put in place, represented a model scenario.
629 A revised plan for the core superblock published in Fresno and the Mall in 1964 showed
the evolution and elaboration of the initial concept. The revised scheme shows a series of major multi-
level parking structures, five cross-malls and the construction of a loop access road.
630 Mimi Zeiger. "Fresno V. Eckbo," Landscape Architecture Magazine 104.12 (2014): 104-1 17.
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cast aluminum work by Peter Voulkos and mosaic benches done by local

artists.' Trees planted along the mall included Chinese elms, Canary

Island pines, oaks, magnolias, crape myrtles, olives, and pistachio and fig
trccs." Pedes-trains ferried weary shoppers down the nine-block corridor.

Upon opening, the mall instantly became a benchmark in

downtown planning and revitalization. Ihen-governor of California

Edmund G. (Pat) Brown delivered the keynote address at its opening on

September 1, 1964. In his speech, he predicted that people would come

-from all over the country to see this bold and beautiful new look in

American cities.. .Above and beyond what this pioneering effort means to

Fresno, its stands as evidence to the entire nation that one of our greatest

problems can be successfully met and solved. I refer to the problem of

our cities." Not only did the mall bring to fruition the promise of

Gruen's Fort Worth plan after eight years, it also represented a triumph

for the convergence of urban renewal, regional planning, and downtown

revitalization. Beyond the mall, Fresno had undertaken comprehensive

action towards modernization, including the construction of several new

skyscrapers, a modern Cu-ty Courthouse to replace the aging domed

631 /cgcr Ibid.
632 Ibid, Ibid.
633 Califonlia (Governor Edmilund ( Brown'L ynite address at the opening ceremony f')r the
Flnitin Maill S. eptemher 1, 190-4 is quoted in Peter H. King. "Fresno: Rise and Fall of 'Urban Mall.

/ in lnge/e' Ims-i, April 28, 1988.
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structure (which not been slated for demolition in the Gruen plan), as

well as a new convention center and parking garage directly off the mall.

An article on Fresno's modernization from May 3, 1964 stated that it was

"all in step with.. .that elaborate and detailed master program.. .set up by

Victor Gruen and Associates... six years ago."63 In a promotional pamphlet

released to coincide with the mall's opening and recount the tale of its

evolution, Fresno exuded confidence in its future. "In the never-ending

climb which is the process of a city realizing its greatness," it read, "Fresno

has scaled steep and difficult cliffs. Perhaps now the climb ahead will

ease for a time, but there will still be many difficulties along the way and

leadership must not falter."""

Central Area Fresno: Trnporal Reading

But falter it did. Despite $19.3 million dollars of new investment between

1964 and 1967 and over $800,000 worth of building permits issued in the

central area after the mall's opening, the forces of decentralization gaining

ground since the end of WWII continued unabated. Less than two years

after the mall's opening, Fresno's City Council approved a developer's

proposal to build a massive indoor shopping mall, the Fashion Fair mall, at

the northern boundary of Fresno's suburban growth.""' Though the Mayor

initially rejected the proposal, citing a commitment to downtown Fresno's

future, after "intense lobbying and political maneuvering"""- as well as an

election cycle, the project gained approval. Politicians, who were convinced

that the mall (along with its jobs and tax dollars) would go to the nearby

city of Clovis if it were not approved by the city, relented.

In 1970, only two years after the mall had been cited as a model

for urban redevelopment, Fashion Fair opened. Montgomery Ward's

downtown department store location closed and moved north shortly

thereafter. Macy's moved into Fashion Fair. Only Gottschalk's Department

Store, which itself had a new location in the northern suburbs, retained a

downtown branch. Former Mayor Floyd Hyde, who went on to become

undersecretary of HUD in the Nixon Administration after his tenure in

Fresno, looked back on Fresno's experience with mixed feelings. "Plans

are dangerous," Hyde said as part of a 1988 interview on the mall. "Once

they get all printed up and with all those fancy colors and all that, nobody

wants to change them-and yet the development of a city, like a person,

is a changing one. And if you can't zig and zag now and then, you are

634
1964.
635
636
6_37

4.40, 4.41
Fulton Mall, 1964

Credit: G.E. Kidder Smith Image

Collection, MilT Libraries

Torn Caernron. -Fresno Modernizing its Downtown Area." The Los Angles Times, May 3,

Gruen. Fresno and the Aall, 16.
Peter King. "Fresno: Rise and Fall of Urban Mall," Los Angeles Times, April 28, 1988.
King, Ibid.
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il I- --'III _____ _

FutnMal Opening Cerm1

September 7, 1%64.
( rcdit:' he Iresi) Bei

~oing~ to he stuck with some real piohlems.' Garrett Eckho, rev isiring
the mall in a 1 986 article for Landscape Architecture magazine wrote. "It

ha e asking too much of environ mental design to improve economic

health. As the socio-economnic level of the actual or desired participants

goes up, the qtiality of the spaces and facilities rises parallel to it. When we

improve quality in Itow-gr-ade situations we naturally expect the quality of

participation to rise too. Whether, and if so, how, this works may he one of

the enduring my'steries of urhanism."<
Vresno's Fulton M~all, which was realized eight years after Gruen's

plan for Fort Worth, inarked a turning point for hoth tirban renewal and

for the pedestrian mall. It was, in retrospect, thle peak hefore the trough.

At its opening in 1964, the Ftilton Mall marked only the fifth permanent

pedestrian mall ever constrticted in rihe United Stares," following

Kalamazoo, Miami Beach, Knoxville, and IPomona. ihe downtown

me gaprojects, of which Midtownl Plaza in Rochester-, Penil Center in

Ph iladelphi a, Charles Center in Bal timnore, thle Prudential Center inl

Boston, and Constitution Plaza in Hartford had heen huilt, were just

gain iig momlentum. lhe inext ten years, from 1 964 to 1974, would mark

Oine of the most tuimtituous aild formative periods in the history (of the

American city and would change hoth the character and tile perception

(If downtown reilewal. lhe proa ctive husiiness coalitions aind renewal

authorities that hlad sprting til to "save thle coeC ill the~ late I 950s wotild

by tile mid- 960s bleconme increasingly associated withl its destruction at

the whlims (If the federal hulldozer. Even1 so, over the einsuing decade, the

638 King Ibid

64i) tlhis cludeIJ, Ihe temp [orary mal l exper~ient o (th ll are I 95(6 and abce.
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i ;rUndbreakingp, Narch 3, 2016.

(:ed it: I/h Fresno Bee

pedestrian mall would remain a persistent part of almost every downtown

proposal and almost 200 would eventually be built.

In 2016, over 50 years after opening, Fresno's City Council

voted to restore traffic to Fulton Street in Fresno. In spite of protests

of preservationists, "sentimentalists, antique lovers, and status-quo

preservers"'" calling for the mall's designation as a modernist landmark-

as well as a protest that tried to stop the mall's demolition using California's

robust environmental laws-the city, with the ardent support of its

Mayor Ashley Swearengin, engineered the political and business clout to

reopen the mall to traffic. In a surreal gesture of political symbolism, the

Mayor and key stakeholders began the demolition of the mall in front a

photograph of the mall's original groundbreaking in 1964."

641 MlcX
4

rry, "Market SlUare 62.
642 Mar Benjamin. "Fulto Mall GroUndbreaking Raises Hopes of Revitalizing lresno. /he

Frsno Bee. Februars - 2116.
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"Ihe fundamental reasons for the retail center's failure are threefold. First, the

plans could not address the fundamental market conditions that had eroded.

Further, they never got political support, and finally, they hung on to the

increasingly obsolete concept of a major shopping center as the nucleus for the

area's use."'4

- David Wallace, Urban Planning My Way (2004)

Downtown Revitalization and the Urban Renewal Record

In his rebuke of the urban renewal program published in 1965, titled "'Ihe

Federal Bulldozer," Martin Anderson reflected upon the initial aims of the

Housing Act of 1949.

"...eliminate substandard and other inadequate housing through clearance

of slums and blighted areas;.. stimulate suffcient housing production and

commUnity development to remedy the housing shortage;...realize the goal of a

decent home and a suitable living environment for every American family "" 4

With the passage of the Housing Act in 1949, says Anderson "Congress

clearly indicated that the clearance and redevelopment of blighted areas

was a national objective, that private enterprise could not do it alone, that

public power to assemble land was necessar, and that the public costs

should be shared by Federal and Local Governments.""' What began

as a large-scale slum clearance program oriented towards eliminating

substandard housing, however, by the mid-1960s had transformed into a

bloated redevelopment program whose scope and tenor had veered from

its initial purpose. In the shift from slum clearance to urban renewal, a

new type of urban actor emerged to shepherd large-scale redevelopment

643 Wallace. Urban Planning AI)y W7y 25 1.
644 Martin Anderson. 'he Federal Bulldozer" in Urban Renewal: 1he Record and the

Controcry ed. James Q. Wilson (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. 1966), 492.
645 William L Slayton. "Achievements of the Urban Renewal Program" in Urban Renewal: Ihe
Record and the Controversy. ed. lJares Q. Wilson (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1966), 192.

5.1

(previous page)
Tower City, Clcveland, Architects:

Dalton-Dalton-Little-Newport

Credit: Ihe New Downtons, Louis G.

Redstone, 1976

5.2
(opposite)

'he Inner Harbor Plan, Baltimore

Illustrated by 'Ihomas A. Todd

Wallace, McHarg, Roberts, and Todd

Credit: Presentation Drawings by

American Architects, Alfred Kemper,

1977
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projects. While some of these projects effectively replaced blighted housing

districts with new and higher quality places to live, far more destroyed

neighborhoods and communities at the edge of downtown to catalyze

redevelopment, clear a barrier to investment, or to facilitate highway

access into the core from the suburbs. By the mid-1960s, not only had

the character of urban renewal changed, so too had its core objectives and

outcomes. 646

To trace this shift and the impact that it had on the downtown

landscape, it is critical to first understand the origins of the program as well

as the incremental policy shifts that changed its character over time. The

basic tenets of the federal housing program were first borne out in the New

Deal of the 1930s, when the federal government built its first federally

subsidized public housing. In the first hundred days of President Franklin

Delano Roosevelt's term in office, Congress passed the Home Owners

Loan Act647 to relieve new homeowners of crushing debt and to alleviate

the risk of falling behind on their mortgages. Under the Public Works

Administrator Harold Ickes, the Roosevelt administration established a

Housing Division in 1934, under which it built the nation's first federally

financed low-rise housing projects.648 The Housing Act of 1937 enshrined

what had been emergency relief efforts into federal policy. Most of these

projects were low-rise, one-to-two story housing projects that sat on the

grounds of former slums. Planners tended to regard the housing program

with some skepticism, since these projects were often implemented with

scant regard to the city's preexisting comprehensive plans and often

excluded the city planning commission from its own planning apparatus.

The second stage of federal involvement in housing came in the

form of the Resettlement Administration's New Towns program of the

late 1930s under Rexford Tugwell. The new town program aimed to build

a series of greenbelt communities that "put houses and land and people

together in such a way that the props under our economic and social

structure will be permanently strengthened."6 0 The program served largely

"to present an alternative to the haphazard, speculative growth-by-accretion

that had long characterized American urban areas," much as the later

wartime housing at Linda Vista and Willow Run showcased an alternative

646 For a thorough critique of urban renewal's excesses in the period, see Downtown Inc.,

Chapter 3 and Urban Renewal: 7he Record and the Controversy. ed by James Q. Wilson (Cambridge,

MA: MIT Press, 1966).
647 A provision for the construction of low-income housing was also included in the National

Industry Recovery Act.
648 Among the projects built in this period were the Williamsburg Houses in Brooklyn, New

York (1936-1938) and Butler Place (1938) in Fort Worth, Texas.
649 Scott, 331-32.
650 Rexford Tugwell as quoted in Scott, 337.
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concept for communities and town centers."'

Sweeping federal housing legislation passed in the midst of post-

war planning efforts that had begun to gain momentum in the mid-i 940s.

The housing bill, first introduced in 1945, provided the basic structure of

urban renewal as a series of title programs. The most important of these

with respect to urban renewal were Title I, which created the National

Housing Agency;1 2 Title II, which provided funds for research on housing

and community development, as well as financing for local planning;

Title III, which extended aid to privately financed housing; Title VI,

which offered aid for "land assembly for participation by private enterprise

in development or redevelopment programs;" and Title VII, which

"continued the public housing program and expanded it by authorizing

the rehabilitation of older buildings for use of low-income families."

Policymakers were resolute in their conviction that the housing program be

used for housing alone, and though the bill they wrote provided for "urban

redevelopment" as well as housing, the demolition of private businesses and

other non-residential enterprises for commercial or industrial construction

violated the principles of the act."'

The response to the Housing Act of 1949 proved "discouragingly

slow and disappointing" to many of its champions. Before they could

condemn property and rebuild, many state and cities had to authorize

urban renewal through skeptical state legislatures, create redevelopment

authorities to carry out these projects, and draft plans for sites that could

actually take advantage of the federal funds. Many state legislatures, in a

reflection of similar debates that had precluded the adoption of zoning

legislation in the 1920s, questioned the constitutionality of federal slum

clearance and redevelopment, something that would not be resolved by

the courts until the Berman v. Parker decision upholding the District

of Columbia Redevelopment Act was decided by the Supreme Court in

1954.611 The act exposed the underdeveloped state of evolution of the

field of planning as well. Many of the submissions received in the first few

years after its passage were inconsistent, revealing "a wide difference of

understanding of what the contents of a general plan may be."656

651 Scott, 341.
652 Ibid, 419.
653 Ibid, 419.
654 Ibid, 486.
655 Ibid, 491. Berman v. Parker affirmed that the District of ColumbUs Redevelopment Act
of 1945 was indeed an appropriate exercise of police power rather than a taking, as the appellant had
claimed. The act specifically cited the need for coordinated action to stem the spread and blight and
marked a landmark affirmation of urban renewal, which in turn, accelerated the program just as it
had begun to mature.
656 Carl Feiss as quoted in Scott, 493.
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Downtown Inc.: From Slum Clearance to Downtown Redevelopment

The ineffectiveness of the initial authorization, coupled with the

creeping blight in the post-war urban landscape, prompted President

Dwight D. Eisenhower in 1953 to form an Advisory Committee on

Government Housing Policies and Programs. Eisenhower, who had

harbored reservations about the Housing Act as creeping socialism, sought

to transform its basic character in part by shifting its guidance from

progressive yet idealistic housing administrators towards savvy developers,

whom the government needed to actually build after it had put up the

funds for clearance. After taking office, Eisenhower formed a housing

committee that included the mortgage banker and future shopping

center developer James W. Rouse, well known for his participation in the

Baltimore Plan on housing rehabilitation in the 194 0s and early 1950s;

and Miles Colean, who in his book Renewing Our Cities, popularized the

term "urban renewal," which replaced "slum clearance" as the watchword

of redevelopment upon the passage of the Housing Act of 1954.15' The

1954 Housing Act expanded the scope of the program and set the stage for

feasible action. Among the significant changes to the law, was its reference

to "'urban renewal areas,' which could be slum areas requiring complete

redevelopment, deteriorating areas to be restored by a program of voluntary

repair and rehabilitation, or rundown areas in which a combination of

demolition and rehabilitation would be appropriate."658 Another important

provision of the act, perhaps inspired by the financiers involved in its

passage, was that it allowed for 10% of the urban renewal grant to be used

for non-residential projects.

Between 1954 and 1965, that percentage would rise 25 percentage

points, from 10 percent n 1954 to 20 percent in 1959 to 30 in 1961 and

35 in 1965. The increase in the percentage of urban renewal funds that

could be used for purposes beyond housing reflected a critical shift in

the program's underpinnings, as cities increasingly used federal funds to

clear blighted housing areas at the edge of central business districts and

then replace those areas with large mixed-use redevelopment projects like

convention centers or civic auditoriums meant to boost a city's overall

economic health.

Blight was often "in the eye of the beholder." 660 In order to stimulate

private enterprise to participate in urban renewal, the requirements for

deeming an area blighted loosened over time. Early renewal projects, which

had often focused on the worst slums, had often cleared land only to find

657 Scott, 497-498.
658 Ibid, 502.
659 Frieden et al., Downtown Inc., 24.
660 Ibid, 24.
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no developer wiling to actually build on it after demolition.66' Clearance

tended to displace residents who then moved to an adjacent neighborhood

or area, spreading blight and overcrowding rather than alleviating it.
6 6 2 As

a response to these early failures, later projects tended to focus on "tipping

point" areas where demand for building was higher, but where residential

buildings were often of sound or adequate condition.66 3 Downtown

business interests and department store executives consolidated their

interest into powerful growth coalitions, often patterned on the Allegheny

Conference of the 1940s. In city after city, these coalitions boarded planes

to Washington to lobby Congress for their major redevelopment projects at

the edge of downtown, often directly accessible from a newly constructed

or planned expressway 90% funded by the federal government." 4 Of 439

projects approved between 1966 and 1968, 65 percent "were in or adjacent

to central business districts."" 5 According to Frieden and Sagalyn:

"Although Washington officials never conceded the dominance of downtown in

urban renewal, the facts were clear to several experts who studied the program in

the late 1950s and early 19 60s... Capturing the highway and renewal programs

put massive resources in the hands of the downtown coalitions... the downtown

coalitions demonstrated three basic strategies that would contribute to the success

of later projects. First was the unexpected power of a mayoral-business alliance.

Second was a free-wheeling operating style that moved back and forth from the

cities to Washington, combining astuteness and ingenuity with a willingness to

bend whatever rules got in the way. The successful skimming of highway and

renewal funds established a third enduring principle for rebuilt downtown:

financing projects without asking for local tax dollars. Since most cities were trying

to rebuild downtown because their revenue base was shrinking, current tax receipts

left little to spare. Few mayors could even think about raising local tax rates for

something as unconventional and untested as a plan to rebuild the center of the

city." 666

The downtown-centric nature of the urban renewal projects

undertaken in the 1950s and 1960s resulted in a proliferation of plans,

which were required by and funded through the Housing Act. As William

Slayton wrote in "Achievements of the Urban Renewal Program," "the

major product of the planning period is the urban renewalplan-the

formal statement of the goals and objectives of the project, the treatment

to be utilized, and the controls over new uses...It is also the basis upon

661 This is because the worst slums were often in areas that had no market for housing
redevelopment, in spite of federal subsidies.
662 Scott, 523.
663 Frieden et al., 24.
664 Ibid, 25.
665 Ibid, Ibid.
666 Ibid, 26.
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which the Federal Government provides financial assistance. The courts

have found the urban renewal plan to be essential to carry out the public

purpose of urban renewal."" 7 From the late 1950s on, renewal projects

typically relied on one of two mechanisms to carry out a project-the

Community Renewal Program (CRP) or the General Neighborhood

Renewal Plan (GNRP). 6 The CRP, introduced in 1959, was two-thirds

funded by Title I grants and called for a long-range urban renewal program

that was coordinated with other citywide efforts in order to encourage

more comprehensive, integrated, and long-lasting initiatives. The

GNRP was created in 1956 to facilitate the planning of unusually large

redevelopment areas that would be renewed in multiple phases, such as

large swaths of downtown or dilapidated neighborhoods.

In his essay, "Improving the Design Process In Urban Renewal"

in Urban Renewal: The Record and the Controversy, published by the MIT-

Harvard Joint Center for Urban Studies in 1966, Roger Montgomery

appraised the problem of planning in urban renewal in the following terms.

"In the beginning, city planners recommended that renewal take place only in

a well orchestrated relation to 'the master plan of the whole urban territory.'

Congress decided against such comprehensiveness in passing the Housing Act of

1949, which called for project plans only. The statutory requirement that each

of these 'indicate its relationship to definite local objectives' operationally meant

little in achieving comprehensive planning frameworks. Planners responded

by making project plans into miniature city plans complete with land use and

circulation maps, zoning ordinances, and the rest of the familiar apparatus of

the comprehensive plan... When 'wholeness' is lost, only partial solutions are

possible.""'

The piecemeal nature of urban renewal, what David Wallace had called

"projectitis,"67 tended to undermine the efforts of comprehensive planning

by encouraging the creation of cellular plans created by different planners

and designers over the course of a decade. Central Business District

Plans, Neighborhood Plans, Housing Plans, and Transportation Plans

often conflicted or were carried out in a sequence that had the risk of

undermining the work of its predecessor. In downtowns, the problem

was compounded by plans produced by both public and private groups,

as in the case of Baltimore, where the Planning Council of the Greater

Baltimore Committee was contracted by the housing authority to create a

667 Slayton in Urban Renewal: The Record and the Controversy, 198.
668 Ibid, 198.
669 Roger Montgomery. "Improving the Design Process in Urban Renewal" in Urban RenewaL
The Record and the Controversy. ed. James Q. Wilson (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1964), 455-456.
670 Wallace, Urban Planning My Way.
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plan that would have (in different political winds) been carried out by the

city planning commission. Alternatively, CBD plans that were completed

beyond the scope of an urban renewal grant had the potential to exercise a

wider creative berth, as in the case of the privately funded Fort Worth plan,

which was nevertheless adopted as the city's vision and impelled downtown

stakeholders and city policymakers to action.

Perhaps most unusual about the urban renewal program in the late

1950s and early 1960s is that just as the program came under increasing

scrutiny and endured criticism, first from Jane Jacobs and a host of

activist reformers, and then by its own authors and former proponents, it

expanded considerably. The reauthorization in 1961, the year that Jacobs'

Death and Life ofAmerican Cities was published, increased urban renewal

funding to 4 billion, with another 725 million authorized in 1964.671 The

peak year for project starts was not in the mid-i 960s, as one might expect,

but in 1972 under Nixon's HUD Secretary George Romney, two years

before he effectively cancelled the urban renewal program and one year

before he declared that the urban crisis had ended. 7 2 The confluence of

an increasingly mature urban renewal order, highly motivated downtown

business coalitions and city mayors, added to an increase in funding for

urban renewal, made the mid-1960s both a moment of unprecedented

expansion as well as a critical turning point.

L M. Pei and the Central Business District Plan for Oklahoma City

The previous chapter of this thesis focused on the influence of Victor

Gruen and his groundbreaking Fort Worth plan as a paradigm for

American downtown renewal planning. While Gruen had been highly

influential, and his plans were emulated by many in the late 1950s and

early 1960s, his vision of turning the American city into a hybrid between

a pedestrianized retail utopia and a permanent World's Fair represented

just one of multiple visions for renewal. In this section, another vision is

presented, that of the architect and planner Ieoh Ming (I.M.) Pei, whose

plan for Oklahoma City's Central Business District presented a departure

from the Gruen plan typology. Both Pei and Gruen Associates worked

in the same cities in the 1960s and 1970s and one can thus compare and

contrast their approaches. This chapter presents a detailed plan reading of

Pei's 1964 plan for Oklahoma City and then discusses the contextual and

temporal framework of that plan.

671 Slayton, Urban Renewal, 194.
672 Frieden et al., 53.
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The Pei Plan: Factual Reading

I.M. Pei's 1964 plan, A General Neighborhood Renewal Plan: Central

Business District, Oklahoma City, is unique among the plans explored as

part of this investigation. The official plan, which covered the entirety

of the city's central business district, eschewed the traditional structure

of planning documents. Its findings were instead published in a brief

technical report and accompanied by a series of auxiliary specification

drawings drafted by the Fort Worth-based engineering firm Carter &

Burgess, based on work by Pei and Barton-Aschman Associates. The plan's

text has no narrative elements, diagrams, nor accompanying drawings.

Instead, it includes only a series of matrices, structural conditions surveys,

and cost estimates to support its implementation. The accompanying plan

layers, included as a series of fold-out maps embedded in the document,

read more like technical specifications for a giant floor plate building than a

plan for a city. It mapped utilities typically lacking in large plans for central

business districts, even including a telephone distribution map, a plat map,

and a street lighting plan.673

The main illustrative site plan for Oklahoma City, in spite of the

sparseness of the plan elsewhere, possessed an incredible amount of detail.

Of the structures surveyed by Pei's team, only 15 percent were found to

be in sound condition, with the remaining 85 percent (1,135 structures

out of 1,336) deemed sub-standard. 674 The entire site area for the project

consisted of 528 acres of the Central Business District,675 which was made

up of 11 city blocks on each side. Of the roughly 120 blocks in the CBD,

only a select few, including the civic center area, were preserved. The

plan called for the removal of 30 street blocks from the site area as part of

superblock conversions. In place of these assets, Pei set forth a total scheme

for the renewal of the downtown, as ambitious as Gruen's Fort Worth

plan, yet prepared with highly detailed phasing plans, technical maps, and

political support to back it up.

Pei's plan for the Oklahoma City CBD was broken into four

673 Among the map layers included in the plan are the following: Illustrative Site Plan; General
Location/Schematic Land Use Plan; Detailed Land Use Plan; Zoning Plan; Community Facilities
Plan; Clearance and Redevelopment Plan; Structural Conditions; Water Distribution Plan; Gas
Distribution Plan; Storm Drainage Plan; Fire Alarm and Traffic Signal Plan; Telephone Distribution
Plan; Streets & Parking Plan; Right-of-Way Adjustment Plan; Vicinity Map; Topographic Map;
Property Map; Plat Map; Electrical Distribution Plan; Street Lighting Plan; Sanitary Sewer Plan;
Land Use Map (Existing); Zoning Map (Existing); Population Density; Community Facilities Map
(Existing); Structural Conditions Map; Soil Data Map; Highways and Streets- Existing; Community
Facilities Map (Vicinity); Aerial Photograph (CBD); and Aerial Photograph (Vicinity).
674 I.M. Pei & Associates. A General Neighborhood Renewal Plan: Central Business District
- Oklahoma City. (Oklahoma City, OK: Oklahoma City Urban Renewal Authority, 1964), GN-
201D-1.
675 This was based on a precedent set when Wallace had the entire Baltimore CBD declared an
urban renewal area in the 1950s.
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distinct project phases, the last of which Would be completed by 19 8 0 ."

The plan included a new convention center spanning four city blocks, a

massive cultural park named for and inspired by the Tivoli Gardens in

Copenhagen, and a new site for Oklahoma City's Mummers liheater.

Iere would be multiple superblocks made up of a mixture of high-rise

apartment buildings, much like those Pei had designed for Philadelphia's

Society Hill and planned for Erieview, as well as clusters of low-rise

modern townhouses. At the center of the Central Business District, the

plan transformed the eastern half of the former civic center into a giant

civic plaza framed by a mUlti-block linear apartment complex. To the

east of the municipal area and directly north of the Tivoli Gardens, an

enclosed shopping center known as the Galleria was planned. In contrast

to many plans for central business districts in the I 960s, Pei's plan included
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5.6
I.M. Pei with Site Model, 10' x 12'.
'I he Central Business District Plan

for Oklahona CitV. I.M. Pei and

Associates, 1964.

Credit: Oklahoma Historical Society

minute details for buildings that would not come into existence for several

years, if at all, including a Holiday Inn, an Oklahoma City Travel Lodge,

a Y.W.C.A, and several planned office towers. 'ihe southern edge of the

site would be lined with structured parking to permit direct access into

downtown, an adaptation of the familiar "intercept" strategy.

While the Pei Plan itself was merely a collection of engineering

specifications at the scale of an entire central business district, Pei's firm

built a I 0-by-1 2-foot scale model of the proposal to bring its plan to life.

lhey' also commissioned a series of illustrative color perspectives for the

key elements of the scheme to be delineated by Robert E. Schwartz, a New

York based architect of the firm Kempa and Schwartz who was responsible

for many of Pei's renderings in the 1 960s."--" ihe renderings for the Pei

Plan try to convey a sense of playfulness completely absent in the model

and the plan document itself. An eye-level view of the 'livoli Gardens, for

instance, shows a verdant landscape shaded in the foreground, intersected

by an open car monorail crossing a lagoon teeming with visitors. '1e

interior perspective of the Galleria rises many' of tropes familiar in GrrIen's

work, inClUding children holding balloons, a structured parking garage

leading to an elevated interior balcony overlooking a plaza, and a rib-

vaulted concrete ceiling casting light onto an interior coUrtyard. In spite

of the vast clearance proposed in the scheme, Schwartz's renderings

6 - 1his inclJcdd renderings for Peis, Chrislian Science Center in Boston, MassacloHsettS.
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nevertheless highlighted sorte of the city's historic towers, including the

Sheraton and Biltmore Hotels, the Ramsey Tower and the First National

Bank Building, all from the early 1930s, amid a modern skyline of new

high rises.

While many plans developed basic physical models to show

the massing of their central business district plans, the model for the

Pei Plan possessed a level of architectural detail far greater than normal.

As the plan's primary undertaking and main advertising strategy, the

model sought to convey what a graphically rich planning brochure, such

as the one Pei produced for Erieview, would have otherwise portrayed.

For some Oklahoma City property owners, the specificity and scope of

the model immediately produced opposition, spurring contention over

which buildings would be preserved and which would be cleared. The

owner of the John A. Brown department store downtown, for instance,

was dissatisfied with the assigned location of her expanded store, and

threatened a move to the suburbs if her demands were not met." 'he

unveiling of the model also influenced retailers' decisions about whether

or not to renew their leases and property owners' considerations about

whether or not to improve their buildings, as urban renewal plans did

elsewhere in the country as well.

To promote the plan, the Urban Action Foundation, Inc.,

Oklahoma City's coalition of downtown business interests, produced a

ilm that highlighted the virtues of Pei's dream city. Set to the tune of

Petula Clark's 1965 song "Downtown,""" the film begins with scenes of

present day blight in Oklahoma City. ihe narrator explains, "'lhese are

scenes of a disease called blight, which like a deadly mold has settled on

rm our downtown and is killing it. ibhe symptoms are obsolete structures,
kctioln conuested traffic, too little parking, worn out houses and low-grade

ma ~ businesses. Since fewer people come here anymore and business costs are

tip, many merchants have thrown tip their hands in disgust and moved

out.i'82 lhe images of blight and decay used in the film echoed those often

included in plan documents decrying the deteriorated conditions of the

American postwar city-variegated storefronts and cacophonous signage;

mixed races shopping on crumbling main streets; curbside parking and

traffc congestion.

Using a "periscopic camera trick," the film takes its audience

ten years into Oklahoma City's future into "a dream that will soon move
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from the drawing boards and planning sessions as the second great era

of Oklahoma City."683 In a series of one-point perspectives that give the

impression of driving an automobile through downtown, the audience

is taken from the convention center, to the multi-level parking garages

to the federal plaza and the Tivoli Gardens, a "central core of fun and

excitement." Highlighted in the film were the "4000 families that would

live in apartments within an open space environment," and shopping areas

that would emulate the "boundless markets of the world."

The Pei Plan for Oklahoma City departed from the conventional

central business district plan in significant ways. The plan document

itself lacked a comprehensive design and instead took the form of a

report to be presented to the Urban Renewal Administration under the

General Neighborhood Renewal Plan Program. Its primary method of

visual representation, using a detailed model with an meticulous site

plan, presented advantages in terms of implementability and practicality,

but also left Pei and his team open to intense scrutiny of the specifics of

their proposal, something that could be obscured in colorful planning

documents.

In his discussion of plan design in the Joint Center's 1965

compendium, Urban Renewal: The Record and the Controversy, Roger

Montgomery pinpointed two types of plans-open plans and tight plans.

An "open plan," wrote Montgomery, "put an emphasis on process. Its land

use controls did not locate uses on a map... Spatial arrangement of the

required high-density housing, public park, parking, and landscaped areas,

and the inclusion and arrangement of the permitted theater, office, and

commercial space were left to the redeveloper and his site planners."684 A

tight plan, for which Montgomery used Pei's Erieview plan as an example,

is "based on an elaborate, highly refined overall design for the project

area" and "seek[s] comprehensive regulation of the renewal processes."685

Pei's plan for Oklahoma City was a tight plan. It treated the entire urban

redevelopment process as it would a building, detailing the utilities, phases

of redevelopment, and necessary configurations of the allotted programs.686

The Pei Plan: Contextual Reading

Oklahoma City's urban renewal era started late. Though Harland

Bartholomew had produced a comprehensive plan for the city in the 1940s

(1944-1948), by the time his work was published and adopted, many of

683 A Tale of Two Cities, Ibid.
684 Montgomery, 476-77.
685 Ibid, 472.
686 See Montgomery diagrams, 473.
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its recommendations were already out of date.687 Despite the passage of

the Housing Acts of 1949 and 1954, the city struggled to convince the

state legislature to authorize legislation enabling it until 1959, ten years

after the first act had passed. 688 The law raised constitutional questions that

troubled property rights activists, turning urban renewal into the keystone

issue of the city's 1959 mayoral election. When the city finally established

an Urban Renewal Authority in 1961, it had a lot of cities to look to for

advice. Following a pattern that was by then familiar in many American

cities, downtown businessmen formed the Urban Action Foundation in

1961 and traveled to Norfolk and Pittsburgh to see urban renewal progress

underway." Inspired by their peers, the Urban Action Foundation hired

the Renewal Authority's first director, James Yielding and then recruited

the architect-planner I.M. Pei to produce a plan. Urban Action had been

impressed by Pei's 1961 Erieview plan for a blighted section of downtown

Cleveland.6 90 That plan, which resulted in the successful clearance of

163 acres of blighted properties for a civic center, housing, and offices,

was viewed by the coalition as a fitting model for Oklahoma City's

modernization.

In the story of urban renewal, Pei's career had run a course parallel

to Victor Gruen's, yet, by the mid-1960s, had produced much different

outcomes. I.M. P6 had studied architecture at MIT and then Harvard

in the 1940s, when both Walter Gropius and Marcel Breuer were active

leaders in the school. After briefly teaching at Harvard, Pei accepted a

position with the real estate firm Webb & Knapp, where he worked as an

in-house architect under the developer William Zeckendorf on planning

and development projects around the United States. His first commission

at the firm (which was unbuilt) was an apartment tower in Atlanta to be

financed under the Housing Act of 1949. In the early 1950s, Pei, working

with Zeckendorf, designed a shopping center on a decommissioned airfield

on Long Island-the Roosevelt Field Shopping Center, which opened in

1955 and was among the first regional shopping centers in the United

States. Shortly after that commission, in 1955 Pei established independence

from Zeckendorf and thereafter went on to obtain some of the most high-

profile commissions for urban renewal projects just as the program was

gaining momentum. Pei's work beginning in the late 1950s (some of which

had begun under Zeckendorf) included the Mile High Center in Denver

(1952-1956); the Southwest Washington DC Redevelopment Plan (1953-

687 This included Bartholomew's disavowal's of public housing one year before the Housing
Act of 1949 and mentioned in Chapter 1.
688 Lackmeyer et aL., 7.
689 Ibid, 1 -12.
690 Ibid, 13.
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1968); Society Hill/Washington Square East Renewal Plan (1957-1964),

on which he collaborated with Edmund Bacon in Philadelphia; Kips Bay

Plaza in New York (1957-1962); and the Government Center Plan for

Boston (1960-61).

In contrast to Victor Gruen Associates, Welton Beckett, or Charles

Luckman, Pei's architecture adopted the dour modernist vocabulary of

Mies Van der Rohe and Le Corbusier. Rather than orient commissions

around retail complexes or echo the cellular urban hierarchies of European

cities, Pei's plans tended to call for near total clearance and an assemblage

of immense alternating vertical and horizontal blocks set apart by expansive

civic plazas and park-like settings.

The Pei plan for Oklahoma City was no different in this respect. It

reflected many of the same design strategies he used elsewhere, including

slim residential tower complexes offset by two-to-three story townhouses

set amidst immense civic spaces studded by flag poles and office towers.

The plan differs from Pei's other works because it was the only time that

we would be commissioned to draft a central business district plan rather

than a core sub-area plan or government center. In a 1977 interview with

the Washington Post, Pei was cited as leading a "counterattack against the

spread of downtown shopping centers ringed with vast parking areas."691

"A shopping center is the antithesis of a healthy downtown," said Pei. "If

you've solved a downtown's parking problems, you've killed downtown.69 2

Pei's plan for Oklahoma City, while it did provide for parking along the

perimeter of downtown, rejected many of the conventional strategies

in use by planners at the time and is unique for its relative de-emphasis

of downtown retail. Rather than encircle the entire Central Business

District with a ring road, Pei incorporated at-grade access roads. The retail

center at the heart of Oklahoma City, though a significant element in

the scheme, represented one of multiple vignettes and arguably was less

prominent than Pei's idea for the "Tivoli Gardens."

The Pei Plan: Temporal Reading

After Pei's team left Oklahoma City in 1965, the Urban Action Foundation

and the city's renewal authority undertook the process of getting the plan

adopted, which they accomplished in 1966. By that time, many downtown

businesses and retailers, whose properties had been marked for clearance,

691 Lee Mitgang. "I.M. Pei: Changing City Faces." The Washington Post, April 30, 1977.
692 "Changing City Faces," Ibid.
693 Frances X. Clines. "New York Planner Wraps Up Oklahoma City Dream Package." New
York Times, February 7, 1965. Pei's plan for Oklahoma City had been spearheaded by a city planner
and a senior associate of his team, August Nakagawa, who had previously worked for the Chicago
Plan Commission and had been a city planning student at the Harvard Graduate School of Design at
the same time as Pei.
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were left in a suspended state. Some opted not to renew their leases,

others stayed, but amid an uncertain future. Wide scale demolition in

downtown began in 1967 as part of the first phase of Pei's Plan, Project

1-A, which would include the new Mummers Theater, two major office

towers, the Tivoli Gardens,696 a new Convention Center, and new parking

garages. 697

In the late 1960s, however, while much of Project 1-A underwent

construction, the circumstances of urban renewal began to gradually shift.

James White, who became the urban renewal authority director in 1967,

recognized the peril of clearing land without having a developer secured,

something that had plagued Erieview and countless other projects in the

early 1960s. Upon taking on the directorship, White "promised not to

clear any property without first having a developer committed to building

on the same site."9 In 1969, in a decisive policy shift by the Nixon

Administration, HUD stopped automatically approving applications for

supplemental funds. As Project 1-A moved towards completion and city

leaders poised themselves for phase two of the plan, federal money began

to dry up.6 99

Pei's Galleria, an enclosed shopping mall with concrete rib-vaulted

ceilings, required $32 million in federal assistance to purchase and clear its

four-block area. But the market for downtown retail lagged. Two regional

shopping centers had opened at the city's outskirts, Penn Square Mall in

1958 and Shepherd Mall in 1964, the same year the plan was released. In

1974, a third regional mall, the Crossroads Mall, opened and the John A.

Brown Department Store left downtown with it. The development rights

for the Galleria had by then transferred to the Dayton-Hudson Company,

who saw bleak prospects for the mall's realization.'00 When Pei returned

to Oklahoma City to review progress on the plan in 1976, he was pleased

with much of what he saw, but was frustrated by the lack of progress in

residential construction, as well as the incomplete state of the "Myriad"

Gardens (since renamed from the Tivoli Gardens) and the Galleria.70' At

his urging, Pei convinced a friend, the Dallas-based developer Vincent

Carroza, to undertake the Galleria project. 70 2

694 Lackmeyer et al., 21.
695 The Mummers Theater would be designed in a far more abstract style than Pei had
originally intended. The architect John Johansen, who had also designed the Morris A. Mechanic
Theater at Charles Center, designed the theater, which was demolished amid protests in 2014.
696 A delegation from the city, including then Mayor, visited the actual Tivoli Gardens on a
junket in 1967 to garner support for the project. The project was later renamed the Myriad Gardens.
697 Lackmeyer et al., 30.
698 Ibid, 32.
699 Ibid, 38.
700 Ibid, 41.
701 Ibid, 46-47.
702 Ibid, 47.
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In 1975, eleven years after the Pei Plan, the city undertook a

second planning process, with Gruen Associates, to craft a more expansive

vision of downtown's future that would include links to a nearby medical

campus, riverfront development, and a new capitol complex to the

north.703 Gruen Associates had, by 1975, lost much of the talent and

energy that had defined the firm in the late 1950s and 1960s, and no

longer produced the same volume of plans or projects as they had during

the urban renewal era.704 While some of the firm's key actors, including the

illustrator Ben Althen and graphic designer Marion Sampler, were involved

in the Central City Plan, the plan brochure demonstrates a significant

decline in the overall quality and imaginativeness of the work. Gruen

himself had left the United States in 1968 and would pass away in 1980.

In spite of this, the Gruen Central City Plan of 1975 provides a

good example of the enlarged scope of "central city" planning by the mid-

1970s and follows a pattern discussed earlier in the Lawrence Halprin

CBD Sector Report for Fort Worth of 1971.705 While the plan lacks a strong

and coherent graphic composition and includes renderings of inconsistent

character, size, and color by multiple hands, it has a comprehensiveness

that goes well beyond that of most central business district plans. The

various facets of the plan are articulated in extensive site plans for areas

beyond the central business district, including a proposal for a riverfront

marina in a man-made dammed "lake;" a plan for a medical center

campus; and the redevelopment of several areas at the industrial fringe

of downtown adjacent to the railroads and the river. Ben Althen again

provided renderings of the plan's key elements, which built upon the style

and graphic character of those done by Robert Schwartz a decade earlier.

The Pei Plan formed the basis of this work and was seen as the backbone

for its further elaboration.

In spite of the recent struggles to implement 1964 Plan, Central

City offered an optimistic prognosis for the Galleria and other key

projects.706 Aerial views of the downtown build upon Pei's vision of

downtown residential and included his lush botanical gardens ringed by

parking structures. In spite of its enhancements and continuity, the plan

also acknowledged the implications of the recent shift of urban renewal

703 The project was funded as the "Central Business District Expanded General Neighborhood
Renewal Plan" and seems to have garnered funding from the original source as the Pei Plan.

704 Oklahoma City commissioned Gruen Associates, Alan M. Voorhees & Associates, Larry
Smith & Company, Grossman & Keith Engineering, and McCaleb Engineering to draw up the plan

in 1972.
The perception of general decline at Gruen in the mid-I 970s is based on conversations with Crawford
Westbrook and observations of the firm's overall work trajectory.
705 Gruen Associates. Central City Plan, Oklahoma City. (Oklahoma City, OK: Oklahoma City

Urban Renewal Authority, 1975).
706 Ibid, 21.
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5.8
View of the Mriad Gardens and
Downtown. (Cnr City Pkan,

Ok/ahom Cit. Gruen Associates
1975. CourtesV of MIT Libraries.

funding towards Community Development Block Grants (CDBG).(r

Block Grants, while a substantial source of funding for local projects, could

not compare to the massive earmarks outlaid for specific projects during

the urban renewal era through congressional lobbying. In 1975, Oklahoma

City was entitled to a grant of $6.2 million per year from HIUD through

CDBG, roughly one-tenth of its original urban renewal grant in 1966.i"'

By the mid-1970s, the public no longer had the stomach for

urban renewal projects at the scale of the Pei Plan. Public opinion had

shifted against the renewal authorities and increasingly embraced historic

preservation and rehabilitation efforts led by the private sector as an

alternative. In the late 1970s, one city councilor called for the creation

of an "old town" district downtown, of which a few examples, including

Denver's Larimer Square and Boston's recently opened Faneuil Hall

Marketplace, had by then garnered attention. Ultimately, support for the

Pei Plan fizzled. Though a number of key projects in downtown Oklahoma

City eventually came to fruition, including the construction of the Myriad

Gardens (the Crystal Bridge Botanical Gardens opened in 1980) multiple

downtown office buildings and hotels, the convention center, and a small

underground "Metro" concourse system, as many of the key features of

the plan, including the Galleria, were never built. Instead, development

momentum shifted towards the former light industrial areas at the edge

of downtown, where structures that had not been cleared as part of urban

renewal formed the nexus of a new historic preservation district named

Bricktowni"

707 Central City P/in, 122.
708 lbid, 2, 122.
'09 Lackneyer et al., 85.
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1he plan for Oklahoma City's Central Business District provides

an important subject of comparison in the downtown narrative. Pei rivaled

Gruen in his influence in urban renewal era planning and advanced an

alternative paradigm of modernism and redevelopment. His work eschewed

main street pedestrian retail in favor of regularized, concrete superblock

housing, botanical gardens, cultural centers, and grand civic complexes.

If Grucn's strategy could be described a cellular, Pei's was more dispersed,

creating a multi-pronged center in which housing, retail, and parks had

equal weight. Pei's urban renewal lacked or at least contained (as in his

Myriad Gardens) the kitsch and festivity evident in GrIen's plans. 'lhe

narrative of the Oklahoma City plan is an important one, in part becatise

it was for Pei an aberration, an application of ideas that he had used in his

urban renewal area plans applied to the scale of the central business district.

5.9
IIILustrative Site plan. (.Cntrf/

Ciryi P/an, Oklahown (it. Grun

Asies, 95. Ourt(ST of MIT

1) bra r i s.
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The plan also demonstrated new techniques in advertising major

downtown projects, including its primary use of a highly detailed scale

model and periscopic camera tour to entice city leaders and citizens to buy

into downtown revitalization, shifting focus away from the plan brochure.

Had Pei begun planning work for the Oklahoma City project five years

earlier, the plan might have proved to be an influential prototype for CBD

renewal in the 1960s, as his Erieview proposal arguably was. Yet the timing

of the project, in spite of its proactive business leadership and creativity,

fell victim to the changing course of urban renewal politics, racial tensions,

and the rise of the preservation movement. Pei's Plan, as a proscriptive,

tight plan crafted under the auspices of the renewal regime, faltered once

its main funding sources ran out. His lack of emphasis on retail and

the relative lack of influence of the downtown department stores in the

planning process, hindered the development of what might have been the

project's cornerstone. That the Pei Plan elected to move ahead with the

Convention Center and the Myriad Gardens, rather than with Galleria, at

the outset, also suggests that the plan's relative lack of interest in retail may

have ultimately undermined its overall impact.

Malls and Megastructures: The Fun Palace Comes Downtown

Oklahoma City's development trajectory reflected not only a different

typology of development in the central business district by the mid-1960s,

but also a shift in its scale. As Frieden and Sagalyn have pointed out in

Downtown Inc., downtown renewal projects grew bigger and bigger in scale

during the 1960s. Whereas Rockefeller Center had been only 12 acres,

Charles Center in Baltimore was 33 acres, Government Center in Boston

44 acres, and the Gateway Center in Minneapolis 72 acres. Large general

neighborhood renewal areas like Erieview, Oklahoma City, and Southwest

Washington D.C. were even larger, at 163 acres, 528 acres, and 560 acres

respectively.710

In 1976, Detroit architect Louis G. Redstone published a book

called The New Downtowns, in which he presented a series of case studies

showing exemplary downtown projects completed over the past decade.

The former Detroit City Planning Director Charles A. Blessing, who had

led that city's renewal efforts from 1953 to 1977, authored the foreword to

Redstone's compendium.

"If there were no perspective on this threat beyond the experience of the cities of
the United States, one might give way to acceptance of the inevitable demise of the
central core city and its functions. However, examination of what is happening in

710 Frieden et a., Downtown Inc, 27.
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cities throughout the world suggests that it is precisely this continued vitality, even

exuberance, of the heart of the city in countless great cities of Europe, Asia, Africa,

and South America, which raises the insistent question: why here in America... why

should our CBDs fade away when in most of the rest of the world the central city

becomes ever more dominant, more exciting, and in many respects more beautiful

and humane?" 711

Blessing qualified his frustration with the seemingly inexplicable

circumstances of the American CBD with one hypothesis. "Ihe answer to

this exodus-to the draining of vitality from the core of the central city

and the fragmentation occasioned by the fantastic fact of the construction

of 10,000 regional shopping centers in the United States alone in the years

since the construction of the first regional center, Northland, in 1953-is

central to the very continued existence of the central city itself and to

the idea of the role of the city throughout its long history as the seat of

civilization, the center of commerce, and culture and human services of all

kinds."71 2

In spite of the continued decline of the central city, Redstone's

documentation of the progress made by the mid-1970s provides a

thorough account of the ambitious and large scale redevelopment projects

that urban renewal and private enterprise had made possible. The scale

and ambition of these efforts conveyed a continued confidence in the

rebirth of the city even at a moment of unabated decentralization. His

survey included not only projects and plans for pedestrian malls or

enclosed shopping concourses downtown, but also entire networks of

elevated walkways that had been constructed in St. Paul, Minneapolis, and

elsewhere; enormous public artworks crouching before looming downtown

modern skyscrapers; people-mover systems; and mixed-use complexes

like Constitution Plaza in Hartford and Water Tower Place in Chicago.

These projects belonged less to the age of Corbusian modernism that had

produced Pittsburgh's Gateway Center than to the age of Megastructure,

described by the Japanese architect Fumihiko Maki as "a large frame

in which all the functions of a city or part of a city are housed" and by

Ralph Wilcoxon as "a structural framework into which smaller structural

units...can be built-or even 'plugged-in' or 'clipped-on' after having been

prefabricated elsewhere." 713

As an adaptation of the architectural language of megastructure to

the forces of capital, these urban redevelopment projects, foreshadowed by

711 Louis G. Redstone. The New Downwowns: Rebuilding Business Districts. (New York, NY:
McGraw Hill, 1976), xii.
712 Redstone, xii-xiii.
713 Reyner Banharn. Megastructure: Urban Futures oftse Recent Past. (New York, NY: Harper &
Row Publishers, 1976), 8.
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Rochesters Midtown Plaza and the Back Bay Center, approached a scale

and character hitherto unimaginable. 'their constituent elements extruded

and multiplied the architectural footnotes of earlier eras, forging schemes

that rivaled Gruen's Fort Worth plan in their totality. 1he basic elements

of the megastructural urban complex had been seen before, in the sections

of Bacon's Center City Philadelphia Plan, in Louis Kahn's parking edifices,

and at Charles Center, where the city within a city was drawn as a unified

complex, with its entire program iterated by floor by foor. Philadelphia's

plan for the Gallery at Market Street East,' for instance, drew upon the

emerging architectural ideas embedded in Cedric Price's 1962 Fun Palace

Projectf1 and to a lesser extent, upon Yona Friedman's tensile structures

proposed for his urban/sme inobile.'1 Its central enclosed mall, shown in

a perspectival section frequently used in that era, featured a three-story

mall broken into a panoply of escalators, elevated walkways, and immense

signs draped from the ceiling whose total effect echoed the "adaptable,"

mobility-on-demand" environment of Price's palais ludique. Running

along the bottom of the open concourse were subway trains, whose

presence had been all but ignored in the previous era of plans. Likewise,

in plans drawn Up for Baltimore's Harborplace in the 1 9 6 0s, echoes of

the British collective Archigram's 1964 Plug-in City and the Japanese

Metabolist's Ocean City and Tokyo Bay proposals are discernable.

1he shift in the I 960s from the amoebic pedestrian mall cities

14
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of GrCen and the discreet superblocks of IM. Pei towards the multi-

level concourse, megastructure malls marked a decisive, if largely formal,

transition in the mid-to-late-1960s. ihe application of the megastructural

idea to the downtown pedestrian mall is illustrated by WNIRT's

Regional Plan for Buffalo. "lhe plan, published in 1971 and one of

the first to comprehensively integrate a subway system into its scheme,

adapted the basic formula of Fort Worth to a scale and architecture of

"interlocking" parts-a downtown whose parking garages, skyscrapers,

stibwaVs, convention facilities, and retails malls would form a singular,

intercon nected system offering an experience beyond what suburban

centers cotIld ever seek to offer.

The Regional (enter: A Comprehensive Plan Jfr Dowvnitown Buf/alo, NEw

York by MWlace, MeHaig, Roberts, and ibd

Among the projects featured in Redstone's 1976 compendium was a

proposal for downtown Buffalo by the firm Wallace, McHarg, Roberts,

and Todd (WMRT) completed in 1971. David Wallace had been one

of the principal authors of Philadelphia's seminal Report on the Central

Urban Renewal Area (CURA) in 1956 and then went on to spearhead the

Planning Council of the Greater Baltimore Committee's work on Charles

Center in the late 1950s and the Inner Harbor in the 1 960s. While a

professor at the University of Pennsylvania, Wallace had teamed with the

landscape architect and fellow University of Pennsylvania professor lan

McHarg to establish a practice in 1962, after being recruited to create a

-is RL'dosic% 2.
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regional plan for the Greenspring and Worthington Valleys in Baltimore

County. The Planfor the Valleys (1964) cemented the team's reputation

and, after being joined by partners John Roberts, a landscape architect,

and Thomas Todd, an urban designer, won the firm many high profile

commissions from the mid-1960s through the 1970s.

The WMRT plan for Buffalo, like Pei's Plan for Oklahoma City,

represented only one of many undertakings in the firm's portfolio and in

the career of David Wallace, who led its production with Thomas Todd.

The plan is thematically representative of the final phase of downtown

plans in the urban renewal era. Published in 1971, the WMRT plan for

Buffalo, culls together many of the threads that have been mentioned

throughout this investigation-from pedestrianization and retail

revitalization to urban renewal and megastructure. At the same time, the

plan features emerging threads in the planning apparatus, including the

mass transit planning and waterfront development, which would become

key themes in the planning programs of the 1970s onward.

7he Regional Center: Factual Reading

WMRT's 7he Regional Center: A Comprehensive Plan for Downtown Bufalo,

New York marked both a crystallization of the urban renewal order, as well

as a foreshadowing of its changing mores. The plan begins by stating the

city's seven primary goals:

1) To increase the number and variety of jobs available Downtown;

2) To increase residential opportunities close to jobs and social activities;

3) To increase city tax revenue;

4) to maintain Downtown's role as the administrative center of the region;

5) To raise the level and increase the scope of Downtown services for the Buffalo

metropolitan area;

6) To attract as diversified a mix of mutually supporting activities, businesses, and

people as possible;

7) To seek out and promote programs and projects in the City and Region that are

compatible with Downtown goals. 71

As compared to earlier plans, the plan for Buffalo set forth what on its

face appeared to be diverse strategy for combatting the challenges of

downtown. The plan's language, which focused on creating jobs and

achieving a diversity of activities and "people," in itself marked a departure

of the rhetoric of earlier CBD plans. It proposed three key ingredients "to

719 Interestingly, the plan lacks an emphasis on the environmental planning for which the firm
first gained renown in their Planfor the Valleys (1964).
720 Wallace, McHarg, Roberts, and Todd (WMRT). The Regional Center: A Comprehensive Plan
for Downtown Buffalo, New York. (Buffalo, NY: City of Buffalo, April 1971), 1.
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trigger this new growth" and support "anticipated population increases in

the region:"-" a high-speed transit line, an "all-weather, air-conditioned

mall on Main Street," and "increases in the parking supply to keep pace

with new growth resulting in 20,000 new parking spaces." These three

principal "ingredients" are reinforced and iterated using a series of six

diagrams abstracting the recipe of downtown renewal. The first three

diagrams show a triangular confluence of expressways with arrows leading

into downtown. Traffic would be "siphoned" into parking structures,

which would in turn, feed into the mall. The second three diagrams show a

cruciform mass transit system with bubbles around each station to denote

its yield area. At each station would be a concentration of major uses.

The mall would stitch the entire complex together, using a multi-level

pedestrian movement system similar to those then under development in

other cold-weather cities like Minneapolis, Toronto, and Montreal.

The WMRT plan for Buffalo focused on downtown as a solution

to the regional imbalance then emerging. "In terms of retail growth an

increased capture of 33% of regional sales (shopping goods only) is not

an unreasonable expectation if Downtown produces an environment

competitive with suburban shopping malls," it read. "Its variety and many

other qualities and advantages cannot be duplicated in suburban shopping

malls, whereas Downtown can duplicate the facilities found in suburban

malls."' Despite its late publication, the plan repeated the basic recipe

that CBD plans had been advocating for over a decade: a new convention

center; downtown hotels and housing; expanded downtown office space;

an enclosed pedestrian shopping street, multi-level structured parking;

and circumferential highways. Only in its focus on transit, as well as

its inclusion of a large waterfront housing complex already underway,

designed by the architect Paul Rudolph, did the plan support a novel

program for growth.

Consistent with the firm's work in the Planfor the Valleys (1964),

7he Baltimore Inner Harbor Master Plan (1964), and the central business

district plans for Los Angeles, New Orleans, Miami, and elsewhere, the

principal content for the Buffalo plan was presented at two scales-an

illustrative site plan focusing on the main pedestrian spine and a downtown

framework-augmented by a series of thematic plan layers, illustrative

sections, and axonometric diagrams. In keeping with the plan's growth-

oriented ideology, WMRT reconceived of the downtown as a cluster of

newly built office towers, building off of recent downtown projects in

721
722
723
724

-4

----- a. * W

Expre.. w ,yeM. ParkingStruc"r.

Pfrking Sirmturs F,.d Into lh. Mall

:411

Th. Mail Cocs N-w Prat. D*v.WP-t

WMRT, Regional Centr, 2.
Ibid, Ibid.
Ibid, 9.
Ibid, 2.
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the Marine Midland Center then under construction and the Main Place

Tower completed in 1969.- Like Pei's Plan for Oklahoma City, WMRT

built a model of the entire site (albeit less detailed) to show the scale of

the developments to occur, a photograph of which was included in the

plan document itself. In addition to the land uses indicated in the site

plan, WMRT included elaborate sections to show the transformation of

the Buffalo skyline over the next twenty years, " and a series of diagrams

that "pulled apart"E the different levels of the plan in a titled axonometric

drawing. Through these diagrams, the plan demonstrated "the interlocking

nature of the various elements of the plan,"" connected via a series of

elevated and subterranean walkways, elevator shafts (denoting skyscrapers),

and structured parking garages. One of the most unique elements of

the scheme included in the plan was an abstract "anatomical sketch"-

showing a sample chunk of Main Street. The sketch illustrated the

elements of the complex in the form of a megastructure, whose elevators,

escalators, enclosed pedestrian mall, and subways formed a contiguous and

uninterrupted sequence capable of "offer[ing] shoppers an environment

which not only affords the amenities and features available to suburban

WM RT, Regional Center, 15.
Ibid, 16-17.
Ibid, 20.
Ibid, Ibid.
Ibid. 27.

5.16
Sectional Perspective of the enclosed

Subway/Transit Mall. The Regional

Center: A Comprehensive Plan Jr

Downtown Buffido, New York (1 97 1).
Wallace, McHarg, Roberts, and

Todd (WMRT).
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shopping center patrons of convenience, ease of parking and access, and

comfortable all weather environment," but one that could "offer more."73

An enclosed pedestrian mall overlooking an open-air subway

marked the centerpiece of the proposal. Three renderings were included

in the plan to illustrate its environment-one showing a perspectival view

of the enclosed mall, a second of the outdoor portion of the mall where it

connected to the convention center, and a third, as a sectional perspective

drawing with an accompanying conventional section, illustrating threads of

connectivity between the enclosed mall and the subway running through

downtown. 731 Thomas A. Todd, the partner in charge of urban design at

WMRT, delineated the main perspective drawings for the plan. His

drawings provide a vision of a convivial interior space in the pedestrian

mall, including planters bursting with tulips, sidewalk cafes with colorful

umbrellas, immense signs draped from the ceiling, and even a woman in

furs walking her dog.733 In section, added to the complexity of the scene

were indoor vendors and kiosks, set against the backdrop of a variegated

faqade of new and existing storefronts. A unique, modular steel space frame

with acrylic domes to funnel light into the interior was shown in detail,734

including a diagram demonstrating how emergency vehicles could access

the roof of the mall in the event of a fire.

The Regional Center: Contextual Reading

In spite of the ambition of WMRT's proposal for downtown Buffalo, the

name of the plan itself-the Regional Center-reflected the challenge

that unabated decentralization had wrought for the implementation of

such a comprehensive downtown vision. By 1968, when the firm won

the competition to plan Downtown Buffalo, the politics of urban renewal

were changing. Race riots in cities across the United States had prompted

President Lyndon B. Johnson to enact the Model Cities legislation in 1966,

an effort to introduce citizen participation and paralleled by ambitious

anti-poverty programs in response to the widespread dissatisfaction

and racial tensions brought about by urban renewal, interstate highway

programs, and increasing racial isolation in inner cities. Between 1960

and 1970, Buffalo's urban population fell from 532,759 to 462,768. Over

the next decade, the city would lose over 100,000 additional residents,

dropping to 357,870, and that decline would continue, though at a slower

rate. During that same period, the metropolitan population of Buffalo lost

730 WMRT, Regional Center, 18.
731 Ibid, 26-30.
732 Todd's signature is visible on the newspaper that one of his scale figures is reading on page
19 of the plan.

733 WMRT, Regional Center, 19.
734 Ibid, 28.
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only 80,000 people. Though the Regional Center plan presented a growth

strategy for Buffalo, that strategy was consistently qualified throughout

the report. "If the Plan is implemented," it read, "there is every reason to

anticipate a bright future for the regional center and spin-off advantages for

the entire Region... Conversely, without it, without action, the City will

wither."735

As discussed in the first chapter of this thesis, Buffalo had been

planned on the modified footprint of a Baroque capital in 1804 by the

surveyor Joseph Ellicott, whose brother had assumed the commission for

the Washington D.C. plan after L'Enfant's dismissal. While the city had

commissioned Frederick Law Olmsted to produce one of his earliest and

most comprehensive parks system plans starting in the 1860s, by the early

1900s, that plan needed to be supplemented with a new vision. In 1920,

the city hired Edward H. Bennett, who had been Daniel Burnham's partner

in producing plans for San Francisco and Chicago, and the engineer

William Parsons. Bennett's plan, which was also discussed in Chapter One,

anticipated the need to accommodate the automobile with the inclusion

of a "circuit traffic way"736 known as "the Concourse" around the city's

downtown. It also provided a neoclassical design for the Buffalo City Hall

at Niagara Square, a project that was eventually completed in the Art Deco

style by the architectural firm Dietel, Wade, and Jones in 1931.

During the Depression, pre-war suburbanization, high real

estate assessments, and low revenues downtown preempted a panic

among downtown stakeholders.737 In 1939, consumed by the need to

solve the traffic congestion hampering downtown business, the Buffalo

City Planning Association and local city leaders hired Walter Behrendt,

a German architect and city planner who had been active in the Bauhaus

and was then teaching at Dartmouth College in the 1930s.738 Behrendt

was recruited to teach city planning at Buffalo (as part of its new "Planning

and Experiment Station") and to develop a master plan for the city. In

1939, he published a plan for the reclamation of the Buffalo waterfront

as a recreational space under the title-Bufalo's Waterfront Tod.y...and

735 WMRT, Regional Center, 1.
736 Bennett, Buffalo, 9.
737 Mark Goldman. City on the Edge. (Amherst, NY: Prometheus Books, 2007), 121. For a full
discussion of Behrendt's role in Buffalo City Planning in the late 1930s, read Goldman, 120-129.
738 Goldman, 123.
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Trnomrrow?""4 The centerpiece of Behrendt's proposal was the elimination

of the city's railroad tracks in favor of a vast recreational waterfront that

could sure up downtown investments. He also included in his scheme a

"speedway" that could route traffic around downtown and parking lots

along the rear of the city's main retail streets. Though not discussed at

length in the plan, Behrendt included in his proposal a substantial renewal

area near the waterfront on which he placed a series of modern housing

blocks, foreshadowing the area where a housing complex designed by Paul

Rudolph would eventually be constructed.

By 1940, the downtown's share of retail sales had fallen from 52%

in 1930 to 25%.'" While more than half of the city's property taxes were

generated through real estate in the CBD, real property values had been

declining since the late I 920s." Buffalo enjoyed a brief boom during

World War II as a result of its shipbuilding and manufacturing industries,

but after the war, the downtown suffered. In 1944, foreseeing the need

for postwar planning, the city invited planner Ladislas Segoe to address

739 Bu#/oi Waerfiont icday'...and 7imorrou (Butfalo, NY: Buflalo Cit Planning Association.

Inc., 1939).
740 Ibid, 1. See Foreword. it is both interesting and fortuitous to note that the technical
assistant for the vaterfront plan was Arthur D. McVoy, who later went on to lead Baltimore's City
Planning Dcpartment and is widely credited with initiating the concept of reclaiming that city's lner
Harbor. I lhis finding is purcly speculation and is not sUbstantiated by evidence from McVoy's papers.

Nonetheless, McVo y's involvement in Behrendt's waterfront proposal for BUffalo must have had some
influence on his thinking about waterfront reclamation and may have been a driving force behind
that idea's application in Baltimore.

741 Goldman, 142.
742 lbid, 143.
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declared. "Planning for our cities, as for the use Of our national resources,

must henceforth be directed toward conservation and protection of what

is satisfactory, rehabilitation of what is still capable of being salvaged, and

redevelopment of what is deteriorated beyond repair. -' Segoe called on

Buffalo to draft two critical items-first, a plan for the revitalization of its

downtown, and second, a strategy to harness and contain its increasing

decentralization.

In 1946, working with Segoe, the New York State Department of

Public Works released an Urban Area Report on the New) York State Thruwvay

and Arterial Routes in the Brep o Area, which provided comprehensive

derails for the access provisions necessary to bring people in and out

of Buffalo's center. The Urban Area Report contained virtually none of

the provisions recommended in Behrendt's waterfront vision. Instead,

it roughly adapted Bennett and Parsons' idea for a circuit traffic way,

designing three massive interchanges along the edge of downtown with a

regional circumferential highway rather than a smaller scale urban loop.

Along the eastern edge of downtown, a highway connector was proposed

on Elm and Oak streets, providing direct access into the Central Business

District. Included in the report was a rendering of a multi-story, parking

garage, foreshadowing the terminal facilities that would be proposed in

later downtown plans.

743 Ladislas Segoe. Address for the Meeting of the BL~ufa1o Cit)' Plannsing Association, Mi'arch

13, 1944.
744 Ibid, 1.
745 Ulrban Area Report on the New York State Thruway and Arterial Routes in the Buffalo Area.

(New York, NY: New York State Department of Public Works, 1946.)

5.18
Traffhc Flow Pattern on Downtown
iuser." Urban Area Report on the

New York State Jhrut'a and Arterial

Routes in the Buffilo A rea ( 1946).
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In the 1950s, Buffalo aggressively pursued the urban renewal funds

that had been unlocked by the Housing Act of 1949. The city's African-

American population had grown substantially during the war and then

subsequently ghettoized in to an area of the East Side known as the Ellicott

District. After obtaining funds through the Housing Acts, the city began

clearance of Ellicott in 1958 and also condemned an Italian-American

neighborhood nestled between the Thruway and the Waterfront, which

would be replaced by new, higher-income housing. 746

In 1960, the Greater Buffalo Development Foundation, a business

association modeled after Pittsburgh's Allegheny Conference 747 hired the

Arthur D. Little Company, a consulting firm, to produce a report on the

city's downtown. T he report, the Buffalo Downtown Study; a Report to

the City of Buffalo and the Greater Buffalo Development Foundation, made

several recommendations consistent with the prevailing trends at the time.

It called for the city to develop a plan that could "meet the requirements

and tasks of today's and tomorrow's shoppers," 7
11 with a self-contained

center city complex consisting of "an enclosed retail mall, underground

parking, and a new office tower," 749 which the report likened to Rockefeller

Center and would become a "sanctuary of shopping." 7 0 While the report

laid the groundwork for Buffalo's urban renewal policies, its findings

synthesized ideas the city had been considering for years. As early as 1954,

city planners had considered turning "five blocks of downtown Main Street

into a garden-like shopping mall from which all vehicular traffic would be

barred."7 5

Little's report became the blueprint for the reconstruction of

downtown,75 2 leading to both the Main Place Mall and Marine Midland

Center projects that would be constructed in the mid-i 960s.7 13 Motivated

by the report to begin urban renewal in the downtown and its adjacent

neighborhoods, the business community brought together a group of

five local architectural firms known as the Architect's Redevelopment

Collaborative, who proposed a fourteen-acre superblock in the

746 Goldman, 175.
747 Ibid, 191.
748 Arthur D. Little, Inc. Buffalo Downtown Study; a Report to the City of Bufalo and the
Greater Buffalo Development Foundation (Cambridge, MA: The Greater Buffalo Development
Foundation, 1960). Little report as quoted in Goldman, 191.
749 Goldman, 192.
750 Little Report as quoted in Goldman, 193.
751 "Buffalo Outlines 'Facelifting' Plan," The New York Times. September 26, 1954.

752 Goldman, 193.
753 It is also worth noting that the city also hired the architect Charles Luckman to design a
17-acre business development similar to the Prudential Center in 1963. That proposal included many
of the components seen in other downtown plans. The concept is reviewed in a New York Times
article "Heart of Buffalo is to be Renewed; 17-Acre Complex will Include Four Office Towers," New
York Times. June 23, 1963.
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downtown. 4 Though not realized at that scale, among the outcomes was

the Main Place Mall, designed by the architects Harrison & Abramowitz

and opened in 1969.711 The Mall included a 26-story tower, a 1,000 car

three level garage, and 40,000 square feet of mall space. It replaced an

area then known as the "Kremlin Block,"75 6 named for the 1832 Kremlin

Hall building and composed of "a random group of small mid-nineteenth

century office buildings that somehow managed to fit into the tiny

triangle of land between Main, Niagara, Eagle, and Shelton Square."757

The mall truncated Buffalo's radial street system, which was viewed as an

impediment to efficient traffic circulation in multiple plans from the era.

As part of its design, Main Place included a structured parking garage and

two-story enclosed shopping street running parallel to Main Street.

Buffalo's urban renewal plans along the waterfront, meanwhile,

faced setbacks after the city had already cleared the entire site. Despite

being designated for urban renewal in 1958 and cleared in the early

1960s, the site had yet to attract a developer. In 1967, the New York State

Urban Development Corporation (UDC) acquired the land, and under

its Director Edward Logue, who took over the UDC in 1968, hired the

architect Paul Rudolph to design a massive waterfront residential complex,

"a new town in town."758 While Rudolph's design for the waterfront (a

similar yet scaled down version of his proposal for New York's East River)

consisted of both a series of low-rise modular housing blocks and seven

towers along a waterfront marina (marked as "waterfront development

phase 2" in the WMRT plan), only part of the low-rise portion of the plan

was ever completed based on his design.

In the downtown, meanwhile, following upon the success of

the first phase of urban renewal in 1963, the city hired John Graham

and Company, the architecture firm of the first regional shopping mall

in the United States at Northgate in Seattle, to prepare a plan for the

downtown.759 The Graham plan, published in 1966, focused on an "urban

renewal area north" and proposed a basic concept similar to portions of

the later WMRT plan for downtown, including a large enclosed retail

center that formed a superblock across the northern section of downtown

emanating towards the waterfront. Like the later WMRT plan and the

Main Place Mall then under construction, Graham's proposal, called for a

structural glass ceiling and pedestrianized main street corridor, though the

754 Goldman, 195.
755 Redstone, 232-234.
756 Goldman, 197.
757 Ibid, Ibid.
758 Ibid, 206.
759 John Graham & Company. Downtown Renewal Study: Plans and Recommendations (Buffalo,
NY: Greater Buffalo Development Foundation, 1966)
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scope of the plan did not provide details on the latter.

In 1968, when WMRT was retained to create a plan for Buffalo, 760

New York, they encountered a city whose circumstances had been going

steadily downhill since the war. Assessing the plan, Buffalo historian Mark

Goldman described it in these terms:

"The worse things got downtown; the more people, businesses, and stores left;

the more grandiose, ambitious, outrageous, and removed from reality became

the plans advanced for its renewal... Drawn up over the course of a year, and in

consultation with a long list of downtown bankers, lawyers, and businessmen, this

was to be the uber-urban renewal plan, a transcendent, transformative approach

to downtown renewal that would exceed in scope, cost, and impact anything

yet tried... This plan, like Little's plan less than ten years earlier, was surreal in

its failure to understand the current reality of the city. The artist's renderings in

the report showed tulips planted everywhere, elegant couples, all of them white,

promenading up and down a covered pedestrian mall on Main Street, and still

others sitting at outdoor cafes as if they were on the boulevards of Paris. Where,

some wondered, was the gritty reality that was downtown Buffalo in the mid-

1 970s. Where were the bag ladies, the bums in their wool stocking caps, the

clusters of African American teenagers, the wig shops, and the stores that sold

knock-off designer sweat suits and outsized costume jewelry? Nothing could have

been more alien to the current reality of the city than the plan proposed by these

cynical planners from Philadelphia and their clueless clients in Buffalo. Everything

about it was wrong and misguided. Where had they been for the past twenty years

as Buffalo, like other great cities of the Northeast, in decline for years, stood at the

brink of desolation and despair?" 761

For all of the criticism levied by Goldman at the plan's detachment from

Buffalo's increasingly grim reality, the WMRT plan anticipated many of

the changes that would ultimately manifest in Buffalo's downtown over

the next decade and a half. One area in which the plan proved especially

important was in its emphasis on transit.

The rapid decline of public transportation in the 1940s and 1950s

produced an intractable dilemma for those dependent upon it, which

marked an increasingly poor and isolated spectrum of society. In Buffalo,

the situation was no different. The International Railway Corporation

(IRC), Buffalo and Niagara Fall's longtime streetcar operator, had been

760 Wallace's memoirs do not indicate how WMRT obtained the job, though he implies that
it was based on a competition. One possibility is that Wallace engineered the downtown plan for
WMRT based on his connection to Martin Meyerson, with whom he would have had a connection
while a professor at the University of Pennsylvania and who was President of the State University of
Buffalo from 1966-1970, coinciding directly with the year the firm started the project in 1968.
761 Goldman, 270-273. Goldman's analysis of an interim report for the plan showed that
its clients might have been blind to the changes afoot in their city. A draft of the WMRT plan that
expressed doubts about the necessity of a downtown expressway, the Elm-Oak Arterial, was circled in
the report with the notation "Rewrite!" beside it (Goldman, 273).
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lOSing mlOneyi since the I 920s, and replaced its interurban rail service 5.19

with huses in 1937. Without dedicated rights of way and with falling
Proposed Iransit System for ioiao.

revenues, ridership, and stagnant fares, the streetcars declined precipitously. Th, I& iona/ (1-n'er. A (iomprehensive

1 he entire system was converted to lbuses in 1950, at which point IRC I/aojbfr IAonneu' Roa/v, New York

1971). Wallace, McHarg, Roberts, and
was replaced by the Niagara Frontier Transit System (NF T). In 1967, i (MR.

New York State took NFT over as part of a nationwide effort to create

regional transportation authorities under public supervision. ihe newly 5.20
(abave)

formed Niagara Frontier Transportation Authority (NFTA sought to pooinlPse o usa al

Prootina 00trfrSuwyMl

take advantage of new federal monies being administered tinder the newly Metro Rail Report, 1973, Niagara

formed U'rban Mass Transit Administration (later the Federal Transit Frontier Transportation Authority

Administration), which had been created in 1964. In 1962, President (NFPTA).

John F. Kennedy had foreshadowed the nation's newfound commitment

to ptiblic transportation, declaring in a speech to Congress that the

"national welfare..,.requires the provision of good urban transportation.

Under Johnson, the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1 964 passed with

proVisions for a 50 percent march to cover the capital costs of new rail

projects.
t '

ihe prospect of creating a subway for Butffalo gained momentum

62 See Fogelson,. Dow'neown, 2SO-25 1 fr a discuss ion of the decdine of streetcar operations in

American cinies.
763 Lancr NMass Tiansit Nets incluided proisions for operating eosts as we

11
.
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5.21

FebRIary 2016. Photogaaph by

Author.

in 1970,"' when NFTA "initiated a feasibility study for an exclusive

right-of-way transit line in the Buffalo/Amherst Corridor as part of its

Mass Transit Study." '1 hough Buffalo's transit ridership was "relatively

low among large cities," it remained "high among those dependent

upon buses alone."')" Nonetheless, the WM RT plan suggests that

the ultimate justification for the transit plan had more to do with re-

centralizing downtown for regional consumers than on resolving an

existing transportation problem. "']he Downtown Main Street Mall and

the proposed subway' were stated as "the key elements in making...$60

to $80 million [of] growth possible" in the downtown.' -Ihe design

of the mall further reflected its retail motivations. 'lhe open-air subway

would effectively serve as a conveyor belt to bring suburban shoppers

back downtown from the suburbs of Amherst and Hamburg and as a

physical extension of the mall itself. 'ihe recent decampment of Buffalo's

State University from northern Buffalo to suburban Amherst, moreover,

certainly fueled the imperative for transit planning, while reflecting the

downtown's heightened anxiety."' lihat state highway engineers believed

the subway had the potential to "reduce the magnitude of street and

highway improvements that would otherwise be needed to meet the

U0- In his memir, WlALe is that the tirm won a comipetition fOr the Dow twn Btifatlo

plan in 168. 1 he natire of the report and the prcese timelite 1ir its realziation sL ests that either

the potential tot a subway had been broiched seious! bY 1969 or that work on (lhe report was
delaye d tW lig ' With I III tIe stbwat prposal.

-65 V!M R 1 '/. o/( R(. I
'66 lbid, Ibid.

7(,- 1hid, 3.
(08 lhid, i.
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growing traffic demands of commuter work trips only reinforced its

position in service of white suburban commuters rather than public transit

users themselves.

Ihe Regional Center: lenporal Reading

While the WMRU Plan suggested that the Buffalo-Amherst line could

be largely finished by 1980, the system, in a diminished form, ultimately

took almost fourteen years (from the release of the WMRT plan) to

implement. Whereas initial proposals called for a subway system, much

like those that wotild be constructed in the 1 970s in Atlanta and San

Francisco, Buffalo's continued dccl inc, sltiggish transit ridership, and near

complete reliance on federal funding (an 80 percent share) resulted in only

a partial subway using newly introdtced light rail cars At 6.4 miles,

half of the original proposed length, the system stopped right at the edge

of Buffalo, kept out of the subUrbs after considerable protest. While the

system ran as a sUbway outside of the downtown, the cars rose at Btiffalo's

Main Street to become a Transit Mall, similar in its configtration to the

Nicollet Mall in Minneapolis and the newly built 16' Street Transit Mall

in Denver, finished in 1981. By the mid-1980s, the pedestrian mall was

going out of fashion as a resolution to downtown woes and the forces of

historic preservation loomed over the project. Preservation ists picked apart

the design of the mall meticulously. Susan A. McCartney, the president

of the Preservation Coalition of Erie CLoutUry, took issue with a four-

'69 W N RT. Regiona/ Center, 4.

'() BufIalo had the first "modern light rail sstem in the UInitcd Stac.
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story windscreen meant to block gusts coming off of Lake Erie.771 Others

threatened to pursue complaints under the National Historic Preservation

Act to prevent "new construction.. .out of character with the surrounding

architecture."772 Criticizing Buffalo's transit mall, Anthony Downs, a senior

fellow at the Brookings Institution, said in 1983, "The main advantage of

a subway is that it's a gigantic public works project. But once it's built, it

doesn't pay for itself. To think you're going to rebuild downtown Buffalo

on the basis of retailing is ridiculous. It'll never happen."773

The WMRT plan came to partial fruition in a city whose

population had declined almost one-third since its adoption and whose

economy had all but collapsed. Though the city's new convention center

was then under development, and new hotels were sprouting alongside

the mall, these projects "would not have been possible without transit

subsidies, urban development action grants, community development

funds and other forms of federal aid."774 In 1990, after only four years of

operation, the NFTA shut down the entire subway system, only four years

old, citing financial insolvency.775 Though the system reopened shortly

thereafter, prolonged disputes over its financing and the continued decline

of downtown rendered the optimistic growth projections of the WMRT

plan a harbinger of an era that had already passed.

In 2015, Buffalo reopened Main Street to traffic, a project that

had been considered as early as 1994. The new design of the street allowed

for mixed traffic, combining cars and light rail, as well as dedicated bicycle

lanes along certain segments of the corridor.776 In a 1994 article suggesting

a rethinking of the "car ban,"777 Harold L. Cohen, the dean emeritus of

SUNY Buffalo's School of Architecture and Planning who had fought for

the redesignation of parts of downtown as a historic theater district in the

late 1970s, reflected on its fate. "All the things that were supposed to be

done to make it a pedestrian mall weren't done. You can't blame the poor

flower if it didn't grow because you didn't water it."

At the ceremony held for the re-opening of Main Street, led by

Buffalo's Mayor Byron Brown, one of the project's champions, offered

the following comment. "The closing of Main Street to cars over 33 years

ago, while well-intentioned, ultimately resulted in widespread vacancies,

771 "Buffalo Mall Design Provokes Dispute," The New York Times, February 19, 1984.
772 "Design Provokes Dispute," Ibid.
773 "Buffalo: Great Dreams, But Greater Needs: City, Losing Population and Jobs, Fights Back
With Development," The New York Times, April 18, 1983.
774 "Great Dreams," Ibid.
775 "Buffalo Transit System Shuts: First in U.S.," The New York Times, April 2, 1990.
776 "Cars Sharing Main Street," The Department of Public Works, Parks, and Streets, City
of Buffalo, Accessed March, 2016, https://www.ci.buffalo.ny.us/Home/CityDepartments/Public_
WorksParks_Streets/CarsSharingMainStreet.
777 "Buffalo Rethinks Downtown Car Ban," The New York Times, February 22, 1994.
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lost property and tax value, and hampered efforts to attract new businesses

and employers to our region. But that mistake is now in our past."778 That

the pedestrian mall had killed downtown made a convenient scapegoat for

the persistent failures of regional planning; the flight of the state university

beyond city limits; entrenched racial segregation; and the postwar retail

decentralization that continues to undermine downtown's prospects.779

WMRT's 1971 Regional Center plan for Buffalo marked both a

point of crystallization as well as a falling action in the narrative of central

business district planning. The basic tenets of the plan-circumferential

highways, peripheral parking structures, and a pedestrian retail mall-

had not changed, save for the inclusion of transit. Nonetheless, the

circumstances and the context for action posed serious challenges to the

plan's feasibility as President Nixon began to pull back on urban renewal.

In considering the plan's importance, it is worth considering its significance

in three respects-as a visual and architectural synthesis of ideas percolating

since the 1950s; as an expression of new directions in federal urban policy;

and lastly, as a counterpoint to the changing relationship between the

public and the private sector, represented by the rise of the neoliberal urban

agenda.

The visual character and graphic quality of the Regional Center

plan reflected both the high quality of WMRT's work as well as the skill

of the firm's lead urban designer Thomas A. Todd, who was responsible for

many of its illustrative graphics. While the plan contains many traditional

graphic strategies, including the perspectives of the mall interior and

convention center, it experimented with new forms of representation,

especially in relation to transit. The introduction of transit into the scheme

created an opportunity for WMRT to experiment with variations on

the pedestrian mall design, some of which recalled ideas for multi-level

cities reminiscent of Harvey Corbett's plans for New York or Eugene

Hdnard's for Paris. In particular, their use of the "pulled apart" drawing

and "anatomical sketch" reveal the likely influence of Edmund Bacon on

both Wallace and Todd.780 Bacon's 1963 Center City, Planfor Center City

Philadelphia provided an inspiration for much of the plan's representational

strategies, given its similar use of sections that combine detailed historic

778 New York Senator Tim Kennedy as quoted in "Mayor Brown, Senator Schumer Celebrate
The Return Of Vehicular Traffic To Main Street's 500 Block: City of Buffalo takes another step

forward in returning traffic to downtown Main Street paving the way for increased business and

economic development activity." December 15, 2015. https://www.ci.buffalo.ny.us/Mayor/Home/
Leadership/PressReleases/500BlockMainStreet
779 "Return of Vehicular Traffic," Ibid.
780 Wallace, 179. Ian McHarg and William Roberts led the firm's landscape architecture work,
while Wallace and 'Thomas Todd led planning and urban design.
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building elevations with the outlines of future skyscrapers, as well as the

utilization of titled perspectival diagrams to call out the primary structural

components of the city's design. WMRT's 1966 Planfor Lower Manhattan,

a plan a far greater depth and magnitude than Buffalo's, likewise

demonstrates a clear lineage in terms of content and representational

techniques, especially in its use of layered site plan drawings and its central

pedestrian spine anchoring the proposal.

Architecturally, the enclosure of the Main Street Mall was

consistent with prior plans by Little and Graham, as well as best practices

at that time for other cold-weather cities in Canada and the United States.

Rochester's Midtown Plaza, Montreal's extensive underground network

introduced in 1967, Minneapolis' Gateway Center, Toronto's Eaton Centre

(which Gruen had also consulted for), Quebec City's St. Roche Mall, and

Niagara Falls' Rainbow Center (a Gruen Associates project completed

in the mid-i 970s) all provide excellent examples of this typology and

its variations throughout the region. While far fewer examples existed

of pedestrian malls that retained their existing facades within enclosed

environments, many were proposed and one completed in Quebec City.781

As an example of a CBD plan prepared after the racial upheaval of

the mid-i 960s, the WMRT plan seems less progressive. It pays relatively

little attention to questions of race in the inner city. Buffalo, like many

cities in the Northeast whose African-American populations had swelled

in the 1940s and 1950s, had experienced a race riot on its East Side in

1967. While the focus of plan itself was on downtown, it contains almost

no reference to any relationship between the CBD and the impoverished

neighborhoods at its fringe, something that the Greater Buffalo

Development Foundation might have been loathe to confront just as its

first urban renewal projects, including Main Place Mall, were opening.

In the illustrative site plan, six housing projects and multiple cleared and

empty blocks are all that stands in the Ellicott urban renewal clearance

area. The Elm-Oak Expressway, though never built, is shown in the plan

as a vast moat between the East Side neighborhoods and downtown, a

fortification to check the blight and racial turmoil spreading from the east.

Though a subway line was initially proposed to the east side as a future

expansion, the north-south orientation of the transit scheme reinforced

its function as a pipeline from downtown retail markets to the affluent

suburbs, rather than as a service for those dependent upon transit.

Considered in the aftermath of the benchmark urban policy

781 A similar treatment was proposed by Victor Gruen Associates for the retail core of Boston

in 1967. A more typical application of this concept was to either bisect or end the main shopping

street in an enclosed mall, such as that done for Plaza Pasadena in Pasadena, California. See Frieden et

al., Downtown, Inc., 88-106.
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shifts of the late 1960s and the public-private partnerships that would

characterize the late 1970s and 1980s, Buffalo's plan for renewing

downtown remained tethered to an era that was quickly coming to an end.

Though WMRT specified in its report that the mall itself would require

general funds from the city, bond issues, and special tax levies, as well as

potential funds from UDC and HUD." 2 Convincing local taxpayers to

fund an unpopular urban renewal program that had already bulldozed

neighborhoods only to find sites wanting for developers, created an

impasse that could only be shepherded through further federal assistance.

Other recommendations from the plan, such as the creation of a "non-

profit corporation to promote the implementation of the Final Concept

Plan and to contract for management of the Mall and the convention

center on behalf of the City," 783 were realized, but not until 10 years later,

in the form of downtown business improvement district called Buffalo

Place. After opening in 1978, the convention center saw only half its

anticipated traffic. 784 Me plan's emphasis on highways and "intercept"

parking strategies, rooted in the Gruen era and elaborated in an age when

"interlocking" urban structures bore the impressions of Montreal's Expo

'67, overlooked the nascent movement towards historic preservation and

cities of "human scale." Though WMRT's plan included token historic

landmarks in its section drawings,785 it remained affixed to an essentially

modernist outlook on the city-one oriented towards large scale urban

surgery and comprehensive infrastructural improvements made possible by

large-scale federal funding to cities.

782 WMRT, Regional Center, 48.
783 Ibid, Ibid.
784 Frieden et al., Downtown Inc., 271.
785 WMRT, Regional Center, 1, 6, 20.
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"Our society will never be great until our cities are great. Today the frontier of

imagination and innovation is inside those cities and not beyond their borders.

New experiments are already going on. It will be the task of your generation to

make the American city a place where future generations will come, not only to

live, but to live the good life."

- Lyndon B. Johnson, May 22, 1964, Ann Arbor, Michigan

"When we come down from the cloud a meaningful architecture will be created

in our time. When we come to grips with our present, there is a chance we

will influence the future. Isolation is a terrible state, and architecture of the

mountain top has no relevance. Buildings communicate when they connect

to the meaningful flow of our age. Architecture should reflect man's hope and

faith, interpret life and transmit joy. Ihe very act of building is a symbolic act of

confidence."

- Benjamin Thompson"

"-fhe Marketplace is an impersonation of a kind of urban life that no longer

exists in most of America. It's a theatrical representation of street life. It has to be,

because that is a stage we have to go through as begin cautiously, self-consciously

to re-enact the urban culture we abandoned."

- Robert Campbell, "Evaluation: Boston's Upper of Urbanity,"

ALA Journal, June 1981, 29

Planners' People

In 1966, Edward Wood, Sidney Brower, and Margaret Latimer, planners

in the city of Baltimore's Community Renewal Program, co-authored an

article entitled "Planners' People." In the article, they pointed out what

was by then becoming obvious to anyone who travelled downtown in the

mid-1960s-that the people depicted in the fanciful renderings of Fort

786 Benjamin lhompson as quoted in Muriel Emanuel. Contempoary Architects. (London:

Palgrave Macmillan UK, 1980). 815.

6.1
Northern Watefont Plan, San

Fransisco, 1968. Charles D.

Rushing and John Bolles.

Credit: Presentatioo Drawings by
American Architects (Kemper, 1977).
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6.2
h ose exduded from Planners,

People. "Planners' People,"

JAIP 32.4 (1966). Drawings by

Catherine Bower

Worth, Charles Center, Fresno, and countless other downtown plans, no

longer reflected its reality. -'Planners' people are the people who appear in

planners' drawings," they wrote. "They are conceived in order to satisfy the

demands of the perspective sketch, a graphic device which is widely used

in the presentation of physical planning proposals because it offers the

reader an illusion of reality. The demands of realism cannot, however, go

half-satisfied and, just as real buildings and open spaces must look desired

if they are to look desirable, so planners' drawings of proposed buildings

and open spaces must include signs of occupancy if they are to appear

attractive. The most vivid signs of occupancy are provided by glimpses

of the occupants themselves and so it is that we find images of occupants

introduced into the drawings and, caught in the web of realism, they

acquire costume, features, and purpose and appear not simply as person-

like shapes, but as people."

Drawing from sixteen central business district plans completed

from the 1949 to 1964, the article parodied the aspirational characters

that inhabited the planners' perspective sketch-the gentleman with the

briefcase; the fashionable lady; the mother and child; the young lovers; the

viewer; and the boulevardier. Of these types, the authors hypothesized. "If

the urban reality provides any clue to prevalent values and attitudes, then

a glance around any American city is sufficient to confirm that those listed

above are not representative of a great many people. They are, however,

clearly representative of the group to which most planners themselves

belong, with whom they work in the office and socialize at home... [T]he

lesson of planners' people is important, for not only does it question the

validity of the perspective sketch as currently used to present professional

planning recommendations but it questions the effectiveness of the planner

in serving the needs and desires of all sections of the community."11

In the margins of the article, the authors included a series of rough

sketches depicting those characters who had been left out of the planners'

perspectives: an elderly immigrant woman with a headscarf; a homeless

man warming his hands over a trash can fire; an African-American woman

waiting for the bus; shopkeepers; corner boys; and shifty-eyed single

men.-'s Writing 22 years later, Peter King would describe a similar scene at

Fresno's Fulton Mall.

"Only transients walk the mall after dark, and they tend to step quickly, steer

to the shadows and don't even window shop. No one else comes downtown to

787 Edward Wood, Jr., Sidney N. Brower, and Margaret W. Latimer. "PlannersI People."

/ournal oft'e Aimerican /nsi/tute of Planners 32.4 (1966): 228.
788 Wood et al., 233.
789 'liese sketches were done by Sidney Brower's wife, Katherine Brower. Based on
correspondence with Sidney Brower, March 9, 2016.
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admire the expensive art pieces, or dip hands in the gurgling fountains, or hear the

music piper from strategically placed speakers. The music, though, plays all night,

serenading the trees and benches. The concrete void yawning through downtown

mocks the notion of what was to have been-once automobiles were banished

from the city's heart, once the forces of suburbia were thwarted, once Fresno had

established itself as a bold pathfinder on the urban frontier... [D]Luring the day at

least, the mall is used... By retired old men in thrift store suits who sun themselves

on benches. By a woman with stringy hair and too much tan who admires her

reflection in store windows as she mimics the poses of the mannequins-window

shopping for herself. By a tough-looking woman who puts down her supermarket

tabloid and pummels an old man with his own cane for a lewd remark.'" By a

sidewalk preacher who screams in Spanish from the very stage where, on a bright

September day 24 years ago, the governor of California hailed 'a bold and beautiful

new look in American cities.

Between the opening of Fresno's Fulton Mall in 1964 and the

declaration by many in the late 1980s that pedestrian malls had "fail[ed]

to fulfill [the] promise of revitalizing downtown,"-" the plight of the

American downtown became a crisis. The scene of downtown Fresno had

become a caricature for central business districts around the country, as

"the benches, trees and fountains" mimicking the amenities of suburban

malls had "proved more of a draw for derelicts and delinquents than

shoppers."'"

The failure of the pedestrian mall, however, was not the end of

the downtown. Rather, as many malls failed, a new breed of project-the

festival marketplace-became a winning strategy for downtown renewal

and importantly, for historic preservation. Most popularly associated with

Boston's Faneuil Hall Marketplace, opened in 1976, festival marketplaces

and downtown retail centers proliferated from the early I 970s through

the early I990s."' While not all of these projects were successful, the

perception of their success in the public imagination offers a cause for

comparison between the pedestrian mall and the festival marketplace,

prompting speculation as to why the former failed while the latter thrived.

790 ']he dismantling of state mental health institutions, known as deinstitutionalization.

beginning in I 960s in California and then accelerating in the I 980s under President Ronald Reagan,

has been put forward as one factor that led to an increase in those with mental health problems

becoming increasingly visible in downtowns. See E. Fuller Torrey. American Psychosis: Hou' the Federal

Governnment Destroyed the Mental Illness Jreatment System (London, UK: Oxford University Press,

2013).
791 Peter King. "Rise and Fall of Urban Mall," The Los Angeles Times, April 28, 1988.
792 Laurie M. Grossman. "City Pedestrian Malls Fail to Fulfill Promise of Revitalizing

Downtown," 'The Wail Street/ournal. June 17, 1987.
793 Grossman, Ibid.
794 Frieden et al., 171. 'Though festival marketplaces are the focus of this chapter, it is

important to note that many downtown retail centers and mixed-use centers thrived in this era as

well. For a full discussion, see Frieden and Sagalyn, Downtown lic., Chapter 9.
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Chapters Three and Four of this thesis analyzed the early

pedestrian malls and downtown plans created by Victor Gruen Associates,

including Gruen's well known efforts in Fort Worth and Fresno. In Chapter

Five, downtown plans by I.M. Pei and WMRT provided a basis for

comparison to Gruen in both plan making strategies and pedestrianization.

In the course of this discussion, several important themes have emerged.

The festival modernism that characterized the plans of Victor Gruen

presented a distinct contrast to the superblock modernism of Pei and

showed key differences with the urban renewal plans of WMRT. Different

styles of graphic and technical representation in plan making, as well as

modes of implementation, indicate how plan makers understood the ideals

and circumstances governing their proposals as well as the motives of their

clients.

The final chapter of this thesis addresses two threads in downtown

planning and development. The first section will address the fate of the

pedestrian mall after 1964, the year Fresno's Fulton Mall opened, which is

accepted here as the crystallization of the pedestrian mall as an aspirational

urban ideal.795 While Fresno marked only the fifth permanent pedestrian

mall ever implemented in the United States, its success spawned a decade

of imitators and it was widely viewed as a model by other cities.796 The

malls built after Fresno, with few exceptions, struggled to retain customers

and most were eventually removed.797 This discussion will chart the

development and debate surrounding pedestrian malls over a twenty-

year period from 1964 to 1984. The first phase will look at the malls

implemented between 1964 and 1974, the year when fifteen malls, the

most of any individual year, were constructed. The second phase will look

at those malls constructed in the late 1970s and early 1980s, tracing the

gradual shift towards transit malls exemplified in the 1982 1 6 h Street

Transit Mall in Denver by I.M. Pei & Associates.

The second half of this chapter will trace the rise of the festival

marketplace from Gas Light Square in St. Louis in 1950s, one of the first

projects to express the basic tenets of what would become the festival

795 Fresno's position at the zenith the pedestrian mall movement is posited here for multiple
reasons. The mall enjoyed significant press coverage at its opening and was an award-winning project
lauded by federal officials as exemplary. Its design is widely viewed as the apex of such projects, due in
large part to the role of Eckbo. The mall's opening prior to the race riots that wracked the country in
the mid-1960s, may have also contributed to its positive reception, though this is conjectural only.
796 Lady Bird Johnson highlighted the mall by showing a promotional video of its success at
a White House dinner in 1968. The mall won an award for Design Excellence from HUD that same
year. See Victor Gruen Associates. Fresno: A City Reborn, 16 mm, (1968, Fresno, Fresno County
Public Library) Film, http://www.pbs.org/video/2365191238/.
797 Among the "successful" malls built after Fresno, most have thrived at least in part due to
their location in college towns (such as Boulder, CO and Burlington, VT) and beach side locations
(such as Miami Beach and Santa Monica, CA). Others were built later and have had strong and
consistent management. Denver's 16 h Street Transit Mall provides a good example of this type.
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marketplace, th rough the projects spearheaded by James Rouse and

the architect Ben Thompson in I 970s and I 980s. lhe career of James

Rouse, the mortgage banker-turned-developer who actively participated

in and helped to shape nearly every phase of the downtown story, will be

recapitulated in this section.

Building the Pedestrian Alils: 1964-1974

In the mid-I 970s, Roberto Brambilla" and Gianni Longo produced a

series of pamphlets called Footnotes, which documented the progress of the

"traffic free" movement in the United States, Canada, and Europe. With

support from the Institute for Environmental Action, H UD, the National

Endowment for the Arts, and Columbia University, among others, their

work Ctilminated in a 1974 traveling exhibit, "More Streets for People"

and later, a handbook geared to practitioners, For Pedestrians Only, which

was published in 1977. Writing of pedestrian malls in the late I 970s, they

said, "lhey conjure up fantasies of outdoor cafes with parasols, play areas

filled with laughing children, bustling shop activities, and an oasis of trees,

grass, flowers, and fountains in the middle the urban morass. The reality

of the pedestrian mall, however, is quite different, and the reality is what

this book is about. Pedestrian malls are not urban idylls created in an

artist's eye, but practical solutions to some urgent problems... A mall can

be successful only insofar as it can cope with the problems facing it, which

include deteriorating economic and physical situations, a declining quality

of life, pollution, congestion, and the flight of the middle class.

9 ~he Italian architect Roberto Brambilla worked in the Office of Lower Manhattan
Development during the Lindsay adminiStrartion. He was a gradUatc of Harvards Urbant Design
Programt.
799 Roberto Brambilla and (ianni Loongo. 1or Pedestrians l Onl/y P/anning, Design, and

tanagemne of //ffi- Aree Zones (New York, NY: Watso-(uptill, 1977), 8.
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I he year 1964 marked an important turning point in America n

Urban policy. With a momentous slate of policy reforms in civil rights,

poverty, education, health, and transportation, newly elected Presidcnt

Lyndon Johnson announced the beginning of his Great Society programs.

In his speech announcing the Great Society at the University of Michigan

in May 1964, Johnson proclaimed that "our society will never be

great unless our cities are great" and that "the frontier of imagination

and innovation is inside those cities and not beyond their borders.""""

Embedded within Johnsons language, of course, was a tacit recognition

that the city itself had become a contested forum whose uncertain fate

and dimming prospects had been accentuated by earlier policies and

programs. To stave off further decline in public transportation, the Urban

Mass Transit Administration (UMTA) program started in 1964. ilhe

Historic Preservation Act passed in 1966. The Demonstration Cities and

Metropolitan Development Act, which started Model Cities, also became

ii law in 1966. Against the backdrop of this ambitious policy agenda, the

nation was wracked by race riots in 1967 and 1968. Many occurred in

cities like Detroit, Buffalo, Newark, Baltimore, and Cincinnati, which

had had the most far-reaching and active urban renewal programs over the

previous two decades."''

In the course of these changes, pedestrianization rested on the

cusp between successive urban movements, and from 1964 to 1974,

its rhetorical justification and physical design agenda shifted, in select

cases, to match these new priorities. Many of the malls built in the mid-

to-late I 960s represented a late fowering of projects that were initially

inspired by Gruen's Fort Worth plan. Providence's Westminster Mall, for

instance, constructed in 1965, had emerged from recommendations for the

revitalization of the entire city core from 1957 to 1961, including projects

on College Hill across the Providence River and an urban renewal complex

et on nearby Weybosset Hill.'"2 Santa Monica Mall, opened that same year,

was based on a 1960 plan by Victor Gruen Associates."" Sparks Street

89(1 L idoni B. Johtsoti "he Great So1ciety Speech delivered itdt te Unier si Set Michigai,

rvey An Arbor, ichian, ay 2 1964.
801 In spite of rhe anger dhat was often direted towards merchants dUring the race riots,
dowmiisoss o, in part iecause they had limited residetitial popUlatiotns s, ty iclly bore Iewer scars
than the neighhorhood corner il rorridors where growin tg nIImbers of hIlac resideits confronted
CItreicIhed and often hostile immigrant busiIess .
802 Brambilla et al., /s- Pedestrians O ly 1 6-161.

803 Pedestrian malls huilt in this prriod directly hased oin early planis b GeIn tnt iiCludinigi

iresio oi Kalamazoo) iindUde the Santu Monica Mall (plan completed iin 1%00 bUih 1965),
Honoluli's sIrt Strent Mall (plAn CiomIipletrd i i i 963, bUilt I99), anid DUbIqILue's TOwni (lock
Plaza (plan completed in 1965, built 19 1). (ruen planis served as the basis for many dowiow n

projects, includintig mn ills ixd-use developmiens, and -semi-malls" that did not result in frill
pedestrianiation or w re srivetially redesigned b oher firms. A miong the prdesti ian malls tihat
were initiated by Gruen plans are BOston's SWashington St reet mall ( 1979) and Paterson, Newr lersey
redesigned by Beyer. Blinder, Belle, frinerl ol Grueof I, 19 )

I
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Mall in Ottawa dated to the era of the temporary malls, starting in 1959

and hosting six consecutive "summer malls" before a permanent mall was

actually designed and built.""' Some projects, such as Gruen's downtown

development plan for DEubuq ue (1 965), had started as early as 1959 and

were not actually implemented until the early I 970s.

The policy reforms of 1964 opened up new sources of federal

funding for pedestrian mall construction and created opportunities for

cities that had drafted their original mall plans in the late I 950s and early

1 960s to follow through. Of the 90 pedestrian malls included in Harvey

Rtbenstein's compendium Centmil City Maills (1978), 47 had received

some form of federal funding. "0 Nicollet Mall, the eight-block transil

mall running through Downtown Minneapolis, for example, had been

proposed shortly after the formation of the city's Downtown Council,

which sponsored a plan in 1957. Implementation of the Nicollet Mall

was paired with a comprehensive pedestrian program for the downtown,

inClUding an extensive elevated walkway system that started construction

in 1962. By 1965, when the city pUrsued the implementation of the actual

mall, they were able to obtain partial funding through two of the Johnson

administration's new programs, the UMTA demonstration grant program

and an Urban BeautificaLion grant.

Malls bUilt in the late I 960s typically fell into one of three types:

Full malls, semi-malls, and transit malls."" Enclosed pedestrian malls

(differentiated here from downtown malls like Rochester's Midtown Plaza)

were very rare due to the enormous expense of enclosing, air conditioning,

and heating an existing street. On' one example, Paterson's Lower Main

Street Mall, was ever implemented iII the United States, and the mall

was covered rather than fully enclosed. Quebec City's St. Roche Mall,

completed in 1974, was the only fully realized example of this type iII

North America, t1iorighi it was a frequently proposed strategy (see WMRT's

plan for Buffalo)." FUll malls, like Fresno's Friltoni Mall, typically ran

anywhere from two to nine blocks. The longest of this type could rrnn over

(S04 Brambilla et al., For Pedesirians Only, 162-176.
805 Harvey M. Ruhensteijn. Centr1 City Ials. (New York, NY: John Wiles & Soils, 198).
180-185.

806 RUbenstein, 3-4. It is worthi noting that others have proposed a more nuanced t'pology
for pedestrian malls. It, "Designinga M/fall" (Downtown Malls: An Annual Review, Volume 1.
Downtown Research and Developm'ient (enter, 1975, 37), John Heller proposed ten types, ind uditg
Temporary Permianneni Semill; iiI oul iMall Iransivay Spot Malh Alley and side street mall: Mall

with parking: Part-time tall; and IEnclosed Mall.

80- A case study of the St. Roche Mall is inluded in Bramibilla and Longo's For Pcderian's

On/ 109-1 1. According to tlir case studs, despite being the first endosed inall in North America.

lie Mall stifered from a "lack o street amenities, its crude design, and the irtifiCial eIVirtili nment.

lie nall pi ides a good illusiration of the cliallenges of servicing the enclosed mall and the barriers

to coordination in the United States. "BeC use ii setv ice limitations ori fire tIrcks, sprinklers had to

be installed at inec tii expense in the buildings facing ithe inill

'A;

6.7, 6.8
4. ll Mall: K StiCer liedestrian Mall,

Sacramento, CA. Eckbo, Dean and
Williams, 19-0.

5. Enclosed Mall: St. Roche Mall,
QUbCec CitY, QC. 174.

( rcd it: For Pedstrians On': P/a'ning,
[)slgll, n!/ nier of Tt' Fre

zones. Roberto Branbilla and Gianni

"oi"i, 197"
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3000 feet in total)" Longer malls, which were more common in mid-sized

and large cities, often followed a cruciform or cross mall pattern, with small

plazas and pedestrian "feeders" coming into the main pedestrian corridor.

Miami Beach (1960), Pomona (1963), Fresno (1964), Burbank's Golden

Mall (1967), Honolulu's Fort Street Mall (1969), Sacramento's Downtown

Mall (1969), Evansville's Main Street Walkway (1971), Battle Creek's

Michigan Mall (1975), and Memphis' Mid-America Mall (1 976) arc all

examples of this type.

'lie vast majority of the malls implemented in the United States,

however, were only two to three blocks in length. Many, like the original

Kalamazoo project, were little more than permanent retail "gimmicks"

built hastily by small cities and towns. Of the 90 cities with pedestrian

malls sUrveyed by Rubenstein, 58 were constructed in cities of less than

100,000 people. Of those 58, cities, 38 had populations Under 50,000.

Smaller cities, or cities where the pedestrian mall did not prove politically

palatable, tended to implement so-called "semi-malls," which retained a

lane for traffic but vastly enlarged the sidewalks and tried to enhance the

overall retail environment with the same objectives in mind., "lhe case

was similar for transit malls, which proved especially popular in large cities

where myriad bLis connections along the main street presented a challenge

to the potential for pedestrianization."' Many of the full malls, however,

permitted small trais to travel down the corridor, a trend that was

patterned after the electric trams used at World's Fairs and present in some

808 he longest pedesi iai malls in the ( Unied States were Memphis' M.5id-America Mall,

siretching 12 blot ks at -4000 f'et (RoheisIti n, 134- 135) aid Evansville's Main Street Walkway ( 1971

at blocks and 5000 feet. Philadelphia's ClhestiIt Stree Transitway, DenVer's 1 01 Street Iransit Mall,

and Portland's Transit Mall, however, were mtchl loniiger i than most pedestrian malls.

809 Brambilla and Lon"o. /-Or Pedestrias Oniy. 1 4-199.

810 SeI-malls are not considered trie pedestrian malls here and are generally seen as a lesser

ib- ,ype since Ihey typically reqUirCd I Ch less regulatorv or political effort to implememit.

811 Philadelphi , Pittsburgh, and Brooklyn (Fulton Mall) are examples of this type.



of the earliest plans and installations, including Lincoln Road and Fresnos

Fulton Mall.",

After Eckbo's Fulton Mall, few pedestrian malls reached the same

quality of design sophistication or comprehensive planning. Nonetheless,

several malls are notable for their design in this era. Nicollet Mall in

Mlinneapolis, though a transit mall, was characterized by a unique

serpentine roadway designed by the landscape architect Lawrence Halpriin,

who described it as having grown "into the street in a natural way."81 In

conceiving the Nicollet Mall, Halprin's used his signature design strategy

of "motation," scoring notation and motion."1 Along the undulating

path of the roadway, pieces of artwork, street furniture, planting and

lighting created a series of notes along which transit and pedestrians paths

rhythmically followed. In some cases, too much design could backfire.

Sacramento's K Street Mall, completed in 1970 and also designed by

(arrett Eckbo, employed a modern design language with a series of water

features that drew the ire of local merchants and citizens, who nicknamed

the mall "Mayor Christensen's Folly" after Mayor Walter Christensen,

who had been the project's primary advocate."' Images of pedestrian malls

from the era provide evidence of consistent design ideas, many a direct

translation of those imagined in downtown plans from the period. Large

planters created a datum along the malls. Flush curbs and abstract paving

patterns erased the strict delineation between street and sidewalk that

pedestrians had grown accustomed to. Many of the malls, especially those

designed by Halprin and Eckbo, featured immense abstract water features

intended as nodes of public life and assembly. 'Iho ugh often later removed,

many malls included kiosks or shelters for shade, which sometimes

assumed a sculptural quality ot served as a unifying motif for the design

(see Tacoma's Broadway Plaza""). Monumental artworks and follies were

staged along the mall as well, though they rarely achieved the level of

elaboration or sophistication as in Fresno.

'Ihe character of these malls tended to vary consilerably. While

many fostered a creative interplay between circulatory elements, sCulpture,

lighting, vegetation, and street furniture, others were sparse and minimal.

The Pomona Mall in Pomona, California, which was constructed in 1963

812 [hec pcde cltianization of Eugcn. Orcgonl, presi ts a viable rourlth) pology, since the city

ped istrianized parts 0i al (I multiple strcet, cS rcating a polynodal pedestrian in all imilar to many of

tho proposed by (re. E 1 uCene's appro0aIch rlcted Liropean pedestrianization strategies, which

tenCidCL to providc more of i network of ipedes rian spaccs, rather thin locUs oln sigimc ]l1g corridor.
SCC Ruheistin, 98-101.
813 La wrence H alprini quliotcd ill Brambilla cr ad. ho/ Pedestrian Only, 132.
8 1A Al ison Bick Hi sch. (it y Corographer: Latwrence Ha/prin i n r Renwa! Ameri(a.

(inneapolis, MN: U nversit of Minncsota ress, 2014).
815 B aimbill ct al. For Pedestrians Only, 139-140.

816 Rub Cnst eimn. 4- 

q

1W 1

6.10, 6.11
top: Nicollct Mail, 19), Lawrence
Halprin.

boo1: Santl Monica Mall 1965
Victor Grcen Associates.
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and stretched nine long blocks, had little variation or other pedestrian

amenities, a factor that some have attributed to its lack of success."-

Others, such as shorter malls in Jackson, Mississippi and Centralia,

Illinois, essentially adapted the grass-on-main street approach to design

that had started in Kalamazoo, without much comprehensive planning

otherwise. In contrast to the design paradigms that emerged in the mid-

1970s and 1980s, best embodied in the movable chairs lauded by William

H. Whyte,"' the pedestrian malls of the late 1960s and early 1970s

reflected the architectural language, asymmetrical monumentality, and

civic aspirations of an era of modernism already on the wane. Benches and

sculptures and fountains stood firmly planted as discrete objects, follies

around which designers reluctantly created serpentine paths for emergency

vehicle access. As compared to the landscapes of today, the malls were full

of stuff, of gestures, of design.

Writing in the late 1970s, by the time that the prevailing design

paradigm of the mid-1960s pedestrian malls was already passing, Brambilla

and Longo gave the following advice, channeling Whyte. "Designers often

817 Brambilla et al, For Pedestrians Only, 177.
818 William H. Whyte. City: Rediscovering its Center. (New York, NY: Doubleday, 1988), 119-
123.
Munich was among the first cities to employ movable seating as a design strategy. Also see Brambilla

et aL For Pedestrians Only, 49.
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concentrate on refining the formal architectural components of public

spaces without understanding how people use the space and what makes

a place successful. Extensive observations of pedestrian areas indicate that

it is not the weather, the shops, the urban spaces, or architecture that is

the focus of people's attention, but other human beings. Space, building

materials, and street furniture are only a frame around the interactions

of people. If the frame is good, it helps; if bad, it hampers this activity.

Although good design features are important components of a high quality

public space, the main consideration should be the generation of high

levels of activity.1 "

By the earl I 970s, as department stores continued ti forsake

struggling downtowns for the suburbs, that activity was not always easy to

produce. Even more difficult to ensure, moreover, was a broad consensus

among shop owners downtown that the mall was indeed the solution to

their woes. If the fad of the temporary malls had revealed anything, it had

been that such a consensus, in spite of widespread press and excitement,

would be very challenging to reach. 'lhe implementation and success of a

mall depended on several critical factors, which are reviewed in Brambilla

and Longos work in detail, as well as in a series of articles on downtown

malls published in the Downtown Idea Exchange, a publication of the

Downtown Research and Development Center led by Laurence Alexander.

liming proved crucial. In Riverside, California, for instance,

the start of construction on the pedestrian mall coincided with the

departure of the city's major department store.>"' Other cities found that

the initial momentum of the pedestrian street could wear off. After an

initial boost in revenues, decline set in."' Some malls had been designed

and constructed too hastily, without the long-term traffic planning and

necessary investments to ensure that they would actually work. l1is was

often the case in smaller cities, where the "grass on main street" approach

often drew opposition from merchants used to having their customers park

directly in front of their stores.'- A nationwide survey of public attitudes

towards pedestrian malls conducted in 1975 revealed (free) parking to be

one of the most significant concerns of mall users, in spite of the fact that

many cities had already converted large swaths of their downtowns into

surface parking lots by the early I 970s.' In the same survey, only nine

8 i 9 Brambilla et aL for Pedestrianu. Only. -48.

820 Brambilla et al 19.

821 lbid. I 9 lbsis ws acknowlcdgcd to be the case in Fresno.
822 Ibid, 1
823 Ph lWis iHserot. "Attractinog People: Anals'is and Interpretation of the Downtown

Research and Deselopment CenCtr Survey of Public Atit tides on Downtown Mals in foiwntown

AIa//s: An A1nna1/ Rerv W I. (New York, NY: DowntowNii Research and Development Center,

19-5)

LiI

6.13, 6.14, 6.15
above River Ciy Mall, Louisville, KY.

middle: Progress Place, Jackson, Mi,

1964.

/otnow.: River Ci-y Mall, Louisville,

KY, 19'3. lohnson, Johnson & Roy.



percent of those sampled expressed a feeling of personal safety within the

mall, and only eight percent said that they were attracted to the mall by

its sense of activity-or "a sense that something is always happening."8 24

While most respondents found pedestrian malls to enhance the overall

image of downtown, most came downtown to shop and not much more.

Few showed much interest in the public programs, vitality, or excitement

that hypothetically differentiated downtown from the suburban malls it

was in competition with.

The biggest challenge of the pedestrian mall was coordination.

Though councils of downtown businessmen modeled on Mellon's

Allegheny Conference had acted in concert to fund sweeping downtown

plans with beautiful renderings and compelling visions in the late 1950s,

the ordinary merchants that they had to convince to make these visions

feasible lacked the same level of organization or sense of common interest.

As Frieden and Sagalyn pointed out in Downtown, Inc., "Everything that

was easy to do in the suburbs was harder downtown." 25 Writing about the

burst of pedestrian malls constructed in the late 1950s and early 1960s,

they wrote. "As an attempt to revitalize downtown shopping, the pedestrian

mall flopped. Most lacked ample parking, coordinated shop hours, and

careful maintenance shoppers found at suburban malls; worse, the trees,

benches, and fountains attracted vagrants and boisterous kids. Pedestrians

stayed away, merchants left, and stores remained vacant." 26

The challenge of coordination and the nature of public-ness in the

pedestrian malls exacerbated these issues. With the exception of California

and Minneapolis, most cities had no explicit legal mechanism for creating

downtown malls. 27 While many cities found it sufficient to rely upon their

legal right to regulate traffic, exercise the police power, or officially "demap"

the streets in question, others passed legislation to prevent legal action

from opposing merchants. 8 28 In Sacramento, for instance, 80 percent of

property owners opposed an assessment district due to the costs anticipated

for the mall. City council and the mayor overruled the merchants, but their

opposition undermined support for the mall after it opened. 29 Pedestrian

mall proposals in Battle Creek, Michigan and New York City created

friction as well. In Battle Creek, a group opposing the mall brought the

issue to a ballot referendum, which after an organized campaign, galvanized

supporters to vote in favor of pedestrianization.83 " In New York City,

824 Haserot, 35.
825 Frieden et al., 77.
826 Ibid, Ibid.
827 Brambilla et al., For Pedestrians Only, 39.
828 Ibid, 39-40.
829 Ibid, 140.
830 Ibid, 31.
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Mayor John Lindsay proposed to close parts of five Midtown streets as part

of an effort to limit traffic and reduce environmental pollution, one part

of a high profile effort to bring the city into conformity with the Clean Air

Act of 1970.831 The Madison Avenue Mall, the first of Lindsay's proposed

street closings, was met with such intense opposition from merchants

along the street that they successfully forestalled a planned 90-day test of

the mall, which had been proposed by Lindsay and his Office of Midtown

Development. Ultimately, the Board of Estimate, which was beyond the

mayor's control and had been charged by the court as needing to approve

such a plan, voted against the project. 32

Pedestrian Malls 1974-1984

Nixon's moratorium on urban renewal in 1974 did not have the same

degree of impact on pedestrian malls as it did on public housing or large-

scale urban redevelopment projects like Oklahoma City's CBD Plan.

In fact, the environmental movement of the 1970s, which reached its

peak with the 1973 oil crisis, catalyzed an anti-automobile campaign

that bolstered the case for pedestrian malls. Whereas the rhetoric of the

first malls had been built around retail, downtown deterioration, and

segregating cars and people into their functionally appropriate zones (the

car in free flow, the pedestrian as a relaxed consumer), the pedestrianization

of the 1970s was predicated on limiting the "combustion engine-generate

hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxides, particulates, and smog...caused by motor

vehicles" 833 and pointed to the success of malls in reducing air pollutants

much as the generation prior had cited retail revenues.834 Brambilla, in his

"More Streets for People" campaign, reframed the mall as an expression of

the humanism advocated by William H. Whyte and Jane Jacobs, a shift

not missed by those who reviewed his exhibit in 1974.835 Ihe flexibility of

Community Development Block Grants (CDBG), coupled with the new

Urban Mass Transit Administration (UMTA) capital grant program, which

provided for 80% federal financing, ensured funding streams that could

pay for pedestrian malls, if not comprehensive downtown clearance and

renewal.

831 Brambilla et al., Ibid.
832 Ibid, 122.
833 Ibid, 22.
834 Ibid, 23. Retail revenues, of course, were still touted.
835 Paul Goldberger. "Bryant Park Exhibition Celebrates Idea of Ending Auto's Domination of
Streets," 7he New York Times, October 16, 1974.
Wolf Von Eckhardt. "Turning Streets in Outdoor Living Rooms," The Washington Post, October 19,
1974.
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From Pedestrian Mall to Transit Mall: Denver's 16h Street Transit Mall

After 1974, however, the types of mall projects that cities implemented

and the character of those projects gradually changed. The most significant

change from 1974-1984 was the shift towards transit malls. The earliest

Gruen plans included only token references to transit, typically consisting

of a bus terminal connecting to the pedestrianized downtown via an

overpass. The primary transit feature in the early projects tended to be the

inclusion of electric pedes-train systems, which would ensure access for

the elderly and immobile to retail locations along the mall. By the early

1960s, plans, including that for Fresno, devoted more consideration to

issues of bus routing and mobility, yet these ideas remained secondary to

the common highway-intercept-pedestrian mall framework. The passage

of the Urban Mass Transit Act changed this, but its effects were not

immediately felt, since many of the mall projects finished in the late 1960s

and early 1970s reflected the policy objectives and design decisions of five

to ten years prior. Federal funding for transit, however, as evidenced in the

WMRT downtown plan for Buffalo, drove a typological shift. The Gallery

at Market East in Philadelphia, Buffalo's Main Street Mall, and proposals

developed in Cleveland, Pittsburgh, and Portland all presented transit

projects that incorporated the features of a pedestrian mall, rather than the

other way around.3

Denver's 16"h Street Transit Mall is instructive in this regard. The

city's efforts to build a downtown mall went back to 1970, when Denver

was one of five cities selected to take part in the Center City Transportation

Project (CCTP).837 A report generated at that time suggested multiple

strategies for downtown, including a people mover, a network of sky

bridges, and a pedestrian mall. 838 At the same time, Downtown Denver,

Inc. and the Denver Planning Office had been exploring the possibility

of creating a pedestrian mall downtown, with Minneapolis' Nicollet Mall

as a model. In 1973, the city and Downtown Denver hired a consultant,

who recommended against a transit mall, citing high bus volumes that

would be incompatible with a pedestrian environment. At the same

time, however, Denver's Regional Transit District (RTD) had applied to

UMTA for funds for a subway running beneath 16 th street, the city's main

shopping street. After RTD's application was rejected, UMTA provided

836 Several shifted to transit malls based on available UMTA capital demonstration grant
funding. New York's unbuilt Broadway Plaza, a late 1970s proposal to turn part of Times Square
in front of a new John Portman hotel into a pedestrian mall, was funded in part through UMTA
capital and demonstration grants, even though the project represented, in retrospect, an economic
development strategy rather than a transit project.
837 Crain and Associates. Streets for Pedestrians and Transit: Examples of Transit Malls in the
United States. (US Department of Commerce: National Technical Information Service. PB-278 487),
149.
838 Crain and Associates, 149.
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funding for a program of bus improvements instead. The city, pursuing a

pedestrian mall, had tried (and failed) to pass a special assessment district

at the objection of property owners along the street. RTD, the city, and

Downtown Denver, recognizing a sudden alignment of objectives and an

opportunity to leverage one another's goals and funding, decided to build

a shuttle-based transit mall, with plans for the development of a light rail

system in the future.3
1

Ihe impetus for transit mall projects in the mid-I 970s included

the availability of matching funds for transit, the success of existing

prototypes like Nicollet Mall, and the requirements of the Clean Air

Act to bring cities into conformity with federal environmental air

quality regulations. The 1973 oil crisis, which exacerbated and added

newfound urgency to these existing trends, created an altogether favorable

environment for funding alternative transportation. The backlash against

interstate-era policies further strengthened the case for transit-centered

malls that could maintain access while improving the retail environment

for pedestrians. '"

Hybridizing Histories: Last Chance Gulch Mall and Paterson;' Lower Main

Street

While the emergence of the transit mall represented one important

typological shift of the late pedestrian mall era, a second shift, towards

historic preservation, reflected changing values and perceptions of

downtowns and history more broadly in the United States. In the mid-

1950s and 1960s, historic images typically were included in plans to

convey blight and provide a counterpoint to proposed modernization.

In the narrative of the pedestrian mall, historic preservation played

an insignificant role. While iconic landmarks like historic towers and

courthouses were often included in the delineations of Carlos Diniz

and his contemporaries,"' these references provided a contrast to

the modernization around them and served as a guidepost amidst

transformation."' Victor Gruen's sense of history was derivative rather than

preservationist in its tendencies. He translated traditional European market

squares and agoras into the prevailing language of modern architecture and

839 Crain and Associates, 155.
840 Somc projects, like Portland's Tra nsit Mall emerged out of a transportation agenda as
much as an economic development one. Nonetheless. that project, and others like, still provide
evidence of how pedestrian malls as a typolog) graduated shifted towards transit malls, which could
be more easily justified and for which funding was more readily obtained.
841 See Centropolis: 7e P1lanJor Cenril Los AIngele (Los Angeles, CA: lhe Los Angeles City
Planning Depaitment, 1964), 31. One important exception to this is Carlos Diniz's 1964 rendering
of Olvera Street included in the 1964 Plan for Los Angeles, Centropolis.
842 It is worth noting that some of these notable landmarks included in the renderings, such as
Fresno's Courthouse and Fort Worth's Medical Arts Building, were in fact demolished.

-.1r
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Gold Rush kitsch
Last Chance Gulch Mall, Helena
Montana, 1974
Credit: helenahistory.org
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catered his proposals to an age of blight and mobility.843 Even those who

cared deeply about preserving history in this era, such as Oklahoma City's

Mayor George Shirk, who had inherited the Pei Plan from his predecessors

in the mid-i 960s,"41 supported plans for widespread clearance and

demolition in the name of progress. 4'

With some notable exceptions, in the early 1970s, very few

pedestrian malls explicitly highlighted historic themes. Helena, Montana's

Last Chance Gulch Mall, completed in 1974 on a narrow street that dated

to the city's Gold Rush era, was pedestrianized as part of $16 million

renewal program focused on reusing the city's historic architecture.846 The

mall's design, however, reflected a mixed attitude towards history. While

the facades of the street were preserved and the modernist follies replaced

by gold rush kitsch, lampposts along the mall only superficially adjusted

the prevailing modern type and the design remained a hybrid. Paterson,

New Jersey's Lower Main Street Mall, designed by Beyer, Blinder, and

Belle, three architects who had led Gruen's New York office before setting

off on their own in 1969, reflected a similar combination of modernism

and historic preservation.847 Though only a block long, the mall was the

first and only "enclosed" mall in the United States, with a soaring glass

ceiling over the entire block. Nevertheless, the project also utilized old gas

lamp standards and preserved the historic facades, earning it praise among

preservationists for a new approach to downtown.

From Gaslight to Ghirardelli: Precursors to the Festival Marketplace

Gas lamps, in fact, played an important role in the earliest trends in
"recycling" old buildings as an urban revitalization strategy. St. Louis'

Gaslight Square district, which in 1959 "became the city's premier

entertainment destination," preceded festival marketplaces like Faneuil Hall

and South Street Seaport by over a decade. According to Alison Isenberg's

history of Gaslight Square in Downtown America, "St. Louis's massive

urban renewal clearance generated the avalanche of building parts that

furnished the district's emerging historical ambience," which soon after

"became a magnet for tourists and conventioneers, for well-heeled middle-

843 Gruen's intercept strategy, based on the walled medieval city, as well as his allusions to the
agora and the markets of Europe, all fall into the historical adaptation category discussed here.
844 Lackmeyer et. a], 16.
845 Mayor George Shirk, whose "life revolved around tinkering with an antique car, watching
historical epic movies,...judging historical photo contexts, and working on a book listing every place
name in the history of Oklahoma," (Lackmeyer and Money, 16), is said to have tried to save some of
Oklahoma City's historic buildings and artifacts, but nevertheless was a champion of urban renewal
for the sake of saving downtown economically. Lackmeyer et al., 19.
846 Brambilla et al. Fore Pedestrians Only. 191.
847 Lois Aleosser. "Restoration Can Be Better Than New: Paterson, New Jersey Makes the Case
in its Lower Main Street Mall," Journal ofHousing, 30 (1973):527-33.
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aged suburbanites and beatniks." 48 With an "approximately Victorian

or Gay Nineties aesthetics," Gaslight Square "created something new,

building on the neighborhood's intriguing yet edgy heritage and warm

associations they personally had with cast-off historical artifacts from local

demolitions." 49

Gaslight even catalyzed rehabilitation in the surrounding

neighborhoods, presaging modern gentrification with "suburbanites...

abandoning their televisions... renovating old houses and returning to live

in the city."" 0 Yet the initial burst of enthusiasm was gradually undermined

as Gaslight's popularity spurred a second generation of "entrepreneurs

[who] employed gimmicky historical themes but abandoned the beatnik,

antique-district heritage and the recycling of urban artifacts.""' By the

mid-i 960s, "the unlikely mix of black and white, rich and poor, beat and

establishment, tourist and resident had lost its stability.85 2 After a murder

took place at the square in the mid-1960s, its patronage declined. By

1967, Gaslight square was finished and as riots wracked American cities,

shopkeepers boarded up their storefronts and left.""

In the 19 6 0s, a number of redevelopment projects followed the

model of commercialized nostalgia pioneered by Gaslight Square. In

Denver in 1965, the historic 1400 block of Larimer Street, threatened by

demolition during urban renewal, was saved by Dana Crawford, a local

activist and female pioneer of preservation who later went on to become

a redeveloper of historic properties. Underground Atlanta, a five-block

area of former basement speakeasies "rediscovered" in the 1960s after

street-raising and incremental development had left it almost untouched

since the 1920s, also capitalized on its historic legacy. In the early 1960s,

Underground Atlanta became an area of nightclubs, jazz joints, and

restaurants that evoked the Prohibition era. After peaking in the early

1970s, the area, like Gaslight before it, declined rapidly as crime rose and

subway construction removed large swaths of parking. Closed in 1980 and

then reopened in 1989 as a historicized shopping mall run by the Rouse

Company, including small pushcarts vendors similar to those at Faneuil

Hall Marketplace in Boston, it never matched its initial popularity.

'he best known historic redevelopment project from the 1960s

was Ghirardelli Square in San Francisco, a collection of former factory

buildings redeveloped in 1964 into a waterfront public square with

carnival lights, shops, and mixed uses. Saved from demolition in 1962,

848 Isenberg, Downtown America, 274-275.
849 Ibid, 277.
850 Ibid, 281.
851 Ibid, Ibid.
852 Ibid, 281.
853 Ibid, 283.
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6.18

Ghirardelli Square represented one of the earliest and most successful

attempts to grapple with historical r- Iuse in the United States. Unlike the

fleeting, informal enterprises of Underground Atlanta or Gaslight Square,

the complex was led by a business consortium that "solicit[ed] ideas and

proposals from dozens of architects, designers, and experts in leasing and

commercial property management.""' Occurring near the peak Of Urban

renewal, the project was well ahead of its time and struggled to find the

right mixttire of modern expression and historical resonance. Karl Kortum,

then director of the Maritime Museum and a staunch preservationist

involved in the project, was adamant that the complex be developed with

historic sensitivity, while eschewing the overt "world's fair" nostalgia of

places like Gaslight.

Kortum clashed with the landscape architect chosen to carry

out the project, Lawrence Halprin, calling his designs "rigid squares and

rectangles... tricked out to look like every international airport on earth."'

Halprin and many developers resisted Kortum's insistence that "history

is marketable,"" and struggled with the "old brick factory landscape.""'

In spite of resistance, Kortum insisted that the project draw upon and

adapt the historical legacy of the site, referencing early I 900s images of a

S%-1 Icnhr , 28 .

i156 Ibid, Ibid.
11T Ibid.2s .
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lushly vegetated landscape of fountains and greenery as an inspiration. Drawing of Ghirardhelli Square

While initial discussions looked at the site model as a quixotic shopping San Francisco by George AlbertUS

mall, including references to unconventional yet successful types like Los for Wurster, Bernardi, Emmons.

Cred it: Presentation Draivings by
Angeles' Farmer's Market from the 1920s, it was Copenhagen's Tivoli lAmerican Architects (Kemper, 1977)
and other European prototypes that provided the most inspiration at

Ghirardelli. 1""

A Modernism of Ghosts: Tivoli Gardens and Ghirardelli Square

Like Kortum at Ghirardelli Square, Gruen and I.M. Pei had both drawn

inspiration from Tivoli Gardens in their plans. Tivoli, in fact, was referred

to with almost as much regularity as Rockefeller Center or the Allegheny

Conference during the urban renewal era. In an article in Architectural

Forum from 1959 entitled "Business in the Botanical Garden," Grady Clay

had called upon planners to see Tivoli as a model for downtown. "Tivoli,"

he wrote, "is an outstanding example of what American businessmen

and community planners can do to put magnetism into the heart of

downtown.""' While both the Pei Plan and Ghirardelli Square cited Tivoli

as one inspiration, the two projects superficially expressed oppositional

viewpoints. Moreover, "the proponents of a more historically rooted

859 Isenberg, 290.
860 Ibid, 291, 293.
861 Grady Clay. "Business in a Botanical Garden: 'If every downtown had an attraction like
Copenhagen's Tivoli Garden, more people and more dollars would come to rest and play in the city"

Architectuml Forum, 11 1.2 (1959): 108-113.
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development theme," wrote Isenberg, "resisted the imposition of world's

fair flags, carnival excitement, and international 'hasty' architecture, as

much as they rejected historical recreations or fantasies like Williamsburg

and Disneyland."

Gruen's plan for Fort Worth, Eckbo's Fulton Mall, Pei's Tivoli

Gardens, and Ghirardelli Square86 2 stemmed from the common impulse

to create downtowns that expressed conviviality and modernity through

an entourage and ensemble that could forestall the exodus of the middle

class whites from the nation's cities. Water features, sculptural pavilions,

and even odd historic landmarks nestled among modernized storefronts

restaged downtown as a playground for shopping and an insulated

environment that could match the safe and seamless suburban shopping

mall then sprouting at the periphery. Though the historic argument of

these projects shifted over time, with confused and often overlapping

combinations of "modern" and "postmodern" formulations, their

underlying purpose and ideals transcended their stylistic differences.

Marshall Berman wrote that what "distinguishes modernism from

sentimentalism" is not a desire to "blend or merge" with the past, but

rather a desire to "'bring it all back' into the past...to bring to bear on their

past selves they have become in the present, to bring into those old homes

visions and values that may clash radically with them--and maybe to re-

enact the very tragic struggles that drove them from their homes in the first

place."86 3 Taking Berman a step further, Ghirardelli Square's legacy may be

interpreted as a thoroughly modern one. In aligning historic architecture

with the domain of capital, the project's developers brought their own

modernity to bear upon the past, in turn "re-enacting its tragic struggles"

for profit. Where Gruen modernized the medieval marketplace, drawing

upon, but not imitating, his native Vienna, those projects that would

follow in Ghirardelli's footsteps in the 1970s would grasp at "a past in the

process of disintegration; "864 a past that was, as Berman states, "baseless

and elusive." "The modernist[s] of the 1970s," he says," would "look back

for something solid to lean on, only to find [them]selves embracing ghosts.

The modernism of the 1970s was a modernism of ghosts."865

Few embodied a "modernism of ghosts" as much as the developer

James Rouse and the architect Benjamin Thompson, who together helped

redefine downtown development's interaction with the past through the

Festival Marketplace in the 1970s. Both Thompson and Rouse had careers

862 Other notable early historical "recycling" projects included River Quay in Kansas City,
Laclede's Landing in St. Louis, Trolley Square in Salt Lake City, and Old Market in Omaha.

863 Berman, All that is Sold Melts into Air, 333.
864 Berman, Ibid.
865 Ibid, Ibid.
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that closely followed the arch of modernism; Thompson as a partner at

The Architects Collaborative and a protege of Walter Gropius; Rouse as

a mortgage-banker turned-shopping mall developer who spearheaded the

development of the New Towns program in the late 1960s the early 1970s.

In retrospect, they were unlikely candidates to bring themselves to bear

on the past. Nonetheless, their championing of the festival marketplace

demonstrates both how seemingly postmodern urban ideals transitioned

out of modernism as well as how modernism embraced certain ideals (like

Tivoli) that complicated its functionalist posture.

James Rouse: The Zelig of Modernism

Berman discusses the third phase of metamorphosis in the Faustian tragedy

of development as that of the developer himself. "[T]he developer, as

Goethe conceives him, is tragic as well as heroic. In order to understand

the developer's tragedy, we must judge his vision of the world not only by

what it sees-by the immense new horizons it opens up for mankind-but

also by what it does not see: what human realities it refuses to look at, what

potentialities, it cannot bear to face. Faust envisions, and strives to create,

a world where personal growth and social progress can be had without

significant human costs. Ironically, his tragedy will stem precisely from his

desire to eliminate tragedy from life."866 In the narrative of the American

city, Berman might well have described James Rouse, the pioneering

mortgage banker, shopper mall developer, and eventual champion of the

festival marketplace. Rouse touched upon and influenced every stage of

this story and represented the underlying themes and contradictions of

American life and American capital in the saga of downtown planning and

development.

James Rouse grew up in the small town of Easton, Maryland. By

the age of 16, he had lost both of his parents and saw his childhood home

foreclosed upon just as the Depression was settling in. Yet he overcame the

tumult of his early life to obtain a college education and eventually a law

degree, and in 1935, joined the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) as

an assistant legal clerk in the State Director's Office.867 In his time with the

FHA at the beginning of the New Deal, Rouse gained a familiarity with

"buildings...and business,"868 while identifying a position for himself as a

"servicing agent" who could "deal with the details of insured mortgages or

comply with all of the government regulations." 869

866 Berman, 66.
867 Joshua Olsen. Better Places, Better Lives: A Biography offames Rouse (Washington, DC: The
Urban Land Institute, 2003), 12.
868 Olsen, 13.
869 Ibid, Ibid.
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With his insider knowledge of the FHA, Rouse proposed to

the Title Guarantee and Trust Company, whom he dealt with regularly,

that he fill an entrepreneurial niche for them, handling the company's

FHA-backed residential mortgages in urban areas. Based on his own

recommendation, Rouse was hired to build a mortgage-banking

department for the company.870 After establishing and then leading

that department, in 1939, Rouse and Hunter Moss, a fellow mortgage

banker from a wealthy Baltimore family, partnered to create their own

firm, the Moss-Rouse Company. Moss-Rouse focused primarily on the

residential mortgage market and the burgeoning suburban market, playing

the role of middlemen between the FHA and lenders, which included

many of the nation's large insurance companies. "The FHA program was

successful because mortgage bankers were recommending it to lenders

and the mortgage bankers were becoming an increasingly powerful force

in city shaping as a result of the FHA's willingness to insure loans for

homebuyers."8 71 While Rouse's venture in the FHA-guaranteed loan

market had made him an influential figure in America's evolving urban

landscape by the 1940s, his business remained embedded in the large scale

decentralization process that was changing cities and regions during the

Depression and World War II, and which FHA-backed mortgages fueled at

the expense of cities and the urban poor.872

The Baltimore Plan and the Housing Act of 1954

After the war, the scope of mortgage banking and Rouse's efforts

continued to evolve. He joined Baltimore's Citizens Planning and Housing

Association (CPHA), an organization that drafted the "Baltimore Plan

of Housing Law Enforcement."8 73 The Baltimore Plan, as it became

known, "was a straightforward approach to urban deterioration: 'The city

would enforce, to the letter, all the housing laws that were on the books,

and in that way compel the owners of slum properties to vacate them

or rehabilitate them to minimum legal standards.' 874 In contrast to the

provisions of the 1949 Housing Act, which Rouse vehemently opposed on

the grounds that [it] "segregate[d] people into lower-income groups and

advertise[d] their less privileged economic condition,"875 the Baltimore

Plan focused on neighborhood rehabilitation and stabilization, attacking

870 Olsen, 14.
871 Ibid, 21.
872 Ibid, 20-21.
873 Ibid, 32.
874 Ibid, Ibid.
875 Ibid, 31.
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"the causes of slums and prevent[ing] their spread into new areas."' " From

the perspective of some housing reformers at the time, the Baltimore Plan

was viewed "as part of a strategy to kill funding for more generous housing

schemes.

Based on his involvement and leadership in the Baltimore Plan,

Rouse, who was by then an established leader in neighborhood housing

advocacy and mortgage banking, was invited to by President Eisenhower to

participate on his Advisory Committee on Housing Programs and Policies

as the chairman of the Subcommittee on Conservation, Rehabilitation.

and Redevelopment. Rouse's activities in housing reform under the

Eisenhower Administration brought him into contact with urban policy

leaders including Miles Colean, a fellow member of the committee, whose

had used the term "urban renewal" in his book Renewing Our Cites.l"

Rouse became a proponent and popularizer of the term," and in the

anti-socialist milieu of the Eisenhower Administration helped to author

new housing legislation that "carefully limited public housing to nmieet the

basic needs of redevelopment.""" Ihe most important shift in the Housing

Act of 11954, however, was that it shifted the focus from housing towards

"redevelopment," a move that many perceived to be a careful "calculation

by business interests of necessary costs to their private sector rebuilding of

city centers."',"

As the Moss-Rotise Company matured, Rouse founded an

internal division at the company known as the Metropolitan Research and

Development Division, which began to explore real estate and mortgage

business beyond the residential portfolio that had been the company's

early focus. After parting ways with Moss in 1954,"' Rouse established

the James W. Rouse Company and then spun off a corporation in 1956

known as Community Research and Development (CRD). In the early

1950s, Rouse's business ventures took him into the then-brirgeoning

field of shopping centers. At that time, Rouse had a relatively limited

knowledge of real estate. Ihiough his company had assembled financing for

26 shopping centers, the "mortgage banker had no power over the location,

design, or even type of project"' and Rouse had never initiated his own

project and seen it through "from market study to built reality.""'

8-'6 Nicholas I)agcn Bloom. Mere( n (I /(117/Iu'WI. Am r 'n Salesman 0/ne t B insomaS n Utopia.

(Colum uIh s, ()iH: Ohio State University ss 00-4.) 68.

87- Bloom, 69.
8 8 Miles Lani'r t Clan. R'nwing Our Ciiies (New Nork NY: Twenmich Cemony FUnd,
19'S/i).
8'9 Bloom, '2.

880 hbid, -5.
881 Ihid, -5.
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Regional Shopping Centers: Mondawmin and Cherry Hill

Since 1949, however, Rouse had had his eyes on a former horse farm in

Baltimore known as Mondawmin, a 46-acre walled pasture only three

miles from downtown, which he believed was an ideal site for a regional

shopping center. After acquiring the property, Rouse brought the architect

Pietro Belluschi, economist Kenneth Welch, landscape architect Daniel

Kiley, land use planner Seward Mott, and traffic planner Wilbur Smith

onto his "board of design" for the project. 885 When Rouse and his team

began pursuing the project in 1953, regional shopping centers were in

their infancy. Their financing, tenant structure, and design remained a test

bed of evolving ideas with little to back them up.886 Convincing lenders

that shopping malls were sure to make a big profit was tenuous. However,

James Rouse, with his widespread connections to insurance companies and

financial institutions, could shepherd this type of project to completion.

In Rouse's case, he was able to obtain a mortgage from Connecticut

General Life Insurance and Brown Brothers, Harriman & Company.887

Mondawmin, his first foray into shopping center development, opened

in 1956, garnering praise among critics and architectural journals. Rouse

received personal credit for the undertaking, even being named by Time

magazine as the "No. 1 shopping-center financial consultant" and by

Harper's as the "Lorenzo de Medici of shopping centers."888 In 1958,

two years after Gruen's Southdale Center opened in Edina, Minneapolis,

Rouse built his own enclosed mall, the Harundale Mall in Glen Burnie,

Maryland.889

Rouse and Community Research and Development went on to

build shopping centers in San Antonio and Charlotte in the late 1950s,

but their most prominent project came after the firm was engaged by

Strawbridge & Clothier of Philadelphia to develop Cherry Hill Mall in

Delaware Township, New Jersey. For Cherry Hill, Rouse hired Victor

Gruen ("the master") to coordinate the planning and design of the center.

In Gruen, Rouse found "a man not unlike himself in personality and

thought" and both were "dynamic men in their fields, developing new

ideas and pursuing them tenaciously." 90 The center, which opened in

1961, featured 120 skylights along two malls with 14,000 trees, flowers,

885 Olsen, 54.
886 See Frieden et al., Downtown Inc. 61-71.
887 Olsen, 56-57.
888 Ibic, 62.
889 Gruen felt that Rouse's work at Harundale had been subpar and that the design was
"atrocious." See Olsen, 100.
890 Olsen, 101.
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CHERRY HILL

and shrubs, which Rouse insisted upon)' In between the anchor tenants,

was a group of small specialty' kiosks selling international goods.. which

included booths specializing in goods from Mexico, Italy, the Balkans,

India, and the Far East,...dubbed the 'International Bazaar,'"""' a concept

that was derived from Rouse's -fascination with small, Independent

merchants.""'

1he success of Cherry Hill, and the acclaim that the project

drew from both architectural critics and developers, was so great that

Delaware lownship legally changed its name to Cherry' Hill. he name

change marked an important cultUral moment in America. It cemented

the fact that public life had gradually shifted from traditional downtowns

into private regional centers servingr suburban constImers. Rouse, like

Gruen, never acknowledged the inherent conflict of developing in both

the suburbs and the inner city. He "saw the efforts as integrally linked...

and he... failed to grasp any contradiction between his involvement with

the development of malls and his role as a leading spokesman for urban

renewal.""'

Dow'ntowns and New Jowns

As Rouse emerged as one of the nation's leading shopping mail developers,

he simultaneously' became involved with downtown retailing projects

891
892
893
894

6.21,6.22
C(erry Hill. Community Rcscarch

& Develupmnt, Strawbridge
& Clothier, and Victor (ruei

Associates, 196 1.
(Ocrit: Crawfurd Wcstbrook

Collectioll. MIT Libraries

Okcn, 103.
Ibid. 104.
Ibid, Ibid.
ibid, I I.
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around the country. He played a pivotal role in the development

of Baltimore's Charles Center and later, in the city's Inner Harbor

redevelopment. In the early 1960s, he became involved in a second project

with Victor Gruen to develop a shopping center in downtown Norfolk,

Virginia on land that had been cleared for urban renewal in the central

business district.8 95 Yet the prevailing retail trends of the time challenged

the project and Rouse could not find a department store to anchor

Norfolk's downtown mall. Gruen and Rouse also worked together on a

second downtown project, for the Main Street of Paterson, New Jersey, in

the early 19 6 0s. The Paterson project, part of the city P.L.A.N. (Paterson

Looks Ahead Now) initiative, was never realized, though a mall was built in

a much diminished form on one block of Main Street in the mid-1970s. 96

After Cherry Hill, CRD would cement itself as one of the leading

shopping mall developers in the country. As the company's shopping

mall portfolio matured, Rouse in the mid-to-late 1960s shifted his focus

towards building new communities, including the villages of Roland

Park and Cross Keys, and the New Town of Columbia, Maryland. In

one revealing anecdote from one of the Work Group897 sessions he had

organized to infuse the new town program with interdisciplinary expertise

and sociological perspectives, Herbert Gans, the University of Pennsylvania

sociologist and author of The Urban Villagers (1962), confronted Rouse.

"Americans living in a new town, like Americans living everywhere else,"

he said, "would be narrowly focused on themselves, their families, and not

much else,"898 suggested Gans. "What about the drunkards and prostitutes?

Would there be a place for them and their comrades-a skid row section of

the shining city?" 99 According Rouse's biographer, Rouse chafed at Gans'

critique for "it was the future that was always rose-colored. He believed

change for the better was possible, and that it could be brought about

through inspired efforts."900

Perhaps it is not surprising that both James Rouse and Victor

Gruen, two men whose chaotic early lives impelled them to always look

forward with optimism, loved Disney. "Some may reject the whole thing

as a stage set: false, flimsy," Rouse once wrote. "But it seemed to me an

authentic fairyland that made joy, caprice-yes, and beauty, real beauty,

out of such widely diverse subjects as fairy tales, aerospace, submarine rides,

895 Olsen, 112.
896 Ibid, 112.
897 The "Non-physical Planning Work Group" was created in 1963 to assemble an

interdisciplinary body of experts who could advise Rouse and his team on the "vaguer aspects of the

process," and included sociologists, political scientists, and education experts that could enrich the
more traditional planning apparatus. See Olsen, 152.
898 Olsen, 162.
899 Ibid, 161.
900 Ibid, 162.
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haunted houses, monorails, the tropics. and early America.""" Rouse and

Disney had met several times to discuss their new town ventures, Rouse

at Columbia, Maryland and elsewhere, and Disney with his Experimental

Plan ned Community of Tomorrow (EPCOT). Both were Faustian tragic
heroes of the modern age, who, along with Gruen, believed not in the

unembellished modernity of Corbtisier or even l.M. Pei, but in a festival

modernism that delighted in the twin fantasies of people and profit.

Winning kinenil Hall

In 1972, as Coltimbia New Town struggled to remain fiscally healthy,

the developer Robert E. Simon sent James Rotuse a letter informing him

of a project that had been proposed to him by the architect Benjamin

'hompson. 'Ihompson, the former chair of Architecture at Harvard's

Gradtiate School of Design, a founding member of ilie Architects

Collaborative (TAC), and the founder of a modern furnishings store

called IDesign Research, wanted to restore the old buildings of Boston's

Quincy Market arotind Fancuil Hall as a retail center."2 Official plans by

the Boston City Planning Board had called for the marker's demolition

in 1 956.'" In 1 959, however, the Cambridge firm Adams, Howard,

and Creek', working with Kevin tvnch of MIT's Department of City

Planning, advised the city to rcstore the btuilcdings as a marketplace rather

than demolish them.'"" In the earl)' I96 0s, the director of the Boston

Redevelopment Attori ty, Edward Logrie secured the preservation of the

marker briildings as part of the city's official downtown waterfront renewal

plan, preventing their demolition.

90 1
902
903
904

6.23
hauiCUil Hall, 1950s
Photograph by Nishan Bichajian

Kevin Lynch and Gyorgy Kepes

(Courtesy of M IT Iibraries

Olscn, 240.
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Benjamin Thom011pson had traveled widely as part of i s buIsiness

6.24
FalleUil Hall Market RestoratitOii

19-2. Stahl Associates, Architect
Roger Webb, Architectural
Heritage, Inc.

Cred it: P'or/sen ion I)rowings

b) Am(TeriC/a ln-litects (Kemper,
19-'7)

Roger Webb's proposal for FHnuil
Hall would have kept it as a

public marker, much like Pike
Place Market inl Seattle, though

his proposal LltimatelY lost
Out to RoUse and 'lhompsons

marketplace.

leading, Design Research. He had witnessed the success of Ghirardelli

Square in San Francisco and found inspiration in Los Angeless Farmer's

Market," Copenhagen's Tivoli, and bazaars and squares across Europe and

90 r omr's Market in Los Angeles marked an important predecessor to the Pesrisal
Marketplace. lhe btainchild of oer Dahlhjelm, a real estate eitrepreteor and businessman, the
market opened i, In 1-4 o1 a ite on Ws\Vihire lixiulesvard between Reverly Hills and H1ollyiwood. ']he

markct had a colLection of boolths (eighteen to starlt) offering a wide variety of- oods and trinkets set

in in open field witl plenty of parking. Wai its "bazaar-like atmosphee," the market airacted "al
afilWieni IrAIde of m11ove stArs alld IIts hlo s0xoughit the U sINi1i i goods sold theic" (Longstreth, 283)

lhe market had an ionventional wttilt. set back from the road in a massive parking area wxith

few ssUl cItes Or liret l ori tta i ion to le street. "Ilte baisic ide iif interalized pecestrian tratfi.

suruleleed by ciretmfe rntial parking was a complete dcpare from onvelinitin says liongostreth
I8 . 'he idea wxas oxpied rlionally, inclulit i simil ar farmer's maiket outsidel of FIresto,

( hor ia
Another important precedent ii I (Is Angeles to Faneuil Hall wa isOlvera Sreet. le

proiect, which pedstriaill/ed and 
preserve one block ofa la'el Hispani market area south of I As

cIkl p , w)iai s lecd ly iin ;irene t an
d sociills well-pl iced H lispallophil it tineel klii i Sterling ill

the Ite 1920 s (I1ongstreth, 298). Sterling worked wNith city officials to clos Olvra Streetl to irafc

All rcce tc (he -itmosphere Id a iriditionial Hisitpaniic marketplace as well as to provide in outlet for
[lispanix artisitns and nicrcmlts (Lotgsireth, 2 9). he markct "erge

1 Oln being I Hxlly xllewood
interpreta1ion ofa strect market. nMerchxtts \were ulndier striCt Ce1ntr1ll OfI Sterlinlg's corporation. lhe
erafts, nvelty itemis, food, and elIt rAiiImeilt plvlecd w ere oriented tow5ard the Anglo population"

Longstreth, 280)
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I voli (,ardens, Copnhagen,

Credit: Richard langcendorf
(CdLect ion, Miassaehusetts

Inst ituts if edtChlig.

the Middle East. In a proposal with the developers Van Arkel and loss,

lhompson had suggested that the city reconstruct the central Quincv

Market building as a "food arcade,""' with the adjoining buildings for

retail, hotel, offices, and/or apartments. Despite his strong proposal, Van

Arkel and Moss proved incapable of meeting the BRA's deadlines and

requirements, and 'Ihompson sought out a more seasoned developer for the
project. As in his earlier partnership with Gruen, Rouse immediately took

to thompson and, enthused by the challenge of recycling the old market

buildings, agreed to develop the project.1 "- By the early I 970s, Rouse "was

at his nadir as a developer. Columbia was failing, and it was uncertain

whether it would be rescued from its creditors. Every month more pink

slips were enclosed with Rouse Company paychecks. 'he stock price was

at an all-time low.. .Yet even as his world collapsed around him, Rouse was

dealing himself in again-fighting for a new project that he, and at times

he alone, thought would pay off big.

Ihough almost ten years after the development of Chirardelli

Square, the redevelopment of Fancuil Hall remained an unpirecedented

and unusual project, whose inherent structure challenged Rouse's staff

familiar with the development of shopping malls. 'lhe project had no

906 Frieden et al., 109.
90 While'lloimpson had bCC iiflrueitial inl convincing the Mayor and the redexelopiet
authority ol lik plans, the city initiallyi wxanted to give the project to a prominent Boston developer
niAMi d Roger Webb, who'c firimi Architctural ficritage In-. i ad local c\periencc i1 historic

prcscrvation, including a ect rec sto Itraioni of' Boston's old ciry hall. Roger We"ibb's pioposal did not

call for retail spacc or food vecndors, whiih rcpriesenitc d elic cr11x i I heiC Rouse-' lhomi1pSoni propiOSal
but vould have kept open a public market. After -onferring vii several external advis rs and experts,

as Well after sigificant lobbyi g by ROLIsC himtscIf, MaIr Kevi 'hite opted to go with Rouse and
' lioipson instcad. (1Iriedcn and Sagalyn, I 10).
908 Olsen, 245.
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anchor department store, no proof of the "marketability" of historic facades

and buildings, and few projects to look at as a formula for success. That

small vendors and food markets would be the main attraction challenged

everything that the Rouse Company had learned about development.

Convincing his staff was one thing; convincing the banks was another.

Though Rouse received support from some of his traditional backers, most

lenders refused to touch the project. Rouse's peer, the developer Edward

DeBartolo had gone so far as to declare in 1973, "I would put a penny

downtown. It's bad. Face it, why should people come in? They don't want

the hassle, they don't want the danger... No individual or corporate set-up

can make a dent on those problems. So what do you do? Exactly what I'm

doing, stay out in the country, that is the new downtown."909

Towards a Preservation Ethic

DeBartolo's skepticism, however, turned into an opportunity for

Rouse and Thompson to carve a niche for themselves in the emerging

post-urban landscape. After the significant protests that followed the

demolition of Pennsylvania Station in New York City in 1963 and the

demise of significant landmarks and historic neighborhoods nationwide,

Lyndon Johnson signed the Historic Preservation Act into law in 1966.

The impetus for historic preservation came in part as a reaction to the

widespread destruction wrought by the federal highway program and urban

renewal, but equally as a result of neglect by property owners, the perverse

lending policies that undermined historic areas, and the proliferation of

surface parking lots at the expense of the urban fabric.9 "1 In his essay "Our

Lost Inheritance," included in the seminal 1965 compilation With Heritage

So Rich, the architect and urban planner Carl Feiss, who had himself

worked for Urban Renewal Administration, recounted, "those buildings

which are gone but not forgotten are legion. Those portions of older

cities, waterfronts, fine residential areas, handsome early office buildings,

old mills, great churches and all the other storied places of our past that

now form a roster of our architectural dead, form a formidable and heart-

breaking list, too long to be recounted." 9 "

The preservation of significant historic landmarks was neither

a new or unprecedented phenomenon in the mid-1960s. Preservation

activities had been ongoing since the mid-nineteenth century, when the

conservation of natural beauty became an increasing concern and was

909 Olsen, 248-249.
910 Carl Feiss. "Out Lost Inheritance," in United States Conference of Mayors. Special

Committee on Historic Preservation, and National Trust for Historic Preservation in the United

States. With Heritage So Rich. (Washington DC: Preservation Press, 1999), 117.
911 Carl Feiss, "Our Lost Inheritance," 118.
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enthusiastically taken up as a cause by several presidents, most notably

'Iheodore Roosevelt with the creation of the U.S. Forest Service and the

establishment of the national parks. Roosevelt also signed into law the

United State Antiquities Act of 1906, which gave the President the power

to declare national monuments on public lands. Many historic monuments

preserved at this time tended to be associated with Presidents themselves,

such as the preservation of a Presidential home, or sites of military or

archaeological significance, such as the Castillo de San Marcos in St.

Augustine. In 1936, the Historic Sites Act enabled the federal government

to preserve individual sites, buildings, and objects, regardless of whether

or not they were on federal lands. President Truman signed a bill in 1949

establishing the National Trust for Historic Preservation, which created a

clearinghouse for information, donations, and activities related to historic

sites and "facilitate[d] public participation in the preservation of sites,

buildings, and objects of national significance." 91" That act, however, did

not create a program for federal assistance or grant making to support their

preservation. 91 3 At that time, the tendency was to create "little paradises

of nostalgia in an ocean of superhighways and loudspeakers, billboards,

neon signs, parking lots, used car dumps, and hot-dog stands."9" Historic

villages like Sturbridge Village in Massachusetts sought to create a "dream

image of an immutable past,"915 affirming the degree of difference between

these walled illusions and the outside world, just as shopping malls were

re-enacting the life the downtown for a population increasingly wedded to

the automobile. The tendency towards fakery, towards faqade and flourish,

undermined the objectives of preservation as something spurious and

superficial in its earliest incarnations.

Despite the tendency towards theater and fagade, some efforts led

toward real public policy change. In 1931, Charleston, South Carolina

became the first city to create a neighborhood level preservation program

and in the early 1940s, with support from the Carnegie Foundation,

undertook a detailed survey of its historic structures, contained in the 1944

report This is Charleston. St. Louis, Chicago, and Boston were among other

cities that began to take stock of their historic properties through detailed

local surveys.

912 Lawson B. Knott. "The Impact of Historic Preservation on Development and Land Use,"

Urban Land, 34:7 (1975): 4.
913 United States Conference of Mayors. Special Committee on Historic Preservation, and
National Trust for Historic Preservation in the United States. With Heritage So Rich, (Washington
DC: Preservation Press, 1999), 153.
914 With Heritage So Rich, 159.
915 Ibid, 155.
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Providence and the College Hill Plan

In the late 1950s, the Urban Renewal Administration partnered with the

Providence Preservation Society and City Planning Commission on a

renewal study for the historic College Hill area of Providence. The project

served as a "demonstration of how rehabilitation and renewal can be

accomplished in historic urban areas" through careful study and inventory

of the area's historic structures. The goal was not to make "a modern

dream of the past concrete," but to, as stated in the report's introduction,

"restore and preserve their historic architecture, safeguard and renew their

residential neighborhoods, check encroaching blight, chart future growth,

build needed modern housing, make good use of waste land, ease traffic

and parking situations and create needed parks and playgrounds." 916 The

College Hill plan, published in 1959, marked an important stepping-

stone917 in the lineage of preservation as a well as a critical exhibition of

how cities could be both preserved and renewed. 9' The Plan emphasized

that its purpose was not to create a museum of historic buildings, but

to encourage their re-use for practical functions.9 9 With this in mind, a

detailed evaluation of existing ordinances, legal structures, and historic

commissions then existing in the United States was made. Historic

commissions, such as New Orleans's Vieux Carre Commission, the

Georgetown Historic District in Washington D.C., and the Beacon Hill

Architectural Commission in Boston, provided the most salient form of

governmental control for historic districts, yet the impact and power of

these groups remained far outweighed by the urban renewal legislation and

the prevailing rhetoric of slum clearance in the 1950s.9 ' 0

In contrast to the typical neighborhood plans published at the

time, the College Hill plan provided an exhaustive historical survey of the

area's physical layout and architectural landmarks. Detailed floor plans

of historic structures, catalogues showing period styles, and photographs

of notable structures that might otherwise be reserved for the obligatory

images of "blight" here provided a basic framework for reading the city as

a layered artifact. The plan applied the basic, data driven rational planning

916 College Hill: a Demonstration Study of Historic Area Renewal (Providence, RI: The
Providence City Plan Commission, the Providence Preservation Society, and the Housing and Home
Finance Agency, 1959), v.
917 In the late 1950s, buoyed by Truman's legislation creating the National Trust, an increasing
number of studies and inventories were carried out to catalogue the historic buildings in older cities
and towns.
918 'This statement does not mean to present a comparison between the Baltimore Plan, which
focused on neighborhood rehabilitation from the perspective that the federal government should
not be in the business of clearance for public housing, and preservation, which emanated from the
concern of individuals who saw merit in the rehabilitation of structures for the sake of retaining
important physical artifacts of history.
919 College Hill, 3-4.
920 Ibid, 5-7.
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techniques of urban renewal to the evaluation of historic structures, using

scoring and mapping systems typically used to assess structural deficiencies

to the task of cataloguing historic merit.9" Whereas later historic surveys

would resolve into programs for the restoration of main street facades and

strict architectural controls, College Hill presented an approach that melded

the value of historic architecture with the imperative for modern expression

and reconstruction. Like Gordon Cullen's sketches for The Architectural

Review, the plan embraced the city as a dynamic field capable of expressing

multiple periods and vantage points simultaneously. In short, it sought to

both "develop techniques for integrating areas of historic architecture into

proposed redevelopment programs" as well as to "demonstrate visually

how contemporary architecture can successfully relate to existing historic

architecture.9 2

While it streamlined the celebrated clutter of Cullen's cityscape,

College Hill offered a remarkable synthesis of modern architecture and

historic preservation whose vision had few parallels at that time. One

rendering in the plan showed a man in the foreground taking a photograph

of a woman walking down a street of row houses, which had a mixture of

modern additions and historic structures. More than any other from

that era, the plan sought and articulated an active compromise in the

cityscape that recognized both the impulse to preserve as well as to renew.

The plan was well received, receiving a citation from the American Institute

of Architects in 1960 and coverage in the major architectural journals of

the time.924 College Hill was designated as a national historic district in

1970, three years after the plan was re-issued in 1967. In that re-issue,

planners presented some of the significant renewal projects and restorations

accomplished in the last eight years, including photographs of both

restored historic homes alongside new laboratories and dormitories from

nearby Brown University and the Rhode Island School of Design, several of

which had been built at the expense of historic structures.

The Historic Preservation Act of 1966

While the College Hill Plan provided a vision for how urban renewal and

historic preservation could complement one another, it, like Ghirardelli

Square, remained an anomaly rather than turning point in the 1960s.

Federal legislation, coming with the passage of the National Historic

Preservation Act in 1966, helped to catalyze the shift towards historic

preservation by establishing a federal interest in fostering and accelerating

921 Ibid, 92.
922 College Hill, v
923 Ibid, 145-46.
924 Ibid, 216.
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it.92
1 The Act provided means for the National Park Service to provide

matching grants-in-aid to state and local governments, establishing a direct

financial assistance program for preservation. Following its passage, the

federal government established a review process for impacts to sites on

the National Register of Historic Places (it was later amended to include

eligible sites as well), worked with the Department of Transportation to

consider effects to historic areas and landmarks, and after the passage of

the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), expanded the horizons for

ensuring that government or private action would not further despoil the

country's heritage landscapes.

Federal action in historic preservation created a legal climate in

which the destruction of national monuments and historic neighborhoods

could be more readily questioned and eventually gave birth to legal

mechanisms like transfer of development rights (TDR), which had

preserved Grand Central Station in New York City through the transfer

of its developable air rights. While the bulk of the efforts around

historic preservation to date had been led by private initiative, including

preservation societies, interest groups, and foundations, few examples had

aligned historic preservation with the economics of retail or the private

market. Prior to Faneuil Hall, private sector historic preservation was rare.

After Ghirardelli Square in 1964, a small list of projects was consistently

referenced. These included Trolley Square in Salt Lake City, an old streetcar

barn that had been refashioned in 1971 as a collection of 80 shops,

including art galleries, restaurants, and banks; Pioneer Square and Pike

Place Market in Seattle; Larimer Square in Denver; and Underground

Atlanta, the latter two of which were previously discussed. In July 1975,

citing "widespread interest among developers, bankers, and others in

getting at the facts and figures which lead to an inviting bottom line for

investors," the Urban Land Institute co-hosted a national conference on the

"Economics of Historic Preservation," with the National Trust for Historic

Preservation near Seattle's Pioneer Square redevelopment."926

Pike Place Market and the Public Authority Model

With Pike Place Market and Pioneer Square, Seattle had proven itself a

leader in the nascent historic preservation movement. In the 1940s, Pike

Place Market was devastated by the loss of the Japanese farmers who

made up much of the market's proprietors and clientele to World War II

internment camps. 927 In the wake of market's deterioration, plans were

925 Knott, 5.
926 Knott, 7.
927 Frieden etal., 115.
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dr awsn in tae ealy 1 960s for a mixed-usc development called Pike Plaza,

wxhich would havxe demolished the structure and replaced it with a hotel,

apartment buildings, and a parking garage. A group named "Friends of'

the Marker," which was led by an architecture professor at the University

of W~(ashington named Victor Steinbrueck, formed to prevent demolition.

In 1 971 , a ballot measure won the support of 60% of voters to save the

market and created a 7-acre historic district in the area. As Frieden and

Sagalyn have pointed out, "the decision to renovate a downtown market in

Seattle came from a shift in public opinion away from tear-it-down renewal

and toward the care of popular landmarks. The landmark in question was

no architectural treasure, but it was an tinusual retail market that people

looked at with affection a once btistiing, colorful farmers' marker offering
fresh food of exceptional quality. When cities chose to build retail centers

in the I 970s, they had different notions of retailing in mind. What the

voter initiative called for was not a shopping mall in the contemporary

stuburban sense of that term but an old-fashioned prodtice market."

What made Pike Place Market different, however, was that the
Historical Commission overseeing the project could veto tenants selected

by the market's developer, meaning that the market would struggle to turn

a prolit. As a resrilt, Seattle formed the Pike Place Market Preservation and

1)evelopment Authority and hired John Clise to run it as the business.

Since the marker's preservation went beyond its historical bones, its

management proved a challenge. (Clise "worked patiently to fmnd tenants

the Historical Commission would approve and then regtulared their

busi ness operations stityeog o deological preservatiouiists bt

strictl enough for7,
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realistically enough for a merchant to make a living... He cultivated the

necessary political support through endless negotiation to accommodate

even such marginal groups as the street musicians who played in the

market."2 9 While Pike Place Market, like Ghirardelli Square and Trolley

Square before it, substantiated the potential for a new kind of marketplace

to thrive in the middle of the city, few projects would emulate its non-

profit management model. Instead, it would be Faneuil Hall Marketplace

that served as the standard to which a generation of festival marketplaces

would hold themselves.

Benjamin Thompson and the City ofMan

The career of Benjamin Thompson, the architect of Faneuil Hall, provides

an instructive example of how architecture and urban planning changed in

the late 1960s and early 1970s. Thompson had been one of the founding

members of The Architects' Collaborative (TAC), a firm formed in

1946 by Walter Gropius and seven young architects from Cambridge,

Massachusetts. At TAC, Thompson had practiced and participated in the

prevailing modernism of the day, with heavy influence from Gropius and

his contemporaries. In 1964, he was selected by Gropius to succeed him as

Chair of the Department of Architecture at the Harvard Graduate School

of Design, a post he held for four years and during which he formed his

own firm, Benjamin Thompson Associates (BTA).

That Ben Thompson became the architect most closely associated

with the festival marketplace seems an anomaly. Thompson's architectural

career had been incubated among a group thoroughly embedded in an

avant-garde modernism from the 1940s through the 1960s. While his

commissions, both for TAC and later his own firm, displayed a humane

sensibility, his designs nevertheless eschewed the flair and festivity evident

in the popular "modern" architectural facades, storefronts, and signage of

the era, for which Gruen, Baumfield, and Ketchum were all well known.

Thompson's departure from TAC in 1966, however, coincided

with a shifting dialogue in schools of architecture as well as a heightened

dissatisfaction with the accepted tenets of modernism. In a September

1966 article, Thompson wrote, "Not so long ago men felt free to admit

they loved the meander of a river, a field of devil's paintbrush, or a woman's

crazy loveliness. Today such a display of emotion makes us squirm. Do

we dare to express delight at the sight of a soft summer sky? Can we

still cry out at the anguish of our fellow man? Or does the cold shell of

929 Frieden et al., 118.
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logic reduce us to apathy?"3 0 Accompanying his article was a series of

photographs showing the anguished outlook of late 1960s America-a

cityscape enveloped in fog; a polluted creek beneath the Bayonne Bridge

in New Jersey; a young boy looking through a high chain link fence onto

a deserted cityscape marked only by parking lots and housing towers. The

changing state of the country and its cities in the mid-1960s, the race riots

in particular, had forced Thompson to reconsider his basic assumptions in

the profession.

In a second article in Architectural Record from April 1969, entitled

"Visual Squalor, Social Disorder or A New Vision of the 'City of Man,"'

Thompson went even further.

"Above the din, a few observers comment that the issue is really 'middle-class

values.' This at least helps to describe conditions that are basically the fault of

all of us, although we tend to blame it on the nefarious "power structure" that

runs our cities, dispensing welfare as well as privilege. Certainly those with the

power to spend, to tear down and build, to create schools, housing and roads,

have continually imposed the hollow world of supermarkets, canned music and

deodorant on everyone in their path-and a clean, white, affluent middle-class

world is equally alien to a southern Negro, an Idaho farm youth or a Brooklyn

boy."9 31

In spite of his rhetoric, Thompson's critique affirmed his environmentally

deterministic stance, referring to "sensory deprivation and restriction"

and studies "revealing deficient brain development of rats raised in a

confined, unstimulating environment."9 2 In keeping with a tradition that

went all the way back to Frederick Law Olmsted and was palpable among

the progressive reformers of the early twentieth century, in the chaotic

and spoiled environment, Thompson found his new blight. Though he

never acknowledged the inherent contradiction in his rhetoric of "visual

nourishment"9 3 for the soul of the displaced, his humanistic allusions to a

"'City of Man' [that] would be an intimate city by day and a radiant city

by night"" were perfectly, if not intentionally, aligned with the emerging

marketability of preservation. In describing his "City," Thompson said.

"Its pedestrian streets and minirails would move at many levels though and around

buildings, from below street level to the twentieth floor. Transportation and service

930 Benjamin Thompson. "The World Around Us: Toward an Architecture of Joy and Human
Sensibility," Architectural Record (September 1967): 153.
931 Benjamin Thompson. "Visual Squalor, social disorder or A new vision of the 'City of
Man,"' Architectural Record (April, 1969): 161.
932 Thompson, "Visual Squalor," 162.
933 Ibid, 166.
934 Ibid, Ibid.
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networks would be not only conveniently separate but beautiful and colorful to see

and to sense. Terraces and landscaped rooftops would be designed for maximum

enjoyment of outdoor space and view. Housing would take the form of small,

diversely scaled communities interspersed throughout the city with places to meet

and things to do.. .As in Rockefeller Center or on the Left Bank, there would be

dancing and skating and painting or fishing for people to watch, as they walked

along watching you. Like Paris, it would be a pleasure to walk to work along any

boulevard or side street past a mixtUre of shops, stands, and bakeries, showrooms,

arcades, and architecture. And like Rome, art sculpture and architecture would

mix unselfconsciously."'"

Thompson likened his "City of Man" to "the parade of gondolas" servicing

Venice, walks along the Seine, the "street markets of Lausanne," and the

"action and serenity" ofTivoli Gardens."' But he also referred to the "great

possibilities set forth at Expo '67.. .a city experiment of infinite variety.

In his speech and writings, Victor Gruen had also been known for his

allusions to the World's Fairs and expositions; to Disney; and to the great

squares and agoras of Europe. Thompson carried on that tradition, the

tradition of a festival modernism, in his notion of the marketplace.

The Pushcart Parade: Faneuil Hall and the Festival Marketplace

Seven years later, in 1976, Thompson would see his "City of Man" realized.

935
936
937

I hompason, "Visual Squalor.' 164.
Ibid, Ibid.
Ibid, Ibid.
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The opening of Faneuil Hall Marketplace included "a bagpipe band, a

man in a tricorn hat with a hand bell, and some ladies wearing nineteenth

century dresses." 938'The market, which was only half leased six months

before opening, brought in pushcarts where local artisans could rent space

on weeklong leases, a temporary solution that turned into an accidental

innovation which would be repeated elsewhere." 9 More people came in

its first year than visited Disneyland.9 0 The Rouse Company could never

have predicted the market's profitability, which outdid its suburban malls

twofold ($150 per square foot to $300) after its first year in operation.

Yet Faneuil Hall was not Pike Place Market.9" As Nicholas

Dagen Bloom observed in this recent biography of Rouse, "the festival

marketplace... became the Trojan Horse of the suburban reentry into the

center city. Not only because the marketplace was a completely controlled

environment combining the privatization of formerly public spaces and

streets, and not only because the familiar chains moved in by the 1980s,

but because the Rouse Company brought its system of mall management

to the central city."9 42

Following their success at Faneuil Hall, Rouse and Thompson

would collaborate on a series of downtown projects that followed the same

basic formula. Baltimore's Harborplace, whose redevelopment marked the

crystallization of the Inner Harbor redevelopment program first proposed

in the mid-i 950s, opened in 1980. South Street Seaport in New York

opened in 1983.* In 1979, the city of Norfolk, where Rouse and Victor

Gruen had failed to get a redevelopment project off the ground in 196 0s,

called upon Rouse to create their own festival marketplace. With a trade

area less than one-third the size of Baltimore and under half the size of

Boston's, Norfolk presented a challenge that Rouse was excited to accept.

Working through his newly formed Enterprise Development Company

938 Olsen, 259.
939 Ibid, 258.
940 Ibid, 260.
941 See Bloom, 177. Bloom states that "Rouse had entirely overlooked the salient elements that

distinguished Pike Place and Indianapolis City Market from his festival marketplaces. Bernard Frieden

and Lynn Sagalyn offer a succinct portrait of Pike Place.. .that points out these differences.. .Pike

place merchants benefitted from below-market rents, simple renovation standards kept rents low, and

management had decided to reject chain businesses." It is worth noting, however, that the original

Starbucks started just across from Pike Place, indicating the potential inevitability of the market

catalyzing highly commercialized activities.
942 Bloom, 158.
943 The Seaport project had originated as the South Street Seaport Museum in 1967. In a

December 1974 article entitled "Wanted: Not-for-profit entrepreneurs," Jonathan Barnett predicted

the tension between "authentic" or sensitive historic development and bland real estate proposals that

ultimately characterized the Seaport project. Ultimately, the planned shift of the actual market to

Hunts Point in the Bronx endangered the project's "festival" appeal from the start. Jonathan Barnett.

"Wanted: Not-for-profit entrepreneurs," Architectural Record (1974): 122-123.
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and its partner the Enterprise Foundation,' Rouse and Norfolk planned

Waterside Marketplace, which opened in 1983. Other cities signed on too.

In Richmond, there was the 6" Street Marketplace; in Toledo, Portside

Festival Marketplace (1 984). Rouse, working with the Mott Foundation,

even worked with Flint, Michigan to open a marketplace-the Water

Street Pavilion-in 1985.

But in the small and mid-sized cities, the marketplaces, like the

pedestrian malls before them, withered. In 1987, Battle Creek closed its

marketplace. Flint's Water Street Pavilion shut down in 1990, followed

shortly thereafter by Toledo's Portside. Norfolk and Richmond both

struggled, the latter even suing the Enterprise Development Company

for promising too much." "[lhe] fundamental problem..." says Olsen,

was the difference between big cities and small cities. While there were

some signs of urban revitalization in the nation's larger metropolises, places

on the scale of Richmond or small Midwestern factory towns continuied

944 For a i story of the Inte rprise I )eelepnenii ittompati arid the IEnterprise IF ntatiiition,

set lstn, 298-30 1. ROUSe in the early 1)SOs siritd [lit Eteirpr ist Foundation to iid the Cause of
i r ties andtI the Inisrrotin of ifIorti [t using, as li i s [ I ltA t Eteis i t Des elepmeIt

Compansa new real estate firm that was separat from his old compay. Accoirding to Olsen, "ROu S
th ht'i it might li possible to esablish i iche lor pocket-siZ Urban pro tis- reiiabilitations to
existing building i d Ciit eveni o trui tio n of snt' itw festisAl m t tl its tettiti be built ini

sn illtr citi s that had recent'ly biegon to fI sCitlt him s." ( ls , 50 )
9zf Olsen, 328.
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to have difficulties. In Toledo, the city's only remaining downtown

department store, Macy's, had announced its intention to leave even before

Portside opened. When asked what this meant for his plans, Rouse had

gallantly replied 'Nothing at all, that's the old city. [Portside] is the new

city.' But to be a new city, buoyed by a flow of yuppies back downtown,

was not yet the future of places like Toledo or Flint or Battle Creek."9 6

The Delineation ofa Festival Modernism

In a drawing for The Architectural Review in 1950 of the Looe Sea Front

entitled "The Line of Life," Gordon Cullen had captured everything that

the festival marketplace was to become.947 A chaotic jumble of buildings

met at a confluence of two streets. At their joining was a public square that

teemed with seafood shacks, temporary stands and kiosks, and a gaggle

of boats crowding for a place along the embankment walls of the harbor.

Flags stretched along thin wire overhead and trolley tracks, slight and

unimposing, streamed through the middle of the bustling marketplace.

Cullen's drawings had been highly influential in humanizing modernism,

and garnered praise and admiration from William H. Whyte and Jane

Jacobs. His influence on a generation of delineators, including Thomas

Todd, Ben Althen, Carlos Diniz, Helmut Jacoby, among many others, was

undeniable.

In the mid-i 970s, as places like Ghirardelli Square and Pike

Place Market had demonstrated, a pervasive nostalgia for the cluttered

urbanism of old cities had become palpable. The desire to look back was

fueled not only by critics of urban renewal and the onset of preservation,

but by a disappointment and frustration with the unrealized promise of

the Great Society and the turmoil that followed it. For the promotional

renderings created for Faneuil Hall Marketplace, Baltimore's Harborplace,

and the South Street Seaport, James Rouse and Ben Thompson turned to

Carlos Diniz. Following the success of the Fort Worth plan, Diniz had left

Victor Gruen Associates to create his own firm and soon after emerged as

one of the top delineators of his generation. He did work for prominent

architectural firms through the 1960s and 1970s, including Skidmore,

Owings, and Merrill, Minoru Yamasaki, and HOK Architects.

In 1974, as Rouse and Thompson were struggling to get the city's

approval for the project, Roy Williams, the Marketplace project director

for Faneuil Hall, suggested that they hire Diniz to create a promotional

poster. According to Ben and Jane Thompson, Diniz's rendering for the

project made "a vision so seductively real that few viewers recognized the

946 Olsen, 329.
947 Gosling, Cullen, 37.
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Faneuil Hall Marketplace

Promotional Poster, 1974 for Ben amin

lhompson Associates.

llnUstrated by Carlos Diniz.
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6.34
Laclede's Landing, St. Louis

Illustrated by Carlos Diniz for HOK

Architects, 1967.
Building Illusion (1992)

magnitude of the transformation."0 ' Diniz's rendering for the project

appeared in the form of a two-sided poster. On the front side, he drew
the market and its flanking buildings in an aerial perspective. The main

drawing used a language by then familiar in downtown plans. Lush kiosks

with flower stands, children grasping balloons, and merry-go-rounds

enlivened the public spaces between buildings. Key elements of the scheme,

such as a small sunken pooi, an oversized flagpole, and an information

kiosk, were colored purple, and interspersed by a series of playful follies.

The scene was carefully detailed to exhibit varied programs for the public

space. ihe main walks were crowded with people and activities-an

outdoor exhibit on the history of the area's merchant ships; a flower show;

games; pavilions; flagpoles; and clock towers.

On the back side was a plan of the market building with a

small section and perspectival scenes in the margins. The market plan

included a detailed listing of the items to be sold in each storefront, but
not the names of the shops that would sell them. Alongside the plan,

Diniz placed sideways facing elevations of the store blocks with detailed

symbols of market nostalgia beside them, including an old camera, a pipe,

948 Diniz, Building //son, 46. According to the 'lhomnpsons, Diniz had sparred with the

designers ahout including far more trees in the renderings than wsere actually planned. A compromise
was reached, hut it provides a good exh ihition of how Diniz played a significant role in the iterative
visioning and design process as a delineator.
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French horns, a partially eaten wheel of cheese, and a phonograph. Small

perspective drawings in the margins showed a pair of women peering

into the storefront of an "early American living" store on top of which

stood a casual dress wear shop. A restaurant named "The Kitchen Cellar"

was rendered at the lower left, with a woman walking down its steps as a

conversation took place in the bar below. And in the bottom right corner,

advertised with the words "Modern Offices in an Historic Atmosphere,"

Diniz included an image of an executive looking out his office window

onto the refurbished market blocks below, reflecting back on how much his

city had changed.

The scenes painted by Diniz for the South Street Seaport and

Baltimore's Harborplace, presented a similar set of activities. For the

Seaport, he drew the market as a complex urban entourage scene. At

the bottom right, a burly fishmonger chats up a working class girl in a

sundress. Eager tourists snap photographs of an upper class New York lady

in furs escorted by a gentleman in a gray suit (suddenly out of place in a

sea of casual clothing). A woman struggles to contain the excitement of a

Dalmatian barking at small dog hiding coyly behind a gelato cart. There

are fruit stands, birds flying, balloons drifting away from the hands of

eager children, food courts, and business meetings everywhere. The scene

is rambunctious and alive. Though anchored by a massive glass mall and

with no fish market or fish mongers to speak of in the proposal itself, the

Seaport drew upon the familiar motifs and energies of Diniz's past work,

here restaged into a theater of bustle and clutter, in the background of

which commercial enterprise hummed.

Diniz had done his first drawings of a festival marketplace project

for Laclede's Landing in St. Louis, designed by HOK Architects in 1967.

As compared to his later work for Harborplace and South Street Seaport,

the drawings at Laclede's Landing seem remarkably conservative. Though

the characteristic elements of the proposal, including a festive steamboat,

kiosks, vendors, and storefronts all make appearances, the people in the

scene are "planners' people." The men wear suits. The women are ferrying

children. Modern towers loom in the distance, an imposing presence

despite the preservation of historic blocks. There are no birds.94 9 Laclede's

Landing drew upon the same three narratives that Gruen had set forth

a decade before-the executive, the merchant, and the shopper. Though

his drawings included a pushcart, a few balloons, and historic fagades, the

scene had changed little.

Ten years later, the main scene drawn for Harborplace (1978)

presented a public space that played host to multiple narratives. In the

949 Diniz, Building Illusion, 28-31.
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6.36
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foreground, an African-American man and a white man, both in casual

dress, have a conversation from an overlook; a pair of bicyclists in shorts

arrives at the scene; teenagers parade down the main walk, seagulls litter

the sky; goods are being loaded onto a boat.9" In the middle of the public

walk by the harbor, a pair of large glass market halls with open balconies

makes a scene of sidewalk cafes, athletic stores, pushcarts, and restaurants.

The creation of a multi-racial, if not multi-generational, narrative

at Harborplace would have been inconceivable a decade earlier. But after

the riots of 1968, Baltimore started hosting fairs to bring the city back

together. The first Baltimore City Fair was held in Charles Center in 1970

and by 1973, when fairs had moved to the Inner Harbor, they would draw

two million people. According to David Harvey, in his article "A View

from Federal Hill," the fairs were conceived as a way of quelling unrest and

bringing people together, but they "also helped Baltimore rediscover the

ancient Roman formula of bread and circuses as a means of masking social

problems and controlling discontent."9 " "With the crowds pouring in," he

says, "it was a short step to commercializing the city fair, first by adding all

manner of ethnic festivals, concerts, and spectacular events...to draw even

more people downtown. Then, having proved the existence of a market, the

next step was to institutionalize a permanent commercial circus through

the construction of Harborplace.. .and pleasure citadels of all kinds."9 2"

Festival marketplaces, like shopping malls and pedestrian malls,

offered a counterpoint to the prevailing narrative of the dying city at

mid-century. Designed and conceived as convivial agoras that could sure

up the financial interests of downtown businesses then fleeing cities,

they perfected rather than revolutionized urban retail by privatizing the

management of spaces which had been public and turning them into fairs

that exuded the illusion of public-ness through an ingenious alignment of

capital with preservation. Despite their emphasis on heritage and joy, these

projects represented a next step for Rouse and other developers who had

already saturated the suburban market then killing inner cities. In playing

upon historical themes and sating the national shift towards preservation,

Rouse and the architect Benjamin Thompson achieved the final evolution

of modernism-a "modernism of ghosts."

In 1981 Robert Campbell had called Faneuil Hall "an

impersonation of a kind of urban life that no longer exists in most of

America... [and] a theatrical representation of street life." "It has to be

950 Diniz, 70-71.
951 David Harvey. "A View from Federal Hill." The Baltimore Book: New Views ofLocal History
(Philadelphia, PA: Temple University Press, 1991), 236.
952 Harvey, 237-239.
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this," he said "because that is the stage we have to go through as we begin

cautiousiy, self-consciously to re-enact the urban culture we abandoned.

Campbell's self-conscious re-enactment of urban life marked the final

stage of modernism, what Berman had suggested was the distinguishing

feature of 1 970s modernism. "The modernism of the I 970s," he said,

"was distinguished by its desire and power to remember, to remember so

much of what modern societies... want to forget. But when contemporary

modernists lose touch with and deny their own modernity, they only echo

the ruling class self-delusion that it had conquered the troubles and perils

of the past."" By aligning preservation with free enterprise in the I 970s,

Rouse discovered that sentimentality and nostalgia could be as powerful as

codes and regulations in enforcing rehabilitation and prompting renewal,

something that could not have been anticipated in the I 940s and early

I 950s when he was advocating for the Baltimore plan. The "denial of

modernity," through the commercialization of history, proved, in the end,

to be what downtowns could sell, but the suburban malls could not.

)3 Roberr CAImpIll . [EA LIMion: Boqton L Ipper of U rhan itY A lourna/ -0. (1981): 29.
98-l Berman, i46.
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"The city of Sophronia is made up of two half-cities. In one there is a great roller

coaster with its steep humps, the carousel with its chain spokes, the Ferris wheel of

spinning cages, the death-ride with the crouching motorcyclists, the big top with

the clump of trapezes hanging in the middle. The other half-city is of stone and

marble and cement, with the bank, the factories, the palaces, the slaughterhouse,

the school, and all the rest. One of the half-cities is permanent, the other is

temporary, and when the period of its sojourn is over, they uproot it, dismantle it,

and take it off, transplanting it to the vacant lots of another half-city. And so every

year the day comes when the workmen remove the marble pediments, lower the

stone walls, the cement pylons, take down the Ministry, the monument, the docks,

the petroleum refinery, the hospital, load them on trailers, to follow from stand

to stand their annual itinerary. Here remains the half-Sophronia of the shooting-

galleries and the carousels, the shout suspended from the cart of the headlong

roller coaster, and it begins to count the months, the days it must wait before the

caravan returns and a complete life can begin once again."

-Italo Calvino, Invisible Cities9"5

"No city has ever died from [too much] traffic, but many have died from too

little."

-T.T. Wylie, as quoted by Victor Gruen in notes for a talk to the

Associates of VGA

"There are today those who, because of the deterioration of the appearance of the

city, are inclined to believe that its disappearance would be no great loss; who feel

that in an era in which indirect human communication by telephone, radio, [and]

television has vastly improved, in a time when individual mobility by automobile

has become possible, the city is no longer necessary and that decentralization

of human settlement in sprawling form all over the countryside is the pattern

of the future. There lives in this country a whole generation who, having never

experienced the benefit of truly urban life and having never seen a well functioning

city- that means one of good appearance- wouldn't shed a tear if all our cities

would disappear."

- Victor Gruen, Notes for a talk to VGA, February 13, 1962 (9)956

955 Italo Calvino. Invisible Cities (New York, NY: Harcourt, 1974), 63.
956 Victor Gruen. "Notes for a talk to the Associates of VGA," February 13, 1962. Crawford

Westbrook Collection Box 16.
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opposite
Fulton Mall, Fresno, 2014.

Credit: Benjamin Hill
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A Two-way Street: 7he Demolition of the Fulton Mall

As of this writing, Fresno's Fulton Mall, the apex of Victor

Gruen's work in downtown and a unique exemplar of mid-century

modern landscape design by Garret Eckbo, is undergoing demolition.

After a prolonged legal battle, during which preservationists attempted

to have the mall listed on the National Register of Historic Places and

prevent its demolition over insufficient environmental review, the Mayor

Ashley Swearengin, city and regional leaders broke ground on the mall's

demolition and began its long awaited reconstruction as a two-way street

on March 3, 2016.

In arguing for the street's reopening, the Mayor often referred

to the need for more "eyes on the street," applying the neighborhood

surveillance of Jane Jacobs's intimate street theater to the necessity of

through traffic on Fulton Street. "' A December 2013 Report by the

California Department of Transportation (CalTrans) called for rebuilding

of the mall using a "complete streets" philosophy that would balance

the interests of bikes, buses, cars, and pedestrians, yet also reiterated to a

need to retain the "historic fabric and character of the Mall."" 8 Though

the original 2010 study of the downtown area by Moule & Polyzoides,

a prominent New Urbanist architecture and planning firm based in

Pasadena, had considered ten alternatives for the project, the traffic studies,

the economic reports, and the plans all pointed to the same result-

reopening the street to traffic.

A report from 2013 sponsored by the Downtown Fresno

Partnership, titled "The Experiment of American Pedestrian Malls," echoed

their findings.9 '9 Of the roughly 200 pedestrian malls that had been built

in the United States, 89% had failed. 960 The report, like the Mayor and

the Department of Transportation, called upon Fresno to adapt a "main

street approach to revitalization" and stated definitively, "The American

pedestrian mall, including Fresno's Fulton Mall, is by most accounts

a failed experiment that, left alone, will continue to deteriorate." This

statement was followed by economic statistics indicating lower vacancy

rates, private investment, and increased property values in cities that had

done away with their malls. Further, it pointed out that the conditions

that made pedestrian malls successful in places like Boulder, Minneapolis,

957 "TIGER 2013: Application for the Fulton Mall Reconstruction Project" (Fresno, CA: City
of Fresno, 2013).
958 "Fulton Mall Reconstruction Project: Finding of Adverse Affect." (Sacramento, CA:
California Department of Transportation, December 2013), 3.
959 Cole E. Judge. "The Experiment of American Pedestrian Malls: Trends Analysis, Necessary
Indicators for Success and Recommendations for Fresno's Fulton Mall." Fresno Future Conference
Strong Cities, Strong Communities Downtown Fresno Partnership, (Fresno CA: Strong Cities, Strong
Communities, 2013).
960 Judge, 1.
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or Miami Beach-beaches, tourism, and universities-were absent in

Fresno."1 Locals and businesses described the mall as an "uncomfortable

and threatening environment" that brought "loiterers and transients." A

long list of failed malls, from Little Rock, Arkansas to Burlington. Iowa to

Sheboygan, Wisconsin, served as a cautionary tale.'"

'Ihat the pedestrian mall had "faiiled" to save downtown as

promised seemed to have enshrined itself in the national conscience at

sonme point around 1 987. An article in [he Will/Streei Journal that year

stated that the pedestrian mall, "once a panacea for doWntown planning,

had flopped." Writing of Eugene's ambitious pedestrianization effort

from 1 970, the author wrote, "it became wasteland. Pedestrians staved

away, partly out of fear that mall's many trees and fountains were hiding

muggers. Motorists skirted the area, coiifused by the reconfigured street

routes. With sales much slower than expected, merchants departed and

storefroints went vacant."* Writing on e year later of Fresino's demise,

Peter King reflected, "Failure, like success, generates its own momentuni.

Bright facades began to drop. The trains stopped running. Building owners

and shopkeepers no longer felt compelled to improve their stores. 'De

north end of the mall emptied, and its stores becanie roosts for winos

and pigeons...rwilight faded to darkness aiid the mall began to empty,

fast. Gates were drawn over doorways. lie old men of the mall moved in

slouching ranks toward their retirement hotels. Uniformed guards escorted

female workers to parking lots. It looked like a retreat."

'Ihe scene at Fresno's Fulton Mall today, however, is not one of

962 Ibid, 5-8.
%65 Latric M. G ross man. "City Pedestrian Mialkls ail to Fllll Promise of Revit alizng

D owniowno11 Wll M/Si rer /Vturna, lJune 1, -1I98".

%64 Kin, "Rise and li of Urban Mall.

7.2
A Copr Sre or l-Ulto1 St oct.,

Fresno. Mall rendering, 2016.
Credit: Downtowi Fiesno Partnership
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winos and pigeons." -1he businesses along Fulton Mall cater to a mostly

Hispanic clientele. With stores like Botanica San Judas, Goodwill, and

Los Panchos Mexican restaurant, today's mall has become a center of

Hispano-American life, in which the Mariposa Mall hosts Cinco de Mayo

parties and old men lounge under the generous shade trees envisioned by

Eckbo. While there is little question that Fulton Mall did not live up to

its "promise" to save downtown, it is imperative to interrogate the notions

of blight, decline, and flight that justified the modernism of which this

project was representative, and which Fresno is in danger of repeating.

Slhe reconstruction proposal for the Fulton Mall stands only

superficially oppositional to the basic tenets on which Gruen and Eckbo's

modernist superblock was based. -Ihe project proposes two-way, rather

than one-way streets. On-street parking is a boon to business, not a recipe

for congestion. Surface parking lots are "parking craters," ripe for future

development. One rendering shows a light rail running down the middle

of the street, yet none of them show buses.

1 he Fulton Mall's demolition and reconstruction, like the original

Fulton Mall, represents an effort by the city to restore downtown as a

middle-class shopping district for affluent white customers. 1 his underlying

objective, which transcends modernism and post- modernism, is reiterated

by rendered images of the project, which substitute an upscale shopping

a
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street for a down-market mall frequented primarily by minorities. It is

the prerogative of cities to reinvest in their downtowns and to ensure that

their public spaces are not only maintained, but also managed, activated,

and loved. hat the Fulton Mall has lasted relatively unchanged for over

50 years is a testament to its design and to the visionary plan laid out by

Victor Gruen. Most pedestrian malls have vanished with little fanfare or

press.

In the 1966 article "Plan ners' People," the authors asked:

"Are planners aCtUalky gUity Of ignoring or- overlooking the existence of different

gro ups and of the variety of values that should be common to a democracy? lihe
effect of such myopia would be more than to give priority to those projects whose

greatest and most direct benefits are enjoyed by the favored group; it would also

be to define all city problems and propose their solutions according to an unvaried
and often inappropriate value system. ihere would be no recognition of the fact

that some groups see dilapidated buildings where others see an opportunity for

self-improvement, that some groups regard a street as an impersonal thoroughfare

where others see a place for commUnal activity, that Some groups derive aesthetic

satisfaction from fine architectural detailing and others from a display of pink

plastic flamingos set neatly oin a grassy lawn.

Fresno's rehabilitation and the demise of its pedestrian mall more

broadly should not be accepted as an inevitable failure, but as the product

of a unique American political and economic system that puts cities and

their downtowns at a disadvantage. The success of pedestrian streets in

cities across the world, not only in older European centers, but also in

China, Japan, Latin America, and the Middle East, demonstrates this.

Victor Gruen, in his book 1he Heart of Our Cities (1964) said as much.

'Ws ',ood c( Al.,Panr epe 2

7.4, 7.5, 7.6
'ulton Mall N1 ernolition, Fresno,

Naiv, 2016.
Credit: EdUardo Navaroo
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"One of the reasons for the comparative lethargy of government in its

attitude toward the fate of American cities lies in the composition of the

Congress of the United States... measures that would be helpful to the large

and growing majority of urbanites usually arouse little interest in Congress

and are more often than not defeated." Gruen continues, "To make

matters worse, it is usually the economically weakest part of the populace

which lives within the city boundaries, requiring the greatest amount of

public services but unable to pay the required taxes, and the economically

strongest segment which lives outside, enjoying lower tax rates and better

services." 966 The failure of regional planning in the United States and

the predominance of rural (and suburban) policies and interests at the

Congressional level has certainly contributed to challenges of downtown,

and only worsened in its inequities and persistent segregation since Gruen's

time.

The Fresno case, however, points to a larger vacuum of ideas in

planning since the Gruen era. Gruen accepted modernism's notion of

a singular alignment between space and function, and in keeping with

the era, he rejected of the chaotic mixture associated with blight and

deterioration. Yet in the wholeness of the scheme, he used separation as an

opportunity for festivity and play, forging pedestrian spaces that delighted

in variety at the expense of balance.

The shift from a modernist street based on free flow to the

balanced streetscape-a shared, livable, or complete street-has never

been fully unpacked. Though New Urbanism called for a return to the

traditional street design,96 rejecting the highway for the boulevard and

the pedestrian mall for the main street, this rhetorical shift, which is best

embodied in the changing preference from one-way to two-way, merely

substituted postmodern typologies and development strategies for modern

ones, without changing the underlying structures that governed them.

Thus, the people movers and the monorails of the 1960s and 1970s became

the streetcars and the light rail systems of the 1980s and 1990s. In many

cases, these projects, perhaps best embodied by Buffalo's "failed" transit

mall, failed to resolve the structural defects at their core-the failure of

regional planning, the persistence of segregation, the competition between

downtown retail and suburban cities willing to rezone green fields for

shopping centers on a whim. The spirit of free enterprise that could save

downtown could also destroy it, and in many cases, the dying downtowns

966 Gruen, Heart of Our Cities. 346.
967 See Allan B. Jacobs, Elizabeth Macdonald, and Yodan Rofe. The Boulevard Book: History,
Evolution, Design ofMultiway Boulevards. (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2002) and Allan B. Jacobs.
Great Streets (Cambridge MA: MIT Press, 1995).
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of the 19 4 0s and 1950s became the dead downtowns of the 1980s and

1990s.

Though the transition from modernism to postmodernism may

be interpreted as an essentially rhetorical, or even cosmetic shift, federal

policies did change the parameters of development, even as cities found

ways to justify or adapt preexisting projects to meet new federal priorities.

Historic and environmental preservation and civil rights legislation passed

from the mid-1960s through the early 1970s changed the field of planning

and prevented the outright destruction wrought by urban renewal and

activist business coalitions. While preservation policies have created an

environment more sensitive to communities, landscapes, and memory,

they have also pre-empted a stagnancy of vision and an impediment to

long-range planning by the public sector, in favor of incentivized "public-

private" partnerships that can erode the public interest when poorly

managed. The success of the festival marketplaces and the mixed-use

complexes built downtown in the 1970s and 1980s in contrast to the

pedestrian malls of the 19 6 0s and 1970s represents a critical dichotomy in

this respect. Managed spaces that could appeal to affluent white consumers

from the suburbs came at the expense of privatization, even in cases like

Faneuil Hall, where the spaces contained the appearance of public-ness, yet

were in fact privately managed. The 2016 conflict over solicitors in New

York's Time Square pedestrian plaza reiterates the challenge of management

and security in public spaces, as well as the persistent tendency to try to

resolve the social problems that manifest themselves in public spaces by

sacrificing the public interest or removing the space entirely.968

From Yesterday to Today

I decided to undertake this study because I was dissatisfied with the

standard narrative of failure for pedestrian malls in United States and

frustrated by the David & Goliath caricature of urban renewal taught in

schools of planning. Having wandered in the footsteps of Victor Gruen

through the squares of Vienna and Copenhagen's Tivoli Gardens, like the

aged and bitter Charles Blessing, I too asked: "why here in America...

why should our CBDs fade away when in most of the rest of the world

the central city becomes ever more dominant, more exciting, and in

many respects more beautiful and humane?""9 In setting out to answer

this question, my investigation evolved into a far-reaching narrative not

only about the pedestrian mall or the downtown plan, but also about the

968 See Michael Grynbaum and Matt Flegenheimer. "De Blasio Raises Prospect of Removing
Times Square Pedestrian Plazas," The New York Times, August 20, 2015.
969 Redstone, xii.
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history and meaning of planning itself, its relationship to design, and its

personality from yesterday to today.

In the course of my study, I found, buried in Redstone's

compendium, an old plan for my own hometown" It had all of the

familiar elements of Gruen's epitome district-the circular loop, the

immense parking structures at the periphery, even a pedestrian mall, a

civic center, and an elevated walkway (never built). In understanding and

unpacking the plans and projects of the urban renewal era, which planners

today casually dismiss but rarely interrogate, I have discovered and learned

how to look at cities for what they were, what they are, and what they

wanted to be.

Today, the narrative of cities has changed and it is worth briefly

reflecting upon those changes in relationship to this thesis. Among the

most important findings in this study was the divergent fate of large cities

as opposed to small and mid-sized cities. Though much of contemporary

planning is rightly focused on how to preserve and advance affordable

housing in the face of gentrification, that narrative is far different in Toledo

than in New York. Many smaller and mid-sized cities and downtowns are

not much different today than they were in the 1980s. On a recent trip

to Houston's downtown, I was reminded of Peter King's description of

the characters in the Fresno Mall in the mid-1980s. In Memphis, where a

streetcar transit mall replaced the Mid-America Mall in the 1980s, I walked

970 Redstone, 22-23. Government Center and Pleasant Street Complex, Malden, MA. Master
Plan architects: Doxiadia Associates Inc.. Robert J. Lynch Landscape Architects: Sasaki, Dawson &
Demay, Inc.
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Better Block Event, Dallas, 2012.
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-Interim" Pedestrian Plaza, Brooklyn,

New York. Credit: NYC DOT

vacant streets with vacant storefronts. ihough Boston and San Francisco

may thrive, Youngstown and Dubuque are still scratching their heads

trying to figure out what happened and what to do next. Ihe downtowns

grappling with gentrification and displacement are fewer than those whose

stores close on Saturdays for lack of foot traffic. While the popular dialogue

has shifted from recentralization to historic and environmental preservation

to neighborhood and demographic preservation, that narrative doesn't

apply everywhere and many cities have been all but left behind.

In recent years, there has been a renewed interest in the

experimental street closing. Reminiscent of the experimental malls of

the late 1950s, neighborhood activists and national "better block"

advocates have taken to creating low-cost, temporary visions of the future

971
corn

"Team Better Block: Making Places Better.' Accessed April 2016, http://teambetterblock.
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aimed at building constituencies for change. Foundations have funded

these efforts,972 seeking to revive Main Streets and downtowns through

renewed investment and citizen participation. Larger cities like New York,

Chicago, and Los Angeles have also touted the economic benefits of their

own interim street transformations. They manifest themselves in multiple

mutations-interim pedestrian plazas; pilot projects; open streets; parklets;

better blocks; tactical urbanism; and DIY-streets. Collectively, these

projects express both continuity and ambiguity. They embody the twin

desire to both improve the revenue generating potential of a street and the

attractiveness of public space, while also trying to forestall its gentrification,

a contradictory impulse not unlike that paradox faced by Gruen and Rouse

in reconciling the regional shopping center with downtown renewal.

The fad for the pilot, the temporary, and the tactical ultimately

reflects an impatience with planning and a questioning of its core

functions. In the course of reviewing many of the plans and plan makers

of the twentieth century, I have discovered many names whom history has

forgotten-Harland Bartholomew, Ladislas Segoe, John Nolen, Victor

Gruen, and David Wallace, to name a few. There is no inevitability in the

production of a plan that delineates the future. A vision of a place, whether

it be a city, region, neighborhood, or downtown, is not a prerequisite to

its coming into being. Yet plans do matter, and as the iconic images of

Gruen's Fort Worth remind us, they have the potential to inspire and shape

physical space, even as they themselves pass into ephemera. Embedded in

their images, if you look closely, are clues of visions past and future, traces

of thought and inspiration, and hopes of festivity as well as improvement. I

have entitled this thesisfestival modernism because I discovered in the work

of Victor Gruen and others a humanism at odds with our preconceptions

of modernism, and a modernism that indulged in a carnival spirit. Ihis
brief moment in history was formative but forgotten, and as we begin the

gradual erasure of its follies, may we read the plans that we seek to improve

upon and in doing so, discover our modern selves.

972 "Better Block Foundation to help people build more vibrant, connected communities
with $775,000 from Knight Foundation; New nonprofit will give communities the know-how and
tools to rapidly transform underutilized public spaces and blocks," January, 13 2016, http://www.
knightfoundation.org/press-room/press-release/better-block-foundation-help-people-build-more-vib/.
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